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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As the effect of man on the environment in which he lives continues
to increase, the importance of land and natural resource management
`should rise at an equal rate. 	 Effective land planning requires an .--
awareness of all human and natural resources that may be impacted by
various management alternatives.	 Any land resource management decisions
'	 must be preceded by the collection of adequate and accurate information
on which to base the decision process.	 Remote sensing offers powerful
-information gathering capabilities and can provide the accurate and
detailed data needed by the planner in a timely and cost effective y
o	
manner.
It is not the intent of this report to review the early history of
remote sensing as a source of land use information or to describe the
many applications in traditional urban planning programs. 	 Works by
Branch (1971), Westerlund (1972), and Estes and Senger (1974), all with
numerous references, will provide the reader an excellent overview of
remote sensing as it has been applied to land planning and related i
environmental analysis.	 These volumes indicate that aerial photography b
has significant potential for meeting data collection needs of land i
planners and managers; .a
Recently, aerial photography from high altitude aircraft has become
available to planners. 	 Such data have been found useful for detailed
hand use mappings over large areas. 	 Vegas (1974) presents a methodology
w	 .,
for the use of high altitude photography in land use classification:
Similar techniques have been employed to map land use over the entire
State of Maryland (Brooner'and Wolf, 19 714).	 Many other states and
-xiv-
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counties have completed land use surveys from high altitude photography.
In recent years, state, county, and other regional planners have been Y
increasingly faced with the need for region-wide land use and related
data to update existing information, develop land use plans, and to
monitor outcomes of the planning process. 	 As new techniques are acquired,
needed data are developed, tested, and become operationally available.
r
Planners can adopt them as a means of meeting a part of their infor-
mation needs.	 In addition to the use of high altitude aircraft imagery,
the new imagery from the Earth Resources Technology Satellites, ERTS-1
and 2 (now called LANDSAT-I and II) and SKYLAB offer a potential source
,i
of data useful to the planner.
-LANDSAT-I and II provide data from which changing land cover F
patterns over large regions can be rapidly mapped and monitored. 	 The
a
SKYLAB Orbital Manned Workshop launched in early 1973 provided color,
color infrared, and multi-banded-imagery over much of the United States
which may be used for similar purposes.
	 p	 p ;
A.	 GENERAL OVERVIEW OF INVESTIGATION
This investigation was initially designed to use both SKYLAB/EREP-
A, S-192 multispectral scanner data, and S-190-multispectral photography
acquired over the Washington, D.C.-Baltimore area and the Alice Springs,
Central Australia area to examine those parameters influencing sampling
strategy with respect to manual, semi-automated, or automated thematic
land use mapping with spacecraft data.	 The intention was to merge
multidate,	 3-channel imagery and assess the various trade-offs between
multiband and multidate concepts in improving land use identification to
level III, and possibly even level IV, within a samplin format.
^	 'tiFy
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The work discussed in this final report is confined to the SL/3
Mission over the Washington, D.C.-Baltimore, Maryland urban areas and
nearby rural areas in Virginia and Maryland, and the SL/4 Mission over
the Alice Springs site.
As originally planned, the U.S. test site was to be covered twice
^i	 and was to encompass an area some 159 miles long and 42 miles wide,
extending northwest to southeast over the Virginia-Maryland area,
including the Washington, D.C.-Baltimore, Maryland corridor.
	
f
Orbital changes early in the SL/2 Mission, however, provided
imagery shifted to the southwest of the original track. When the SL/3
Mission reported on here was flown, the original SKYLAB track was used,
leaving very few of the original SL/2'sample sites covered twice. This
i
substantially negated the original study. A combination of local clouds
and high cirrus within the twice-seen area further complicated the
picture.
Similar problems occurred in the Central Australian site. The area
was virtually totally cloud-covered during the SL /3 Mission. Even the
SL/4 Mission was handicapped by clouds in portions of the test site. In
_z
addition, the S-192 multispectral scanner performance over the Australian
site was such that after inspection of the data tapes it was decided to
confine analysis to the S-190 A and S-190`,6 color and color infrared
photography. Comparisons with previous analyses were carried out with
Gemini photography incorporating field observations and low altitude
aircraft flights provided by cooperating Australian scientists:
Of the original objectives therefore, those questions dealing with
multidate imagery were set 'aside because an acceptable body of obser-
vations was not available. In addition, those questions dealing with
`	 -Xvi	
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rsample design for land use ground truth sampling and geographic dis-
tance-decay function were also set aside: 1) because these questions,
by the time of receipt of the SKYLAB digital tapes, had already been
answered sufficiently in substance by several LANDSAT 1 investigations;
and 2) the data set available with the S-192 tapes could not constitute
an appropriate test of the hypotheses involved, nor could significant
additional conclusions to those of the LANDSAT studies be expected.
In essence, as pointed out in the original proposal, ground truthY
sampling must be both randomized and systematic to avoid bias. LANDSAT
investigations in which this has been observed include that by Von Steen
and Wigton (1973). Similarly, geographic distance decay functions have
been shown to be different for different environments, and to be depen-
dent on the degree of spatial stratification of homogeneousland use
regions and sub-regions employed in both sampling and prediction.
Studies at the University of California, Berkeley (Nichols et al.,
1973), and by Morain (1973) at the University of Kansas are relevant. 	 a
a
3
B.	 WHAT IS TO BELEARNED FROM THE INVESTIGATION
The questions which were addressed are as follows:
S-192: U.S'. Site, Washington-Baltimore Region
1. To what degree does the increased spectral coverage of the
SKYLAB S-192 Multispectral Scanner (0.41 microns-12.5 microns)
provide new and important information not currently` available
with the LANDSAT I and II MSS?
2. What are the optimal 'spectral bands to be used in discrimin-
ating various land use categories? How do the optimal spec-
tral;bands vary from category to category?
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3.	 What accuracy levels are achievable when performing multi-
spectral classification using SKYLAB S-192 data? 	 Do these
accuracy levels meet the needs of the land use planner?
4.	 How do the classes of data which are spectrally discriminable 1
by the S-192 Multispectral Scanner 	 relate to the land use
categories of value to the land use planner?
r'
5.	 What impact does the SKYLAB study have Ln future space plat-
forms with regard to 	 1) Spectral band (number, widths, and
locations), 2) Sensitivity, 3) Spatial resolution, 4) Temporal
coverage.
S-190 B: -Alice Springs, Australia i}s
6.	 What gains in grazing land category identification are there
in comparison with either the S-190 A or earlier Gemini =
photography?
7.	 What improvements are there, and how significant are they,
r with respect to landscape boundary delineation as a result of
the improved spatial resolution of the S-190 B?
8.	 How do these improvements compare with predictions made in
1969 on the value of resolutions of 50 to 100 feet for pasture
r
and range category separation and delineation in Central
Australia?
S-190 A and S-190 B:	 U.S. Site
Additional- questions dealing with the value of S-190 A and S-190 B 4
photography for land use mapping in comparison to aircraft high altitude
color-infrared photography were also studied for the-Washington-Baltimore
-xviii-
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region.	 These questions were addressed fully in an earlier report by
Bale, Rohde, Goehring, and Simonett (1975) and will not be examined in ,t
detail here, although both the questions and the results are summarized
.	 in this final report.f
The questions were:
k^	 k	 9.	 Does the trend towards planning for larger areas with a
,I	 regional perspective, now evident in the planning community,
make satellite-derived imagery suitable for a planning base?
`	 b	 10.	 How many of the land uses mappable with high altitude aircraft
imagery are derivable from SKYLAB S-190 B imagery?	 Can the S-
F
190 B imagery substitute for the aircraft data?
The emphasis of this investigation was therefore twofold: 	 first,
to analyze digitally the S-192 Multispectral Scanner data and determine
i
'	 its utility in the context of land use planning and resource management;
second, to investigate the utility of S-190 multispectral photography,
again as related to the band use planning community.
`	 C.	 SUMMARY OF MOST SIGNIF I CANT RESULTS
S-192:	 U.S. Site, Washington-Baltimore Region
1.	 To what degree does the increased spectral coverage of the
SKYLAB S-192 Multispectral Scanner (0.41 microns - 12.5 microns)
I	
provide new and important information not currently available
with the LANDSAT Land II MSS?
°	 Of the six spectral bands identified as providing the
;a
best spectral discrimination between land use categories
(spectral
	
band numbers 1, 3, 6,-9, 	 11, and 13), only two
bands fell _within the LANDSAT I'and II spectral_ coverage a
region (0.5 microns - 1.1 microns).
}
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°	 The best single spectral band identified for discrimin-
ating between land use categories (spectral band 9, 1.09
microns -1.19 microns) was slightly above the LANDSAT I
and II spectral coverage region.
2.	 What are the optimal spectral bands to be used in discrimi-
nating various land use categories?	 How do the optimal spectral
bands vary from category to category?
Different sets of spectral bands were selected when^.
analyzing different groups of level II land use categories.y
When analyzing groups of level II land use categories all
`belonging to the same level I land use category, the
following sets of spectral bands were selected as providing'
the best discrimination:
Urban	 - spectral band numbers 9, 3, 11, 6, 13
Agricultural - spectral band numbers 9, 7, 1, 11, 6
Forest-
	
- spectral band numbers 9, 3, 5, 4, 11
Water	 - spectral band numbers 6, 1, 3, 8, 9
Wetlands	 - spectral band numbers 10, 3,, 1, 8, 6 E
In an overall rating including all spectral bands and all
land use categories, the optimal spectral bands identi-
fied included bands evenly ;distributed over all spectral
regions:
Visible	 - spectral	 bands 1, 3, 6
Near infrared	 - spectral band 9
Mid infrared	 - spectral band 11
Thermal infrared - spectral band 13
r<
r
r
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°	 The optimal spectral bands identified for discriminating
a
between general land use categories were significantly
different from the spectral bands identified for dis-
criminating within specific land use categories.
3.	 What accuracy Levels are achievable when performing multi-
spectral classification using SKYLAB S-192 data?	 Do these
accuracy levels meet the needs of the land use planner?
t
Overall accuracy in classifying general 	 level
	
I land use s
categories was found to be about 70%.
Level	 II land use category classification accuracy varied
significantly from category to category.
	
In general,
however, the iand use level II accuracies were unaccept-
able for land use planning purposes.
Careful stratification of the data between training
classes and test classes produced comparable accuracies 3
for both sets of classes.
°	 Traditional definitions of land use categories frequently
do not produce spectrally separable classes of data. 	 To
a
obtain maximum benefits from remotely sensed data it may
be necessary to establish land use category defini<tions
on the basis of spectrally discriminable classes:
4.	 How do the classes of data which are spectrally discriminable
by the S-192 Multispectral Scanner relate to the land use
categories of value to the land use planner?	 It should be
a
noted that this question was assessed through use of a'clustering
algorithm.
	
Since such algorithms cluster the actual data, b
fully quantitative analysis would be misleading since the
composition within the clusters is influenced by the number of
f
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Iitems in the sample as well as the clustering routine and
thresholds employed. Consequently, the clustering is a
general u^ ide, not a fully quantitative assessment procedure.
°	 Acceptably clear groups may be established for water,
including a split between estuarine and river water
groups.
High density industrial and commercial sites may be
identified as a broadly discriminable group, principally
because they are of low vegetation density.
°	 Transportation and industrial sites of very low vege-
tation cover are readily separable as a group.
Land uses with deciduous trees present, including forest
A
	 dbIan	 an	 urban residential, are frequently confused on.a i
.a
one-time basis, but multidate imagery should enable the
residential areas to be separated.
°	 Evergreen forest should also be discriminable with
1	
multidate imagery.
'	 The mixed group comprising urban and agricultural land
may also be further separable with multidate imagery.
5.	 What impact does this study have on future space platforms
with regard to:	 (1) Spectral bands (number, widths, and
- location)	 (2) Sensitivity (3) Spatial resolution (4) Temporal
coverage.
E	 Repeatedly, the first four channels selected by the
stepwise discriminant analysiscame from the thermal
	 IR,
F
mid IR, near IR, and visible spectral
	 regions.	 That is,
three channels from the visible region were not selected
x	
as the first three channels by the analysis.
	 This
-xxii-
indicates that a wide variation of the spectral channel
coverage may provide the greatest discriminability
^-	 between data classes. This lends strong support to the
general LANDSAT D approach of using channels from each of
 the four areas. Much of the discriminatory power of
!
	
	
these channels for separation of land-use categories
Derives from the type and density of the vegetation
present. LANDSAT D is intended primarily, though not
exclusively, to meet vegetative sensing needs.
°	 The 1.09 - 1.19um channels proved to be very important,
j ranking high in nearly all tests with different land use
groups (this channel ranked lst or 2nd in 4 out of 6
tests).	 This channel	 is not at present available on
1 LANDSAT I or II.	 It should be looked at very carefully
indeed as a contender for a berth on LANDSAT D. x
°	 Multidate imagery will be essential to achieve separation
f;
j`
I
of some classes of importance to the state land use
I	
_ planner.	 Even using all channels at _a single date,
I
separation cannot be obtained at an acceptable level.
{i Thus multidate imagery must be employed.
°	 Finer spatial resolution than in SKYLAB (if coupled with
;
low noise and adequate sensitivity and spectral resolu-
tion) will enable additional discrimination by reducing
the number of mixed pixels. 	 The LANDSAT D design goal of
30 meters_ would yield additional improvements in identi-
fication.
- e
°	 Sensor design characteristics of the S-192 Multispectral
Scanner are found to have significant detrimental impact
.	 on the quality and utility of the scanner data. 	 In
particular, it is found that:
(1)	 Small band-to-band misregistration is an important
a	
factor to be considered in the design of future r
sensors.	 Misregistration of as little as 1/2 pixel
may seriously degrade classification accuracy.
(2)	 Scan line straightening required because of the
conical scan pattern introduces additional spatial
s
misregistration.
(3)	 Oversampling by the high rate detectors does not
significantly improve spatial resolution.
Sensitivity questions cannot properly be addressed
y	 because of the significant noise component in the SKYLAB
tapes.
S-190 B:	 Alice Springs, Australiai
6.	 What gains in grazing land category identification are there
in comparison with either the S-190 A, ` or earl' ier Gemini
photography, through use of the S"190 B system? 04
°	 There are significant improve',*M iti= in identification of
grazing-class categories arising from the improved
spatial	 resolution of the 5-190 B'system, particularly
with respect to detecting differences between plant
communities on the basis of internal spatial variability
within a class.	 As examples, the Mulga (Acacia aneuva)
F
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communities are clearly visible through observation of
groves (small clumps of trees within the community
generally). Melaleuca shrublands fringing small saline
depressions to the east of Napperby Dry Lake are also
readily observable. Detailed lithologic and related
plant community differences in small areas of the Kunoth
Paddock are now discriminable. On previous space imagery
all three were blurred and not interpretable. These
abilities were in fact predicted in 1969 by Simonett et
al., and are important in making space photography more
useable as part of a sampling frame. The more categories
detected in the first stage of a multi - stage sample, the
greater the improvement in the precision of an estimate
of within and between plant community discrimination.
°	 The quality of category detection was such as to suggest
errors in the initial ground truth mapping used for
comparison with the space images.
7.	 What improvements are there, and how significant are they with
respect to landscape boundary delineation as a result of the
improved spatial resolution of the S-190 B in comparison with
Gemini and LANDSAT imagery?
Paralleling the improvement in category identification,
there is a sharp reduction in the uncertainties of
boundary placement, and a'considerable increase in the
number of possible additional categories and boundaries
at lower hierarchical levels of classification of pasture
types, and of smaller units previously not detectable.
- XXV^-
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°	 Detection of boundaries of cultural features such as
property and paddock boundaries, shown by differential
grazing, and small cultural details such as narrow
unpaved tracks, stock ponds, and overgrazed areas around
wells, is greatly facilitatedwith the S-190 B. Thus,
exact location of sample sites is much improved, reducing
the need for a high level of second stage (aircraft)
data. Indeed, a two-stage design using only spacecraft
and ground observation is feasible.
8. How do these improvements compare with predictions made in
1969 on the value of resolutions of 50 to 100 feet for pasture
and range category separation and delineation in Central 	 1
Australia?
The improvements in pasture and range category separation
and boundary delineation compare closely with predictions
made in 1969, based on calculations of the number of
entities present in a resolution cell (see Simonett et
al., 1969, and Simonett and Coiner, 1971).
Spatial resolution,'not additional bands, is the critical
factor in such improvement. S-190 A imagery, with infra-
red response, but with resolution a factor of 'three
poorer than S-190B is not adequate for additional separations.
S-190 A and S-190 B: Washington-Baltimore Site, U.S.
9. Does the trend towards planning for 'larger areas with a
regional perspective, now evident in the planning community,
make satellite-derived imagery suitable for a_planning base?
-xxyi _
•	 Yes; the shift from planning with an urban emphasis, with
its very detailed, large-scale data needs, to regional
and state planning will facilitate the use of satellite
and spacecraft derived imagery.
•	 The needs of the planner concerned with large areas, with
comprehensive environmental analysis, and with land
resources management are roughly compatible with the
scales, resolutions, and information content of space-
r ,
derived images.
10. How many of the land uses mappable with high altitude aircraft
imagery are derivable from SKYLAB S-190 A and S-190 B imagery?
Can the S-190 B imagery substitute for the aircraft data?
_.' Good quality information in map form can be expected from
S-190 B imagery at both level
	 I and level
	 II as defined
by U.S. Geological Survey Circular 671. 3
Variability in the results for tests of Level III and p
i
level IV suggest that the spectral coverage of both color 1
and color infrared film are needed for accurate identi-
fication and mapping in forest and agricultural classes.
°	 The experience of the interpreter markedly influences the
quality of interpretation of both S-190 A and S-190 B i
imagery to a higher degree than is true of high altitude
aircraft imagery.
The information content of S-190 B is much more suitable
for the land use and regional planner than is LANDSAT
data in areas of high urban-rural density.
	 In other
a	 `l
areas with larger natural plant community groups and with
less intensive settlement the LANDSAT data may well be
adequate'.
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S-190 B cannot acceptably substitute for all aircraft
image uses by land use and regional planners.
Their responsibilities require the coordination of
i
	 smaller jurisdictions with much more detailed data needs.
a
	 SKYLAB S-190 A and S-190 B imagery can be used to update
existing aircraft-based land use maps at the county level
at a substantial cost savings (see Rohde and Simonett,
1975).
..:
	
SKYLAB S-190 A and S-190 B imagery can be used to revise,
;g	 update, and improve the delineation of forest type boun-
Baries at the county level in Maryland (see Rohde and
Simonett, 1975):
x
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D.	 CONCLUSIONS OBTAINED FROM INVESTIGATION
a
In the preceding summary of the most significant results from the
investigation, many of the major conclusions of the study are fore-
shadowed.
The major conclusions are given below, first with respect to the
Multispectral Scanner and the implication for future spacecraft systems,
and second with respect to the value of a high resolution photographic
	
4
system. The conclusions for the multispectral scanner apply to both
unmanned and manned systems (LANDSAT D SHUTTLE), while the photographic
a,
systems apply mainly to the manned SPACE SHUTTLE.
Multispectral Scanner
The principal conclusions regarding the multispectral scanner
deal with selection of spectral bands most useful for land use
planning applications.
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j 1. The 1.09-1.19 um band proved to be very valuable for
discriminating a variety of land use categories,9	 Y	 ories, including9z;
within-category discrimination of agriculture, forest,
f
and urban classes.
a 2. The thermal infrared channel proved useful for discrimi-
nating between urban and vegetated categories.
i
3. The 1.55-1.75 um band proved very useful in combination
with the 1.09-1.19 um band,
G- Additionally, it was concluded that: y
4. Misregistration between spectral bands, even by as little
as 1/2 pixel, may degrade_ classification accuracy.
5. Accuracy of identification of boundary or border pixels
was as much as 13% lower than the accuracy for identifying
internal field pixels.
6. Multidate imagery may be' necessary ,to accurately discrimi-
nate land use categories both at level I and level 	 II. j
7. In order of overall ranking, the most useful six spectral
-bands were,found 'to be:
1)	 Spectral	 band number	 9	 (1.09-1.19 um)
f
2)	 Spectral band number	 3	 (0.52-0.56 um)
3`)	 Spectral band number	 6	 (0.68-0.76 um)
4)	 Spectral band number	 1	 (0.41-0.46 um)
5)	 Spectral band number 11
	
(1.55-1.75 um) ;.
6)	 Spectral band number 13 	 (10.2-12.5 um)
F
1
V
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S-190 B Photographic System
The principal conclusion with respect to the S-190 B camera
system is - as would be expected - that the higher resolution of
5
the S-190 B system in comparison to previous space photography
(Gemini, Apollo), to the S-190 A system (SKYLAB), and to LANDSAT
1
imagery significantly increases the range of additional discrimi-
nation achievable. 	 While evidence is available that the infrared
layer of the S-190 A system and the IR bands of LANDSAT enables
some identification not feasible (e.g. forest category separation,
separation of small water bodies from forest, etc.), with color
film in the S-190 B data the high resolution is more generally
useful than additional or alternative bands.
There is no reason why future photographic systems could not
F	
-	 include color infrared film in association with high resolution.'
The advantages of high resolution of the order of the S-190 B
system are as follows;
1.	 More categories can be identified with lower ambiguity.
2.	 Boundary delineation and small-area field delineation is
more precise and closely matches that obtainable with -
high altitude aircraft data.
3.	 Small cultural detailsand natural	 landscape details can
be observed, thus reducing the need 'for an 'intermediate
aerial photographic stage in some multi-stage sample' •r:
designs.
4. _`Because high resolution in the first "spacecraft" stage
of a multi-stage sample design enables better boundary 4`
delineation and category-separation, ` greater precision is
obtained in the estimate of natural production of volume }
P
(timber, grazing land, agricultural production, etc.)
l`
than with LANDSAT data.
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5. The higher resolution of the S-190 B will greatly increase
the analyst's confidence in reconnaissance land, soil
association, and natural systems mapping.
6. For many applied areas the improved resolution brings the
data interpreted from S-190 B images into the realm where
-	 existing data requirements of land-oriented agencies may
be met.	 Alternatively, if they are not fully met, the
degree of modification of their procedures in order to
accept S-190 B data is likely to be generally acceptable.
In short, there is an important role to be played on SPACE
a
SHUTTLE for wide-area coverage, high resolution camera systems in
land use and other resource analysis.	 This conclusion is hardly
startling - the same point has been made for a decade in the tables
of resolution needs for various disciplines, and has previously
been documented in studies by Wobber (1970), Colwell 	 (1969), and
Simonett	 et, al. (1969) .
Finally, the results of these high-resolution studies lend
strong support to the increased value of 30-meter resolution in the
Thematic Mapper for LANDSAT D.	 Because of the parallel high sensi-
tivity design goal along with the 30-meter resolution, much smaller
features will be observed in the Thematic Mapper than with the
LANDSAT MSS. >	 They may indeed be not too dissimilar to those observed
with the S-190 B system.	 This possibility suggests that these high
resolution and high sensitivity design goals are justified.
s
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1.0 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND DATA PROCESSING
As indicated within the Executive Summary, the application discipline
of land use planning and resource management provided the central focus
for the investigations performed during this project. The two categories
? 	 of investigations (i.e., digital analysis and photointerpretive analysis)
F	
wild be discussed separately in this report. Analysis of the digital data
,I required to address the fundamental questions of interest to this investi-
gation required that a rather complex data processing/analysis system be
z.
designed, developed, and implemented. This System, referred to as the
SKYLAB Data Processing /Analysis System, is the subject of the first two
sections- of this report. 	 After a brief overview of the entire System (see
Section 1.1), the remainder of Section 1	 is devoted entirely towards
describing the data processing phase of the SKYLAB Data Processing/Analysis
System.	 As will be seen, a large percentage of the total effort required
to analyze the multispectral scanner data was devoted towards pre-processing
and manipulating the various input data products prior to, and in preparation
for, the analysis phases of the investigation which followed.	 Section 2
of the report discusses the data analysis phase of the System.	 Analysis
techniques, methodologies, as well as the results obtained from the analysis
are presented in that section.
1.1	 System Overview ' 'l
Figure 1 shows a general flow diagram for the SKYLAB Data
Processing/Analysis System.	 As indicated on this figure, each proces-
sing block is discussed separately in the report. 	 The System was
initially designed to allow the greatest possible flexibility during.
Ficure 1.
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the analysis phase of the investigation. As a result, it was possible
to allow the results of a partial analysis of the data to direct and
focus the remaining analysis steps without requiring a great deal of
additional data processing. For example, the results of the spectral
discriminant analysis (see processing block E on Figure 1) indicated
that a multistaged, multispectral classification algorithm may
provide the best classification technique. This technique was then
implemented and tested during the multispectral classification
analysis task (processing block G on Figure 1) with no additional
data processing required.
1.1.1 SKYLAB Data Processing
As indicated by Figure 1, the principal task performed by
the SKYLAB Data Processing component of the System was the
integration of the ground truth data with the S-192 digital data
to form a composite ground truth/digital data file to be used
during the SKYLAB data analysis tasks. This task was basically
a large data management problem. The magnitude of the data
management problem is realized by noting that the test area
coverage provided just by SKYLAB Mission SL/3 included nearly
5.5 million acres of ground. Even though an extensive ground
truth collection effort was conducted, in the final analysis
less than 8/10 of I percent of this total land area was directly
correlated with ground truth data. Although this percentage
figure is small, it represents nearly 40,000 acres of land for
which ground truth data was correlated with S-192 digital data
at.the pixel level and subsequently analyzed.
-3-
1The ground truth data processing tasks therefore provide
another important function. In addition to integrating the
various data sources it also performed a data compression so
s
that subsequent analysis tasks could be performed using manageably
sized data sets.	 For example, the common practice of performing
`	 multispectral classification on areas for which no ground truth
data is available is an interesting, but generally unproductive
process when the goal of the investigation is to determine the
achievable accuracy levels. 	 Without ground truth information it :.
is impossible to know whether the results are correct or incorrect.
The data files generated through the SKYLAB data processing
tasks allowed multispectral classification to be easily performed
using only those pixels for which ground truth is available.
This type of data structure therefore allowed a more meaningful
investment of the resources available to the investigation-.
Processing blocks A and B on Figure 1 represent the 1
collection and pre-processing of the ground truth data necessary i
to prepare for merger with the S-192 digital data (processing
block E).	 Processing block C represents the processing necessary
to prepare the S-192 digital data for merger with the ground
truth data.	 Two data files were produced during the ground M`
truth data/ digital data merger.	 The first file contained test
site field boundary maps in the corresponding 13-channel digital
data for all of the test sites covered by a particular SKYLAB
overpass.	 The second file was produced by calculating 13-channel
spectral signatures for all of the ground truth fields identified
s	
i
e
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on the first file. These two data files then provided all of
the information needed to perform the SKYLAB data analysis
tasks.
1.1.2	 SKYLAB Data Analysis
The only data inputs required to perform the SKYLAB data
analysis tasks, shown as blocks E, F, and G on Figure 1, were
A
the two files produced by the SKYLAB data processing tasks.	 The
spectral discriminate analysis (processing block E) used the
test site field signature file to analytically determine which
spectral bands provided the greatest spectral separability
between various land use categories.
	 This information was
subsequently incorporated in the design of the multispectral
classification algorithm.	 The signature cluster analysis (pro-
`	 cessing block F) performed an unsupervised cluster analysis
again using the test site field signature file. 	 The results of
this analysis indicated which land use categories displayed
similar spectral characteristics.	 This analysis provided useful
information about the types of land use categories which could,
or could not, be accurately identified by a multispectral classi-
fication analysis.	 The results of this analysis were used in
the selection and stratification of test and training sets for
the multispectral classification analysis (processing block G).
L O,
The multispectral classification analysis used the test site
field signature file to generate the training statistics used in
the analysis and accessed the test site field boundary/video
A
data file to perform the actual analysis. As previously indicated,
the results of the spectral discriminate analysis and the signa-
ture cluster analysis were used to help design the multispectral
classification algorithm. The intention was to attempt to
optimize the trade-offs between the classification accuracy and
computational cost. F
a
a
x
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1.2 GROUND TRUTH DATA COLLECTION
The ground truth data collection in the Washington - Baltimore and
vicinity test site was undertaken to provide a statistically acceptable
data set, well-distributed over the diverse landscapes from the eastern
edges of the Appalachian Mountain system to the very flat coastal areas
,•
	
	
r r a.
of the lower Delmarva Peninsula.
The data set so obtained was designed not only to provide complete
ground truth for the sample, but also the sample was intended to be
large enough that training and prediction :ould be partitioned within
	 i
the large spatially - distributed sample.
1.2.1	 Test Area Selection
The area was chosen because of proximity to the investigator's
offices - and hence to keep field work costs within bounds - and be-
cause the area was already under investigation by the U.S.G.S. in their
• a
CARETS program, and much data was being accumulated for the area. 	 In addi-
tion, LANDSAT studies with the Department of State Planning of Maryland
4 -being carried out by Earth Satellite Corporation were also underway
and were expected to provide additional support to the investigation.
Finally, the area is a region of considerable diversity and complexity,
with relatively small units of mixed rural and urban landscapes which
would provide a significant, and demanding, test of the various instru-
ments on SKYLAB.
Included in the 6,678-square mile Washington-Baltimore test site
are representative areas of various morphological features, including the
piedmont section of Virginia and western Maryland, the deeply dissected
coastal plain area of the western shore of the Chesapeake Bay, and.the
r
x
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very flat coastal areas of the lower Delmarva Peninsula. Portions of
Chesapeake Bay, as well as estuaries of the Potomac and Patuxent Rivers
are also within the test site.
The test site exhibits considerable diversity in land use. Most of
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area is included in the site, which is an
area of great urban-rural complexity, expecially in the urban fringe
areas where suburban development is encroaching on agricultural lands.
The areas outside the Washington metropolitan area are largely agricul-
ture-based, and contain large areas of forest and wetland plant communities.
1
i
	
102.1.1. Selection Criteria
i
	 The criteria for selection of this site, in addition to those
already noted include;
1) Preliminary testing of aircraft and spacecraft - based land use
r
classification schemes had already been carried out in this area.
2) The Washington D.C. - Baltimore area were both instituted as
census cities in the U.S.G.S. program of high altitude aircraft
-
flights during the summer of 1970,, to coincide with the National
Census. Thus there was aircraft data, comparable to that
obtained by NASA underflights after time of SKYLAB passage,
but dating back to 1970.
3) Mapping of the entire test site area by the U.S.G.S. at a scale of =
1:100,000	 was underway using the 1970 high altitude aircraft data.
This employed the Anderson, Hardy, and Roach (1972) land use
classification usea as the base for the present study.
1.2.1.2. Geographic Location
The area covered in the S-192 strip for SL/3 is bounded by the
y
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ifollowing co-ordinates:
G
Northwest corner:	 770 2' W, 390 23' N
Southwest corner:	 750 49' W, 380 6' N
Northeast corner:
	 770 31' W, 390 53' N
Southeast corner:	 750 17' W, 380
 37' N
r:
1.2.1.3. SL/2 - SL/3 Overlap and Orbit Changes
As noted in the Executive Summary the shift in orbit between
SL/2 and SL/3 was most unfortunate, in that the shift was of sufficient
magnitude to largely negate the multidate overlay intended as part of
the experiment. This was further exacerbated by cirrus and other clouds
in portion of the overlap strip, and by the inability to precisely identify
some sample sites on the alphanumeric print outs of the S-192 tapes.
As a result of these composite effects, the number of identified
i
cloud free samples in the overlap zone dropped to a level where most
land use classes were so underrepresented (some were not represented
i
	
	 at all) that no valid comparisons could be made. Figure 2 shows the
area covered by the SL/3 pass.
It was considered desirable to obtain additional field data in the
overlap strip and in fact a considerable number of additional samples
were obtained, which at first were expected to be enough for multi date
comparisons. However, it was not realized at the time how thin cirrus and
patchy clouds would seriously degrade the sample, nor was it realized,
in the more bland, undifferentiated or very segmented areas, lacking
water bodies, how difficult 	 indeed infeasible - it would be to make
accurate identifications of locations, With many small fields and
small urban sites a 1 pixel misregistration was a serious concern
z
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Figure 2. WASHINGTON, D. C. - BALTIMORE SKYLAB TEST SITE
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between dates.	 In numerous sample sites it was not possible to Locate
areas any closer than within 2 to 5 pixels of the correct location	 Data
misregistered to this degree could not be merged and provide a proper test
of multi-date value.
I	 Multi-date S-192 comparisons were reluctantly dropped as a consequence.
r m-.
1.2.2. Test Area Sampling
Since only the SL/3 mission is reported on here, neither the SL/2
mission ground truth collection, nor the overlap sites will be consid-
ered.
A sampling frame procedure was developed for the Washington, D. C. test site"
to provide a 6.25% sample of the entire area for ground truth data
collection._ A systematic, unaligned, locationally stratified, .random
design which has proved highly successful in land use studies (Holmes,
1967; Holmes, 1970) was selected. The systematic grid with cells of
constant size provided locational spread, equal selection probability, and
a statistically representative approach to randomness. The test site
was divided into grid cells of approximately 16 square miles each on
1-:250,000 map sheets. Each grid cell was then subdivided into 16 one-
square mile units, and -a random number table was used to generate the
selection of a one-square mile site within the 16-square mile grid. This
automatically gave a 6.25% sample, well distributed throughout the area
and with both systematic and random components to minimize sampling error.
After theselection of the sample plots, the one square mile areas
were transferred from the 1:250,000 map sheets to existing 1:120,000
RC-10 color infrared pnotography. A polaroid MP-3 copy camera was then
used for black and white enlargements of the individual test sites
,.
It
for the field work. The photo enlargements provided a valuable tool in
locating sample plots, defining land use boundaries, and simplifying
r,
the ground truth data collection effort.
The sample sites actually used in the investigation are listed by
occurrence in the counties of Virginia and Maryland and Baltimore
and Washington in Table 1. It will be seen later that in the event
a much smaller useable sample than 6.25% was used in this study. In
fact the final sample remaining after a whole series of exclusions
totalled slightly less than 1%. This is, still a very substantial
sample equivalent to some 63 square miles. The exclusions
took place because of inadequacies in the ground truth collection,
banks of deep cloud cover in the southeastern portion of the area, patchy
clouds, cirrus veils and trails, inability to identify exact locations
of some sample sites, and inability within a sample site to identify
boundaries of categories, and also because of elimination of many very
small fields as being unsuitable - through an extreme mixed-pixel effect
for either training or prediction°
102.2.1 Land Use Categorization
	
The level of generalization of land use categories (i.e., gross,	 is
moderate, and detailed) originally proposed for field work in the
Washington, D.C. area corresponds with levels I, II and III of the
	
Anderson, et al. classification (1972). 	 In conjunction with	 g
other Earth Satellite Corporation land use projects, a revised land
	
use inventory and classification scheme was adopted which provides in 	 ?`x
formation needs that are responsive to many federal and state agencies
involved in land use planning. The land use classification scheme
_12_
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rTABLE 1. WASHINGTON, D.C. - BALTIMORE, MARYLAND SKYLAB TEST SITE
List Of Counties In Which Ground Truth Was Collected. For The SL/2 and SL/3 Passes.
F # of Testsi tes 	
County State SL/2 SL/3 SL/2 &	 Total
Name Only Only SL/3	 #
Accomack VA. 25 0 0	 25
Anne Arundel MD. 1 26 2	 9`
Arlington VA. 3 0 0	 3
Baltimore City MD. 0 3 0	 3
¢ ^_
Baltimore County MD. 0 14 0	 14
1Carroll MD. 0 9 0	 9
Charles MD. 25 0 0	 25
Dorchester MD. 20 0 6	 26
Fairfax VA. 21 0 0	 21	 I>
Fauquier VA. 20 0 0	 20
Howard MD. 0 15 0	 15	 r.
King George VA. 1 0 0	 1
"
Loudoun VA. 29 0 0	 29
Montgomery MD. 2 11 16	 29
' Prince Georges MD. 11 9 11	 31
Prince William VA. 19 0 _0	 19
Somerset MD. 18 0 7	 25
Stafford VA. 1 0 0	 1'	 b
I St. Mary's MS. 26 0 0	 26
Talbot MD. 0 0 1	 1	 i
Washington DC. 0 0 2	 2
Washington MD. 1 0 0	 1
Westmoreland VA. 2 0 D	 2
Wicomico MD. 0 0 6	 6
Worchester MD. 3 0 13	 16
^.a
Totals 235 87 68	 390
x
,a
I
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(levels I and II) used in the study thus was based directly on that
developed by the U.S. Geological Survey (Anderson, et al., 1972), while
`.
	
levels	 III and IV were devised in conjunction with the Maryland Depart-
ment of State Planning, and met their needs in land use mapping. ffi:
The classifi(>ation scheme was developed on the assumption that
x
different levels of classification would be derived from different
sources of inforriation, and in general the relationship can be shown as:
--	 Classification Level
I.	 Satellite imagery
II.	 High altitude and satellite imagery combined with-top-
ographic maps.
III.	 Medium altitude remote sensing (1:20,000) combined with
detailed topographic maps and substantial
	 amounts of 1
supplemental information.
IV.	 Low-altitude imagery, most of the information derived
from supplemental sources, including ground observations.
Field work sheets were then prepared for level
	 III and level	 IV in-
formation for agricultural and urban areas.
	 These provided a consistent
reporting form for the field teams and can be easily transferred into
computer readable format.
The land use classification employed is given in Table #2.
1.2.2.2.	 Impact of Stratification on Results
Prior to the launch of LANDSAT the collection of ground truth
was very much subject to the procedures adopted by individual investigators-.
Any suggestion of an explicit, statistically random design was quite rare.
In practice any convenient location tended to be chosen with little
_14-
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I Table 2.	 Land Use Classification Employed in this Study
i
1000-Urban & Built-up Land
1100- Residential
x 1110-Single-Family Household Units
a 1111-Rural, Low Density, With Trees
1112-Rural, Low Density, Without Trees
1113-Urban, High Density, With Trees
' 1114-Urban, High Densi ty, Without Trees
1120-Multi-Family Household Units
1121-Low Densi ty, Wi th Trees w-:
1122-Low Density, Without Trees
1123-High Density, With Trees
1124-High Density, Without Trees
^-- 1130-Group Quarters	 (Rooming Houses, Lodgings, Homes, Camps...)
1140-Residential Hotels
1150-Mobile Home Parks or Courts
1 1151-Low, With Trees1152-Low, Without Trees
1153-High, With Trees i
' 1154-High, Without Trees1 1160-Transient Lodging r
1190-Other
{ 1200-Commercial & Services
1210-Wholesale Trade Areas
1211-Motor Vehicles and Automotive Equipment
1212-Drugs, Chemicals, and Allied
1213-Drygoods, Apparel, and Footwear
` 1214-Groceries and Related Products
1215-Farm Products (Raw Materials)
1216-Electrical Goods
' 1217-Hardware, Plumbing, Heating Equipment, and Supplies
1220-Retail Trade Areas (Business Dist., Shopping Centers, Comm.)
1221-Building Materials, Hardware and Farm Equipment
1222-General Merchandise
1223-Food
1224-Automotive, Marine, Aircraft Accessories
1225-Apparel and Accessories
1226-Furniture, Home Furnishings, and Equipment
1227-Eating and Drinking Establishments
1228-Other Retail	 (Drugs, Liquor, etc.)
1230-Business, Professional, & Personal Services
4 1231-Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
1232-Personal Services
1233-Business (Advertising, Employment Services, Storage, etc.)
1234-Repair Services
1235-Professional Service
1236-Contract Construction Services
1237-Utilities
1240-Cultural, Entertainment & Recreational	 Facilities
1241-Cultural and Nature (libraries, Galleries, Monuments, etc.)
1242-Entertainment (Theatres, Amphitheatres, Drive-ins, etc.)
1243-Sports (Stadium, Arenas, Racetracks, Other)
1244-Public Assembly (Auditorium, Exhibition Halls)
1245-Amusement (Fairgrounds, Amusement Parks, Miniature Golf)
1246-Recreational
	
(Tennis, Ice Skating, Stables, Play Areas...)
1290-Othertii
7
A
Table 2. (Continued)
1300-Industrial
1310-Mechanical Processing
1320-Heat Processing
1330-Chemical Processing
1340-Fabrication & Assembly
1350-Food Processing
•	 1360-Other
1400-Extractive
1410-Stone Quarries 	 t.;
1420-Sand & Gravel Pits
`	 1'430-Open Pit or Strip Mining
1431-Type
1440-Oil, Gas, Sulphur, Salt, & Other Wells
1441-Type
1450-Shaft Mining
1451-Type
1490-Other
`	 1500-Transportation, Communication & Utilities
1510-Highways, Auto Parking, Bus Terminals, etc. 	 Y
1511-Highways	
z
1512-Parking Areas
E	 1513-Bus Terminals
1514-Motor Frieght
1520-Railroads & Associated Facilities
1530-Airports & Associated Facilities_
1531-Commercial	 i
1532-General
1533-Mi l itary	 )
1540-Marine Craft Facilities
1541-Dredged Channel
1542-Jetty
1543-Combination
1544- p ort Facilities
1550-Telecommunications, Radio & Television Facilities
1560-Electric, Gas, Water Sewage Disposal, Solid Waste, Util.
1590-Other
1600-Institutional
1610-Educational F=acilities
1611-Primary
1612-Secondary	 n
1613-Junior College	 a_
1614-College
i	 1615-University
1616-Other
1620-Medical & Health Facilities J
1621-Hospitals
1622-Sanitariums
1623-Other
1630-Religious Facilities
1631-Churches
1632-Church Affiliated Buildings
1633-Other
	
4
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Table 2 (Continued)
1640-Military-Areas
1641-Housing
1642-Administration Buildings
1643-Storage Areas
1644-Training Areas	 ''?
1645-Other
i	 1650-Correctional
1651-Local
1652-County
1653-State	 q
1654-Federal
1660-Government & Administrative Offices
1661-Type
1690-Other
1700-Strip & Clustered Settelment
1800-Mixed
1900-Open & Other
1910-Improved
1911-Golf Courses
1912-Cemeteries
1913-Park
`	 1914-Parking Lots
1920-Unimproved
1990-Other
2000-Agriculture Land
2100-Cropland and Pasture
2110-Active Cropland`
2111-Fallow
2112-Bare--Recently Plowed
2113-Growing Crop Present
2114-Harvested
2120-Abandoned
2130
2140-Pasture
2141-Wooded
2142-Improved
2143-Unimproved
2190-Other
2200-Orchards, Groves, Bush Fruits Vineyards, Horticulture
2210-Fruit and Nut; Trees
2211-Apple_
2212-Peach
2220-Bush Fruit
2221-Type
2230-Vineyard
2231-Type
2240-Nurseries and Floricultural Areas
2241-Type
2250-Turf Farm	 i
2290-Other
2300-Feeding Operations
2310-Cattle Feed Lots (incl. Holding Lots for Dairy Animals)
2320-Poultry and Egg Houses
2330-Hog Feed Lots
2390-Other
r	 -17-
Table 2.	 (Continued)
3000-Rangeland
a	 3100-Grass
3200-Savannas (Palmetto Prairies)
3300-Desert Shrub
4000-Forestland
4100-Deciduous
4200-Evergreen (Coniferous & Other)
4300-Mixed
4400-Upland Shrubs r"`
4500-Lowland Shrubs
4600-Lumbering
5000-Water
5100-Streams and Waterways
5110-Natural (Rivers & Creeks)
5'120-Man-Made (Canals, Ditches, & Aquaducts)
5200-Lake
5210-Natural Lakes & Ponds
5220-Man-Made Lakes & Ponds
5300-Reservoirs k1
5400-Bays & Estuaries
5410-Bays
5420-Estuaries
5900-Other
6000-Wetlands
6100-Vegetated "Wetlands
6110-Brackish Marsh
6120-Fresh Water Marsh
6190-Other
6200-Forested Wetlands
7000-Barren Land r
7100-Salt Flats
7200-Beaches
7210-Sandy Beaches
7220-Gravelly, Rocky Beaches 1
7230-Mud Shorelines
7300-Sand Other Than Beaches
7400-Bare Exposed Rock
7500-Disturbed Land l
7900-Other
-	 k
8000-Tundra
9000-Permanent Snow & Ice Fields
;.r
_x
1
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consideration of its representativeness or otherwise. 	 The same pattern
also prevailed in the early years of LANDSAT, and only in rare instances-
such as in the study by Von Steen and Wigton (1973) - was there a
conscious effort to randomize ground truth site selection, either for
developing a training set for mapping, or - as in the present study -
to provide a sufficient data base for analysis of band selection and
^-
clustering.
Except in an area of complete uniformity, the degree of spatial
variability encountered in most moderate sized areas - such as the
6,678 square mile region investigated in this study - demands some form
of	 systematic, yet random sample design.	 These are the	 principal
factors which play some role in necessitating a systematic/random
sampling procedure:
1)	 Differences in physical land types bring parallel differences
in the mix of land use types in each land type unit. 	 Land types
as used here signifies such items as:
Plateau	 -	 sandstone
Valley(I)	 —	 limestone
Mountain	 -	 acid igneous intrusive
Valley(II)	 -	 glacial debris
Coastal Plain -	 high marine terrace, etc.
There should be a sufficient number of samples in each signifi-
cantly different physical land type unit, normally about 20
to 30 cases.
A
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2)	 In some areas, different physical land types are-, finely interfin-
gered, necesitating a random yet systematic spatial sampling proce-
dure to ensure that each unit is adequately represented.
3)	 Finally, there may be sufficient variability within each natural
unit stratum, that at least 20 and preferably 30 cases of each
unit should be obtained.
These cases themselves should contain enough examples of the land uses
I
to constitute a proper sample.
"
E
These factors when taken together led to a choice, as noted earlier
of a 6.25 % sample (one square mile in every 16) as the initial sampling
i
^-
percentage. :	 '{
r
i
The method of distributing these samples spatially, again as noted
f
earlier in 1.2.2, was the method employed by Berry and extensively analyzed
i as to efficiency by Holmes (1967; 1970) - namely a systematic, unaligned,
locationally stratified, random design. 	 This designis very efficient in
dealing with spatial variability and the systematic grid with cells of
E
constant size (one square mile) provided the necessary locational spread,
i
equal and high (6.25/) selection probability, and a statistically represen-
tative approach to randomness through use of a random number table for each
16 square mile unito
In practice the sample size dropped to 1% or less, for the reasons out-
lined earlier, and the spatial distribution tended to cluster in the central
part of the area near Washington & Baltimore (the most cloud-free area!).
This stratification procedure was important nevertheless in retaining some
measure of randomness in the analysis, and ensuring that there would be
representation of the various cloud-free physical environments in the data
set used in the analysis.
y
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1.2.3. Ground Truth Data Collection Procedure
The collection of ground truth data was divided into two sections:
1) changing environments, i.e., agricultural areas and 2) static en-
vironments, i.e., urban, forest, and wetlands. Field work was conducted
initially in the rural areas of change, and more leisurely in the urban
and other slowly changing areas. Teams were in the field for a period
of approximately two weeks around the time of the SL/3 overpass (August 5,
1973). Data was collected for 390 test sites, one square mile each. Of
the 390 test sites, 303 were covered by the SL/2 overpass, 155 by the SL/3.
The sample plots were located in 26 counties in Maryland and Virginia, and
the District of Columbia (Table 1). Teams of two persons covered the various
sites during each overpass 2-week period. A flow chart of the ground truth
operations is shown in Figure 3.
Field work was conducted principally to obtain detailed (level III
and IV) land use information in agricultural and urban areas. Detailed
forest/vegetation maps were supplied through a_cooperative arrangement
with the Maryland Department of State Planning. Detailed wetlands data
were provided through cooperative arrangements with ERTS-1 investigators
in the area who had done extensive field work with mapping of the coastal
wetlands in Maryland and Virginia.
The RC-10 photography flown on June 14, 1973 was used to establish
the test site boundaries for the SL/3 mission which took place on August 5, 1973.
The original intention, when the random number generator was used, was to
collect ground truth on the entire one-square mile site. Data was collected
over a larger area than one- square mile, but as will be seen later, a much`
smaller area than one square mile was actually used in these studies. Polaroi-d
pictures were taken of'th, site and surrounding area to facilitate location
-21
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and collection efforts by thr•	 ground truth team.
	
Since small plots of ground
truth were of little use when testing with a one-acre resolution system, only
Land use features larger'than about nine acres and along a passable road were
accepted as suitable for ground truth collection.
To assure maximum use of the gorund truth data, very detailed data
was collected where possible.	 For example, in urban residential categories
f.
data was collected on the width of building material in streets and side-
walks, and type of rooftop material.	 This type of information was collected
in the expectation that in a complex urban environment, numerous materials
which contribute to the signal may occur within one acre as viewed by the
scanner. This detailed data was judged, for the most part, to be unusable
for digital	 analysis, (it was, however, employed in various ;frays in photo- a
interpretation studies).
In lieu of this, a scheme was devised for urban areas at level 	 III and x
IV which took into account the relative density of the residential area
and whether the area had greater than 50% cover of trees as determined from
the RC-10 color infrared photography.	 These two factors are the most im-
portant ones to consider for numerous reasons. 	 First, no matter what type
of building materials are used on houses and roads, if the area is tree-
covered and scanner imagery is being used the IR reflectance will bloom
relative to other components of the signal.	 If no tree cover exists, it is
more important to know how the buildings are spaced than to know the building
material.	 If housing density is low, what occurs between the houses, yards,
swimming pools, etc., becomes very important in determining the sensor signal.
If the housing density is high, the resultant signal	 is a ratio of all	 signals
within the acre; namely, roofs, sidewalks, driveways, swimming pools, yards,
etc..	 The task of weighting the contribution of each and correlating it to
-23-
the sensor signal would be highly complex and fruitless in its results.
Coordination and organization of the ground truth effort was com-
plicated by the uncertainty of where the SKYLAB system would collect data.
SL/2 collected data approximately 60 miles south of the original target ,ite.
When SL/3 collected data over the site on August 5,
	 SKYLAB path had been
corrected. As a result, there was an overlap zone of only 10 miles in width.
A third SKYLAB overpass was also anticipated at right angles to the two passes,
running directly over the Baltimore-Washington urban areas. Thus, the 10%
overlap area and the Baltimore-Washington cities became the focus of the ground
truth effort in SL/3 in anticipation of obtaining three-date imagery. In
fact it was not feasible to obtain the third imagery pass, and thus much
wasted effort was involved in _data collection.
In anticipation of three-time small-area coverage the ground truth
`	 data collection went thro.ugh an evolution until an efficient procedure evolved.
As noted earlier, it was intended to collect ground truth for each entire
one-square mile site in order to meet the requirements of the sample design.
5
d
This was found to be far too time consuming and impractical, since many areas
were inaccessible by car or were private property.
	 The second phase involved
collection of ground truth data for all features along the roads within'the -
test site photograph.
	 This also was judged to be impractical, since very`t
many land use features in this region occurred in units of one acre or less.`
Assignment of a pixel to a specific area on the ground can be done to within
one pixel, only in areas of high contrast and sharp edges.
	 Furthermore, ?'
because a training field of Tess than about nine acres (or pixels) would
have numerous boundary pixels associated with it, the location of those
pixels with even a one-pixel tolerance would result in a`high boundary pixel
error in signature calculation, in classification, or the use of clustering
-24-
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F	 algorithms. For all of these reasons only the larger land use areas ex-
a
h	 ceeding ten acres were finally utilized.
It is clear from this discussion that an "ideal" sampling frame would
C 	 in practice be extraordinarily difficult to achieve. In this area it
was infeasible. The experience was most instructive on the considerable
difficulties which will be encountered in developing and using any spatially
well-distributed sampl e
 frame involving the merging of multi-date images.
i
9
i
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i1.3 Ground Truth Data Processing
The data collected by the ground truth collection teams provided
primary inputs to the investigations which followed. Through the use
of the ground truth data it was possible to identify, on the S-192
digital data tapes, individual fields within each test site. The
ground truth data was used to assign specific land use categories to.^
these fields and thus provided a basis on which the S-192 multispectral
scanner data could be categorized and stored. In order to perform
these tasks, it was first necessary to record the ground truth data
in a computer compatible form and then to establish a relationship
between the ground truth test sites and the corresponding digital
data. Processing of the ground truth data required to establish this
relationship was both manual and computerized. An expanded task flow
diagram for processing block B on Figure l is shown in Figure 4.
The processing procedures and methodologies applied to the ground
truth data will be discussed in this section.
i.
1.3.1 Delineation Of Test Sites
The ground truth data collected by the collection teams
provided information about selected fields within each test
site. In addition, the specific fields were marked and labeled
on the black and white polaroid enlargements. In order to
incorporate these data into the analysis, it was necessary to
identify the individual  pixels of the S-192 digital imagery
corresponding to the fields selected by the collection teams.
	
The first step in this procedure was to accurately determine the 	 r'
geographic location of each test site.
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1.3.1.1	 Identification Of Test Site Geographic Locations
The final
	
identification between individual
w	 fields and their corresponding pixels on the S-192 digital
imagery had to be accurate to within a pixel.	 The accuracy
limits required for the identification of the test sites
were less severe. 	 The most convenient means of specifying
the location of the test sites was through the identification
^^--	 of the latitude and longitude. s s
	
_i
The approximate location of each test site had
been marked on county maps for use by the ground truth
collection teams. 	 These county maps were used to locate
the test site areas on U.S. Geological Survey 1:500,000
'-	 topographic index maps. 	 The U.S. Geological Survey topo-
graphic index maps specified the index map names for U.S. i
Geological Survey quadrangle maps covering 7 1/2 minutes 3
of latitude and longitude.	 U.S. Geological 	 Surveys 7 1/2
minute quadrangle maps were obtained for all areas which
included the Skylab test sites.
Utilizing the 7 1/2 minute U.S. Geological
Survey quadrangle maps, the polaroid black and white
enlargements and the ground truth data, the location for
each test site was identified and marked on the quadrangle
maps (see processing block B-2 on Figure 4). 	 Street
patterns, state highway route numbers, ponds, streams and
other distinguishable geographic characteristics aided
greatly in the identification procedure.
,i.y
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1.3.1.2	 Recording Test Site Latitude and Longitude
After a specific test site had been located on a
7 1/2 minute quadrangle map, a rectangular area 2 1/2
4 minutes of latitude and 2 1/2 minutes of longitude was
centered about the test site. 	 The rectangular areas were
`;. drawn in on the 7 1/2 minute quadrangle maps and the
E
latitude and longitude of the northwest corner of the
s
--
rectangles were recorded (processing block B-3). 	 The
latitudes and longitudes recorded for the northwest
corners of the 2 1/2 minute rectangles provided the bases
r, for identifying the test site areas on the S-192 digital
` imagery.	 The latitudes and longitudes were keypunched on
computer cards and then checked for accuracy by a different
photo interpreter to minimize the chance of error.
1.3.2	 Test Site Data Base
- i
I ;, soon became apparent that a great deal of bookkeeping
would b,: necessary to keep track of the current processing
status of each test site. 	 In order to minimize the bookkeeping
effort, a computerized random access test site data base was
designed and implemented.	 In the early phases of the ground
truth data processing, the test site data base was simply used
to keep record of what information was available for each test
site and which test sites had been located on the U.S. Geological
Survey quadrangle maps. "In the later phases of the test site
data processing more extensive use was made of the test site
data base.	 The general characteristics of the test site data 1
base will be described in this section.
1
a
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1.3.2.1
	 Test Site Data Base Generation
The test site data base was designed to contain
both static and dynamic information.	 Static information
refers to basic information about each test site available
at the time the test site data base was created. 	 Dynamic
information refers to information about the individual
test sites available only after the completion of a
particular processing step.
Static information about each test site was
recorded on computer cards (processing block B-1).	 These
data included:
1)	 test site number
2)	 county number
3)	 test site Skylab coverage (SL/2, SL/3, or
both)
4)	 RC-10 roll number
5)	 RC-10 frame number
6)	 availability of ground truth data for test
site
7)	 availability of polaroid enlargements of
test site
The random access test site data base was generated from
the computer cards containing this static test site information
(processing block B-4).
-30-
1.3.2.2	 Test Site Data Base Updating
Once the test site data base had been generated,
dynamic information was added to the direct access data
base through a read/write, update in place, access mode.
Two types of data base updating were performed. 	 First, as a
the test sites were located on the 7 1/2 minute quadrangle
maps, the latitude and longitude of the 2 1/2 minute
rectangular areas were added to the computer cards containing
the static test site information.	 The test site data base
i
was updated with the latitude and longitude information
directly from these computer cards.
The second type of data base updating was performed
automatically by the subsequent processing programs. 	 As a
particular processing step was completed for an individual
test site, the processing programs set flags in the test
site data base to indicate completion of that step.
Pertinent information calculated at each step about the
test sites was also entered into the data base.
Through this procedure it was possible to use the
test site data base not only as a record keeping mechanism
but also as -a_source of input information through the
processing programs. 	 A detailed description of the data
items entered into the data base automatically by the
processing programs will be provided as the individual
-	 processing steps are discussed.
w
y
1.3.2.3 Test Site Data Base Information Retrieval
The random access nature of the test site data
base provided flexibility in the procedures available for
retrieving information from the file. At the time the
data base was generated, one record per test site was
entered into the data. The records were keyed to the test
site numbers so that record number "N" corresponded to
test site number "N".
	 Two types of information retrieval
a
keys were added to the test site records as they were
entered into the files.	 These keys allowed information
retrieval by county or by Skylab coverage. 	 The county key
on a particular record pointed to the next test site in
the file located within the same county. 	 The Skylab
coverage key on that record pointed to the next test site
in the file included on the same mission or missions as
the current test site.	 By using the retrieval keys on the
testsite records to define the next test site to process
the data base could be scanned to process only test sites
within a specific county or covered by a specific Skylab
mission.	 A retrieval ,key of zero terminated a particular
sequence of test saes.
In order to utilize the retrieval keys, it was
necessary to have a starting point for each retrieval
sequence.	 The first record in the fi-le, record number
1
9
zero was used for that purpose.	 The information stored on
-32-
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this record included the first test site number in the
file from each of the 26 counties as well as the first
1.4 S-192 Digital Data Processing
Scanline straightened S-192 digital data tapes containing output
from all 22 Scientific Data Output (SDO) channels for coverage of the
Washington-Baltimore test site area were received for SKYLAB missions
SL/2 (overpass date June 12, 1973) and SL/3 (overpass date August 5,
1973). The data format of these tapes was sufficiently different
from the standard data format accepted by the digital data processing
software available at Earth Satellite Corporation that it was necessary
to reformat the digital data to a form compatible with existing
software. During the reformatting process, information contained
within the header records and the ancillary data blocks of the original
S-192 digital data tapes were extracted for later use in the data
processing procedure.
The ephemeris data contained within the ancillary data blocks
was used to establish a transformation between latitude and longitude
and the individual pixel row, column coordinates. After reformatting
the data tapes, computer line printer shade prints or gray maps were
produced from all 13 spectral bandsfor 3 of the test site areas.
Using these shade prints, project photointerpreters selected two
spectral bands for each pass which appeared to provide the greatest
visual discrimination between land use categories.
Techniques were developed to "mass produce shade prints of the
test site areas. The shade print program developed under this con-
tract required only the latitude and longitude of the upper lefthand
corner of the test site in order to produce a contrast-enhanced,
geometrically rectified', shade print of that test site area. Figure 5
shows an expanded task flow diagram for the S-192 digital data processing.
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.1.4.1	 Data Tape__Reformatting
/
The SKYLAB S-192 data tapes received for analysis under
this contract were line straightened data tapes containing all
22 Scientific Data Output (SDO) channels.	 The data tapes had
been processed by NASA to remove systematic "noise" from the
data.	 The format of these data tapes is thoroughly discussed in
section 6.1 of NASA document PHO-TR543 entitled "Earth Resources
Data Format Control Book." 	 It is, however, useful to briefly
describe the data tape format here.
The data tape format was an adaptation of the "Imagery
Data Universal Tape Format" for line-straigntened data tapes.
Because of the generality in design of the universal tape format,
the first record on each tape was a header record used to describe
contents and data structure of the following video data. 	 The
video data was segmented into "data sets." 	 Each data set contained
all of the video information from all channels present for a
single scanline.	 The number and structure of the physical
records within a data set depended on:
1.	 The type of video data (conical
	 scanline,
line-straightened, etc.)
2.	 The number of channels (SDO's) present.
3.	 The number of pixels per scanline.
The normal arrangement of pixels within a given scanline was by
channel.	 The first physical record in each data set contained a
block of ancillary data which provided information pertinent to
that particular scanline.
q
a
The header record on each tape completely described the
contents of the data format of the remainder of the data tape.
F
Among other information, the header record specified:
1.	 Number of SDO channels present.
2.	 SDO channel numbers.
3.	 Spectral coverage for each SDO channel.
{ 4.	 The number of bytes of video data per scan.
'- 5.	 The number of physical records per data
set.
6.	 The number of bytes of data per physical
record.
4
7.	 The number of SDO channels in the first
record of a data set.
8.	 The number of SDO channels in all other
records of the data set.
9.	 Number of bytes in ancillary block.
10.	 Byte address of the first block of video
fi
data.
11.	 Byte address of the calibration data.
12.	 Number of bytes of calibration data.
The ancillary data block for each scanline included among other
information_a tape-line number, and the latitude and longitude
of the first, center, and last pixel of that particular Tine.
Each physical record on the data tape was 3,060 bytes long. 	 If
the data tape contained all 22 SDO channels, the maximum number
of scanlines which could be stored on a single 2,400-foot g-
track _tape was approximately 591.
	
Multiple tapes were required
M
l
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to provide all of the rata for the Washington, D.C.-Baltimore,
Maryland area test site. Six data tapes were received for the
SL/2 overpass, and seven tapes were received for the SL/3 overpass.
The data tape line numbers in the ancillary data block were
numbered sequentially throughout the overpass, so that the scan-
line segments could be "spliced" together to form a continuous
image for the entire test area. Atone point in the SL/3 image,
the scene segments from two consecutive tapes overlapped. This
presented little problem; however, on the SL/2 image where there
was a 103 scanline gap between two scene segments, blank data
records had to be inserted into the SL/2 scene to compensate for
this loss of data.
1.4.1.1	 Original Data Reformatting
°	 The planned utilization of the S-192 digital
data required that all of the scanlines for the entire
test area sampled by a particular SDO channel be arranged
sequentially on a single computer tape.	 It was decided
that the most efficient procedure for reformatting the
data to this form was to perform a two-stage data reformat.
The first stage data reformat rearranged each individual
original S-192 data tape to the desired format. 	 The
second stage spliced the scene segments from all of the
first stage reformatted data tapes to form a continuous i
image for each separate SDO channel of the entire area.
During the first stage data reformat process the
ephemeris data from the ancillary data block was extrac-
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a	 ted from the data tapes and a printer listing of that
data was produced (see processing block C-1 in Figure 5).
In addition, each SDO channel was histogrammed and a
1	 histogram card deck was produced (see processing block C-
2).	 These data were useful in the later phases of the S- r:
192 digital data processing. }
The format of the reformatted S-192 data tapes
was designed to allow for convenient access and manipu-
.lat`..jn of the data while maintaining an efficient storage
structure for the data.
	 The physical records for the
reformatted S-192 data tapes were all 4,992 bytes long.
The first 32 bytes of data on each physical record con-
tained header identification information.
	 The remaining
4,960 bytes were segmented into four block y
 each 1,240
bytes long. 	 Each block contained video data from a
single SDO channel.
	 The following information was stored
i
within the 32-byte header of each physical record:
1)	 SDO numbers for the four SDO scans conta ined
on that record;
2)	 tape-line number for that particular scanline;
3)	 sequential	 line number (starting at one for
the first record on the tape)
4)	 the total' number of scans in that particular
- image segment;
5)	 the number of bytes of video data for each
SDO (maximum of 1,240)
6)	 the input tape volume serial number.
tr.
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The physical records were arranged on the
reformatted tapes according to SDO channels. Suppose
that there were 560 scanlines contained on a particular
original S-192 data tape. The first 560 records on the .
reformatted tape would then contain all the video data
for SDO numbers l through 4. The five-hundred sixty-
first record was a separator record. Record numbers 562
through 1,121 would contain all the video data for SDO
numbers -5 through 8. This sequence continued untilall
22 SDO channels were transferred to the reformatted tape.
Each reformatted tape contains six blocks of physical
records. Each block contained output from four SDO }
channels. The last block of -physical records of course
contained only two SDO channel outputs
1.4.1.2 Reformatted Data Splices
_After each individual S-192 digital data tape
had been reformatted, the second stage of the reformat
sequence spliced the image segments contained on the
separate tapes to a single image segment (see processing
r
block C-4). The format of the spliced data tapes was the
same as the format of the individual reformatted tapes
except that each spliced digital tape contained only four }
SDO channels. Six spliced tapes were generated by the
splicing program. The first tape contained all of the
scanlines sequentially ordered from each of the separate
reformatted tapes for SDO channels ,1 through 4. The
-40_
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second tape contained SDO channels 5 through 8, and so
on.	 The advantage of the reformatted spliced tapes was
that all the scanlines from a particular channel were
present on a single tape in sequential order. 	 The shade
}
print process was greatly simplified because of this data
structure.	 All of the video data sampled by a particular
SDO channel during a single mission overpass was contained
on a single data tape.
	
Once a particular test site
location had been identified the shade print program
could be assured of "finding" that particular area on a
single data tape. ,v;l
1.4.2	 Development of the Affine Transformation
Essential to the photo interpretation effort was the
F
accurate location of the test sites on the digital data. 	 The
accuracy of the latitude-longitude transformation to column-grow
coordinates determined the size of the shade prints required to
present the data to the analyst.
	
With an approximate size of 2- ,3
3
1/2 x 2-112 N. miles, the test site area would occupy about 80 x
80 pixels.	 In order to present the test site on one computer-
x
page, the maximum mapping error would be about 20 pixels for any
point within the SL/2 or SL/3 areas.	 Using these constraints, a
two-stage affine transformation algorithm was derived and tested.
1;4.2.1	 Original Transformation Using Ephemeris Data
Initial mapping efforts involved comparing a r
globally defined affine transform to a'transform developed
by utilizing the ephemeris or footprint data which listed
-41-
latitude-longitude for the first, center, and last pixel
in each scan line.
The globally defined transformation was developed
using the latitude-longitude of four ground control
-> points (GCPs) determined from 7-1/2-minute U.S. Geological
Survey quadrangle maps and matched to column-row indices
indentified on shade prints of the S-192 digital data
(see processing block C-5). 	 Using three of these points,
an exact affine transform was derived and then tested on
the remaining GCP to estimate the magnitude of mapping
error which might be ,expected from this process. 	 The
results indicated that, for this one point, errors would
be in excess of 45 pixels.	 This result was expected in
I ;i
view of the non-linearities introduced by earth rotation !'
during the bong Skylab overpass.
,j Similar comparisons were made using "local"
affine transforms derived from the ephemeris data.
	
The
SL/3 pass was divided into groups of 55 scan lines with 4
each group represented by l scan line.	 For each such
group, the affine coefficients were derived using the
latitude-longitude values of that group and the previous
group.	 The appropriate coefficients were used for each
of the four GCPs and estimates of their column-row indices
made.
	 The resultant errors were of the same magnitude as
the global affine, but the error appeared to be systematic.
n
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1.4.2.2	 Corrections to Ephemeris Data
In order to determine whether the ephemeris data
a
could be corrected and subsequently used in the mapping
program, the local affine transforms for each of the GCPs
were inverted (see processing block C-6). 	 That is,
instead of mapping latitude-longitude into column-row, r'y
` the transform was rederived from group ephemeris data to
map column-row into latitude-longitude.	 Using the known
column-row indices of the GCPs and their local transform
a
coefficients, latitude and longitude coordinates of each a
i GCP were estimated. 4
The resultant pairs of latitude-longitude measure-
n
ments,were input to a_least-squares affine program which
4
calculated the corrections necessary for the ephemeris
data to be used in mapping.	 Let LAT be the actual latitude ya
and LAT' be the latitude estimate derived from the local
ephemeris affine transform.
	
Similarly, define LON and 1
LON'.	 The correction terms which were derived are:
LAT _ 1.0225--
	 LAT'	 -	 .0118855	 LON'	 + .05774'
LON _	 .0411892 •	 LAT'	 +_.977546	 LON' + .118378
The calculated errors associated with the 4 GCPs were
below 100m.	 Fu rther tests were run which indicated that
if the approximate row or block of the unknown point
could be found, the local affine coefficients, based on
corrected latitude-longitude of the ephemeris data, would
yield results accurate to within 10 pixels.
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1..4,2.3 Two-Stage Affine Transformation
The two-stage transform which evolved from the
previous work utilized a global transform to estimate the
row of the unknown point, and then refined that estimate
using a local transform to obtain the column and row of
the unknown point. The global transform was the affine
€	
transform obtained using all four GCPs - Tilghman Island,
the mouth of the 6lackwater River, Ferry Point, and Paton
Island, This transform mapped the latitude and longitude
of the unknown point into a row estimate. This row
estimate was used to select the local block for which a
set of coefficients existed which would complete the tat-
lon to column-row transformation. The row estimator
which was used is:
ROW	 111627
	
(913.748	 LAT)-- (961.836	 LON) i
Subtracting the row bias (the row number of the first row
in the pass minus 1), an estimate of the relative row
number is available.
The entire SL/3 'pass was broken into a sequence
of blocks, each representing 220 rows of data (see pro-
cessing block C-7)	 The selection of this size was
primarily an estimate of the numbers of blocks needed to
maintain accuracy without requiring large storage. The
affine coefficients of the ephemeris data revealed an 11-
line cycle in the Latitude-longitude report. Specifically,
latitude and longitude values repeated themselves at
three- and four-line intervals. Thus, for the purposes
-44-
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of mapping, the same relative line within this cycle was
selected to provide the ephemeris data. Every 55th row
was used, and groups of 4 combined to derive the local
affine coefficients for that block. After a particular
block was selected by the global affine, the local
coefficients for that block were used to estimate the
column and row of the unknown point.
1.4.2.4
	
SL/2 Corrections
The procedure outlined in the previous section
is dependent upon the existence of ephemeris data for the
first and last pixels of a row.
	
While this is satisfactory
for the SL/3 pass, only the latitude-longitude of the
first pixel exists for the SL/2 data used in this project. -;
To bypass this limitation, the unknown point was mapped
using the SL/3 two-stage transform. 	 If the assumption
can be made that the differences between the two pastes
can be explained by linear relationships, then it is
possible to map an SL/2 point using the best SL/3 transform,
and then map the column-row position on the SL/3 pass to
the column-row coordinates of the SL/2 data.
	
Using the
equations shown below, this procedure was implemented by
the mapping .program.
COL2 = 1.00333 •	 COLS + .0081412	 ROWS + 713.66
ROW2	-.0490658 .	COLS +-.995038	 ROW3 - 670.139
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j1.4.3	 Shade Prints of the Test Sites
The purpose of shade printing of each test was to present
the digital data in a form that facilitated the matching of
r	 ground truth fields with the corresponding sets of pixels on the
re	
S-192 digital data.
	 In order to do this successfully, three
criteria must be be met:
1) The spectral bands displayed must differentiate the
fields representing the land use codes,
2) each shade print should possess maximum contrast in
the range of gray levels displayed, and
3) The geometric differences between the shade prints and
the quadrangle maps had to be minimized.
1.4.3.1	 Identification of Spectral
	 Bands
Selection of the spectral bands to be used in
the analysis was made by the project photointerpreters
from a complete set	 f	 	 	 o	 shade prints for all
	 spectral
bands covering several distinctive test sites (see
processing block C-11).
	 The initial
	 shade prints were f
125 X 125 matrices generated using a single overstrike
character set and assignment keyed to the histogram for
each spectral band (see processing block C-10). 	 The test *'
sites displayed Were all from the SL/3 pass and included
Tilghman Island and the Pimlico track area ofBaltimore.
Using these displays, it was possible for photointerpreters
to select preferred spectral bands as well as suggest
improvements in the display format which would aid in the
-46-	
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interpretative effort (see processing block C-14).
Selection of the two spectral bands to be used
on SL/3 sites was done by comparison of shade prints from
a
all	 spectral bands for three sites: 	 one urban, one
rural, and one on the shore where definition between
water and land becomes an important locator. 	 Through
this process spectral	 band 4 (.56 - .61 microns in the
green-yellow portion of the spectrum) and spectral band
,^-	 8 (.98 - 1.03 microns in the infrared portion of the
spectrum) were chosen because in conjunction they
appeared to give the best visual discrimination between
both urban and non-urban categories. 	 Spectral band 4 2A
gives best visual discrimination between urban categor-
ies but offers poor discrimination between agricultural
and forest categories.	 Spectral band 8, on the other
i
hand, gives little visual 	 discrimination between urban
categories but good discrimination between agricultural
field types and between forest and agriculture. 	 Since
j	 spectral band 8 is in the infrared portion of the
spectrum, it also provides some penetration of haze
which spectral	 band 4 does not afford, 	 -Examples of s
shade prints produced these two spectral channels are
shown later in this report (see section 1.5.1.2).
1.4 .3.2	 Contrast Enhancement 4
While the spectral- band selection was based on
a prespecified gray-level	 transformation, the operational
character set assignment was determined by the gray-
levels found within the areas to be displayed. 	 The
-47-1
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advantage to this approach was that the data for each
test site would be displayed with maximum local contrast.
F A technique which is widely used and referred to in the
literature as histogram equalization or histogram flatten-
ing (Eberlein, 1974) was employed.	 Essentially, this
procedure defines a non-linear many-to-one mapping of
input gray levels to output gray levels or print charac-
ters.	 The net effect is to spread the input data across
P
^- the whole dynamic range of the output device. 	 Figure 6
shows the affect of applying the histogram equalization
technique to a typical input histogram.
	
Note that the
output histogram has been inverted left to right.- 	 This
inversion was necessary in order to produce a positive 	
l
rather than negative photo product.
The assignment of output gray levels or print
_characters was a function of the frequency of occurrence
of each input gray level and of the number of output
values available for both SL/2 and SL/3 test sites. 	 It
was desirable to limit the input gray levels used to
determine the mapping.
	
The Tilghman Island test site
shade print, for example, contained 60% water data
points.	 The technique described above would normally use
these data points in the mapping calculation despite the
fact that they were all "noise" to the photointerpreter.
The resulting effect on the data of interest would be to
greatly reduce the visual; contrast in the image. 	 To circum-
.
ent this problem, each spectral band was evaluated to deter-
 ,
mine a gray level interval within which the land use data
G
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of interest would normally be found. The tails of each
histogram were clipped and only the gray level interval
of interest was contrast enhanced (see processing block
C-12).
1.4.3..3	 Geometric Matching r
To aid in correlating the ground truth data with
the digital data, shade prints were presented in a format '.
which matched the U.S. Geological Survey 7-1/2 minute
quadrangle maps used by the photointerpreters. 	 A physical
constraint was introduced by the use of the line printer.
The printer produces ten columns per inch and six or
eight rows per inch, thus, a 125 X 125 matrix which
represented a square land area, would result in a print
which would be longer than it was wide, making the photo-
interpretive effort more complex.
	
To bypass this problem
every fifth line was dropped, thus when printed at 8
lines per inch a 125 X 125 matrix would be displayed in a
square measuring 12.5 inches on side. 	 This representsa
scale of about 1:31,500 compared to the-7-1/2 	 U.S.
Geological Survey map scale of 1:24,000.. 	 To further
match the two data sources, a transparency of the shade
print was made and enlarged photographically by a factor
of 1.3.	 Consequently, transparency can be used as a
direct overlay to the quadrangle maps.	 Additionally,	 the
four corners of the test site were numbered on the shade b
prints to further aid in locating the data (see processing
block C-13).
t
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1.5 Ground Truth - Digital Data Merger
The culmination of the data processing tasks described in the
previous three sections was accomplished when the ground truth data
and the S-192 digital data were integrated to form the principal data
sets used in the analysis phase of the investigation. the ground
truth-digital data merger, shown as processing block D on Figure 1,
will be described in this section.
1" -7, ^ J_
r
The processing tasks performed at this step were involved and
highly interrelated. 	 Figure 7 shows an expanded task flow diagram ,
for the processing tasks performed at this step. 	 The principal	 input
data to this step included: 	 `?
1)	 the reformatted S-192 digital data tapes (Section 1.4),
2)	 the test site data base (Section 1.3), and
3)	 the ground truth data (Section 1.2).
The output products of this processing task included two data files.
The first file contained the 13-channel- spectral signatures for all
of the fields identified from ground truth data. 	 The second file
contained digital field boundary maps of the test sites as well as
13-channel video data extracted from the reformatted S-192 data
tapes.	 These two data files provided all of the information needed
to perform the analysis phases of the investigation.
1.5.1 _Identification of Ground Truth Fields
x=.
The first principal task performed at this step required'
the accurate identification of ground truth fields on the video
`
data.	 This task was of critical importance to the analysis that
followed.	 The identification of ground truth field boundaries
N	
-
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whad to be accurate to within a pixel.	 If the spectral signatures
were calculated for fields in which the field boundaries were
l
incorrectly specified, the resulting signature errors could bias
the results obtained from the signature analysis.
After an investigation of several alternative methods for
`	 identifying ground truth field boundaries, it was decided that
t	 the most accurate procedure would be through the use of computer
=Y-	 printer gray maps or shade prints produced from the digital
data.	 As was discussed in Section 1.4.3, it was possible to
produce shade prints which were geometrically rectified .`	 Enlarged
transparencies could then be produced from the digital shade
prints at a scale of 1:24,000. 	 These transparencies could be a
directly overlayed on the U.S. Geological Survey 7-1/2-minute
quadrangle maps, and manually registered to these maps. a
1.5.1.1	 Test Site Shade Print Production
Processing blocks D-1 through D-7 on Figure 7
show the processing steps required to produce shade
printsof the test site areas.
	
The latitude and longitude
for a particular test site was retrieved from the test I`
site data base.	 Using the affine transformation developed
to relate latitude and longitude to the corresponding
E
digital row, column coordinates, the approximate location
of the individual test site areas on the video data was
determined.	 A digital window 125 columns wide and 125 l
rows 'long centered about the test site was identified.
The row, column coordinates of the upper lefthand corner
^x
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of the 125 x 125-window were entered into the test site
data base for future use (see processing block D-3).
Card input data was used to specify which spectral channel
was to be shade printed.
	 The exact location of the 125 x
125 video window on the reformatted S-192 data tapes
requested was calculated and the appropriate S-192 digital
data tape was searched to locate that window.
	 The header
information on each record of the S-192 reformatted data
tapes was used to verify that the exact location had been
found.	 At that point, the processing program extracted
the 125 x 125 video window from the digital data tape,
and copied the window onto temporary direct access storage.
During the copying process, a histogram of the video
information was calculated.	 The extracted 125 x 125
video window and the histogram of that window were passed y
-	
to the shade print program described in Section 1.4.3.
The shade print program used the histogram to develop a
gray value transformation designed to provide maximum
contrast on the final shade print.
	 The shade print was
then produced by transforming the gray values given in -
the 125 x 125 video window.	 The final step in the procedure
was to update the test site data base to indicate which
shade print had been produced (processing block D-6).
The updating procedure served two purposes. 	 First, it
provided a permanent, record of which shade prints had
been produced for each test site.	 Second, and equally
important, it avoided the problem of reproducing shade
-54-
1prints which had already been generated. 	 The shade print
processing program automatically checked the test site
t
" 9	 data base to determine whether a particular shade print
had already been produced for a specific test site. 	 If
no shade print had been produced, then it would generate
one.	 If that particular shade print already existed, x
then it would go on and check the next test site in the
file.	 This simplified the operation greatly.	 The user
only had to specify which spectral channel he was interested
'	 in and how many shade prints should be generated within a
specific run.	 The processing program would determine `s
which test sites should be shade printed. 	 Once the test
site shade prints were generated they were photographicallyt
enlarged (see processing block D-7).	 The next step in
the ground,truth-digital data merger was to identify the
ground truth field boundaries on the enlarged transparencies. 1
1.5.1.2	 Photointerpretation of Shade Prints
Photointerpretation of the test site shade
prints was a long and involved process.	 First, the
photointerpreters had to manually register the transparent .
enlargements of the test site shade prints, to the U.S.
Geological Survey 7-1%2-minute quadrangle maps.	 Even
though the photointerpreters had shade print enlargements
h
from two spectral bands to work from, this process was
frequently difficult and occasionally impossible.
	
Test
site areas which contained easily identifiable characteristics
1	
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such as major roadway intersections or streams and rivers
were easily registered. 	 Test sites which did not contain
these type of distinguishable characteristic were much
more difficult to register.	 It soon became apparent that k
I it would be necessary to distinguish between test site
s fields which could be delineated with a high degree of
confidence from those fields which were identified with a '.
X
lesser degree of confidence. 	 A field quality rating
(FQR) procedure was established for this purpose.
	
Each
field identified on the shade prints was given a rating A;'
between 1 and 5.	 The field quality rating was designed
to incorporate various aspects of the individual fields
including field size, visual uniformity of gray values in
the area covered by the field, and confidence in the
delineation of the field boundaries.	 The following
description of the various ratings was given to the
photointerpreters:
FQR 5 - Excellent, large fields (greater than 25
pixels) visually uniform in grey tone, with
accurate delineation offield boundaries visible ''
on shade prints.
FQR 4 - Very good, same as 5 except for field
size constraints.
FQR 3 - Average, size, consistency, and accuracy
of location may limit the usefulness of the
field.
-55:
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FQR 2 - Poor quality, field may not provide
w, accurate spectral description of particular land
use.
i'
FQR 1	 Not usable.
r.
Initially, it was intended that each field for which
ground truth data was available would be identified on
the shade prints. It was quickly found that this was a
very long and time-consuming process. Additionally, the
advantage of identifying fields with quality ratings 1
and 2 was questionable. It was decided that all fields
which had a quality rating of 4 or 5 would be selected,
and the lower field quality rating fields would only be
selected if they represented land use areas generally not
available with higher quality ratings.
Using the Polaroid prints of the test sites in
conjunction with shade print enlargements and 7-1/2-
minute U.S. Geological Survey Quadrangle Maps, an experi-
enced photointerpreter could, under optimal conditions,
select all of the 4 and 5 quality fields within a test
site in 20 to 2E minutes
In addition to the Polaroid enlargements, the
photointerpreter had access to high-altitude color-
infrared photggraphy obtained on June 14 1973. This
photography was an invaluable aid to the photointerpre-
ters for verification of the ground truth data and selection
	
h
of land use categories not contained in the ground truth
-57-
a
jThe photographic data was particularly useful for types
of wetlands, forest, as well
	 as classification of density
and tree cover in residential areas.
As the fields were located on the transparent
shade print enlargements they were outlined directly on
the enlargements.	 The ground truth forms were consulted
to determine the specific land use code assigned to that
field by the ground truth collection team.	 For each
field the photointerpreter coded on a computer form the
following information (See processing block D-10)
1)	 Test site number
2)	 Field number
3)	 Land use code 1
4)	 Estimate of field size in pixels
7
5)	 The field quality rating
- The estimate of the field size was used as a check to
verify that the field information was associated with the
-	 correct field area. 	 This information (field information
cards on Figure 7) was then keypunched and verified
for use in subsequent steps in the process.
	 Figures 8 and
9 show the shade prints produced for test site 168.
	 Figure
8 shows spectral band number 4 (SDO number 3) while Figure 9
F.
Rshows spectral band number 8 (SDO number 19).	 The fields
identified for test site number 168 are shown on Figure 9. -
3
1.5.1.3	 Recording Field Boundary Data
After the field boundaries had been outlined on
a
the shade print enlargements, it was necessary to transfer
s
this information to a computer compatible form.
	 This
task required considerable manual processing.
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Figure 8. Shade Print of Test Site 166, Spectral Band 4
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Figure 9. Shade P.-int of Test S67,e 168, Spectral Band 8
1Within each shade print, the ground truth fields
which had been delineated covered an area much smaller
than the full 125 x 125 window.	 In order to reduce
t ' subsequent computer storage requirements, it was decided
t
that a smaller sub-window 80 columns wide and 80 rows
long, centered to include all 	 of the test site fields,
` would be used in the subsequent analysis. 	 Using the
'	 - shade print transparencies, the 80 x 80 sub-window was
positioned and the row and column offsets of the upper
left hand corner of the 80 x 80 sub-window relative to
the 125 x 125 window were recorded.	 The individual
r^x
pixels assigned to each field were then recorded by run-
.
a
length codes.	 Starting at the upper left hand corner of
a specific field, the row, column coordinates 	 (relative j
j
to the 125 x 125 window) were recorded.	 That information
:a
f was followed by the number of columns within that specific
row which were assigned to the same field.	 The pixels
assigned to the same field in the next row were recorded
by specifying a column offset and row length.
	
k column t
offset of "0" implied that the left-hand boundary of the
field in row "i" fell in the same column as the left-hand
' boundary in row "i-1".	 Negative offsets implied that the ar
boundary moved to the left while positive offsets implied"
that the boundary moved to the right.
	
The offsets were
always recorded relative to the row immediately preceding
the current row.` _ This type; of information coding allowed
arbitrarily shaped fields to be recorded with a minimum
8
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(4)	 Column offset and row length pairs for each
row having pixels assigned to that field
All of this information was keypunched and
verified (see field boundary data cards on figure 7). 	 An
experienced "boundary coder" could completely process an
average test site in about 30 minutes.	 The next step in
the process was to convert the run-length field boundary
data into computer field boundary maps.
k
1.5.,2	 Test Site Field Boundary/Video Data File
_a
The next step in the ground truth-digital data merger
process, was to generate a data file containing the following
information about each test site:
1
(1)	 Field boundary maps
(2)	 Land use boundary maps <r
(3)	 Thirteen channel spectral video data windows
This single file would then contain all the information
required to perform the subsequent analysis. 	 The generation of ;i
this file required four data inputs:
t
of effort. In some situations where fields curled back on
themselves (such as a U shaped field), it was necessary
to record the field boundary as though there were actually
two distinct fields assigned to the same field number.
The following information was recorded for each field:
(1) Test site number
(2) Field number
(3) Row, column offset of upper left-hand
corner
0—_
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(1) The test site data base
(2) The reformatted S-192 digital data tapes
(3) The field information data cards
r.
(4) The field boundary data cards
f
	
	 The processing required to generate the file will be
described in this section.
1.5.2.1 Test Site Boundary/Video Data File Structure
T
The test site field boundary/video data file
once created, provided all of the critical information
required by the Skylab data analysis tasks. The struc-
ture of the file was relatively simple. Each record in
the file was 1,225 bytes long and there were 80 records
per test site. The first 25 bytes of each record
contained identification information such as:
(1) Test site number,
(2) County number,	 1
(3) Skylab mission number,
(4) SDO numbers for the video windows con	 )
tained in the file
The remaining 1,200 bytes of each record were
segmented into fifteen corresponding to a particular
test site could be thought of as containing 15 windows
each 80 rows (80 records) by 80 columns (80 bytes per
block). The first 80 x 80 window, contained the field
boundary map. Each data byte in the window corresponded
to a pixel in the original data tape. If the value of
the data byte was zero, then that particular pixel had
z:
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^^ w
f
s	 not been assigned to a ground truth field. If the
value of the data byte was non-zero then that pixel had
been assigned to a field and the value of the data bite
was the field number. The next 80 x 80 window con-
!	 tained a lard use map. The land use map was identical
to the field boundary map except that the non-zero
i1	
entries specified the land use code assigned to that
pixel by the ground truth collection teams. The remain-
ing thirteen windows contained the spectral data for
the thirteen spectral bands detected by the S-192
Multispectral Scanner. It should be noted that within
each individual record in this data file, the user not
only had access to the gray values recorded by all
thirteen spectral channels of the S-192 Multispectral
Scanner, he also knew which pixels were assigned to
fields, what the field numbers were, and the land use
categories the pixels belonged to. This data file was
a very powerful tool in the analysis which followed.
1.5.2.2 Generation of Field Boundar y Maps
The test site field boundary/video data file
was constructed in two steps. The first step i n the
construction of this file was the generation of the
field boundary and land use boundary maps. The 13 	 ?
A
channel video data was then added to the file in the
second step. The file was initially built on a random
-64-
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i
access, direct storage device. This access method
simplified adding the video data to the file since the
file could be updated in place. Once the file had been
generated it was copied onto a computer tape for storage
and future use.
The generation of the test site field boundary
maps (see processing block D-15) required accessing the
test site data base to determine the row, column coordinates
of the upper lefthand corner of the 125 x 125 test site
windows. Using the 80 x 80 subwindow offset coordinates
the row, column coordinates of the subwindow were
calculated. The field information cards were thenused
to reconstruct the field boundary maps in computer
compatible form. it is important to noise that during
the reconstruction process record was kept of the
position of each line which had been deleted during the
shade print geometric rectification process. As the
field boundary maps were processed the missing lines on
the shade prints were reinserted,
In order to Verify the correctness of the
field boundary maps a printer, plot of each test site
field boundary map was generated. The printer plots
deleted the same lines which had been deleted from the	
fi
shade prints. It was a simple procedure to photograph!-
	 u
cally enlarge the printer field boundary plots by the
same factor used to enlarge the original shade prints.
By overlaying the enlarged printer plots on the shade
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j`	 Figure 10.	 Field Boundary Map for Test Site 168
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print enlargements the accuracy of the field boundary
maps could be rapidly checked.
As a further check the test site field boundary
map program calculated the actual size in pixels of
each field as well as the number of pixels within each
field visible on the shade prints. These two field
sizes were, of course, different because of the lines
deleted from the shade prints. By comparing the field
size estimates made by the photointerpreters with the
actual size of the fields as seen on the shade prints
it was possible to quickly verify that the correct
field numbers had been assigned to the fields in the
field boundary maps. Figure 10 shows the field boundary
a
map generated for test site 168 (see Figure 9 for shade
print).
Once the field boundary maps had been generated,
the field information cards were used to determine the
land; use categories assigned to each field-in the map.
The land use boundary maps were generated by copying
the field boundary maps while replacing the field
numbers by land use codes.
I.v
1.5.2.3 Video Data Extraction
The final step in the generation of the test
site field boundary/video data file was the extraction
of the 80 x 80 subwindows of test site video data from
the reformatted S-192 digital data tapes.
	
	
=-
i,
Y
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The reformatted S-192 digital data tapes
contained all 22 Scientific Data Output (SDO) channels.
Since the test site field boundary/video data file had
been designed to store only 13 subwindows of video data
' (see Section 1.5.2.1) it was necessary to select a set
of 13 SDO's to be extracted from the reformatted digital
data tape.	 The first step in the analysi s of the
SKYLAB data was designed to analytically determine the
best set of 13 SDO's for use in the other phases of the
analysis.	 This selection process required analyzing
all 22 SDO's.	 This difficulty was overcome by generating
three test site field boundary/video data files for
some of the test sites.	 The first two files were
generated for use in the SDO selection process.
	
These
two files did not contain a complete set of 13 spectral
bands.	 After the SDO selection process was completed a.
third file, which did contain a complete set of 13
spectral bands as determined by the selection process,
was generated for all of the test sites (see Section
-
2,1 for a complete description of the selection pro-
cess).
1.5.3	 Calculation of Test Site Field Signatures
The final task of the ground truth-digital data merger
was the calculation of ground truth field signatures (see
processing block D-18). 	 The spectral field signatures included:
^i
n F
.	 s
1) the number of pixels in a field
` 2) the mean grey values in each of the 13 spectral
bands
3) the 13 x 13 covariance matrix
The field signatures calculated from video data provided a Y
concise statistical representation of the spectral properties ^.
of the ground truth fields.
1.5.3.1
	
Signature Calculation
The test site field boundary/video data file
was used to calculate the spectral field signatures.
Each block of 80 records in the field boundary/video
data file corresponding to a particular test site were
1.
read in and the field boundary maps were searched for
pixels assigned to ground truth fields.	 As individual
pixels assigned to a specific field were located, the
corresponding gray values were included in the signa-
ture calculation for that field.	 After processing all
of the records for a specific test site, the spectral
field signatures for the fields within that test site
were printed.	 In the spectral signature editing pro-
cess the correlation matrix was actually printed rather
I
than the covariance matrix. 	 Table 3 shows the spectral
_.
field signatures calculated for two fields from test
site 168.
1`.5.3.2	 Test Site Signature File
• After calculating the spectral field signa- w ...xa
tures for all of` the_fields from a specific test site
y
:T E ST SITE: 168 FIELD: 1F
COUNTY: 9 WINDOW RCW:>2469 LAND USE CODE: 5110 CENTEP ROW: 2502.50 NUMBED. OF BANDS: 13
SL	 MISSION: 3 COL:	 51 QUALITY RATING: 5 COL: 105.50 NUMBER OF PIXELS: 64.
o MEAN STD. SOO CORRELATION MATRIX
VALUES DEV. NUMBERS 22 18 1 3 5 7 9 19 20 17 11 14 21
y
112.9 6.1 22 1.000 -0.022 0.024 0.131 0.148 0.083 0.009 0.066 0.056 0.169 -0.047 0.070 0.050
114.4 25.6 18 -0.022 1.000 0.011 0.004 -0.071 0.069 0.182 0.021 0.040 0.204 0.068 -0.044 -0.083
70.6 4.3 1 0.024 0.011 1.000 0.674 0.460 0.673 0.567 0.489 0.424 0.449 0.619 0.409 -0.156
b 40.6 4.2 3 0.131 0.004 0.674 1.000 0.568 0.480 0.585 0.373- 0.430 0.446 0.542 0.425 -0.210
^-' 38.6 6.5 5 0.148 -0.071 0.460 0.568 1.000 0.203 0.429 0.155 0.114 0.133 0.355 0.314 -0.045
46.6 5.7 7 0.083 0.069 0.673 0.480 0.203, 1.000 0.530 0.555 0.543 0.469 0..542 0.324 -0.081
25.B 4.3 9 0.009 0.182 0.567 0.585 0.429 0.530 1.000 0.488 0.543 0.483 0.721 0.451 -0.259
21.7 6.4 19 0.066' 0.021 0.489 0.373 0.155 0.555 0.488 1.000 0.703 0.675 0.621 0.3,21 -0.,060
26.5 7.0 20 0.056 0.040 0.424 0.430 0.114 0.543 0.543 0.703 1.000 0.553 0.563 0.298 -0.090
18.5 6.4 17 0.169 0.204 0.449 0.446 0.133 0.469 0.483 0.675 0.553 1..000 0.498 0.342 -0.271
11.5 3.8 11 -0.047 0.068 0.619 0.542 0.355 0.542 0.721 0.621 0.563 0.498 1.000 0.528 •-0.087
7.8 4.5 14 0.070 -0.044 0.409- 0.425 0.314 0.324 0.451 0.321 0.298 0.342 0.528 1.000 -0.107
149.5 4.9 21 0.050 -0.083 -0.156 -0.210 -0.045 -0.081 -0.259 -0.060 -0..090 -0.271 -0.Oe7 -0.107 1.000
v
TEST SITE: 168 FIELD: 2
COUNTY: 9 "WINDOW RCW: 2469 LAND USE CODE: 4200 CENTER ROW: 2490.36 NUMBER OF BANDS: 13
SL .MISSION: 3 COL?	 51 QUALITY RATING: 5 COL: 82.42 NUMBER OF PIXELS: 33.
MEAN STD. SOO CORRELATION MATRIX
VALUES CEV. NUMBERS 22 18 1 3 5 7 9 19 20 17 11 14 21
118.8 6.3 22 1.000 0.046 -0.066 0.183 0,.035 0.182' 0.063 0.079 0.225 0.293 0.280 0.-424 -0.078
111.3 14.6 18 0.046 1.000 0.249 0.157 0.183 -0.157 -0.296 0.127 0.003 0.162 -0.355 -0.063 0.267
69.2 2.9 1 -0.066 0.249 1.000 0.308 0.325 -0.159 -0.034 -0.127 -0.087 0.004 0.040 0.006 0.040
38.2 2.6 3	 - 0.183 0.157 0.308 1.000 0.448 0.266 0.375 0.251 0.207 0.290 0.429 -0.020 0.012 y
37.0 5.2 5 0.035 0.183 0.325 0.448 1.000 0.219 0.348 0.259 0.381 0.401 0.320 0.250 0.125
75.6 4.0 7 0.182 -0.157' -0.159 0.266 0.219 1.000 0.479 0.606 0.572 0.485 0.506 0.307 0.418
81.3 4..1 9 0.063 -0.296 -0.034 0.375 0.348 0.479 1.000 0.270 0.339 0.2.29 0.595 0.138 0.064
92.9 6.2 19 0.079 0.127 -0.127 0.251 0.258 0.606 0.270 1.000 0.693 0.621 0.448 0.030 0.076
87.6 5.5 20 0.225 0.003 -0.087 0.207 0.381 0.572 0.339 0.693 1.000 0.640 0.675 0.212 -0.224
78.9 6.1 17 0.293 0.162 0.004 0.290 0.401 0.485 0.229 0.621 0.640 1.000 0.385 0.244 -0.016
35.6 3.0 11 0.280 -0.355 0.040 0.429 0.320 0.506 0.595 0.448 0.675 0.385 1.000 0.163 -0.253 7
16.8 4.2 14 0.424 -0.063 0.006 -0.020 0.250 0.307 0.138 0.030 0.212 0.244 0.163 1.000 0.138'
151.3 5.4 21 =0.078 0.267 0.040 0.012 0.125 0.418 0.064 0.076 -0.224 -0.016 -0.253 0.138 1.000
Table 3.	 Spectral Signatures for two Fields from Test Site 168
if the signatures were added to a spectral signature data
file.	 As the spectral signature data file was generated
r the test site information cardswere accessed to deter-
mine the field quality ratings assigned to each field.
j Upon completion the spectral signature file contained
' the following information about each field:
1.	 Test Site Number
2.	 County Number
i
r 3.	 SKYLAB Mission Number t
4.	 Field Number
5.	 Land Use Code
6.	 Field Quality Rating
7.	 Number of Spectral Channels included in
Signature
8.	 SDO Numbers of those Channels
9.	 Number of pixels in the field
10.	 Mean Gray Values for each Channel
11.	 Symmetric Form of the Covariance Matrix.
_ The test site data base was then updated to indicate
which test sites had been processed to calculate spec- i
tral signatures (the processing block D-19).	 The
generation of the test site signature file was the last
step prior to beginning the analysis ofthe SKYLAB
data.
s —
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2.0
	
DATA ANALYSIS
The data processing developed for this investigation and described in
Section 1.0, provided the necessary data bases required to study the
fundamental questions posed in the Executive Summary.
	
In particular, the
test site signature file (See Section 1.5.3) provided the information
necessary to investigate questions related tot
1)	 the increased spectral coverage available with the S-192 Skylab
Multispectral Scanner
2)	 identification of optical spectral bands for discriminating
various land use categories
3)	 relationships between classes of data which are spectrally
discriminable and land use categories of value to the land use
planner.
The test site window data file (See Section 1.5.2) provided the
.	 necessary, data to perform multispectral classification using the Skylab S-
192 Multispectral Scanner data.-
	 In addition to addressing the questions
I	 related to the accuracy levels achievable when performing multispectral
classification with the S-192 Multispectral Scanner data, it was also
possible to comment on questions related to:
.	 5
1)	 boundary delineation by multispectral
	
classification
2)	 scan line misregistration between spectral bands
3)	 the effect of field quality on reported multispectral 'classifi-
cation results.
The results of the analysis performed; to investigate these
questions along with the techniques and methodologies employed, will
be discussed in this Section.
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2.1 Discriminant Analysis
The step-wise discriminant analysis techniques discussed in this
section ::pre employed to address two distinctly different types of
questions	 The first question was totally operational in nature; the
second question was more fundamentally related to the discipline area
of land use planning and resource management.
As discussed earlier, the S-192 digital data included data from
—"	 13 separate spectral bands. The digital data tapes, however, contained
output from 22 Scientific Data Output (SDO) channels. The first task }
in the analysis of the S-192 digital data was to select a single set
of 13 SDO channels providing complete spectral coverage of all bands.
These 13 channels would then be used exclusively in the other analysis
t	 tasks. The selection process was designed to identify, the "least
noisy" channel for those spectral bands sampled by more than one SDO
channel. Since five of the spectral bands were sampled by only one
SDO channel, there was no apparent reason to include those channels in
{	 the preliminary analysis.
After completing the SDO channel selection process, the second
question could be addressed. Using the 13 SDO channels identified in
the first analysis 'task, the step-wise discriminant analysis technique
was employed to determine the best set of spectral bands for discrim-
inating various land use categories. The differences between the
spectral characteristics of various land use categories were analyzed
to determine which spectral bands provided the 'greatest information to
I	 discriminate one category from another.
1	 rv;s
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The step-wise discriminant analysis technique and the methods
used to employ it in this investigation are discussed first. The
results of the analysis performed are then presented and followed by
a discussion of the implications of these results. Finally, the
results obtained here are compared with other previously reported
work.
b
' 2.1.1	 Analysis Technique f
Step-wise discriminant analysis procedures are widely
reported in the literature (see T.W. Anderson, 1958, and C.R.
Rao, 1965), and therefore will only be briefly summarized here.
The analysis program used inthis investigation was a modified
^.	 a
form of the step-wise discriminant analysis program available as
part of the -Biomedical Computer Programs (BMD) package (Dixon,
a
1973).
In this application, the subject variables of the analysis
were the 13 spectral bands.	 Data groups were defined as combin-
ations of spectral signatures from various land use categories.
l
The spectral signature combinations varied depending on the type
of analysis being performed. 	 Suppose, for example, that one
wished to determine which single spectral band provided the
greatest discrimination between urban and agricultural areas.
In this case, two groups would be defined:	 a first group "U"
would be defined to represent all pixels in the data base
assigned to the class "urban;" and a second group "A" would be
defined as all	 pixels assigned to the class "agriculture." 	 The
E
BMD program, which normally would expect unprocessed input data
T
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(actual gray values from 13 spectral channels), was modified to
accept spectral signatures instead. Through these modifica-
tions, it was possible to specify, for each signature to be
included in the analysis, its group number, test site number,
t	 and field number. The program would then access the test site
signature file, find that particular field signature, and add it
to the composite signature formed from that particular group.
After'' specifying all of the field signatures to be used in -a
i
particular analysis, the composite group signatures were iden-
tical to those that would have been calculated directly from the
`i	 corresponding pixel gray values. This modification greatly
reduced the amount of processing necessary to perform the step-
wise discriminant analysis.
The composite group signatures were used to calculate a
within-group cross-product matrix, as well as a total cross- a
product matrix. The total cross-product matrix was directly
proportional to the variance-covariance matrix for all of the
data treated as a -sin le data set. The within-groupg	 9	 P cross-
product ,matrix was directly proportional to the within-group
variance-covariance matrix, that is, the variance-covariance
matrix obtained by performing a weighted sum of each rg oup
variance-covariance matrix. Note that a specific spectral band
provides a good discriminant between 'groups if the total vari-
ance for all of the data (diagonal element of the total cross
product matrix) is much greater than the variance obtained by
treating the data in groups (diagonal element of the within-
group cross-product matrix
	 Let W be the within-group cg	 p	 p	 )	 g	 oss-r
;u
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product matrix with elements (wij ), and T be the total cross-
product matrix with elements ( t i p). Suppose that a total of "n
data points are used to define "g" distinct jroups . Then, if it
is assumed that the spectral gray values are normally distri-
buted, the statistics wjj and tii obey Chi-Squared distributions
with n-g and n-1 degrees of freedom, respectively. Selection of
the best spectral band to discriminate between all groups was
made by calculating the likelihood ratio to test the equality
over all g groups for each spectral band. Define the likelihood
ratio statistic F  for the-i th spectral band as;
F = ( tjj-wjj)/(9`-1)
J
(w,,)/(n-g)
Note that as F increases, the probability of equality over all
g groups measured by the j th spectral band decreases. Large
`	 values of F indicate good discrimination between groups by the
ith spectral band. As defined above, the statistic F obeys an
F- distribution with g-1 and n-g degrees of freedom.
The statistic F. was calculated for each spectral band.
The spectral band having the largest F- value was then selected_
as being the best single discriminant between all g groups.
After selecting the best spectral band to discriminate
between the g groups, the next step was to select another band	 l
which, when in combination with the first band selected, would
provide the best pair of spectral bands to discriminate betweer
the groups. It should be noted that the program did not
r
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perform an "all	 possible pairs" analysis.	 In order to perform
this, and all subsequent steps in the analysis, the W and T
matrices were partitioned into two disjoint sets; those vari-
ables which had been previously selected and those variables not
yet selected.	 The sub-matrix corresponding to those variables
,I11
not yet selected was modified 'co reflect the effect of data
correlations between the previously selected variables and those X
not yet selected.	 The F. statistic was therefore interpreted as
the likelihood ratio test of equality over all g groups of the
conditional distribution of the j th spectral band, given that
specific bands had already been selected. 	 This step-wise proce-
dure was repeated until all spectral bands had entered the
calculation.
2.1.2	 Methodologies
The methods used to employ the stepwise discriminant
analysis were relatively straightforward.
	
After deciding on a
particular land use category to be included in an analysis, the
test site field signature file was inspected and specific field
signatures corresponding to that land use category were selected.
rt
The stepwise discriminant analysis procedure was intended to
provide information about the "best" or optimal set of spectral
bands available for discriminating between groups. 	 It was
_	 believed gnat in this type of analysis, only the best or most
representative field signatures should be included in the
various signature groups..	 Throughout all of the stepwise
discriminant analysis, only those fields with field quality
- -77-
ratings of three or higher were included (see Section 1.5.1.2).
Fields with field quality ratings of three were only used when
there were no quality rating four or five fields available.
As an additional aid to the analyst, the LARS transformed
divergence measure (see Swain, Robertson, and Walker, 1971) was
used to estimate the spectral separability of the input data
classes at the end of each step of the discriminant analysis.
The transformed divergence measure is a measure of spectral
separability between two separate spectral signatures. While the
transformed divergence measure is related to the probability of
correct classification the relationship is extremely complex and
in general, cannot be explicitly determined in advance of perform-
ing an actual multispectral classification. Swain and King
f
(1973) have investigated the relationship between the transformed
divergence measure and the probability of correct classification
for the two-class case. The transformed divergence measure was
found most useful during this analysis as a tool for measuring
the relative improvement in spectral separability when additional
spectral bands were added during each step of the discriminant
analysis.
2.1.3 Results	
z
Stepwise spectral discriminant analysis was initially
employed to address the question of selecting an optimal set of
13 SDO channels Providing complete spectral coverage. For this
anal ysis, 350 fields were selected from the August 5th, 1973 SL/3
overpass of the Washington, D.C. - Baltimore, Maryland test site.
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Spectral signatures were calculated using SDO channels 1 through
16 and 21• Table 4 shows the relationship between SDO number and
spectral band number.	 Note that the thermal channel, spectral
band number 13, was detected by three SDO channels. 	 SDO channel
l
numbers 17 through 20 and 22 were not included in these analyses
a^
r because they were the only channelswhich sample those specificju
spectral bands.	 Since the stepwise discriminant analysis program
fir	
A
had been modified to accept at most 13 spectral channels, the
analysis was performed in two parts.	 First, spectral signatures
{ for SDO channels 1 through 12 were calculated and analyzed.
Finally, the spectral signatures for the same 350 fields were
recalculated using SDO channels 13 through ,16 and 21.
After selecting a complete set of spectral channels, the
` test site field signature file and the test site field boundary/
video data file were recreated using the 13 SDO's identified in
the first phase of the analysis.	 Thirteen spectral band signatures
were calculated for all of the fields identified on the SL/3
overpass.	 Of the original 155 test sites planned to be covered
by SL/3, only 87 test sites contained fields identified by the
photointerpreters.
	
From these 87 test sites, spectral
	
signatures
were calculated for 609 fields.	 Table 5 shows a'summarized list'
t
for all of the land use categories identified in the 87 test
sites.	 Figure it shov4s the geographic location of the 87 test
sites superimposed on an image of spectral band number 8, of
a
Skylab mission SL,J3.
	
These 609 fields formed the data base used
in all of the remaining analyses.
_.._.	
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Table 4.	 S-192 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER CONFIGURATION
IFOV - 79.3 Meter Square Ground Coverage
Swath Width - 72.4 km.
SPECTRAL BAND DESCRIPTION SPECTRAL SDO ,,..
NUMBER RANGE CHANNEL(S)
1 Violet 0.41-0.46um 22
2 Violet-Blue 0.46-0.5lum 18
3 Blue-Green 0.52-0.56um 1,2
4 Green-Yellow 0.56-0.61 um 3,4
5 Orange-Red 0.62-0.67um 5,6
6 Red 0.68-0.76um 7,8
7 Near Infrared 0.78-0.88um 9110
8 Near Infrared 0.98-1.08um 19
9 Near Infrared 1.09-1.19um 20
10 Mid Infrared 1.20-1.30um 17 1
11 Mid Infrared 1.55-1.75um 11,12
12 Mid Infrared 2.10-2.35um 13,14
13 Thermal Infrared 10.2-12.5um 15,16,21
t
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LAND USE NUMBER OF TOTAL NUMBER LAND USE CATEGORY
CODE FIELDS OF PIXELS
1110 24 1267 Single-Family Household Units
1111 1 33 Rural, Low Density, with Trees
1112 11 433 Rural, Low Density, without Trees
1113 27 2339 Urban, High Density, with Trees
1114 21 1536 Urban, High Density, without Trees
1120 12 432 Multi-Family Household Units
1121 2 218 Low Density, with 'rrees
1122 3 146 Low Density, without Trees'
1123 2 106 High Density, with Trees
1124 23 560 High Density, without Trees
1150 3 53 Mobile Home Parks or Courts
1154 1 7 Mobile Home, High Density, Without Trees
1200 1 40 Commercial & Services
1210 6 248 Wholesale Trade Areas
1215 2 25 Farm Products (Raw Materials)
IDENTIFIED ON DIGITAL S-192 IMAGERY
1LAND USE NUMBER OF TOTAL DUMBER LAND USE CATEGORY
CODE FIELDS OF PIXELS
1220 19 474 Retail Trade Areas (Business Dist., Shopping
Centers, Comm.)
1230 1 96 Business, Professional, & Personal Services
1243 2 69 Sports (Stadiums, Arenas, Racetracks, Other)
1246 3 46 Recreational	 (Tennis, Ice Skating, Stables,
Play Areas)
1300 8 489 Industrial
1310 2 63 Mechanical Processing
1330 3 76 Chemical Processing
°j
00 1340 1 18 Fabrication & Assembly
1
1410 1 127 Stone Quarries
1420 3 116 Sand & Gravel Pits
x.
1511 " 2 102 Highways
1520 5 252 Railroads & Associated Facilities
1530 1 23 Airports & Associated Facilities
1531 1 68 Commercial
1532 ` 1 46 General
1533 1 46 Military'
1544 3 145 Port' Facilities
1560, 4 98 Electric, Gas, Water, Sewage Disposal, Solid Waste,
Utilities x,
LAND USE NUMBER OF TOTAL NUMBER LAND USE CATEGORY
CODE FIELDS OF PIXELS
j' 1610 5 47 Educational Facilities
1611 4 36 Primary
1612 6 76; Secondary
x
l
1614 2 27 College
f 1615 2 221 University
1616 2 34 Other
1621 ` 4 89 Hospitals
1631 2 12 Churches
co
1640 1 44 Military Areas
1641' 2 39 Housing
"
1643' 3 412 Storage Areas
1644 1 14 Training Areas
i
K
1650 2 57 Correctional
a¢
1653 1 37 State
^^ I
1660 5 181 Government & Administrative Offices
1911 10 777 Golf 'Courses
1912' 12 669 Cemeteries
3
1913 3 141 Park
1914 4 1-52 Parking Lots
.a
r..
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LAND USE NUMBER OF TOTAL NUMBER LAND USE CATEGORY
CODE FIELDS OF PIXELS
2112 7 237 Bare-Recently Plowed
2113` -151 3876 Growing Crop Present
2114, 1 12 Harvested	
t.
2120 24 799 Abandoned
2142 58 2130 Improved
2143 8 167 Unimproved
2250 5 171 Turf Farm
2320
1
8 Poultry and Egg Houses
: u
4100 30 1118 Deciduous
4200 7 138 Evergreen (Coniferous & Other)
4300 9 364 Mixed
4400 3 76 Upland Shrubs
5110 6 366 Natural(Rivers & Creeks)
5120 i 55 Man-Made (Canals, Di tches, & Aquaducts)
5210' 4 167 Natural Lakes & Ponds
5300 l 54 Reservoirs
5410 3 906 Bays
f,
i
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LAND USE NUMBER OF TOTAL NUMBER LAND USE CATEGORY
CODE FIELDS OF PIXELS
6000 4 149 Wetlands
6100 6 198 Vegetated	 Wetlands
6110 2 202 Brackish Marsh
6,200 2 379 Forested Wetlands
7500 5 315 Disturbed Land
j'co i.
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Figure 11. Spatial Distribution of SKYLAB Mission SL/3 Test Site Locations.
The test site location map has been superimposed on an image from
spectral band number 8 of the SKYLAB Multispectral Scanner. The
scale of the reproduction is approximately 1:1,130,000.
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NAfter completing the preliminary analysis just described,
E the stepwise discriminant analysis program was used to select the
optimal spectral bands for discriminating between various land
use categories.	 The first analysis performed was designed to
identify those spectral bands most useful for discriminating;k
between various level
	
I categories.	 Five data groups corres-
r ponding.to the level 	 I categories; Urban, Agricultural,	 Forest,
Water, and Wetlands, were defined. 	 The stepwise discriminant
analysis program selected the best spectral bands for discrim-
inating between these categories.
Each level	 I category was then considered separately.
	
The
stepwise discriminant analysis program determined which spectral
bands provided the greatest discrimination between various urban
	 1
categories, agricultural categories, and so forth.
	 The detailed
results of these two analyses will now be discussed.
2.1.3.1	 SDO Channel	 Selection'
Spectral signatures were calculated for 350
j ; fields selected on the SL/3 overpass of the Washington,
D.C.	 -	 Daltimore,_Maryland test site.	 Since only 13
channels of data could be analyzed at any one time and 17
SDO channels had to be included in this analysis, two sets
of spectral' signatures were computed for each of the 350
fields.	 The first signature in each set was a 12 channel
signature calculated using SDO channel numbers 1 	 through
12.	 The second signature in each set was ? five; channel
signature including $DO channel numbers 13 through 16 and
R i^
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21. As is shown in Table 4 SDO channels 17 through 20 and
22 were the onlychannels used to sense those spectral
bands, so those channels had to be included in the later
analysis.
The 350 fields were partitioned into 19 groups of
rR
approximately equal size. Each group corresponded to
field signatures from separate level III land use categories.
The 19 groups were selected to provide a representative
	
	
1
i
sample of all land use categories in the data base. The
19 groups were then analyzed by the stepwise discriminant
-d
analysis program. In the analysis using the 12 channel
signatures, it was thought that high data correlations
between the SDO channels sampling the same spectral bands
would prevent two SDO channels with identical spectral
coverage from being selected prior to selecting one
,i
(	 channel from each available spectral band. This, in fact,
was observed. All of the odd numbered SDO channels
between 1 and 12 were selected before any even numbered
SDO channel. In the analysis using the five channel
signatures, the same effect was present. $DO channels 14
and 21 were selected first. Table 6 shows the final
results of the SDO channel selection.
t
2.1.3.2 Spectral Band Selection
	^	 ,	 1
Thirteen bend spectral signatures using the SDQ
channels shown in Table 6 were calculated for the 6Q9
fields identified on the SL/3 overpass of the Washington,
_oo_
f

a,
D.C. - Baltimore, Maryland test site. 	 Field signatures
were selected from land use levels III and IV categoriesµ
and then aggregated up to five level	 I composite groups.
The five composite groups included:
1)	 urban
	
(all
	
land use code 1000);
2)	 agriculture (all land use code 2000);
F	
3)	 forest (all
	 land use code 4000);
4)	 water (all	 land, use code 5000);
5)	 wetlands (all	 land use code 6000).
Using this type of data grouping, the stepwise discrim-
inant analysis would select the spectral bands of greatest
utility for separating the various broad categories of
land use.
	 Results of this stepwise discriminant analysis 4
are shown in Table 7.
	 From the F-values listed, it
should be noted that very little additional di scrimi n-
I
a	 ability was added after five spectral channels had been
selected.	 Table 8 shows the transformed divergence values
j	 calculated after five variables had entered the analysis.
f
From the results of the divergence calculation, it was
noted that a relatively high degree of separability existed >a
between the five broad tategories used.	 The least well
discriminated categories were forest and wetlands. 	 This
is undoubtedly due to the presence of "forested wetlands."
9
After selection of the optimal bands for discrim-
inating between level
	 I categories, the stepwise discrim-
inant technique was employed to select bands for discrim-
inating within each general
	 level	 I category separately.
-90-
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Table 7.	 SPECTRAL BAND SELECTION FOR DISCRIMINATING
BETWEEN ALL LEVEL 1 CATEGORIES
If
ai
t.
k
P
STEP SPECTRAL BAND SPECTRAL F-VALUE
. NUMBER NUMBER COVERAGE
1 11 1.55-1.75 um 1,437,292
r4-;
4 J
2 9 1.09-1.19 um 432,780
+ 3 13 10.2-12.5 um 90,188
4	 - 5 0.62-0.67 um 8,747 A
5 6 0.68-0.76 um 1,053
6 7 0.78-0.88 um 276
7 1 0.41-0.46 um 252
8 12 2.10-2.35 um 147
9 3 0.52-0.56 um 96
10 _	 10 1.20-1.30 um 78
_a
11
8 0.98-1.08 um 29
12 4 0.56-0.61	 um 22
13 2 0.46-0.51	 um 7
_
x
Table 8. Transformed Divergence Values Calculated After Five Spectral
Bands had Entered the Between' All	 Level I Analysis.
Spectral	 Band Numbers	 Included:	 5,6,9,11,13.
GROUP	 1000 2000 4000 5000 6000
1000:	 0 ;.
2000:	 1930 0
4000:
	 1950 1682	 0
5000:	 1975 ` 1985 1965	 0,,.
6000:	 1831 1969 1589 1895	 0 -
A
1
J -y1-
The spectral response of different land use categories
varied greatly.	 It was anticipated that the optimal
"
t
spectral bands for discriminating within one land use
category may be completely different from the set of
F
optimal bands for another category.
	
Five analyses were
performed-; one for each of the general categories used in
the "between level
	 I" analysis.
„-p
The first of the five analyses included 19 level
III and IV urban groups;
1)	 Single Family Household Units,
2)	 Multi-family Household Units,
r'
p! 3)	 Wholesale Trade Areas,
4)	 Retail Trade Areas,
5)	 Industrial,
4
6)	 Chemical Processing,iF
7)	 Fabrication and Assembly,
a 8)	 Stone Quarries,
C	 _
9)	 Sand and Gravel Pits,
10)	 Highways, Auto Parking, Bus Terminals, etc.,
11)	 Railroads and associated facilities,
12)	 Airports and associated facilities,
13)	 Marine craft facilities,
14)	 Electric, Gas, Water facilities,
15)	 Educational
	
facilities,
16)	 Medical	 and Health facilities;
'
17)	 Military Areas,
3
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18)	 Government and Administrative Offices,
19)	 Improved hands.
Table 9 shows the order of spectral band selection using
only urban categories.	 The range of F-values shown here
is considerably smaller than was observed with the between
level	 I analyses.	 This indicates that (all)
	
19 urban
groups exhibited considerably greater spectral overlap.
Table 10 shows the transformed divergence values calculated
after five variables had entered the anlaysis. 	 The
divergence calculation indicated that many of the groups
were highly indistinguishable.
	
This was understandable
since the 19 groups defined included categories of such
fine distinction as single family versus multi-family
household units.
Only four groups were available for the within
agricultural
	 analysis:
a
1)	 Active Cropland,
2)	 Abandoned Cropland,
i
3)	 Pasturz,
4)	 Turf Farms,
Table 11 shows the spectral band selection obtained for
these groups and Table 12 shows the divergence values after
five variables were entered.	 The divergence calculation
indicated Qnly,moderate separability between these groups.
As might be expected, the categories active cropland and
turf farms were very poorly discriminated.
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Table 9. SPECTRAL BAND SELECTION FOR DISCRIMINATING
WITHIN URBAN CATEGORIES
STEP SPECTRAL BAND SPECTRAL F-VALUE
NUMBER NUMBER COVERAGE
1
9 1.09-1.19, um 114,731	 rr
2 3 0.52-0.56 um 36,275
3 11 1.55-1.75 um 19,801 
,-"
4 6 0.68-0.76 um 9,805
5 „13 10.2 -12.5 um 7,810
6 1 0.41-0.46 um 3,768
7 7 0.78-0.88 um 3,039
8 5 0.62-0.67 um 2,302
9 12 2.10 -2.35 um 1,447
10 4 0.56-0.61 um 1,140
11 2 0.46-0.51 um 988
`	 12 8 0.98-1.08 um 44.9
13 10 1.20-1.30 um 506'
1
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Table 10.
	
	
Transformed Divergence Values Calculated After Five Spectral
Bands Had Entered the All Urban Analysis.
Spectral Band Numbers Included 3,6,9,11,13.
GROUP 1110 1120 1' 210 1220 1300 1330 1340 1410 1420 1510 1520 1530 1540 1560 1610 1620 1' 640 1660 1910
1110:	 0
1120:	 265	 0
1210:	 995 519	 0
1220 1212 805 641
1300: 1359 801 782 635 	 0
1330: 1743 1419 1000 669 929	 0
1340: 3518 1128 1312/655 1627 1578	 0
1410: 1690 1.701 1622 1561 1708 1575 1841 	 0
1420:	 824 943 1289 1119 1734 1603 1705 1811 	 0
1510: 1323 1329 1283 1606 1907 1759 1480 1896 1258	 0
1520: 1660 1202. 	 1308 1382 555 1242 1715 1849 1893 1978 	 0
1530: 1-157 835 641 800 939 1440 1678 1442 1269 1410 1523 	 0
^;'	 1540: 1987 1903 17881852 11441730 1942 18321989 1991 681 1878	 0
1560: 1141 940 1191 1625 1095 1904 1895 1912 1672 1726 1350 1096 1900 	 0
1610:	 563 '775 1341 1660 1710 1929 1745 1950 1211 1630 1852 1469 1990 1340 	 0
1620: 1035- 1320 1704 1910 1903 1988 1939 1970 1680 1551 1965 1600 1987 1347 602	 0
1640: 1.436 1200 949 776 1101 1041- 1619 1250 1212 1268 1575 855 1862 1628 1781 1883 	 0
1660:	 654 482 568 852 1239 1484 1582 1890 868 950 1670 784 1975 1072 1028 1354 1070 	 0
1910:	 760 834 999 1460 1333 1867 1740 1555 1274 1488 1784 1204 1987 1039 1153 1141 1356 1209 	 0
{
;,	 I
Table 11. SPECTRAL BAND SELECTION FOR DISCRIMINATING
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL CATEGORIES
M STEP SPECTRAL BAND	 SPECTRAL F-VALUE °
NUMBER NUMBER	 COVERAGE `"µ
N 1
9	 1.09-1.19 um 34,760
2 7	 0.78-0.88 um - 21,798
3 1	 0.41-0.46 um 4,137
y
4 11	 1.55-1.75 um 713'
;' 5 6	 0.68-0.76 um 342
6 10	 1.20-1.30 um 185
7 8	 0.98-1.08 um 95
8 3	 0.52-0.56 um 86
g - 5	 0.62-0.67 um 269
10 12	 2.10-2.35 um 94
11 13	 10.2-12.5 um 51_
12 4	 0.56-0.61	 um 35
13 2	 0.46-0.54 um 6
A
J
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Table 12. Transformed Divergence Values Calculated After Five Spectral
y
^l
Bands had Entered the All Agricultural Analysis.
Spectral	 Band Numbers Included:	 1,6,7,9,11.
GROUP	 2110 2120 2140 2250
2110:	 0 #-;
2120:	 725	 0
2140:	 989 1402
	
0
2250:	 483	 936 1361	 0
_ a
1
r
4
.j
# f	
i
s.
Somewhat better discrimination was observed in
the remaining three analyses. Tn the within forest
analysis four groups were included:
1) Deciduous,
2) Evergreens (conifers and other),
3) Mixed,
4) Upland Shrubs.
r
Table 13 shows the spectral band selection obtained using
these four forest categories and Table 14 shows the
divergence calculation for the forest analysis. Again,
_Y
as expected, coniferous forests were well discriminated
from all other forested areas except mixed coniferous and
deciduous forests. The four water groups analyzed showed
r	 surprising separability. Those groups were
1) Natural Rivers and Creeks,
2) Man-made Canals, Ditches, and Aqueducts,
3) Natural Lakes and Ponds,
4) Bays.
As shown in Table 15 and 15 the spectral bands in the
visible part of -the spectrum were selected as providing
the best discrimination between water categories. Finally,
the analysis of wetland categories is shown in Tables 17
and 18. Four wetland groups were included in the analysis:
1) General Wetlands,
2) Vegetated Wetlands, 	 y{h	 !
:^	 o7J
3) Brackish Marsh,
4) Forested Wetlands.
r
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Table 13.	 SPECTRAL BAND SELECTION FOR DISCRIMINATING
WITHIN FOREST CATEGORIES
{	 STEP SPECTRAL BAND SPECTRAL F-VALUE
NUMBER NUMBER COVERAGE`'
1 9 1.09--1.19	 um 70,881
2 3 0.52-0.56 um 16,365
3 5 0.62-0.67 um 2,864
4
_4 0._56-0.61	 um 1,581
5 11 1.55-1.75 um 626
6 6 0.68-0.76 um 301
12 2.10-2.35 um 173
8 13 10.2-12.5 um 137
9 l 0.41-0.46 um 112
n
10 7 0.78-0.88 um 90
11 10 1.20-1.30 um 76
-	 12 8 0.98- 1.08 um 96
13 2 0.46-0.54 um 72
Table 14. ri ve Spectral
s
Transformed Divergence Values Calculated After
Bands had Entered the All	 Forest Analysis.
Spectral Band Numbers Included:	 3,4,5,9,11
GROUP	 4100 4110 4200 4300 4400
r
4100:	 0
4110:	 1400	 0
4200:	 1432 1574 0
4300:	 1139 1356 995	 0
4400:	 981	 890 1941	 1725	 0
9
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tSPECTRAL BAND SELECTION FOR DISCRIMINATING
WITHIN WATER CATEGORIES
Table 15
STEP SPECTRAL BAND SPECTRAL F-VALUE
NUMBER NUMBER _	 COVERAGE r »s4
6 0.68-0.76 um 32,111 Y
2 1 0.41-0.46 um 10,353
L_=	 3 3 0.52-0.56 um 4,180
4 8 0.98-1.08 um 331
5 9 1.09-1.19 um 201
m	
6 13 10.2-12.5 um 146
a
'	 7 12 2.10-2.35 um 128
8 4 0.56-0.61	 um 79
g 11 1.55-1.75	 um 91
i0 7 0,78-0.88 um 67
11 2 0.46-0.54 um 54
12 5, 0.62-0.67 um -	 29
13 10 1.20-1.30 um 13
Table 16. Transformed 'Divergence Values Calculated After Five Spectral
Bands had Entered the All
	 Water Analysis.
5
Spectral Band Numbers Included:	 1,3,6,8,9.
GROUP	 5110 5120 5210 5410
5110:	 0
5120:	 934`	 0
5210:	 980 1382 0
5410:	 1091
	 10201555" 0
tiy
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PTable 17.	 SPECTRAL BAND SELECTION FOR DISCRIMINATING
WITHIN WETLANDS CATEGORIES
is
STEP SPECTRAL BAND SPECTRAL F-VALUE t
'	 NUMBER NUMBER COVERAGE
1 10 1.20-1.30 um 318,695:
2 3 0.52-0.56 um 98,144
3 1 0.41-0.46 um 5,096 c's_-
4 8 0.98-1.08 um 1'36;'-k
5 6 0.68-0.76 um 102
6 13 10.2-12.5 um 65
7 4 0.56-0.61	 um 64
8 11 1.55-.1.75 um 34
g 7 0.78-0.88 um 27
10 9 _ 1.09-1.19 um 13
11 12 2.10-2.35 um g
12 5 0.62-0.67 um 1
E	 13
,
i
2 0.46-0.54 um, 1
Table 18. Transformed Divergence Values Calculated After Five Spectral
Bands had Enter the All Wetlands Analysis.
Spectral Band 'Numbers Included:	 1,3,6,8,10.
GROUP	 6000 6100 6110 6200
6000:	 0
6100:	 1040	 0
6110:	 1831.'1991 0
6200:	 1989 1975 1992	 0
-100-
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The forested wetlands as well as the brackish marsh areas
were excellently discriminated from the other vegetated
wetlands.
2.1.4	 Implications of Reported Results
After completing the analysis just discussed, the results
were studied to determine the effect these findings had on
subsequent analysis tasks.	 The results obtained from the spectral
band selection were used in the design of the multispectral
classification algorithm employed in the final analysis task.
2.1.4.1	 Implications from SOO Channel	 Selection Results
At first study, the SOO channel	 selection
results appear to be completely consistent with what one
would expect.	 In both the 12 channel
	
analysis and the 5
channel analysis, SOO channels were selected from each
available spectral band before any single spectral band
f
was selected twice. x
Careful study of the 12 channel
	
spectral signa-
tures, however, revealed a curious anomaly.	 As reported
earlier, the SOO channel pairs which sampled data from
the same spectral band were expected to show very high
data correlations.
	
This was observed for some of the
field signatures analyzed, but in a great many other
cases surprisingly low correlations were calculated for
the spectral hand ,pairs.	 It was Qbserved that the degree
of correlation between spectral band pairs was roughly
;l r
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proportional to the field size. 	 This phenomenon was
eventually explained in terms of the S-192 sensor design
characteristics.
The S-192 digital data included data from 13
disjoint spectral regions.	 The digital data tapes,
however, contained output from 22 Scientific Data Output
channels.	 The 22 SDO channels were produced by sampling
the 13 detectors at two different sampling rates.	 The
detectors sensing spectral bands 1, 2, 8, 9, 	 10, and 13
were sampled at a low sampling rate which corresponded to
an approximate 72.6 meter center to center spacing. 	 The
detectors sensing spectral bands	 3,	 4,	 5,	 6,	 7,	 11,	 12,
and 13 were sampled at twice the low rate which corres-
ponds to an approximate 36.3 meter center to center
spacing.	 The detectors which were sampled at the high
rate, produced two SDO channels.
	 All of the odd numbered
samples from a high rate detector were combined to form
one of the SDO channels while the even numbered samples
were combined to form the other channel.	 It is important
to note that this type of sampling design produces a one-
half pixel misregistration between the two SOO channels
produced from a single detector.	 In addition, spatial
misregistration was introduced by the scan lines straight-
ening algorithm as well as the scanner electronics and
tape recording system.
	 This' additional misregistration
effect has been reported to be as large as two pixels
(Sattinger,	 1975).
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xIt was also learned that the sampling procedure used to sample
the low rate detectors was not necessarily synchronized with the
sampling of either of the corresponding SDO channels produced from
the high rate sampling.
The anomalies observed in the 12 channel spectral signatures
could be explained by the spectral band to band misregistration.
'	 The misregistration between bands only affected field boundary
pixels.	 Large fields would generally have a smaller ratio of
boundary pixels to internal pixels than small fields.	 The effect
of the spacial misregistration should, therefore, be greatest for
small fields.	 Table 19 shows spectral signatures calculated for k
two fields from test site 9.	 Note that field number 3 contained 91
pixels while field number 4 contained only 19 pixels. 	 Consider the
first four SDO channels shown on the correlation matrices. 	 SDO
channel pair 1 and 2 had a correlation coefficient of 0.636 for the
91 pixel field but only 0.293 for the 19 pixel field. 	 SDO channel 3
i
pair 3 and 4 showed a similar effect; correlation of 0.471 for the
91 pixel	 field and 0.259 for the 19 pixel	 field.
	
Note, also, that
the correlation coefficients between SDO numbers 1 and 3 are higher
than the correlation coefficients between SDO numbers 1 and 2 for
both fields.	 Since $DO channels 1 and 3 should be in registration,
even; though they sampled different spectral regions the correlations
between them were higher than the correlations between two SDO's	 -
sampling the same spectral region but misregistered by one-half
pixel	 (i.e. SDO channels 1 and 2).	 The saute effect was observed
for SDO channels 2 and 4 with spectral band pairs 3 and 4.
	 Analysis
of this type has lead to the following conclusions: j
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TEST SITE: -9 FIELD: 3
1^
COUNTY: 5 WINDOW ROW:	 1619 LAND USE CODE: 4100 CENTER POW: 1661.22 NUMBER OF BANDS: 12
SL MISSION: 3 COL:	 954 QUALITY RATING: 5 COL: 991.87 NUMBER OF PIXELS: 91.
MEAN STD. S'OO CORRELATION MATRIX
VALUES DEV. NUMBERS	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 LO 11 12 0
56-.9 4.6 1 1.000 0.636 0.743 0.419 0.462 0.146 0.663 0.476 0.151 0.015 0.729 0.569 0.0
!x 56.4 4.5 2 0,636 1.000 0.522 0.711 0.404 0.415 0.602 0.635 0.203 0.153 0.692 0.748 0.0
'may 30.7 5.4 3 0.743 0.522 1.000 0.471 0.625 0.290 0.632 0.439 0.212 0.019 0.667 0.549 0.0 a
►b 30.5 5.0 4 0.419 0.711 0.471 1.000 0.373 0.638 0.426 0.553 0.079 0.172 0.539 0.659 0.0
O 29.2 6.1 5 0.462 0.404 0.625 0.373 1.000 0.352 0.514 0.371 0.224 0.002 0.476 0.381 0.0
28.6 5.9 6 0.146 0.415 0.290 0.638 0.352 1.000 0.180 0.459 0.190 0.184 0.256 0.399 0.0 +
76.3 8.1 7 0.6b3 0.602 0.632 0.426 0.514 0.180 1.000 0.681 0.496 0.232 0.721 0.645 0.0
^Q 75.5 7.2 8 0.476 0.635 0.439 0.553 0.371- 0.459 0.681 1.000 0.527 0.443 0.646 0.664 0.0 +a
I C', 84.7 7.3 9 0.151 0.203 0.212 0.079 0.224 0.190 0.496 0.527 1.000 0.554 0.364 0.330 0.0 31184.2 7.1 10 0.015 0.153 '0.019 0.172 0.002 0.184 0.232 0.443 0.554 1.000 0.173 0.213 0.0
43.7 8.0 11 0.729 0.692 0.667 0.539 0.476 0.256 0.721 0.646 0.364 0.173 1.000 0.876 0.0
42.8 E.9 12 0.564 0.748 0.549 0.659 0.381 0.399 0.645 0.664 0.330 0.213 0.873 1.000 0.0c`
' 0.0 -0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TEST SITE: 9 FIELD: 4
1 CUUMTY_^ 5 WINDOW ROW:	 1519 LAND USE CODE: 2120 CENTER ROW: 1663.74 NUMBER OF BANDS: 12 1
`., SL	 MISSION: 3 COL':	 :954 QUALITY RATING:- 3 COL: 980.32 NUMBER OF PIXELS% 19.
MEAN STD. SDO CORRELATION MATRIX-- -
F.r VALUES DEV. NUMBERS	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 L1 12 0
64.4 2.7 1 1.000 0.293 0.580 0.250 0.522 0.151 0.161 0.324 -0.461 -0.324 0.592 0.302 0.0
64.6 3.1 2 0.293 1.000 0.204 0.759 0.687 0.333 0.021 0.560 -0.030 -0.384 0.368 0.437 0.0
38.4 3.9 3 0.580 0.204 1.000 0.279 0.505 0.479 0.482 0.212 -0.265 -0.035 0.581 0.535 0.0
33.1 4.7 -4 0.250 0.759 0.259 1.000 0.617 0.303 0.080 0.587 0.002 -0.307 0.473 0.530 0.0
k 37.9 6.5 5 0.522 0.6F7 0.505 0.617 1.000 0.398 0.057 0.517 -0.393 -0.343 0.624 0.421 0.0
38.8 5.6 6 0.151 0.333 0.479 0.303 0.398 1.000 -0.058 -0.126 -0.436 -0.480 0.415 0.615 0.0
84.3 4.9 7 0.161 0.021 0.482 0.080 0.057 -0-.053 1.000 0.300 0.372 0.223 0.275 0.315 0.0
" 83.4 5.2 8 0.324 0.560 0.212 0.587 0.517 -0.126 '0.300 1.000 0.165 0.290 0.286 0.116 0.0
79.8 7.1 9 -0.461 -0.030 -0.265 0.002 -0.393 -0.436 0.372 0.165 1.000 0.390 -0.519 -0.117 0.0 i
78.4 6.1 10- -0.324 -0.3R4 -0.035 -0.307 -0.343 -0.480 0.223 0.2S0 0.390 1.00U -0.400 -0.605 0.0
58.4- 6.3 11 0.592 0.368 0.581 0.473 0.624 0.415 0.275 0.286 -0.519 -0.400 1.000 0.560 0.0
59.4 5.0 12 0.302 0.437 0.535 0.530 0.421 0.b15 0.315 0.116 -0.117 -0.605 0.560 1.000 0.0
f 0.0 -0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 _0.0 0.0 0.0
1
Table 19. Spectral Signatures for Two Fields from Test Site 9
t,'
I	 Y
^	 LL:
1) band to band spatial registration must be
L	 considered with high priority in the design
N
of subsequent sensor systems. Spatial misregis-
tration by as little as one-half pixel has
been seen to introduce "noise" into the	 4
system which may seriously negate the advantages
obtained through improved spectral resolution,
2) small spatial misregistration between spectral 	 h
bands may seriously degrade any attempt at
}	 boundary delineation for area mensuration
using multispectral data processing techniques.,
For that matter, any multispectral datas
analysis will be degraded.
Finally, it should be noted that the oversampling	 j
of the high rate detectors which introduced the
inherent misregistration problem does not, for this
-'	 scanner, improve the spatial resolution by a factor of
two as might be expected. This is due to the large 	 w
instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of the scanner
detectors. The IFOV of the scanner is about '75 meters,
as determined by a field stop at the entrance slit of
the spectrometer. At the best system resolution for a
low rate channel determined by sampling theory (the
spatial wavelength equals twice the sample spacing),
	 )
.a
and assuming uniform i;liumination of the entrance`	 k ^
slit, the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the
detector is about 2jff for a-fixed spatial wavelength,
A
1a05	
.. ^ _	 _,	 — +c t	 tervs	 ,.._	 e,	
4
so long as the IFOV is unchanged. 	 Oversampling does not
change the MTF.	 Thus, the high channels use the same
aperture as the low rate channels.	 This aperture is
oversized for the new channel resolution based on the new
.> sample spacing.	 In fact, the high rate channels have an
MTF of near zero at their sampling theory resolution
a
,r limit.	 This means that little information is actually
perceived at these shorter spatial wavelengths. 	 Consequently,
Tittle improvement in spatial resolution is produced by
the high rate channels.
a
Using these conclusions as a basis,	 it is
possible to explain results observed by the SDO channel
selection analysis. 	 The SDO channels selected were
identified not only on the basis of which channels were
least noisy but rather on the basis of which channels
were spatially registered with one another.
r'
2.1.4.2	 Implications from the Spectral Band Selection
Table 20 shows a summary of all of the spectral
band selection analyses. 	 Listed in that table are the
step numbers in which each band was selected during the
various analyses.	 The average step number in which each
spectral band entered the six analyses was calculated
(see Overall AYerage).	 An overall	 rating was assigned
each band on the +basis of the average step numbers.
Implied in the results shown in Table 20 is the
conclusion that the set of spectral channels which pro-
vided optimal discrimination between broad land use Level
x
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Table 20. SPECTRAL BAND SELECTION ORDER FOR VARIOUS
SIGNATURE GROUP DEFINITIONS
SPECTRAL BAND SPECTRAL BETWEEN ALL WITHIN SINGLE LEVEL 1 OVERALL OVERALL
NUMBER' COVERAGE' LEVEL 1 1000 2000	 4000 5000 6000 AVERAGE RATING
r 1 0.41-0.46 um 7 6 3	 9 2 3 5.0 4
2 0.46-0.51	 um 13 11 13	 13 11 13 12.3 13
t
3 0.52-0.56 um 9 2 8	 2 3 2 4.3 2
4 0.56-0.61 um 12 10 12	 4 8 7 8.8 11
5 0.62-0.67 um 4 8 9	 3 12 12 8.0 8
6` 0.68-0.76 um 5 4 5	 6 1 5 4.3
2
7 0.78=0.88 um 6 7 2	 10 10 9 7.3 7
V 8 0.98-1.08 um 11 12 7	 12 4 4 8.3 9
f F
9 1.09-1.19 um 2 1 1	 1 5 10 3.3 1
s	
-,
10 1.20=1.30 um 10 13 6	 11 13 1 9.0 12
r
11 1.55-1.75 um 1 3 4	 5 9 8 5.0 4
12 2.10.-2.35 um 8 9 10	 7 7 11 8.7 10
13 10.2-12.5 um 3 5 11	 8 6 6 6.5 6
k,
.. ..	
,... U.:..s.a^atk.s.®. ^-'^^^. .,..u,.,^...,d:,..,,.. .^...._	 ... .::....... 	 ...:....... a.v ...^	
- Y	 ..r_,....,	 .asrs :;^4 ..	 __	 .,...._ _.....	 ._.. ... ..^..,^.w_........ 	 ..	 .....
I categories differed significantly from the optimai
bands for discriminating within any single land use
category.	 This information was used in the design of the
multispectral	 classification algorithm used in the final
analysis task.
Selection of a fixed set of spectral bands for
use in classifying all	 land use categories would tend to
degrade the classification accuracy since no single set
of bands was optimal 	 for all	 lav, ,.d use categories.	 Per-
forming multispectral 	 classification using all	 13 spec-
tral bands would greatly increase the amount of processing
necessary to classify an area. 	 It was therefore decided
that a two-st
.
aged classification algvrithm would provide
the best overall	 technique for performing multispectral
classification.	 In the first stage of the classification,
a maximum likelihood classifier using the five best
spectral bands identified for discriminating between all
Level	 I land use categories was used to assign each pixel
to a general	 Level	 I category.	 The first stage classifica-
tion assignment of a particular pixel was used to determine
what s pectral bands would be used to further classify
that pixel	 during the second stage.
	 The spectral bands,
as well	 as the training class signatures used in the
second stage, were entirel y
 determined by the results of
the first stage analysis.	 In each stage two classifica-
tion, the best five spectral bands selected for that
particular Level.	I category were used.	 For example,
| ^^
7_7
i
Fy
suppose that a particular pixel was identified as "forest"
during the first stage classification. 	 That pixel would
be assigned to the class "4000" (Level	 I land use category
}
for forest).	 During the second stage classification, the
best five spectral bands identified by the "within
' forest" discriminant analysis would be used, and the
training set signatures would correspond to Level 	 II
forest categories.	 The second stage classifier may then
assign that pixel" to the Level 	 I T. forest category "2,"
coniferous forest.	 The final classification assignment
would therefore be 4200 ^-coniferous forest.	 Both stage	 '.
classifiers used a maximum likelihood decision rule.
1
t
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2.2
	
CLUSTERING ANALYSIS
The value of clustering in automatic data processing is that the clusters
so defined are "natural" groups in the data and represent the way the
the scanner perceives the environment in a multispectral sense.
	 To the
i4
	degree that these multispectral clusters are pure land use categories
of a sort desired by the land use planner, the cluster's will be regarded
F,
'	 as valuable.	 To the degree that the clusters are "mixed" - again in a
land use classification sense - they will
	
be regarded as of little value.{
In the present analysis a simple clustering algorithm was used to test
SL/3 cluster groups.	 A mixed Level
	 III and Level
	 IV land use classifica-
tion was used to show the overlap and discriminability between functional
'=P
ry ' land use categories useful- to land use planners
2.2.1.	 Analysis Techniques
The distance measure employed in the clustering is the reduction of
the divergence measure for the assumption of diagonal covariance matrices:
2	 2	 2	 2	 2
_	 _N	 Egi +
	 xi	 }{ ugi	 P xi	 }	 +	 ^gi	 ^xi}2J 
- 2 	 2
=1	 ^gi	
Exi
;l
Where	 N	 is the number of spectral bands
.	 is the cluster group mean for band iugi
is the 'signature mean for band i
xi
Egi
	
is the variance of the cluster group for band i
E ?	 is the variance of the signature for band i
xi
J	 is the divergence distance between group "g"
and signature "x"
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The clustering procedures used all 13 bands selected as described
earlier, and were tear-down, rather than build-up, starting with a
'	 threshold of five, giving seven groups, and then sequentially to thres-
holds of four (13 groups) and three (23 groups), representing a rough
doubling of groups at each step,. No further breakdown was attempted
because close inspection of the distances of individual items from the
F
group means showed that fairly tight groups were established at a
threshold of three.	 Only outliers would be broken away with further
splitting, and no reasonable further breaks of major groupswithin
u	 clusters would take place.	 This topic is picked up again later on.
The distance measure employed is very closely related to measures
*`
in common use but has the advantage of reduced_ computer processing
4
.	
time - arising from the assumption of diagonal covariance matrices —
j
with;a parallel	 disadvantage of some loss in discrimination.
	
It is not
in a strict sense a metric, but nor are almost all	 distance measures, s
in common use.	 It is our judgement, that the precision obtained is
acceptablefor the exploratory study reported here.
2.2.2_.	 Selection of Sites and Thresholds for Clustering
The present study uses SL/3 ground truth data only in a clustering
mode for comparison with the land use categories as given in Table 2.
The test site data actually used in the clustering was considerably
smaller than the original six percent (over rand) sample initially
f	 intended. Amoung the reasons in addition to those already mentioned
were:
All fields or areas less than ten pixels were excluded because
of extensive boundary pixel problems, and field boundary i
^N
l-
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identification problems on imagery.
Many test sites were eliminated in toto because of haze, thin
clouds in part of the northwest area of the strip, and because
of deep haze, high cirrus, and altostratus clouds in the
Eastern Shore area of Maryland (in the southern third of the
strip).
Many fields could not be identified on either band 4 or 8
used for production of shade prints and perforce had to be
eliminated. (A considerable variety of data was available,
including RC-10 photography, alphanumeric SKYLAB shade prints,
and channel 4 and 8 black and white images, together with the
polaroid enlargements of the area and ground truth. Despite
this wide array of material, there were some sites in which it
was absolutely infeasible to place boundaries around individual
3
fields; these therefore had to be eliminated.)
Some test sites as a whole were so lacking in constrast fea-
tures as shown on the band 4 and 8 shade prints and images
that they also were eliminated as a whole. If the window
allocation were perfect, this would have been no problem.
However, the digital window was off by several pixels and thus
a blind overlay could not properly be used.
Finally, only high-quality fields or units were used in order
that clean signatures be used for clustering.
As a'result of all of these processes, the total number of high-
i
quality, large (greater than 10 pixels), cloud-free and shadow-free
a
ground truth fields or land units available for clustering was 527
in SL/3. The total area involved was something less than a one percent
-112....
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sample of the land area, but was concentrated because of cloud cover
h
problems, and therefore was no longer a strictly random sample, although
it is still well distributed throughout the entire test site. Pro-
portionately more data was available for the Baltimore, Washington and
y	 Virginia areas and less for the eastern shore, and Delmarva Peninsula
a	 areas of Maryland.
The various thresholds used in the study started with a threshold
d
1 y	 of five (5) - a coarse threshold leading to seven broad classes roughly
I	 comparable to Level	 I in the Anderson et. al.	 (1972) classification.
This was followed by thresholding to distances of four (4) and three (3),
using the distance measure noted above. The threshold of three (3)=M
is reported on here, because it is close to Level II of the Anderson
eta
	 al,	 (1972) classification. 	 The threshold five results are considered i
I.	 first. )
i
20203.	 Results of the Clustering
2.2.3.1.	 The _Threshold Five (5) Results
Seven groups were obtained employing a threshold of five (5), as
fellows;
Group 1
This group is overwhelmingly urban (code 1,000), with 100 of 117
cases being urban.
The 17 aberrant cases ineluded: r
2112	 Bare - recently ploughed (1) :.
2113	 Growing Crop Present (9)
2120
	
Abandoned Agricultural Land (2)
2240
	
Nursery and Horticultural Area (l) 0
4300	 Mixed forest (1)
7500	 Disturbed Land (2)
,_..
	
.u.-.(-H,^c..am.
	 . 	 ...c.._tmnnm s.AvA	 Syu^i^.	 .. 	 •1	 'S. a, "..	 _	 .. '4
ka
a
Nine (9) of these in turn were relative outliers in the group,
F.	 lying at distances of greater than 2 from the group m)an.	 Only 24 cases
exceeded a distance of 2, so that the aberrant inclusiov's are proportionately
a large component of the peripheral members of the cluster.
Group 2
This group is principally water (code 5,000), comprising 14 out of
20 cases.	 Of the remaining six cases all but two (deciduous forest)
were probably very wet at the time of overflight - which occurred shortly
after flooding rains - or naturally would have some water within the
group in any case.	 The latter comment applies to:
1544	 Port Facilities g
6000	 Wetlands
6110
	
Brackish Marsh (2)
Group 3
This group is a very small and peCUI i ar mixed bag.
	 The composition
of the group is:
1330
	
Chemical Processing Plant
1641	 Housing in Military Areas
2142	 Improved Pasture Land p
2143,	 Unimproved Pasture Land
7500
	
Disturbed Land (2 cases)
Group 4
This group is predominantly code 2,000 (Agricultural
	
Land):	 173 of
223 cases.
	
Of the remaining 50 confusion cases, a significant 'number
contain much growing vegetation (golf courses, cemetery, deciduous
forest, park, vegetated wetlands, etc;.) as listed below:
a,
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1110 Single Family Household Unit (6)
1112 Rural, Low Density Housing (1)
1113 Urban High Density with Trees (9)
1114 Urban Nigh Density without Trees (6)
1124 High _Density Multi-Family Residential Without Trees (1)
1220 Urban Retail Trade Areas (2)
1246 Recreational	 (Tennis, Stables, Play Areas, 	 Etc.)	 (1)
1611 Primary Education Facility (1)
1911 Golf Course (8)
1912 Cemetary (2)	 r^-
1913
r
Urban Parkland (2)
4100 DecidL*,ous Forest (3)
6100 Vegetated Wetlands (2)	 f	 A
6200 Forested Wetlands (1)
The group may properly be thought of then as a growing crop-pasture-
and grassed area group in which case the only evident "outsiders" in the
j cluster are:
1110	 Single Family Household Unit (6)
1113	 Urban High Density with Trees (9)
1114	 Urban High Density without Trees (6)
1?20	 Urban Retail Trade Areas (2)
1246	 Recreational (Tennis, Stables, Play Areas, etc.) (1)
1611	 Primary Education Facility (1)
4100	 Deciduous Forest (3)
6100	 Vegetated Wetlands (2)
6200	 Forested Wetlands (1)
Of these 31 cases in turn, a reasonable number are likely to con-
tain much grass.
This cluster therefore appears to be a very rational group mostly
of green growingvegetation without trees and with most "outsiders" beinc;
1
expl i cable.
Group 5
_soup 5 is almost exclusively a category of growing crop. present
(code 2113), and discriminates just two testsites - 126 and 199
	 in
the Eastern Shore. Of the 13%members of the group, ten consist of
growing crop present (pri'ncipally corn), one is a golf course, one an
	 i
}
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.	 abandoned farm, and one a mechanical processing plant surrovnded by
green lawns.
	
In essence, this group also is green vegetation but with
no trees.	 It is quite similar to Group ,4 and appears to be mainly
discriminating a single crop (corn, at the ear stage) type from the
mixture of crops present in Group 4.
Group 6
'	 Group 6 is overwhelmingly an urban group (42 of 44 cases), com-
prising mostly intensive commercial and industrial developments with
little vegetation.	 The various categories of the group are as below at ;4
level	 III and IV (as appropriate):
1114	 High Density Single Family Residential without Trees (7) y
1220	 Retail Trade Areas	 (1)
1300	 Industrial	 (5) i
1400	 Extractive Industry (1)
1500	 Transportation (9)
1600	 Institutional	 (6)
1914	 Parking Lots	 (3)
6000	 Wetlands (2)
i
Group 1
The final group is very mixed comprising primarily urban categories
and deciduous and other forest land.	 Most of the urban categories are
those in which considerable tree cover is indicated in the code, or	 is
reasonably likely to be present as in cemetaries, golf courses, ediuca-
tional	 facilities, and so on.
The various groups present at level III and level IV (as appro-
priate)
	
are: x
c
t
j
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^
^
1110 Single Family Residential 	 (3\'
^	 !	
_
1711 Rural Residential, Low Density with Trees /l\
| 1112' Rural, Low Density Single Family Residential, without
Trees
	
/11 	 '
1	 ! 1113 Urban, High Residential Single Family Density with
:	 ' Trees	 (l^).	 ,
'	 ! 1121 Rural, Low Density Multi-Family Residential, with 
Trees
	
(l)
i 1123 High Density, Multi-Family Residential " With 
Trees
	
/»	
-%_ tree cover)	 (l)
^	 1124 High Density, Multi-Family Residential, without
^	 !x Trees (Less 	 5D^ Tree Cover) /3\`	 '.'
. 1210 Wholesale Trade Area (l) 
1248 Recr88'ionel	 l) 
^ 1300 Industrial	 (2) 
1610 Educational	 Facilities	 /l\
«	 ' 1612 Secondary Education Facility /]\ 
1615 University	 (2)
^| 1M^ !
	
"^
~/''
Hospitals.~	 `	 .'\	 .^	
^	
' 1653 State Institutional	 Facility (l)
'i!}	 lSll Golf Courses	 }>,|	 ' 1912 Cemetar1e3 (4
^	 .1913 Urban Parkland (l\.^
| ' Urban Total:	 40
!
'	 ?l^^ P	 lO\Growing Crop
	
t	 ,,~.''	 ..-~-..	 `_	 '
^	 2120 Abandoned Farmland	 4}
.
.	 !	 2142 Improved Pasture (3)
2^5^
--| Turf ^d^0 (l\,	 ' .
^QAgricultural Total 
- 
4100 Deciduous Forest 	
'	 \
4200 '	 '	 Evergreen Forest (5)
4300 Mixed Forest (7)'
44^^ `!	 `
'Dl^mj Shrub	 (2)
`	
. 
!	 '
Forest Total 38
52lO
. 
Natural	 Lakes and Ponds /l\
.`
Wat^rTotal ' l^
'
'
6000 Wetlands	 (2)
6100 Vegetated Wetlands	 (3)
6200 Forested Wetlands	 (1)
Wetlands Total 6
'.GRAND 	 OT/`_'lO3'
|	 ^	 '	 ^ `	 '	 ^	 `	 ^`
-ll7-
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This group appears to be composite cluster in that all urban
categories lie within a distance of 2.38 of the group mean, whereas 30
of 38 forest cases lie at distances of greater than 2.38 from the group
mean. This group would, therefore, be expected to split to some degree
in the later clustering (Table 25).
2.2.3.3 Clustering With A Threshold of Three and Four
The clusters formed by using thresholds respectively of four
(13 groups) and three (23 groups) are shown in the following tables to
which reference should be made.
Table 21 shows the group means and standard deviations for the
23 groups obtained with threshold 3. Table 22 gives the between group
distance matrix for the 23 groups. -Table 23 lists the 13 groups established
	
with the threshold of 4, ordered within each group by land use code.
	
i
Table 24 lists the 23 groups for threshold 3, ordered by distance
from the group mean. Table 25 lists the 23 groups for threshold 3
ordered by land use code. It is thus readily feasible to make cross
comparisons between Tables 23 and 25 and Tables 24 and 25 for different
purposes.
The number of groups discriminated at threshold 3 (23) is close
to the number of Level II categories in the land use classification
(21), actually present in the SL/3 data set. On the other hand, the 13
groups separated at threshold 4 are intermediate between the 6 Level I
categories and the 21 level II categories. In this respect, it is worth
noting that while both threshold 5 and 3 steps stabilized (less than 10
cases switching between all clusters with 3 cycles after establishment
of the 7 and 23 groups respectively) this was not the case with ;threshold
4. Threshold 4 is evidently not a clean break point and switching from
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Table 21.	 Group Means and Standard Deviations for Cluster Groups (23)
UHUUP	 NUMbEH OF NUMhEH Ut 	 bhUUY M6ANb/DIANUAHU Ut Y.1HIIU1Yh
NuMeEH	 PIXELS	 h1ELUS
1 4402.0 Y3 106.5 lll.b le.l 4b.0 48.9 9J.4 h5.4 90.2 99.1 9b.2 63.6 J9.0° 164.6
b.Y 24. b. I.h 0.4 lU..l 10.2 8.7 10.b. 9.L IU.J 8..1. 8.7 1,4
t 1131.0 1 101.1 101.4 b/.0 49.J Jo.0 J4.3 20.7 19.1 22.2 16.1 10.6 9.0 152.3
b.0 J2. U J.5 4.0 6.2 6.1 8.4 0.0 4.5 5.6 2.5. 4.1 5.7
C J IH4.0 3 1e4.1 lb2.9 12U.6 41.1 Y/.Y 15J.5 114.9 127.7 1JJ.2 134.1 103.1 77.4 Ib2.8
eo .b 4U.4 J9.e 45.2 J/.J Jb.4 23.3 27.0 28.1 29.1 23.1 24.0 12.9
.b
r, 4 1378.0 30 104.6 109.( b6.I J9.1 4U.b Yb.4 104.4 111.8 118.8 115.9 67.3 36.0 159.9
ts.J 30.6 4./ b..2 I.J h.9 17.6 1.6.6 13.6 14.8 7.5 7..2 b.6 fi
b 2J4.0 9 13U.5..13.i..1 01.1 55.0 58.J 100.7 8Y.9 IUU.0 102.7 9b.4 64,7 36.0 122.J ....
4 8.b J3.0 6.e b._1 9.b 7.6 10.9 10.1 9.0 7.7 7.3 9.1 10.7
e 893.0 21 114.1 1J2.b' 85.2 58.4 63.8 95.6 68.6 76.5 77.6 7Y.7 62.9 47.0 171.1
b.7 17.J ll.b 12.8 14.1 17.4 14.0 $b.2 14.5 17.8 12.8 12.7 9.4
7 928.0 13 102.3 102.5 59.6 J2.8 33.1 73.5 75.9 82.3 84.7 79.6 45.2 25.0 156.4
1.6 15.4 9.5 9.2 9.6 19.4 23.1 29.1 26.9 30.2 16,5 9.7 7.9 x
b 1051.0 31 10b.1 117.6 72.3 44.3 46.4 b2.3 65.9 75.7 76.4 77.1 55.9 36.7 169.9
b.1 17.6 6.7 7.4 9.4 10.9 12.8 16.6 14.5 lb.7 9.0 8.2 9.9
9 13.0 2 145.5 150.5 106.( 68.3 66.2 125.7 116.9 123.6 131.8 117. 9 60.5 39.8 93.8
3.5 35.3 3.6 b.6 7.4 8.5 7.7 7.1 3.8 7.8 4.0 7.4 8.4
10 2317.0 45 lob., 109.1 bb.-4 36.5 41.2 81.2 79.1 oi'ag4 90.6 87.8 52.8 30.9 162.3
/.4 25.9 6.1 b.5 8.1 8.2 8.5 9k.4 9.5 11.4 7.4 7.0 7.4
11 5495.0- 154 101.7 102,1 63.0' 3b.1 37.3 b9.8 98.7 Ile.9 113.6 10e.4 60.7 31.5 157.3
6.4 lb.b 5,U 5.2 7.1 8.3 12.6 11.3 9.9 10.4 6.5 7.4 6.7
12 298.0 7' Ilb.J 12 0 .6 71.1 41.5 44.4 73.5 68.1 76.9 75.8 70.9 37.9 21.3 143.2
o.l 7.b 3.J 3.9 b.7 7.9 11.4 13.8 10.0 11.6 5.5 4.8 8.1
13 23.0 2. lUb.4 110.1 65.4 J5.7 J7•/ 52.0 39..3 46.3 48.0 44.5 27.0 16.7 IJJ.9
_..a
- 0.1 16.0 J.4 J.4 4.9 b.4 3.0 4-.9 4.8- 4.9 2.1. 4.H J.9
14 845.0 14 1IU.6 leo.J 71.0 42.8 48.6 b9.7 45.6 52.6 52.9 54.5 44.4 34.1 116.7 i
6.J 21.e 8.9 4.7 IU.J 12.1 10.8 14.6 12.1 15.0 8.9 7.2 8.3
15 269.4 9 1OVe '124.6 d4 .b b1..1 67.b 117.6 96.6 109.9 113.3 11J.4- 63.1 59.(1 16U.4
IU.1 25.6 lb.b 2U.8 Z3.6 24.9 10.0 12.0 11.3 16.0 21.3 21.6 b.0
16 20.0 1 lle.b lob.b 55.1 Cb.6 JS.b 98.4 11.9.2 138.7 1J8.5 '.131.5 66..8 30.6. 156.8
4.9 Lb.0 4.0 3.b J.4 b.3 4.9 b.2 4.8 5.1 2.2 5.0 4.b
17 1844.0 67 loo.b 98./ ,Sb.0 :29.3 JU.b 77.6 . 90.3 103.8 IOJ.2 97.3 47..1 'e2.3 .153.0-
h.2 13.6 4.1 4.1 0.4 7.5 9.7 1U.3 9.4 9.7 7,1 6.5 6.3
.	 -. lb' 279.0 8 114.2 1.05.4 bb.4 J6.0 J1.e 7b.3 82.1. 92,9 90..4 bJ.2 37.2. lb.9 - 1bU.1
6.1 27.1 J.2 3.4 5.2 4.3 4.9 7.8 6.6 7.8 3.9 b.0 I.Y
1:9' 11.0 -	 2 155.1 181	 t) Ilb..5 -19.0 /9.3 113.5 79.1 b8B.6 92.1 87.5 62.1 45.1 111,2:
6.4 1b.6 11.1 1J.5 8.1 IU.0 5.3 4.3` b.2 5.8 4.2 5.b IU.J 4
-
.20 lb.0 3 9b.6 Yb.l 41.3 2J.1 e4.J 4U.7 37.b 44.9 40.5. 38.6 1,4.3 7.b_. 147..1
b.7 7.0 e 4 J.2 J.I b.5 4.4 2J.0 11.7 20.7 2.6 4.3 6.0
21 76.0 4 1Ol,J 9b.9 55.1 28.2 31.7 61.9 65.8 75,4 74.7 70.3` 36.9 19.0 154.0
5.b 10.8 2.1 2.9 5.3 5.8 6.8 9.6 7.3 10.2 3.7 4.2 5.3
22 263.0 6 11J.2 115.4 bb.9 J9.4 40.5 48.9 29.5 24 6 28.5 21.7 12.6 8.7 145.4
1.J 20.J J.l 4.1 b.b 5.6 7.6 5.6 - 7.5 6.2 3.6 4.5 6.3
23 83.0 6 107.5 111.6 68.1 38.0 37.1 96.6 116.8 126.5 121.b _11J.1 53.6 24.4 152.b
b.9 J7.b J.b 3.8 5:5 b.5 16.1 12.3 9.7 Y.5 6.2 b.0 6.0
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Table 22. Between Group Distance Matrix for Cluster Groups (23;)
h bHOUPNUMbtR 1 2 4 7 b 7 B 9 10 11 12led
3^
1
[
-0.0
11.b4 O.0;. j 5.39 19.51 U.0
a^' 4 1.70 12.b3 1.17 U.0
5 2.bu 12.18 :).b5 3.51 v.,]
t^ 6 1.92 10.3b 5.73 J.15 ?.`s0 U.0
r! 7 2.40 8.37 5.10 2.Jb 3.tl9 2.47 0.0
w b 1.6b 8.99 D.85 e.41 3.1tl 1.44 1.79 0.0
GU' 9 6.96 18.91 7.2b 1.28 4.J5 1.41 8.85 b.2b 0.0
k": 10 1.31 9.tl1 7.13 t.Zl 3.11 2.44 1.83 1.35 tl.lU 0.011 1.74 12.1b 7.b5 0.98 J.b-1 3.54 2.34 2.66 7.76 1.87 0.0
12 3.25 7.80` 10.75 3.90 J.9U 3.77 2.71 2.34 9.10 2.34 3.61 0.0
13 9.93 5.65 19.11 12:00 lU.05 8.89 7.44 7.22 1e.76 7.91 10.90 5.15
14 3.4b 6.59 6.32 4.U7 4.bb 2.14 2.33 1.53 10.35 2.79 4.30 2.71
15 2.34 14.11 2.15 3.23 .3. Id 2.2tf 3.09 3.20 6.08 3.64 3.57 5.83
lb 5.30 19.51 12.5b 3.17 b.(b b. Id 7.44 7.49 9.13 6.16 3.55 tl.70
17 2.63 10.44 9.3b 2.53 4.42 4.32 2.10 3.U2 9.11 1.85 1.62 3.37
lb 3.56 1U.33 1J.32 4.40 4.54 5.10 3.34 3.35 9.80 2.10 3.52 2.31
19 5.00 15.23 1.10 %.U7 3.27 4.4b 6.45 5.47 5.66 5.75 7.11 7.55
G0 9 . 43 3.65 i9.57 9.(d 10.17 10.01 5.96 7 . 74 17.3b 7.54 8.91 6.64
21 4.9b 7.52 15.24 5.31 6.19 6.3tl 2.93 4.04 12.67 3.20 4.44 3.3e
22 9.13 Z.41 15.74 10.17 9.:)2 1.84 6.51 6.74 15.86 7.65 9.75 5.63
e3 2.bJ 12.76 9.4b 1.40 3.18 4.4U 3.03 3.43 7.39 2.75 1.43 3.96
^ r
('00UP
NUMitR 13 14 15 ib 1T lb 19 20 21 22 2313 U.0
14 5. 1. 0.0 j
15 13.7tl 4.53 U.0 1
16 17.20 10.32 1.14 U.0
,..' 17. b.9U 4.22 4.90 S.c6 U.0 !.
16 7.58 4.7J '1.44 b.UJ 2..59 U.0 1
19 12.36 6.15U 5.11 IU.b9 1.69 8.42 0.0
LO 4.11 6.43 1J.U3 15.29 /.u1 1.13 15.44 0.0
G1 5.16 3.96 6,05 9.32 e.oe 1.9b 11.10 4.93 0.0
22 3.95 4.tl4 11.56 11.12 6.51 o. 31 12.44 4.bU 6.29 0.0
23 12.1,9 5.05 4.11 .5.29 2.5b 4.1.7 8.08 9.78 5.33 10.47 0.0
u. y
(
I
i
:
i
I
y ROUP TESTSITE FIELD LAND USE FIELD FIELD DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMBER NUMBFR NIIMHFR CODE QUALITY SIZE
1 1 2 1110 3 35.0 1.02 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 353 3 1110 4 10.0 1.31' SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 353 4 1110 4 20.0 1.64 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 127 2 1110 4 57.0 0.91 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
3 115 4' 1110 5 86.,0 1.44 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 Isx, 3 Ill() 5 ?01.0 1.39 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
i 294 4' 1110 5 16.0 2.49 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 1?2 7 1110 5 24.0 1.70 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLU UNITS
1 115 3 1110 5 33.0 1.35 SINGLF-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
E 1 74" 4 1110 5 319.0 1.06 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 127' 7 1110 5 42.0 1.38 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
r 1 IIA 2 1110 5 5?.0 1.12 SINGLF-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 115 H 1110 5 67.0 0.91 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 115 1 ill? 5 198.0 1.13 kURAL. LOW DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
`d 1 64 6 1112 4 32.0 1.10 RURAL. LOW DENSITY9 WITHOUT TREES
$; 1 64 2 1112 5 17.0 1.56 RURAL, LOW DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
1 65 ? 1113 5 47.0 1.87 URRA*I, 	 HIGH DENSITY,	 WITH TPEES
1 11H 11 1113 4 32.0 138 URBAN.	 HIGH DE14 S ITY• %1TH TREES
1 355 2' 1113 4 45.0 1.28 UNHAN, HIGH DENSITY, WITH TREES
1 84 P 1113 5 38.0 1.50 URBAN. HIGH DENSITY•	 WITH TREES
1 97 3 1114 4 10.0 1.44 UR8ob14 HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
4 1 110 2 1114 5 158.0 0.94 URBAN. HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
1 1?2 3 1114 5 53.0 1.01 URBAN, HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
rj 1 HA 3 1114' 5 6k.0 1.47 URBAN- HIGH DENSITY. WITHOUT TREES
t	 -' 1 Ah 5 1114 5 74.0 1.49 UNMAN. HIGH DENSITY• WITHOUT TREES^
' 1 65 3 1114 5 81.0 1.08 URRAN.	 HIGH DENSITY,	 WI"HO(JT'TREES
1 110 4 1114 4 16.0 1.64' URBAN. HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES4 1 127' 3 1114 # 24.>0 1.13 URBAN, HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
1 124 1 1114 4 59.0 1.69 URBAN, HIGH UENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
1 127 1 1114' 4 711.0 2.10 URRAN. HIGH DENSITY, «ITH011T TREES
1 6s 5 1114 5 31.0 2.03 UPHAN. HIGH DENSITYI WITHOUT TPEES
..r 1 200 1 1114 5 3H.0 1.13 UPHAN, HIGH DENSITY. WITHOUT TREES
1- 118 1 1114 5 48.0 1.19 URRAN9 HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
aF' 1 H6 1 1114` 5 241.0 1.27 URBAN, HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
1?' 1 353 7 11?0 4 119.0 1.h2 MULTI-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 1?2 2 1120 5 16.0 1.64 MULTI-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
V4. 1 6A 14 112() 5 27.0 0.93 MULTT-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 115 6 1120 5 422.0 1.32 MULTI-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 H4 12 112,; 5 104.0 1.80 LOW nENSITY, WITH TREES
1 64 3 11?2 5 45.0' 1.13 LOW nENSITY• WITHOUT TREES
1 64 4 1122 5 62.0 0.75 LOW DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
1 299 9 11?_3 5 21.0 1.97 HIGH DENSITY,	 wITH TREES
1 113 4 I1 ?4 5 41.0 0.76 HIGH DENSITY,	 WITHOUT TREES
1 115 5 11?4 5 23.0 1.70 HIGH DENSITY,	 WITHOU T TREES
C 1 1P6 4' 11?4 5 18.0 1.30 HIGH DENSITY. WITHOUT" TREES
1 119 3 1124 5 16.0 0.47 HI(7H :DENSITY,	 WITHOUT TREES
P
f	 ;
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Table 23'-, 1 (Continued
GROUP TESTSITE FTFLD LAND USE FIELD FIELD DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NLIb•uER NUMBER NUMHEP CODE QUALITY SIZE
' 1 113 R 1124 5 14.0 0.95 HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
1 1?2 4 1124 5 11.0 2.08 HIGH DENSITY• WITHOUT TREES s
1 97 4 112v 4 16.0 1.56 HIGH DENSITY. WITHOUT TREES
' 1 359 1 111;0 5 16.0 1.02 MOBILF HOME PARKS OR COURTS
1 316 5 1150 4 21.0 0.92 MOBILE HOME PARKS OR COURTS
i 1 117 4 I1ti0 3 16.0 1.44 MOBILE HOME PARKS OR COURTS
1 Q9 1 1210 4 24.0 2.19 WHOLFSALE TRADL AREAS
• 1 1 7 1210 3 19.0 1.50 WHnLFSALF TPAnF_ ARFgS
1 3F9 4 1220 4 25.0 0.99 RETAIL TRADE AREAS	 (HUSINESS DIST. g SHOPPING CENT.,COMM.)
r 1 54 3 12?0 4 18.0 1.S5 RETATL TRADE AREAS (BUSINESS DIST..SHOPPING CENT..COMM.)	 fi
1 353 -s 121 f) 4 96.0 U.95 HUSINFSS, PROFESSIONAL, b PERSONAL SERVICES
1 1P6 6 1243 5 3b.0 1.17 SPORTS	 (STADIUMS.AkENAS+RACETRACKS.OTHFR)
1 122 12 1300 4 40.0 1.92 INDUSTRIAL
1 H4 11 1420 5 56.0 0.86 SA ►JD & GRAVEL PITS
' 1 41 4 1420 4 18.0 1_.07 SANO & GRAVEL PITS
1 64 5 1511 4 _19.0 1.n2 HIGH.!AYS
1 119 3 i5L1 5 83.0 1.20 HIGH4AYS
1 79 2 1`-42 4 46.0 1.00 GENERAL
1 64 12 1513 5 46.0 1.07 MILITARY
1 186 5 11)6O 5 12.0 1.61 ELECTPIC, GAS* WATER. SEWAGE DISPOSAL. SOLID WASTE. UTIL1
(
1 N6 4 1610- 4 12.0 1.71 EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
1 PS 4 1612 4 15.0 1.48 SECONDARY
'	
N 1 6 H 1514 4 19.0 1.46 COLLEGEN
4
1 64 14 1616 5 25.0 0.96 OTHER	
_ --
1 2F 5 1621 5 4b.0 1.18 HOSPTTALS
1 64 11 1641 5 22.0 1.75 HOUSING
1 95 2 1643 4 348.0 0.74 STOWAGE AREAS
1 359 7 1650 5 51.0 1.00 CORRFCTIONAL
1 300 3 161,0 5 18.0 2.12 GOVERNMENT 6 ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
1 R5 1 1660 5 130.0 0.93 GOVERNMENT 6 ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
1 109 3 1912 4 29.0 0.85 CEMETERIES
1 A 6 1Q12 5 75.0 0.71 CEMFTERIES
1
1
7
l0A
12
1
1912
1912
5
5
73.0
50.0
0.91
1.29
CEMETERIES
CEMFTERIES
1 359 3' 1912 5 57.0 1.29 CEMETERIES
1 109 4 1911? 4 23.0 1.22 CEMETERIES
1 18F 7 2112 4 11.0 3.28 RARE--RECENTLY PLOWED
1 113 14 2113 5 23.0 1.52 GROWTNG CROP PRESENT
1 199 6 2113 5 17.0 2.41 GHOWTNG CROP PRESENT r
1 113 13 211.3 5 18.0 1.90 GROWING CROP PRESENT
1 lqo 7 2113' 5 1b.0 2.94 GROWTNC CROP PRESENT
' 1 1?? 9 2113 3 26.0 1.46 GROWING CROP PkESENT
` i 1 lq? 9 2113 15.0 1.68 GROWING CROP PRESENT
1 307 k ?113' 5 29.0 2.32 GROWING CROP PRESENT
1 191 2 2113 5 16.0 1.02 UROWTNG CROP PRESENT
1 l9R 1 2113 5 81.0 2.25 GROWING CROP PRESENT
ykG Table 23-1 (Continued)
GROUP TESTSITE FIELD LAND USE FIELD FIELD DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CODE QUALITY SIZE
1 19? 2 2113 5 69.0 1.65 GROWING CROP PRESENT
1 1, 6' 2120 3 17.0 1.79 ABANDONED
1 187' 1 Rip() 5 136.0 -1.29 ABANDONED
1 6J? 6 2120 4 16.0 2.02 ABANDONED
1 337' 3 21?0 5 10.0 2.67 ABANDONED
1 127 4 2142 4 15.0 1.58 IMPROVED
1- 201 6 2142 5 145.0 1.2.0 IMPRnVFD
1- 307, a 2240 5 15.0 2.24 NURSFRTFS AND FLORICULTURAL APFAS
` 1 307 7 2240 5 ?9.0 2.53 NUPSFRIES AND FLORICULTURAL APFAS
1 316 6 7500 5 34.0 1.39 DISTURBED LAND
1 316 4 7500 5 85.0 0.96 DISTURBED LAND-
3 Table 23-2. Cluster Group #2
b
u GROUP TESTSTTE FTELD LAND USE FIELD FIELD DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE (^
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CODE QUALITY SIZE
Mkt ' 2 124 5 41n0 5 16.0 3.51 DECIDUOUS
2 168 1 5110 5 64.0 1.69 NATURAL (RIVERS 6 CREEKS)
r 2 y5 4 5110 5 69.0 2.57 NATURAL (RIVERS 6 CREEKS)
2 44 1, 5110 5 147.,0 2.18 NATURAL	 (RIVERS S CREEKS)
n 2 129 1 5110 5 16.0 2.08 NATURAL	 (RIVERS 6 CREEKS)
-^	 2 129 2 5110' 5 16.0 2.98 NATURAL (RIVERS 6 CREEKS)
R- N 2 111 3 S1i0 5 54.0 3.09 NATURAL (RIVERS 6 CREEKS)
2 109 7 51?0 5 55.0 1.43 MAN-MADE (CANALS ► DITCHES9 b AQUADUCTS)
2 135' 2 5210 5 93.0 3.33 NATURAL LAKES L PONDS
2 98 6' 521u 5 29.0 1.70 NATURAL LAKES L PONDS
2 117 12 5210 5 30.0 1.85 NATURAL LAKES 6 PONDS
2 57 8 5410 5 189.0 1.34 HAYS
2 45 1 541 0 5 395.0 0.76 HAYS
2 99 1 5410 5 322.0 2.03 (SAYS
2 102 1 6110 5 179.0 2.49 BRACKISH MARSH
Table 23-3. Cluster Group #3
7.
k GROUP TESTSITE FIELD LAND USE	 FIELD FIELD DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMBER NUN9ER NUMBER CODE QUALITY SIZE
i 3 35 4 -1330 4 .18.0 1.91. CHEMICAL PROCESSING
3 64 7 1541 4 17.0 2.73 HOUSING
3 309 12 2142 4 21.0 1.13 IMPROVED
1 121. 10 2143 4 37.0 1.40 UNIMPROVED3 359 6 7500 5 62.0 2.63 DISTURBED LAND T
3 316 1 7500 5 lZtt.O 0.76 DISTURBED LAND
T.
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kTable 24.	 23 Groups Established Using a Threshold of 3.0 and Ordered by Distant Measure
Table 24-1. -Cluster Group #1
GROUP TESTSITE FIELD LAND USE FIELD FItLD DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMoF_R NUMBER NUMbER CODE QUALITY SILL
1 179 3 - 1124 5 16.0 0.52 HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
1 H_ 6 1912 5 75.0 0.65 CEMETERIES
1 9b 2 164.3 4 348.0 0.69 STORAGE AREAS
1 64 4 112[ 5 62.0 0.10 LOW DENSITY, wITHOUT 1Rt£S
1 111 9 1124 5 41.0 0.76 HIGH DENSITY, NITHOUT TREES +{
i 1 lug 3 19l[ 4 29.0 U.bl CEMETERIES
1 64 11 142U 5 58.0 U.82 SAND 6 GRAVEL PITS
1 1GT 2 1110 4 5 1.0 0.64 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 7 12' 1912 5 73.0 O.d8 CEMETERIES
1 66 14 112U 5 27.0 U.db MULTI-FAMILY HUUSEHOLU UNITS
L 115 b Illu b 67.0 0.89 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
l 110 2 1114 5 15ts.0 0.89 URBAN, HIGH OENS1TY,
	 WITHOUT	 TREES
#i l 64 14 T61b 5 2b.0 U.89 UTHER1 d5 1 16bu 5 130.0 0.91 GOVERNMENT b ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
µ	 ^ 1 31b 4 7500 b d5.0 0.94 Dl'STURBLU LAND
r . 1 122 3 1114 5 53.0 U.95 URBAN, HIGH UENSITY, w1THOUT TREES
- ;1 318 5 115U 4 21.0 0.96 MUmILE HOME PARKS UR COURTS
1 191 2 2113 5 16,0 U.96 GROWING CROP PRESENT
1 3b9 4 127() 4 25.0 0.98 RETAIL TRADE AREAS (BUSINESS UIST.,SHOPPING CENT.,COMM.)
1 113- 8 111.4 5 14.0 1.Ou HIGH DENSITY,	 011hOUT TREES "1
` 1	 1 3by 7 1050 5 51.0 1.UU CORRECTIONAL
N	 1 353 5 1230 4 96.0 1.01 BUSINESS, PRUFLSSIUNAL, 6 PERSONAL SERVICESP
P	 1 19 2 15 :32 4 4b.0 1.U1 bENEKAL
1 79 4 1llU 5 3t3.0 1.02 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1 b4 6 1112 4 dc.0 1.u2 kURALt
	
LOW UENSITYt	 WITHOUT	 TREES
1 1 2 Illu 3 35.0 1	 U2 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLU UNITS
i, 1 359 1 115U 5 16.0 1.103 MObILE hOM€ PARKS OR COURTS
` 1 65 3 1114 5 bl.0 1.03 URBAN, HIGH DENSITY,
	 WITHOUT TREES
''- 1 116 2 Illu 5 b2.0 1.04 SINGLE-FAMILY HOU5EHULU UNITS
I lt7 3 1114 4 24.0 1.05 URHAN4 HIGH UtNSITY 9
	WITHOUT TREES
1 b4 3 1122 b 45.0 1.U7 LOw DENSITY, w1THOUT TREES
1 64 12 1533 5 46.0 1.12 MILITARY
1 118 1 1114 5 48.0 1.14 URBAN. HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
1 25 b 1621 5 46.0 1.14 HOSPITALS v 0 i
1 109 4 1912 4 23.0 1.14 CEMETERIES
1 115 1 1112 5 198.0 1.15 RURAL•'LOW UENSITY9	 wITHUUT TREES 7b -j
tp 1 20U 1 1114 5 38.0 1.15 URBAN, HIGH DENSITY, 	 WITHOUT TREES
i 8b 1 1114 5 241.0 1.18 URBAN. HIGH UENSITY,	 WITHOUT	 TREES
1 201 6 2142 5 145.0 1.19 IMPROVED
1' 119 3 1511 5 t53.0 1.20 HIbHwAY5 1^ 1
1 187 1 2120 5 136.0 l.2L ASANOONtU Ci
1 lUd' 1 1912 5 SU.0 1.23 CEMETERIES
-1 359' 3. 1912 5 57.0 1.23 LEMETERlLS txj
1' 355 2 ili.i 4 45.0 1.24 UkbAN. HIGH DENSITY,
	 WITH TREES
I 35_i 3 1110, 4 IU.0 1.24 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS t^--1t_ V^
I 115 3 1110 5 33.0 1.26 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
ZIA,-
I
GROUP TESTSITE FIELD LAND USE FIELD FIELD' U15TANCE
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CODE QUALITY SIZE
1 1a6 6 1243 5 3a.0 1.26
1 186 4 1124 5 18.0 1.27
1 186 3 1110 5 201.0 1.28
1 115 b 1120 5 42.0 1.2b
1 lid 11 1113 4 32.0 1.2b
1 127 7 111u S 41.0 1.31
1 115 4 1110 5 88.0 1.35
1 86 3 1114 5 6ti. u 1.39
1 316 b 7500 5 34.0 1.40
b6 5 1114 (4.0 1.41
! tl4	 ' 8 1113 b 38.0 1.43
1 113 14 2113 5 z3.0 1.46
1 117 4 115u ,i lb.0 1.46
1 b4 2 1112 5 17.0 1.46
1 85 4 1612 4 15.0 1.49
1 1 7 121A 3 19.0 1.50
1 127 4 2142 4 15.0 1-.50
1 122 9 2113 3 26.0 1o51
1 b 8 1614 4 19.0 1.54
1 64 5 - ibll 4 19.0 1.56
1	 1 97 3 1114 4 10.0 1.57
1 353 4 1110 4 2u.0 loboN
cn	 1 353 7 112U 4 18.0 1 .bU
1 110 4 1114 4 16.0 1.b1
1 122 2 1120 5- lb.0 1ob2
1 bb 4 1610 4 12.0 1.67
1 lob 5 1.6:1
1 122 7 lllu 5 24.0 1.68
1 115 S 1124 5 23.0 1.69
1 192 9 2113 5 15.0 1.72
er r 1 84 12 1121 5 104.0 1.18
1 65 2' 1113 5 47.0 1.(9
1 1 6 2llu 3 11.0 1.19
1 299 8 430U 4 15.0 1.81
1 113 13 2113 5 -lo.0 1.84
j!. 1 79 5 lllu 3	 - 15.0 1.b6
1 299 5 11, 2:j 5 21.0 1.87
1 68 6 2120 4 lo.0 1.95'
122 12 13uu 4 4U.0 1.98
1 b5 S 1114 5 31.0 2.02
1 127 l 1114 4 61..0 2.ub
1 122 4 1124 5 11.0 2.11
i 188 1 211.3 5 81.0 2.26
1 307 8' 2113 5 29.0 2.-13
1 199 6 2113 5' 17.0 2.35
1 337 3 212u 5 10.0 2.10
1 149' 7 21 13 5 19.0 2.n5
r
..ri - ^-	 AN'^++.4Yo=
s.aw^.. :i#%s.1	..1.1
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DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
SPORTS (STADIUMS•AHENASgRACETRACKS90THER)
H16H DENSITY• WITHOUT TRE£S- 	 4.1
SINbLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLU UNITS
MULTI-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
URBAN* HIGH DENSITY, WITH TREES
SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
URBAN, HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
DISTURBED LAND
Uk8AN, HIGH DENSITY, wITmOUT TREES
URHANq H16H UENSIIYq WITH TREES
GROWING CROP PRESENT
MOBILE HUME PARKS OR COURTS
RURAL, LOW UENaITY9 WITHOUT TREES
SECONUARY
WHnLFSALF TRADF AREAS
IMPROVEU
GH041 PJG CROP PRESENT
COLLEGE
HIGHWAYS
UHHAN. HIGH UENS1TY9 WITHOUT TREES
SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
MULTI-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
URBAN. HIGH UENSI1Y9 WITHOUT TREES
MULTI-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
ELECTRIC9 GA'S9 WATER9 SEWAGE DISPOSAL• SOLID WASTE+ UTIL
SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHULU UNITS
HIGH DENSITY9 wITHUUT TREES
GROWING CROP PRESENT
LOW DENSITY, WITH TREES
URdAN, HIGH UENSITY, WITH TREES
AHANDUNLU
MIXED
GROWING LROP PKEStNT
SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
HIGH DENSITY+ WITH TREES
AdANDONEU
INUUSTHIAL
UrtbANi HIGH UENSITY9 WITHOUT TREES
UHbAN, HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
H1bH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
GkOW ING CROP PRESENT
GROWING CROP PRESENT
GROWING CROP PRESENT
ABANDONED
GROWING CROP PRESENT
rTable 24-2.	 Cluster Group #2
	GROUP	 TESTSITE	 FIELD-	 LAND USE	 FIELD	 FIELD	 U15TANCE 	 DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE 	 j
NUMBER	 NUMBER	 NUMbE'R	 CODE	 QUALITY	 SIZE j
	
45'	 1"	 541U	 5	 395.0	 0.69	 HAYS
2	 57	 8	 5410	 189.0	 1.18	 HAYS
	
108
	
7	 5120	 5	 L,.o	 1.23	 MAN-MADE (CANALS. UITCHES9 & AQUADUCTS)
2	 9F	 1	 541U	 5	 J22.0	 1.3b	 BAYS
c'	 9k	 6	 5210	 5	 29.0	 1.55	 NATURAL LAKES & PONDS	 i
2	 44	 1	 5110	 S	 141.0	 1.59	 NATURAL (RIVERS & CREEKS)
(	 2	 95	 4	 5110	 S	 69.0	 2.09	 NATURAL (RIVERS & CREEKS) i
a
Table 24-3	 Cluster Group #3
	
i
k	 'GROUP
	
TESTSITE	 FIELD	 LAND USE	 FIELD	 tILLU	 DISTANCE	 DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
'	 0)NUMbER	 NumbER
	
NUMBER	 CODE
	
(QUALITY	 SILL
3	 316'	 1	 7500	 5	 128.0	 0.80	 DISTURBED LAND
f'	 3	 3Ufi	 12	 2142	 4	 21.0	 1.16	 IMPROVED
3	 121	 IU	 214J	 4	 37.0	 1.34	 UNIMPRUVED
r
fTable 24-4. Cluster Group #4
4
w. 6k0UP TESTSITE - FIELD LAND USE FIELD hILLU U15TANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMbtR NUMBER NUMtIE t CODE. QUALITY SILL
4 179 5 191.5 5 35.0 U.bb PARK
4 202 S 2141 5 4U.,0 U.65 IMPROVED
4 84 4 2113 S _ 55.0' U.fU GROWING CROP PRESENT
4 57 7 1411 5 104.0 0.71 GULF COURSESE.
-4 64 10 1911 5 90.0 U.81 GOLF COURSES
k 4 3U8 11 2113 4 45. 0 U.81 GROWING CROP PRESENT
4 355 1 2113 4 66.0 U.84 GkUWING CROP PRESENT
4 190 9 2142 S 21 b'. 0 U...bb IMPROVED
4 7 -10 191J 5 31.0 U.91_ PAR(
4 307 3 2142 5 23.0 U.yz IMPROVED
4 191 8 1220 5 57.0 U.96 kETAIL TRADE AREA"	 (BUSINESS DIST.,SHOPPING CENT.9COMM.)
4 191 10 '2146 7 7o.0 1.08 1MNROVED
r 4 308 2 2142 5 95.0 1.08 IMPROVED
4 201 4 2142 5 17.0 1.09 IMPROVEDl° 4 402 1 212U 5' 57.0 1.12 ABANDONED
4 122 6 212U 5 ?U.0 1.1b ABANDONLU
4 122 10 1911 4 b8.0 1.16 GULF COURSES
» 4 79 1 211.3 5' 58.0 1.2f GROWING CROP PRESENT
4 19Y 15 2113 5 39.0 1.L9 GROWING CROP PRESENT
.h 4 67 5 2113 4 20.0 1.29 GROWING CROP PRESENT
v 191 1 2113 5 25.0 1.30 GKUWING CROP PKEStNT a
` 4 t34 3 2113 5 59.0 1.39 vRUWING CROP PRESENTK 4 84 5 2113 5 28.0 1.41 GRUWING CROP PHLSLNT
V	 4 67 2 1911 4 lo.0 1.41 GULF COURStS
4 307 4 111[ 5 2ts.0 1.47 RUkAL. LOW DENSITY• WITHOUT ,TREES
I 4 201 1 2142 5 16.0 l.b8 IMPROVED
4 199 4 2113 5 32.0 2.12 GROWING CROP PREStN7
4 1[1 9 2113 5 IU.0 2.12 GRUwING CROP PRESENT
.'' 4 2b5 4 2113 5- 1[.0 2.:30 GROWING CROP PRESENT
4 301 1 2142 4 13.0 2.39 IMPROVED
f
Table 24-5. Cluster Group #5
GROUP TESTSITE FIELD' LAND USE FIELD' FIELD DISTANCE, DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMBtR NUMBER NUMBER CODE QUALITY SIZE
5 126 5 2113 4 23.0 1.21 GROWING CROP PRESENT p^
S I2b 16 1310	 : 4 50.0 1.28 MECHANICAL PROCESSING
5 199 11 2113 5 21.0 1.30 GROWING CROP PRESENT
5 12h 7 2113, 4 22.0 1.32 GROWING CROP PRESENT
5 1tb 10 1911 5 81.0 1.49 GULF COURSES E
5 l2b 9 2113 5 37.0 1.5y GROWING CROP PHLStNT
5 126 6 1113 4 30.0 2.43 GROWING CROP PRESENT
,.' S
5
lt6 t 2113 4 13.0
3U.0
2.13 UROWING CROP
GROWING
PRESENT
k
Itb 8 2113	 a 5 2.bf CROP PRESENT
^ ..	 ,:-.	 ;i:^_	 -	 _	 _4	 	 ,.u..x.uxsra,.i.:...	 ^ ANin ..,...tltY3ASl:^v6 .Yt	 -	 .^..,^.."" •^ sawiisEia +	 ^*dsaia,. "^ 	 - - ^^m.s.-r.^^.n...n.s.. ^a^...auu	 .^.utir,...
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Table 24-6. Cluster Group #6
GNOUP TLSTSITE FIELD LAND USE FILLU- r1ELU DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMBEk NUMBER NUMBER CODE QUALITY SIZE
6 119 2 1914 5 31.0 0.68 PARKING LOTS
6 95 3 164U 5 44.0 0.66 MILITARY AREAS
b N 2 1520 4 91,.0 0.80 RAILROADS & ASSOCIATED FACILITIES
b 915 1 1210 5 bb.0 0.69 WHOLESALE TRADE AREAS
W 6 107 1 141-0 5 127.0 0.97 STONE UUARR1t5
b 57 5 1644 4 14.0 1.U4 TRAINING AREAS_
R` 6 b4 3 1220 4 18.0 1.Ub RETAIL TRADEAREAS	 (8USINESS D T ST.•SHOPPING CENT.gCOMM.)
6 122 1 1220 5 42.0 1.07 RETAIL TRADE AREAS	 (BUSINESS DIST. tSHOPPING CENT.9COMM.)
b 97 r 1300 5 66.0 1.08 INDUSTRIAL
6 l09 5 1330- 5 19.0 1.11 CHEMICAL PKULESSING
Y 6 109 b 133U 5 29.0 1.17 {CHEMICAL PkUCLSSING
b 34 13 121 0 5 4,i.0 1.35 WHOLESALE TRAUt AREAS
b 99 3 1531 5 bo.0 1.35 COMMERCIAL
' 6 115 2 1220 5 5b.0 1.38 HETAIL TRADE AREAS	 (3USINESS UIST. gSHOPPING CENT.9COMM.)
6 113 12_ 1124 4 12.0 1.39 H1bH DENSITY,	 wITHUUT TREES
' 6 S7 b 1240 4 22.0 1.39 HtCREATIONAL	 (TENNIS.ICE-SKATING.STAHLESs PLAY AREAS...1
b b4 li 1bhU 5 1[.0 1.44 6UVERNMLNT & AuMINISTRATIVE UFFICES
b b4 11 lb41 5 22.0 1.47 HOUSING
b 97 b 1420 S 40.0 I.b4 SAND & 6HAVEL PITS
b 99 1 1210 4 P-4.0 1.14 wHULESALE TRADE AREAS
b 300 3 166U 5 10.0 1.94 GUVERNMENT & AUMIN15THATIVE UFFICES
J
N
co
Table 24-7 Cluster Group #7
"
6kOUP TtSTSITE FIELD LAND USE FIELU FiLLU UISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE fNUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CODE QUALITY SILL
7 124 4 1113 5 303.0 0.54 URBANI HIGH UENSITY 9 WITH TREES
3
F 7 1 9 111u 5 81.0 0.67 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUStHOLU UNITS
7 179 12 191[ b 61.0 0.70 CtMETERIES
7 124 2 1113 4 2UU.0 0.10 URBAN. HIGH DENSITY• WITH TREES
7 179 1 1911 5 83.0 U.86 GOLF COURSES f
7 30» 3 1142 4 19.0 U.93 IMPHOVEU !
7 57 4 124b 3 11.0 1.24 RtCREATIUNAL	 (T£NNISeICE SKATINGrSTABLE59PLAY AREAS...) 	 E
7 1 8 _ 2113 3 11.0 L.31 GkOW ING CROP PHEStNT
7 355 3 211.E 4 22.0 1.32 bRUWING CROP PRESENT
7 y 5 2120 4 3z.0 1.50 ABANDONED
7 57 10 1124 4 12.0 1.62 H1bH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES (•
7 7 7 5300 5 54.0 1.67 HESERVOIHS
ri
1 98 2' 5210 4 19.0 1.7: NATURAL LAKES & PONDS
f	 }
Table 24-8 Cluster Group #8
GROUP TESTSITE FIELD LAND USE FIELD FIELD DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
4 s ° NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CODE QUALITY SIZE
s	 £ b 109 11 164i 4 54.0 0.62 STORAGE AREAS'
b H 1 1210 5 4b.0 0.73 WHOLESALE TRADE AREAS
b 6b 6 15no 5 70.0 O.ts4 ELECTRIC, GAS, WATER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SOLID WASTE• UTIL
8 179 lU 12 ?_U 5 49.0 U.d4 RETAIL TRADE AREAS (BUSINESS DIST.,SHOPPING CENT.,.COMM.)
d b- S 1220 5 5a.0 U.67 RETAIL TRADE AHtAS	 (BUSINESS DIST.,SHOPPING CENT.,COMM.)
b 6 5 1220 4 21.0 U.d8 RETAIL TRADE AREAS (BUSINESS UIST.9SHOPPIN6 CENT..COMM.)
b 113 6 1b-i3 5 31.0 U.90 STATE
d b 4 lieu 5 64.0 U.94 MULTI-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
d 99 2 1300 5 46.0 U.99 INDUSTRIAL
8 9b 5 lelu 5 37.0 1.U6 WHOLESALE TRADE AREAS
d H 3 lieu 5 3tl.0 1.11 MULTI-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
8 108 3 1913 5 75.0 1.15 NARK
d 1123 6 1220 3 30.0 l.lb RETAIL TRADE AREAS (BUSINESS DIST.,SHOPPINO CENT.,COMM.)	 k'
d 57 9 1124 5 20.0 l.el HIGH OENSITY9 WITHOUT TREES
;^	 { b 113 7 1643 4 10.0 1.23 STORAGE AREASb 54 2 1300 5 22.0 l.e8 INUUSTkiAL
b 109 2 1621 4 17.0 1.e9 HUSPITALS
8 64 9 1914 5 4b.0 1.32 PARKING LOTS
6' 119 5 1914 5 42.0 1.33 PARKING LOTS
H bts lb lllu 5 27.0 1.33 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHULU UNITS
t	 d 118' 9 13.0 5 lb.0 1.35 FAURICATION a ASS€M8LY
N	 b 7 6 1611 4 IU.0 1.4U Pk1MAHY
b 119 9 12 ?.0 4 34.0 1.42 t2ETAIL THAUt AREAS (BUSINESS DIST.,SHOPPING CENT.•COMM.)
d 7 1 lieu 5 33.0 1.44 MULTI-FAMILY HUUStHOLU UNITS
8 97 4 1124 4 16.0 1.44 HIGH DENSITYs WITHOUT TREES
d 157 3 2113 4 31.0 1.91 GROWING CROP PRESENT
d 119 4 lbbu 5 12.0 1.b? GUVt4NMENT t. ADMINISTHATIVE OFFICES
b 85 5_ 1124 4 15.0 1.69 HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
f1 7 5 111u 5 54.0 1.8.1 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
8 157' 2 1310 5 13.0 1.91 MtCHANICAL PROCESSING
8 179 11 _1124 5 31.0 2.10 HlUH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
p
1F	 ';
Table 24-9. Cluster Group #9 Cs 0
GROUP TESTSITE FIELD LAND USE FIELD FItLU UISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUttbER NUMbER NUMBER CODE QUALITY S1Zt
9 126 3 2113 3 13.0 0.00 GROWING CROP PRESENT ^+
9 126 4 2113 .3 13.0 2.68 GROWING CROP PkESENT:
^». t	 .amRBf^..^.::,s..Yt..an:.WC^di.«_....et,"strv.ww.^.sw.^a^ ^ - .,w . 	 w ,u^	 J`	 ^ s	 yu., t
rtw
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Table 24-10. Cluster Group #10
GROUP TESTSITE FIELL) LAND USE FIELD hILLD DISTANCE UESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMbtR NUMUEH NumbEk CODE UUAL1TY SILt
10 b: 1 loll 4 27.0 U.b7 SECONDARY i
10 67 1: 1021 5 2U.0 0.68 HUSPITALS
10 119 5 lllu 4 73.0 0.75 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
1U 119 it lld3 b 85.o 0.77 HIGH'DENSITY9
	
WITH TREES
10 119 8 1113 5 1:31.0 U.19 UH8AN, HIGH UENSITY, WITH TkEES
10 64 10 1121 b 114.0 U.81 LOW Dt=NSITY, WITH TREES
10 1 11 1912 b b5.0 0.b5 CEMETERIES a
lU' 85 2 1124 5 35.0 U.d7 H16H DENSITY• WITHOUT TREES
10 119 b 1912 5 53.0 1.01 CEMETERIES
F ; lU 85 7 1113 5 194.0 1.u4 URBAN. HIGH DENSITY, WITH TREES )
10 1:4 3 1110 4' 88.0 1.06 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
lU, 97 7 1113 5 ibb.0 1.U9 UNBA , H16H UtNSITY, WITH TREES
10 186 2 1124 5 2b.0 1.09 HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
10 9 4 2120 3 19.0 1.11 A13ANDONEU ito 6 2 1124 5 154.0 1.11 HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
1U 68 10 1110 b 39.0 1.11 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
10 913 4 1112 b bS.0 1.13 RURAL, LUW DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
t
to 11N 12 19L2 S lot.0 1.14 CEMETERIES
10 118 4 1113 4 63.0 1.14 UHHAN, HIGH DENSITY, w1TH TREES
t 10 91 5 lll.i 5 100.0 1.14 UHdAN, HIGH UENSITY, WITH TREES
W 10 4S 3 211.0 5 2b.0 1.17 A0AN00NEU
p 10 117 5 4200 5 11.0 1.22 EVERGREEN (CONIFEROUS e OTHEk)
t IU 84 9 1113 5 23:0' 1.22 URBAN, HIGH DENSITY, WITH TREES
10 7 2 1615 5 bu.0 1.25 UNIVERSITY
• lU 299 3 11.13 5 17:0 1.28 UKHAN, HIGH UENSITY, WITH TREES
l0 64 1 1122 b 39.0 1.31 LOW DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
10 65 1 111.5 b 36.0 1.31 UHbAN, HIGH UENSITY, WITH TREES
1 10 45 2 111,3 5 1?8.0 1.32 UHbAN, HIGH DENSITY, WITH TREES
i 10 179 9 1124 4 29.0 1.38 H16H DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
10_ 299 •( 1124 :1 13.0 1.40 HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
lU 85 3 1124 5 19.0 1.4b M16H DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
10 157 1 2113 4 26.0 1.49 GROWING CHOP PKESENT
10 57 1 1124 5 10.0 1.50 H16H DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
10 299 1 1916 5 64.0 1.b1 CEMETERIES
1 0 41 2 1210 4 11.0 1.52 WHOLESALE TRADE AREAS
10 '85 6 1124 4 21.0 1.53 N1bH DENSITY,WITHOUT TREES
10 ob 5 2113 4 36.0 1.59 bHOWING CROP PRESENT
10 6 7 1610 4 12.0 1.62 EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
10 84 6 Zile 4 33.0 1.14 aAKE--RECENTLY PLOWED
lU 2 3 2ZyU 4 15.0 1.17 TURF FARM
10 2 2 13Ub 4 2U.0 1.f8 INDUSTRIAL
10 fib 1 lee() 3 12.0 1.84 RETAIL TRADE. AREAS	 (BUSINESS DIST.%SHOPPING CENT.,COMM.)
10 117 7 4d0U, 4 IU.0 1.92 MIXED
lU 299 4 1110 5 16.0 2.J3 SiNGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
10' 299 2- 1113 5 30.0 ?.34 UK8AN, HIGH DLNSITYr WITH TREES ^r!
Table 24-11. Cluster Group #11
GROUP TESTSITE FIELD LAND USE FIELU rIELU u1STANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMdtR NUMBER; NUMBER COOL QUALITY S1Lt
11 40G 3 2142 5 61.0 0.56 IMPROVED
11 344 3 211.3 5 42.0 U.59 GROWING CROP PHESENT
11 402 4 212U 5 39.0 0.59 ABANDONED
11 lee 3 2143 5 41.0 U.-,)y UNIMPkOVED
11 14 1 1110 5 143.0 0.b1 SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
11 3t)b 2 214E S 55.0 0.70 IMPROVED
11 30H b 2142 4 3b.0 0.11 IMPROVED
11 12 1 2113 5 63.0 0.15 GROWINU CROP PRESENT
11 192 5 2142 5 3b.0 U.17 IMPROVED
11 355 4 1113 4 I99.0 0.17 URBAN, HIGH UENSITY9 WITH TREES
11 2U1 5 2142 5 10U.0 U.11 IMPROVED
11 3b6 3 2113 5 4b.0 0.7b GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 13 1 2120 5 96.0 U.19 ABANDONED
11 192 14 1911 5 126.0 0.60 GULF COURSES
11 341 5 2142 5 15.0 0.60 IMPROVED
11 2U0 2 1114 5 16b.0 0.60 UkbAN, HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
11 13 2 211.3 3 2'2.0 0.61 UHUWING CROP PRESENT
11 344 4 2120 4 25.0 U.d7 ABANDONED
11 54 1 2113 4 iZb.0 U.89 UROWING CROP PRESENT
11 36 1 2113 3 45.0 0.89 UHOWING CROP PRESENT
11 337 4 ??4q 5 93.0 0.69 NUPSFRIES AND FLORICULTURAL ARFAS
11 344 2 1911 5 85.0 0.90 GULF COURSES
J	 11 352 b- 2113 5 31.0 0.91 GROWING CROP PRESENT
W	 11 107' 4 214' 5 8 -1.0 0.9? IMPROVED
i J	 11 201 2 2142 5 36.0 O.92 IMPROVED
11 13 S 212U 5 27.0 0.95 AbANDONEO
11 340 11 2113 5 25.0 U. 9f GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 1 10 2113 3 14.0 0.97 6RUWING CROP PRESENT
11 36 2 11.12 4 14.0 0.9b KURAL. LOW UENSITYv WITHOUT TREES	 3
11 - 352 3 2142 5 64.0 U.98 IMPROVED
11 375 2 2146 5 21.0 U.98 IMPROVED
i ii 191 4 1113 5 13U.0 0.99 UHbAN.	 HIGH UEr.SITYs'WITH TREES 	 y
11 86 6 2112 5 61.0 1.00 BARE--kECENTLY PLOWED	 !
11' 202 1 1114 5 13o.0 1.00 URBAN, HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES
. 11 118' 10 1911 5 55.0 1.01 GULF COURSES
11 1 5 2113 5 46.0 1.01 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 30B 5 2142 4 30.0 1.03 IMPROVED
11 340 2 2113 5 19.0 1.04 GHUWING CROP PRESENT
11 190' 1 2142 4 3U.0 1.U5 IMPROVED	 e
1+1 402 5 1114 5 172.0 1.U7 URBAN9 M16H UENSITY9 WITHOUT TREES
11 337 5 2113 5 24.0 1.U8 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 104' 6 1113 4 1:1.0 1.08 URBAW. HIGH UENSITY9 WITH TREES
11'' 34U 10 2143 5 31.0 1.U8 UNIMPHOVED
11 104 7' 2142 5 77.0 1.08 IMPROVED
11- b 6 1911 5 77.0 1.08 GULF COURSES
11 202 3 2142 5 42.0 1.U8 IMPROVED	 j
3
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Table 24-11	 (Continued)
6HOUP TESTSITE FIELD- LAND USE FIELD FIELD UISTANCE- DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMbtR .vU to, dFR NUMHER CODE QUALITY SILE
11 30o 1 2113 5 35.0 1.09 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 307 5 1lll- 4 3u.0 1.12 RURAL9 LOW DENSITY. WITHOUT TREES
11 366 L 2142 S 20.0 1.11 IMPROVED
11 402 6 2113 S 4d.0 1.15 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 352 9 2113 5 13.0 1.15 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 306 tl' 211.3' 4 94.0 1.18 (2HOWING CROP PRESENT
11 352 5 2113 S lb.0 1.18 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 b5 4 2113 5 94.0 l.IB GROWING CHOP PRESENT
11 366 5 21	 d t^ 25.0 1.19 UROWING CROP PRESENT
11 192 4 212U 5 ?3.0 1.20 ABANDONED
11 352 7 2113 5 21.0 1.21 GkUwING CROP PRESENT
11 13 9 2113 4 49.0 1.2•[ GROWING CROP PHESENT
11 191 3 1213 5 64.0 1.22 URbAN. HIGH DENSITY, WITH TREES
11 67 7 2113 3 15.0 1.27 GROWING CHOP' PRESENT
11 192 b 211.3 5 21.0 1.1!7 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 3w0 7 21142 5 4b.0 I.2b IMPROVED
11 2140 3 2.113 5 27.0 1.30 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 25 4 211.3 4 27.0 1.30 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 .940 1 212U S "lb.0 1.31 A8ANUONEO
11 104 4 211.1 5 43.0 1.32 GROWING CHOP PRESENT
11 30H 4 2142 4 3s.0 1.32 IMPROVED
11 1- 1 2113 4 2b.0 1.35 bkOWING CROP PRESENT
w	 11 366- 4 2113 5 74.0 1.35 GROWING CROP PRESENT
N	 11 188 5 2113 4 17.0 1.35 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 200 3 1113 5 54. 0 1.36 URBAN,	 HIGH UENSI TY. WITH TREES
11 45 4 1113 5 25.0 1.37 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 366 14 211 3 4 37.0 1.3b GROWING CROP PHESENT
s; t 11- 12 2 2113 5 44.0 1.38 GRUWING CROP PHESENT
t> 11 190 11 1112 4 13.0 1.38 HUHAL. LOW UtNSITY. WITHOUT TREES
11 402 9 111J 5 LI.0 1.39 URBAN, HIGH DENSITY. WITH TREES *-+
k 11 35 2 2113 3 10.0 1.39 GROWING CROP PHESENT
Oro ^	
t
11 36b 15 211.1 4 20.0 1.39 GHOwING CROP PRESENT
11 9 1 2113 4 19.0 1.40 GROWING CROP PHESENT
r 11 337 b 211.3 b 24.0 1.41 GHUwING-CROP PRESENT
11 121 1 2113
3
14.0 1.41 GROWING CHOP PRESENT
11 352_ 10 214e 5 23.0 1.4? IMPROVED c
11 187' 2 2120- 5 8tl.0 1.43 ABANDONED
11 13 4 214e 5 43.0 1.44 IMPROVED
11 353 6 1114 4 41.0 1.44 URBAN, HIGH DENSITY, WITHOUT TREES _	 4
11 113' Ii 1113 4 8b.0 1.4b URBAN. HIGH DENSITY. WITH TREES
11 202 2 2113 69.0 1.48 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 13 3 2113 5 39.0 1.49 GROWING CROP PHESENT {
11 107 3 2142 4 27.0 1.,51 IMPROVED
11 192 7 2142 5 4b.0 1.51 IMPROVED
11 1 11 1110 .3 14.0 I.bI SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD UNITS
11 104 3 ?113 5 3U.0 1.51 GROWING CROP PRESENT
j'
i`
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Table 24-11	 (Continued)
GROUP TESTSITE FIELD LAND USE FIELD VIELU UISTANC£ DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMdLR NUMBER NUMBER CODE UUALITY SIZE
11 190 2113 4 3u.0 1.51 GROWING CROP PRESENT 6
11 188 4 2146 b 25.0 1.53 IMPROVED
11 265 1 2113 S 37.0 1055 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 341 2 2113 4 11.0 1.55 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 341 4 2113 5 13.0 l.b6 GROWING CROP ~RESENT
11 36 5 2142 S 39.0 1.56 IMPROVED
11 375 5- 2120 5 15.0 1.57 ABANDONED
11 34U 8 21I.i 5 24.0 1.68 GROWING CROP PRESENTr
11 3o4 3 2114 3 12.0 1.58 HARVESTED ,±
11 266 3 4100 5 20.0 1.b9 DECIDUOUS
' 11: 366 11 2113 5 24.0 1.60 GROWING CROP PRESENT
f. 11 192 11 2113 5 40.0 1.61 GHOWING CROP PRESENT
11 341 3 2111 5 21.0 1.62 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 113 3 2713 4 16.0 1.62 GROWING CROP PkESENT
i 11 375 8 2142 b 24.0 1.63 IMPROVED
_ 11 201 7 2142 21.0 1.b5 1MPROVEU
11 104 2 211U 5 17.0 1.65 A85NDONEU
11 117 10. 2142 4 12.0 1.6b IMPROVED
11 352 11 2113 5 17.0 1.b6 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 129 4 6100 5 1b.0 1.66 VEGETATED WtTLANOS
i 11 191 S 1114 5 24.0 1.68 Uk8AN9 HIGH DENS1TY9 WITHOUT TREES
--' 11 3b4 2 2142 4 15.0 1.12 IMPROVEDwW 11, 3'6b 9
-
2111 5 65.0 1.0 bkOWING CROP PRESENT
11 13 8 225u 3 19.0 1.17 TURF FARM
11 lye 10 124b -5 13.0 1.19 RECREATIONAL (TENNISsICE SKATIN69STABLES+PLAY AREAS...)
11 366,' b .2142 S 11.0 1.81 IMPROVED
11 41 1 1111 4 15.0 1.82 kURAL• LOW OENSITY9 WITHOUT TREES
11. 188 2 2142 5 22.0 1.81 IMPROVED
11 19e 1 2113 S 69.0 1.83 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 191 7 2143 5 12.0 1.83 UNIMPROVED
11 199' 12 2113 5 17.0 1.63 GHOWING CROP PRESENT
11 Sob 13 2141 v 20.0 1.84 IMPROVEO
11 127 5 -212U 4 18.0 l.db ABANDONEU
11' 25 3 2113 4 14.0 1.87 GRUwING CROP PRESENT
11 192 3 2113 b 74.0 1.89 GROWING CROP PRESENT
- 11 68' 4 2113 j 13.0 1.91 GROWI146 CROP PRESENT
11 104 5 2141 4 1l.0 1.92 IMPROVED
11 265 2 2113 5 IU.0 1.92 bkOWING CROP PRESENT
11, 121 5 1611 3 11.0 e.05 Pk1MARY
11 35 1 2113 3 16.0 1.0b GRUWING CROP PRESENT
11 190 2 1112 4 14.0 2.07 RURAL, LOW DENSITY9 WITHOUT TREES
11 366 12 2113 5 11.0 2.08 6ROWING CROP PRESENT
11 67 6 2141 3 14.0 2.UB IMPROVED
11 3U7 11 2113 5 14.0 [.09 GROWING CROP PRESENT
11 375 1 2113 5 lU.0 2.11- URUWING CROP PRESENT
,. 11 375 Y 2113 5 10.0 1.I1 GkUWING CROP PkESENT
f
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GkOUP TESTSITE FIEtU LAND USt FItLU tiELU DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
{ Nl;Metk NUMBER NUMkitk CUDt DUALITY SIZt
f	 ';
^- 11 366 1 212U 5 32.0 2.12 AF3ANUONEU
11 188 6 214:1 S "23.0 2.13 UNIMPRDVEO
1,1 3U7 2' "2141 5 'LU.0 "1.17 IMFHUVEU ^+
11 '_yll 10 2142 5 tlU.0 2..1.9 IMPROVED _
11 36b 7 2142 S lU.0 G.21 1MF'ROYED
11 337 9 211x. 5 LU.0 "1.25 GkUWING CkUP PRESENT
11 337 10 211.1 5 1'2.0 Z.Ld GKU+^ING CkUP PKESENT
11 a5 3 2142 4 14.0 2.3U 1MPRUVEU
E ll 1.92 13 2113 5 24.0 2.34 G12UWING CkDP PRESENT
,. 11 3S3 2 111U 4 12.0 2. .iS SINGLE -FAMILY MUUSEMULU UNITS
11 4U2 2 2113 5 12.0 2.39 GkUWING CROP PKESENT
^ 11' 16t+ 3 211:.1 3 1tl.0 2.45 ^HUWING CRUP PFttStNT
1i 402 7 2114 5 12.0 1.4d GKUWING C:etUP PKESENT
11 2U1 3 214'2 5 11.0 2.51. iMPNUVEU
11 19y 5 2113 5 16.-U 2.59 GkUWING ChUP FktSENT
,^
11 lvy 2 2113 5 13.0 2.b1 GFtUWIN6 CkUP PRESENT
-w
}
Table: 24-12- Cluster Group #^12
tJ 1
W
^ GFtUUP TESTSITE FIELD LAND 'uSE FItLU h1tLU U1.51ANCE OESCRIPTION OF LAND USE COOE
NUMtitk NUMBER NUMBER CUDt DUALITY SIZE 3
z T2 i0U 1 6000 S %4.0 U.9U WtTLANDS j
IL 111 1 61UU 5 4d.0 1.26 Yt(iETATEU WtTLANDS 7
1',2	 - 199 1 21.13 5 43.0 1..41 GKUWING CRUP PRESENT
"^" 12 111 2 6lUU 5 4tl.0 1..65 YtGETATED METLAND5
^^ I1 lUU 2 6000 5 3U.0 1.72 wtTLANUS
12 111 4 6100 S SS.0 1.89 VtGETATEU WtTLANDS
"' 12 19.9 12 211a 5 16.0 Z.53 (ikUWING CRUP PkEStNT
hr,
Table 24-13. Cluster Group X13
^,` r
+' GkUUP 7tST51Tt	 FIfLU LAND USE. FIELD F1ELU DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMtttk NUMBER NUMBEk CUUt DUALITY S1Lt
1:i 102 2 611U 4 13.0 U.UU tlFLACKISH MAFtSti
13 123 3 6'000 5 2U.0 2.2L WtTLANDS
t'
'
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Table 24-14.' Cluster Group #14
F
GkOUP TESTSITE
	 FIELD LANG USE FIkLU h1ELU DISTANCE UtSCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMdtR NUMy,ER NUM4iER CODt G)UALITY S1Lt
14 1Ov 10 13OU 5 1ts4.0 U.56 LNUUSTRIAL
14 luy 9 2520 a 3b.0 U,66 RAILROADS 6 ASSOCIATED FACILITIES
14 lU4 7 15JU S 49:U U.SH kAILROAUS d ASSOCiATEU FACILITIES `"
14 lUd 2 130u 5 d4.0 U.7U INDUSTRIAL ^'•
14 lUy 1 15zU 4 37.1,! U.db RAILROADS ai ASSOCIATtO FACILITIES `
^, lv luN d 1544 5 yy.0 U.93 PART FACILITIES
} 14 lU9 a' 1.iUU 5LS.O U,v7 INDUSTRIAL
1^ 94 T 1S2U 5 37.0 U.9t3 HAILRUAU5 s ASSOCIATED FACILITIES
# 14 7 3 1243 5 31.0 1.14 SPURTS (STAUIUMSsAkENAS^kACETRACKSrOtHEk)
1w 1Uv y 191+ 5 3	 .0 1.23. PAkKING LOTS
`
^	 ^ ly 7 9 112U 5 1SFi.0 1..26 MU^:.TL-FAMILY NUUSENOLU UNITS
^	 ^ 14 lUd S 154w v 31.0 l.fil FAkT FACILITIES
s' 14 lue 4r 1LUU S 4U.U- 1.71 COMMERCIAL 6 StRVICES
€-	 ': 14 lUd 6 154+ 4 14.0 2.19 PAKT FACILITIES
^M
^,
^^	 ^
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Table 24-15. Cluster Group #15
^,_
F' ^ GkOU^' TESTSITE FiELU LAND USE FIELD rlttU DiSTAnCE OESCRIPTIDN OF I.ANU USt CODE
i	 i^, hUMbER NUMBER NUMtlER COUt DUALITY 51L'c!	 ^	 (,.^
r. -
t,
k	 ^ 1S 35 4 1330 4 1b.0 U. f7 CHEMICAL PY.UCESSING
15 41 4 142U 4 18.0 O.F3fi SAND 8 GRAVEL PITS
15 124 1 1114- 4 59.0 1.U2 UkbAN, MIGff DENSITY. WITriOUT TREES
p, lb 307 9 ?240 5 15.0 1.U4 NURSERIES AN[1 FLOR.TCULTURAL AR^'A5
15 b4 7 1b41 4 11.0 1.:40 NUUSING
1S 1:92 2 211 5 69.0 1.4b GKUWING CRUD PrtESENT c
"',
15 35v b 75UU S 6^.0 1.53 UISTUkbEU LAND
+1S ltitl 7 2111 4 11.0 1.d4 tlAkE--Rf_CENTLY PLOWED
'
1S 3U7 7 2240 5 29.0 2.22 N^Ip4FRTFS ANR FLORICULTURAL APFAS ';
i^gr ^j may' 1
1
^^r
^4 7
Table 24-16. Cluster Group #16 ^ ^
..^  
...
^GKOUP TtSTSITE FIELD tANO USE FIELD F1ELU U1S7ANCE UESCRIPTIDN'OF:LAND USE CODE
Er NUMt3tR NUMBER NUMI9ER CUUE_ DUALITY sltt
' 16 lyl 9 2113 S 2U.0 O.UO GkOWING CROP. F'FtEStNT
^_
^/'
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is Table 24
-17. Cluster Group #17
^ GrtOUP TESTSITE FItLU LAND USt FItLD h1ELU DISTANCE UtSCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMdtR NUMBER NUMdEF2 CODk GIUAI_ITY S1Lt
17 202 7 -21x2' S 4b.0 U.59 IMPROVED
17 b3 1 1615: 5 1T1.0 U.BU UNIVEkSITY
17 y 3 41UU 5 91.U, U.88 DtCIDU0U5
^^lT 19U 8 1111 S 33.0 U.d9 RUkAL+ LUw DENSITY• wIJH TkEESk 17 365 1 41pU 5 18U.0 U.y4 UEtIDUUU^
^ 17 316 3- 1113.. S 92.0 U.y7 UKtiAN, HIGH.UENSITY,	 WITH JkEES
17 119 7 1113. 5 3T.0 u.^iv URBAN• HIGH. DtNSITY, WITH TktES
^ 'I7 4UZ b 11's:.i S 2ti,U u.yy UKtJAN. HIGH DENSIT'^	 w1TH TktES
17 alb 2 11.13 5 iL.0 1.UU UKbAN, HLGH UENSITY> WITH TRESS
k 17 -34U 6 41-0U -5 31.0 1.U3 DECIUUOU
^ 17 1LL 13 41UU 5 L4.0 1.U7 UECI-0UOUS
17 2U2 tl-L142 5 31.0 1.LU IMPKOVEU17
340 i2 410U 5 24.0 1.14 UtCIUUOUS
17 359 5 •'UU S 35.0 1,LU M1XED
17 1l9 !i 41UU S 27.0 1.L5 UtCIDU0U5 I)
17 12U 6 L11.3 '.^ 3b.0 I. L6 ^ bKUWI iJG CROP PRESENT
17 1i0 y- 2113 5 "Ltl.D 1.3U bKUwING CRUD FKESENT17 GUU 5 44DU 5 2b.0 1.31 UAI.An^p	 SNAl1R$ .a
,^	 ' T7 2U1 y	 ' 214 5 1t.0 1.33 1t^NROVED
17 34U 5 211.1 5 1"/,U 1.35 GKUr^ING CHOP PKE3ENT
`^ 17 67 H 41JU 5 b4.0 1.35 UtCIDUDUS
w 17 ZUL 4 12LU 5 ib.0 1.36 KtTAIL TKADt AREAS (BUSINESS UI5?.+SMOPPIN(i CENT.rCOMM.)
^
rn it lUT 2 41UU 5 4L.0 1.39 UtCIUUOUS
'	 ^ 17 121 3 214L 5 13.0 1.39 IMHKOVtU
j 17 llT tl 41UU S 4L.0 1.41 UtCIDUOUS
^, 17 3jT 6, 41'UU S 2U.0 1.4z UtCIDUOUS
^ 17 36b 6 41UU 5 3b.0 1.4tl UtCIDUUUS
17 3b+^ 1 4lUU 5 2U.0 1.50 liECIDUUU5
17 2U2 ti 44n^ 5- _25.0 1.51 UPLd^^I7	 SHRUBS
17 1T^ 7 41UU 5 2U.0 1.53 UtCb[)UOUS
^,;, 17 67 3 4lUU 5 44U 1.54 DECIDUOUS
^ lT y» 3 4a,^JU 5 bb.0 1.56 t41XtU
17 LUU 4 440D ' '^ ZS.0 1.5N UPI" n^Jp	 SHRl,1RS
1? 3S2 l 1113 5 25.0 1.5i bit0+1ING CROP PRESENT
', 1.') y^ 5 4100 5 3b.0 1.62 UtCIUU0U8
1`T 3S2 4 2113 'S lU.0 1.63 GKOWING CkOP PRESENT
17 352 8 41UU 5 27.0 1.64 UtCIDUOUS
17 3UH lU 41UU 5 72.0 1.72 UtCIUU0U5 ^
17 ;33T 7 4100 5 21 .0 1. /"L UtGIDU0U5 _	 {
!T 121 -B 41UU SLU.0 1. T4 UtCI0UUU5
j 17 y 6 2110 4 2b.0 1. T4 AtiANUONtp
17 3Bb 1 41Uu S 3U.0 1.-T6 UtCiOUDUS
17 d4 T 4100 5 44.0 1.79 DECTDItgU^
l'7 3UN y 41UU S 29.0 1.85 UtCIUUOUS
17 d4 2 211'L 5 LS.0 1.y1 BAkE--RECENTLY PLOWED.
j
^"
`
17 113 I 2113... 5 11.0 1.93 GkUirING CROP PRESENT
r
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Table 24-17 (Continued)
^'
GkUUP TE5TSITt	 FIELD LANU U5E FIELD F1tLU DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LAND USt CODE
NUMbtK -	 NUMksER	 NUMBER' COUt GIUALITY SYt
17 11.3	 2 211a 3 Iu.0 1.y4 GFtUwING'CROP PRESENT
17 12y	 3 43UU S la.0 2.1U MIXED
c 17 2y9-	 y 41UU '^ 2U.U. [:23 Ut.CIDUOUS ,`
'' '17 1^U	 7 41UU 5 20.0. 2.15 UtCIDUOUS
^ l7 1BG	 1 fiLOu S b1.0 2.19. .FUkESTEU METLANDS
17 3tl6	 2 4I0U 7 3U.0 2.LU UtCIDUOUS
17 12L	 15 41(IU 5 lL.0 2.L4 UtCIDUUUS
`^ 17 3UrI	 7' 2113 4 2Y.0 2. 3b GkOwING CROP 'PRESENT
'' 17 11'!	 L 2113 4	 - GY.U° 2.45 GROWING CROP PRESENT
Y7 135	 1 62UU 5 31cs.0 2.47 FUkESTEU WETLANDS
L7 d9L	 tl 2113 'S 13. U' [.Stl GkUWLNG CROP PkEStNT
.;
?,^
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'Table 24-18. Cluster Group #18 _ a
:^
:^
s
^,
^.^
.	 ^
GkUUN TESTSITE
	 fIELD LAND USE FIELD, h1tLU OISTANCt DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CODE. _?
'' NUMBER NuMaEk	 NUMHtR CUUt DUALITY 5llt
Ib 16&	 2 420U 'S 33.0 O.iSI EVERGkEEN (CDNIFERUUS ^ UTHER)
'^^ ltl lbtl	 b 43UU 5_- 110..0 U.y3 M1XED
^ ld 123	 L 4300 5 4L.0 1 . 19 MIXED a
1b , 12'6.	 13 2113 w 21,U 1.34 GROWING CROP PRESENT
1 d LLb	 12 '2113 ;i 32.0 1.3tl tikOwING CROP PRESENT
lb' 123
	 i 4300. 5 41.0 l.tll M1XE0
18 IL6	 11 2143 3 I6.9 2.Stl GROWING CROP PRESENT
ltl 126	 15 2113 3 i,i.0 2. y5 GFtU+^ING CkOP PrtESENT
s
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Table 24-19. Cluster Group #19- ^ .'
(ikOUP TESTbITt	 FIELD LAND USE FItLU f•1tLU UIDTAN(;t UtSCRIPTION OF LANU USE CODE `
^
:,
NuMbtR NUMBER	 NUMtiEH CODE 41UALITY S1Lt '
I9 lyy	 9 2120 5 11.0 U.UU Af3ANDONE0
I y lv^	 lU 211.3 5L3,o 2.Ub GkUwING CkOP PRESENT
N
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Table 24-20. Cluster Group #20 •
GkOUP TEST5ZTE	 F7!^LD LANU,uSt FItLU FIELU DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF . LAND.USE CODE
:'
^.	 -,
;^UMdtH' NUMBER	 ' •+'<;MHEk CODt	 G1UALITY 51Lt
lU 124	 5 4101)' S 16.0 U.U'U DECTDUUUS
'2U 121	 7 41U0 S 25.0 "L.2H' DECIDUOUS
`^ 20 10"c	 1 611U 5 17^J.0- 2.64 BRACKISH MARSH
f
^'
^- Table 24-21. Cluster Group #21'
^^
`^^_ GkOUF TESTSITE	 FIELU .LANU USE. FIELU E1tLU DISTANCE UtSCRIPTION OF LAND USt CODE ^
^°°
^
NUMBER	 ! NUMdtR	 NUMHE`R CODE	 G1UALITY S1Zt i
r
`'{;
€^ 21 75	 1 4200 S 35.0 U.71 EVERGREEN `(CONIFEROUS b OTHER) '?
{ 21 79	 4 4LOU 5 3U.0 1.U2 EVERGREEN {CONIFtFtOUS b UTHEk) ^'
^,^ 21 75	 2 4200 4 11.'U 1.11' EVERGREEN (CUN1FEkUUS a OTNEk) j
^^ zl 123	 4' 6UOU 5 25.0 "[.34 WtTLANUS
Table 24-22. Cluster' Group. #22
^9
y	 J
Wt	 ^
r.	 ..	
^ '..
^ GF2UUP TtSTSITE	 FIELD LANU USt FItLU F1tLU uISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LANU'USE CUUE
t.
NUMbtR NUME3ER	 •'NUMBER CUUt-	 QUALITY S1Lt
„ 22 16d	 1 5110... 5 64.0 U.73 NATURAL (RIVERS 6 CREEKS) }
22 12d	 1 S11U S 16.0 1,U$ NATURAL (kIVkkS 8 CREEKS) ^'
" 22 111	 3 S11U 5 54.0 l.L5 NATURAL (RIVERS 6 CREEKS).
2[ 117	 iL 521U S 3U.0 l:dS NATURAL LAKt5 6 FONDS. F22 124	 1 5119 5 16.9' -1.51 NATURAL (RIVtKS 6 CREEKS)
"t2 135	 2 5219 5 d3,'0 1.l1 NATURAL LAKt5 b PONDS
^^' s
Table 24-23. Cluster Group #23
t
3.
"'^ GHOUP TESTSITE	 FIELD LANG U5E F1ELU )^itLU DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LANG USE CODE "
NUMdtR NUMBER
	
NUMBER COUt	 41UAL1TY SIZE
23 45	 5 2ll.i 3 33.9 0.7z GROWLNG-CROP PRESENT
^ t3 lY7
	
11 6109 5 16.0 1.U5 VEGETATtU WETLAtvUS
f3 ly9
	 3 2113 5 Its.O L 4d GKUWING CRON PkEStNT w
Z3 117
	
2U b10U 5 16.9 1.48 VtUETATtU wtTLANUS
2^ lbd
	
v 211Cr 5 /d.9 G. U1 E3Al2t--F2tCENTLY kLUwEU
`_G3 lbri	 5 L11L' 4 15.9 L.11 BAkE--NtCENILY PLOWED ^	 "
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Table, 25. 23' Groups Established Usi ng ^ Threshold of 3:0 and Ordered by Land Use Category
__^.` ,
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Table 25-1. Cluster Group #1 ''
tikUUP TtSTSITE FItLD LAND USt FICLU h1tLU DISTANCE OtSCRIPTION OF LAND USE CUUE i
NUMbtK NUMdtk NUMbEk CUDt WUALITY S1Zt a
1 >79 S' I11U 3 1S1.0 L.db 51NGLt-FAMILY HUUStMULU UNITS
1 `'1 2 llTU a 35.0 1.UL SINGLE-FAMILY hUU5tHOLU UNITS F^
1 353 3 1110 4 1U.0 1.^4 SINGLE-FAMILY.ttUUSENULU UNITS
1 353 4 lllu w ZU.0 1.bU_ SINGLE-FAMLLY HUUStNULU UNITS
1 1G7 2 111U -4 57.0 U, d4 S1NtiLE-FAMILY tIUUStHULD UN1T5
1 11S 4'- i1lU 5 db.0 i..i5 SINGLE-FAMILY HUUStNULU UNITS q!
1 ltb 3 lllU 3 2Ul.0 L.2ti SINGLE-FAMILY HUUStNULU UNITS !',	 i
.	 i 122 7 111u ^ 24.0 7.bFS SINGLE-FAMILY HUUStNULU UNITS ^
i 115 3 111U 5 3:i.G 1:2b SIivGLt-FAMILY HUUStNULU U'J1TS ,!
1 I9 4 lLlU S 3b.0 1.U2 SINGLE-FAMILY hUUSCHULD UNITS 1
1 121 7 1110 5 42.0 l..il S1NGLt-Fr^MILY HUUStNULU UNITS i
1 L1N 2 1<11U 5 52.t1 1,U4 SlI^GLt-FAMILY HUUStNULU UN1T5
1- 115 d 1IIU 5 6/.0 U,dy SiNbLE-FAMILY HUUStNULU UNITS.
1 1.15 1 1111 5 lYB.0 1.15 ttUitAL+	 LUW UtNSlTY,	 WITHUUT TetEES
1 ba 6 1112 4 3L.0 1.112 xUkAL. LUw. UtNSlTYs	 wITHUUT TREES
1 oa L 1112 5 1?.0 1,46 kUFeAL,	 LUW uEN^ITY,	 iJ1iHUUT TREES
1 65 2' 1113 5 41.0 1./y URb4N, HIGH UtNS1TY,	 w1T>, TKtES J1 lid li 1113 4 3C,U l.^b UHbAN,	 H1tiM	 Ut+vS1TY,	 «ITri	 lktt5 'I
1 35'S 2 111 4 45„U 1.24 UkbAN,	 HIGH DENSITY,	 wdTrt TRIES
1
- 1 tl4 t3	 - 1113 5 3ti.0 1.43 URBAN, MiGH UtIVSiTY,	 klTH TREES
1 y7 3 1114. 4 lU.0 1.57. URBAN, HIGH.UtNSITY, w1iHUUT 	 fkEES
'^ 1 I2A 2 1114 5 15b.0 U.d9 UkFiAN,	 NIGH. UtNS1TY,	 wITHUUT TREES ;
^
1 llc 1 111.4 ^ 4b.0 1.14 URbANr HIGH UtNSITY, 	 wITHUUT TREES
1 '122 3 11..14 5 53.0 U,yS UktiAN* HIGH UtNSITY, 	 wITHUUT	 TREES i';
1 Lib 3 1114 5 6ts.0 1.3y URtlAN, HIGH UtNS1TY. WiTNUUT TREES^
t 1 tl6 5 1114 S t4.0 1.41' UkbAM,	 HIGH UtIVSITY,	 wITHUUT TKtES
1 1 bS 3 1114 b tl1.0 1.U3 URHAN, HIGH LtNS1TY^	 w1fHUUT	 irttf5
'^ 1 1lU 4 1114 4 1b,U 1.61 URtiAtJ,	 HIGH UEIVSI7Y,	 wITHUUT	 TKtES
1 127 3 1114 4 24.0 1.U5 UHbAN, HIGH UtNSITY,	 wITHUUT TREES
1 1.27 1 1114 4 bl.0 2.Ud URiiAN,	 HIGH UtNS11Ya	 wlTnUUT	 TKtES
^ ^^
1 65 ^ 1114' S 31.0 ^.U2 UHbAN,	 HIGH UkIv511Y,	 WITHUU7	 fktES
.
1 2UU 1 1114 5 3b.0 1.15 UHbAN,	 HIGH UtNSIfY,	 wlTttUUT TNEtS O
1 bo 1 1114_ 5 241.0 l.la URBAN,	 HIGH UtNSITY,	 wITHUUT TREES O
„^, 1 353 I 11LU 4 1FS.0 1.bU MULTIFAMILY HUUStNULU UiV1TS ►^  a
^^' 1 122 2 1120 5 lb.0 1.b2 MULTI-FAMILY HUUStNULU UNITS f"1
1 bd 14 112U 5 2`/.0 O.bti MULTI-FAMILY HUUStNULU UNITS ^ tb
^1 1.15 b 112U 5 42.0 l.Lti, ttULT1-FgM1LY HUUSEHUL^ UNITS ''^
1 h4 It 112:1 5 lU4.0 1. /d LUw	 UEIVSITY,	 wiTH	 1r2Et5 r7
1 bti 3 1122 5	 ' 45.0 1.0 / LUW UttvS1TY,	 w17HUUT	 7ktl_S ^
1 b4 4 1122. 5 b2.0 U.IU LUW DENSITY,	 wITHUUT	 TkttS Ey
1 2yy 5 1123 5 21.0 l.d/ trlGti DENSITY,	 w1TH	 TKttS
_
1 115 -	 S- 1164 5 2s,U l.by Fi1GN UtNS1TY,	 wITHUUT TREES
1 113 y llz4 S wl:U U. (6 Hi6r1	 Utiv5ITY^	 wITHUUT.T'KttS
1- 'lts6 ^ 1124 5 1b.0 1.2r HIGH UENSITY^	 wITHUUT TkttS
1 ll*3 3 1124 b 1b.0 U. S2, H'1^H UtNS1TY^	 w1THUU7 TKEtS
i 122 4 1124 5 i1.0 ^.il H1bN,UENSITY, wITHUUT TRttS
^
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Table 25-1 (Continued)
V r`.•
e
M
^,
^	 '' tir`UUP' Tt5TSITE FIELD LANU USt FIELD t-1tLU DISTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LANU USE. CUUE
tvUMtsEK NUMtlER NUP"tiER CUUt IvUALi7Y 51Lt
^;
^.
w	 '!' 1 113 d 11 ?_4 S 14.0 1.UU HIGH'UENSLTY+	 WITHQUT TREES.
1 3S^t 1 115u 5 1b.0 1.U3 MQbILE HUME PAkK5 Uk CUUHT$
I
1 316 5 1150. 4 L1.0 U.96 MUHILE HUME PAkKS UR CUUttTS x
^
1 117 4 115u 3 16.0 1.46 MUdILE HUME RAkKS UR CUUrtTS
! 1 7 127 ^ "3 ly.0 1.5U WHt7LESALF TRAUF AREAS
1 3SY -4 1ccU 4 25.0 U.ytl HtTAIL THAUt AktAS	 (dUS1NtSS ULST.sSMUPPING CENT.:+CUMM.)
1 3b3 5 iL30 w yb.D l.Ul bUSl^+ttSS^	 PkuFtSSIUNHL+ rs PEkSUNAL SERVICES ,
' 1 1H6 b 1246 5 3ti.0 1,L6 S ►'UttTS	 tSTAU1UMS+AttENASskACtTHACKS+OTHEk)
1 .122 12 13OU 4 4U.0 1.y8 1NUUSTRIAL
1 b4 li 14!_U 5 Sd.0 U. d1 SAIVU'e bkAVtL PITS ^
I
1 ilk 3 151:1 5 ti3.0 1.LU H16HwAYS
^ 1 b4" 5 1511 4 ly.0 1.^6 Hi6HcvAYS
^" C 1 7y 2 173L 4 46.0 1.U1 Gth+ERAL ^
i." ^ 1 e4 1'2 153s S 4b.0 141E M1LITAKY i
^'^ 1 ldb S 156U 5 1Lu 1.b7 tLtCTRLC+ GAS•	 WATER+ aEWAGE DISPOSAL+ SULID WASTE+ UTIL
^ ^^ 1' db 4 161 u 4 12.0 l.b/ tuuCATlUrvAL FACILITIES
1 tlS 4 161E 4 1540 1.wy StCUNUAHY
^: 1 b b Iblw 4 ly.0 1.b4 COLLEGE
^ I n4'- l0 161b 5 25.0 U.dy DINER
1 1 25	 '. 5 1bL1 S 46.0 1.14 HUSYLTALS
"'' 1 y5 2 164 4 34d4U U.bSI STOkAGE AREA5
^	 p 1 35y / lb^b b Sl.0 1.UU CUHRtCTiUNAL
^ 1 b5 l I6bU 5 13U.0 G.yi dUVtElNMtNT b AUMINISTrtATIVE UFFICE5
K	 + i 3Sy 3 i~)1L 5 S7.0 1.23 CtMET£t21t5
^' 1 lUy 4 1'd 12 4 23.0 1.14. CtMtTtRIES
'' 1 7 1'L lyl"L 5 73.0 U.btl t,tMETERlES
^"	 ^ i lUb 1 lyL2 5 SU.0 1.L3 CtMETtHltS
.^ 1 tl b ly1L S /5.0 U.65 CtMtTERltS
F^.^ 1 lU9 3 1y12 4L^.0 U.dl GtMETtRItS
)` Y '.j 1	 - 192 y 2113 b 1S.0 1. IL GkUW1NG CKUP PRESENT
1 191 `L 'L 113 5 lb.0 U. Nb UkU^ILNG CROP PkEStNT
^'. 1 113 13 Z11^ 5 1a.0 1. b4 GrtUw ING CNUP PkESENT '.
^^' 1 lyy b 21i^i 5 1/.0 L.3S bt(^WING CkUP F'HtStNT
. 1 3UT d 2113 5 ^9.V 2. J:] bkOwTNli CkUP PnEStNT
^^ 1 lati 1 2113 5 tll.0 z.z6 GKUWING CHUM PHtStNT
. 1 1y9 7 2113 b 1'i.0 L.uS 6k0W1^:VG CROP PKEStNT
1 113 14tll3 5 L3.0 1,46 6kuwING CKUP t'rctStNT
1 12'2 Y 211: 3 Lb. u 1..51 VKU+I ING CkUP PktStNT ^
1, 337 3 2110 5 1U.0 t.JU AtlAIIDUtJtU
l bd b 21Zu 4 16.0 1.yS AdAIVQUNtU
1 1 b 21LU 3 17.0 1. 7`i At3.ANU0NEU
1 1tl7 1 212u 5 S36.0 1.G2 AdANUUNEU i
1 1L7 4 214E 4- 1S.0 1.SU iMPKUVEU
1 'LUi b 214[ 5 1^r5.0 1.1y IMNkUVtU f
i L9d tl 434u 4 15.0 14,^i1 M1XkU r
1 316 6 73UU 5 34.0 1.4U U1STUktstU LANU
^
3
,.--• 1 31c^ 4 15UU S 3s5.0 U.`l4 U15TUkkitU LANU
a.
^.
.. .,,
c^ CROUP' TtSTSiTE FIELU LANU USE FIELU F1ELU UISTANCE UtSCKIPTION OF LAND USE CUDE
` tvUMtlER NUMfiER NUM6tR' CbUE l]UALITY S1Lt
`r
L 44 1 511U 5 147.0 1.S9 NATURAL lR1VEK5 b CHEEKS)
^ y5 4 511U 5 bY.0 "L.09 NATURAL
	
(RIVERS b CfiEtKS1
2 lOd- 7 S12u 5" S'^.0 1.23. MAN-MADE (CANALS, UITCHtS, b A4IUADUCTS)
	 '
Z Y^i o 5z1U 5 2'?.0 1.55 NATURAL LAKES b PUNOS
2 45 1 SylU 5 -39S.0 U.6y HAYS
^[: ^Stl 1 S41'U 5 3[L.0 1.3ti kiAYS
C 57 d 5410 5 1by.0 l.ltl tlAYS
Table 25-3. Cluster Group #3
GRUUP TtSTSITE FIELD LANU USE. FIE^U FiELU UiSiANCE DESCRIPTION OF LANU USE CUUE
'': NUkbtR- NUMbEK' NUMBER CUUE tJUAL1TY S1Lt
f
3' 3Utt 12 2142 4 21.0 1.16 IMPFi0VE0
3 121 10 214,1 4 3T.0 1.34 UNIMPROYEU
3 31b 1 730U 5 12d.0 U.dU U15TURf3tU LANU
>,
'.1:*.
Table 25-4. Cluster Group ^4,^
tixOUP TESTSITE FIELU LANU USk FItLU k1tLU UISTANCE UESCRIPTION OF EANU USt COUE
NuMtikK NUM3ER NUMbtR COUt taUALiTY Sltt
t
^-P 4 3U7 4 1112 5Ltl.0 1.47 kURALr LUw UENSiTY, WITHOUT TREES
4 1y1 b 1220- 5 SI.q U.y6 N,tTAIL THAUt AttEAS 	 iBUSINtSS ULST.sSHOPPING CENT .rCOMM.)^
4 64 5t3 191I 5 yU.0 O.bl GULF COUkSES
4 12L lU lyll 4	 ^ Sd.0 1.L6 GULF COURSE5
¢' 4 5T T lyll 5 lU4.0 U.71 GULF COUkSES
4 67L Iyi.l 4 lb.0 1.41 'GULF.000kSES
,+,.^ 4 ^ 10 191.1 S 31.1) U.yl PkkK
w 179 5 lylj ^ 35.0 U.Sb PARK.
4 lyl 1L113 7 25.0 1.3U GNUWING CkON PRESENT
.
4 T21 9 2113 S 1U.0 2..12 UkUWING CkOP PRESENT
4 3Utl I1 2113 4 45.0 U.bl GROWING CkOP PRESENT
4 2yt 15 2113 5 3y.0 1.2y GRUwING CHOP NkESENT
f^ 4 lvy 4 211.1 5 3L.0 c. 12 GKOWING CROP PktScNT
;^ 4 67 S Ell.i 4 2U.0 1.Ly GkUWING CkOP PHEStNT
.^t 4 35S 1 211j 4 6b.0 U.ts4 GROWING CkOt' PRESENT
,^^ 4 ts4 5 21ia ^ 2b.0 1.4! 6r^UWING CROP PktStNT
4 b4 3 'L113 5 5'i.0 l..iy GxUv:ING CkUP PktSENT
4 79 1 2113 5 Sb.D 1.LT GkU^lING CRUP PKtStNT
^} 4 2b5 4 "L 113. 5 1!.0 z..iU GkUWINb CkOP PktbtfJT
4 C'4 4 'c'l13 5 55.0 U. (U GKUWING CROP PktSENT
4 4U2 1 2120 5 5'l.0 1..12 AiiANDONEU
^ k lLZ- b 2120 5 ZUsU 1.16 AdANUONEU
-4 2U1 4 2142 5 1T.0 l.Uy iMi'r^UVtU
4 2U1 1 2142 5 16.0 l.bb IMPRUVEU
4 3Ui 3 2L4L 5 2.i.0 U.y2 IMPHGVtD	
.4 ^U2 S x142 5 4U.0 U.bS 1MHROVEU
4' lyU 9- 21.42 5 21b.0 U.dS IMf'RUVEU
r 4 3UN 2 z14t 5 'iS.0 l.UES 1MPr2GVEU
4 3U7 i 2142 4 13.0 G..i9 iMPkUVEU
4 lYI Iu 214[ S (b.0 1.Uts IMPkOVEU
s	 ,.	 _	 _
^.., ,..,.-_,,,,^.,, ^
-^	 ^ ,_
-	 ...^...,,.- ,. ^ .,.^.-. ^,y. ^._s......^...	 ^..	 _...^..,	 _,...,.-^. 	 _....^...,^	 _ t._ _...	 _	 ..	 .
5	 L2b
	
16	 1310	 4	 SU.O	 1.2tl	 MtCHANICAL PKUCtSSING
5	 12b
	
10	 1911	 5	 F31.0	 1.4y	 GULF CUUHSES
S	 -	 1Y9	 11	 2113	 S	 21.0	 1.3U	 GKUWIN6 CkDP PkESENT
5	 12b	 b	 211`	 4	 3U. U'	 Z.43	 GKOWI,NG CKUP NktSENT
5	 12b	 S	 21	 :i	 4-	 23.0	 1.Z1	 GkUwING CkUP F'kt5tNT
5	 126	
^	
211J	 5	 :i%.0	 1.59.	 brtUWING CkUN PKESEWT
5	 lGb	 tl	 Z11J	 S	 :iU.0	 d.d7	 GKUWING CKO{' PKESENT
S	 ' ' 1L6	 7	 211:3	 w	 2L.0	 1.:i2	 GKUWING CKU!' PtttSENT
5	 1Lb	 2	 ZL1J	 w	 13.0	 x.73	 VKUWING CkUP NktStNT
Table 25-6.	 Cluster Group #6,
GkUUP	 TtSTSITE	 F1tLU
	 LAND USt	 F1tLU	 h1tLU	 Ul^)AivCE	 UtSC12IPTI0N Uh 	 LANU USt CUUE
NUMtlEK
	
NUMdEK	 NUMBER
	 CUDt	 41UAL1TY	 S1Lt
b	 113	 12	 1124	 w	 1"t.0	 1.39	 H1GH DENSITY.	 wITHUUT TKEES
b	 a4	 13	 1^1U	 5	 43. 0 	1.:i5	 WHUL£SALE TkAUt AREAS
6	 yS	 1	 121U	 5	 tlb.0	 U.Fi9	 wHULESALE TKAUt AKtAS
b	 99	 1	 121 U	 4	 "L4. U	 1.74	 wFiULfSALE	 TkAUt AktAS
b	 54	 J	 1LLU	 4	 1tl.0	 1,U6	 ktTAIL TkAUt AREAS	 (dUS1NESS DIST..S'HDPPING CENT..CDMM.)
b	 11S	 ^	 122U	 5	 Sb.0	 1.3F3	 KtTAIL TKAUt AREAS	 (dUSINtSS UIST.^SMOPPING CENT.,COMM.)
6	 122	 1	 12?U	 5	 4G.0	 1.U7	 KtTAIL TKAUt AREAS
	
CbUS1NESS DIST..SMDPPIWG C£NT..COMM.)
b	 57	 b	 1240	 4	 2L.0	 1.39	 ktCKEATIUNAL	 (TENNiS.ICt StcAtl(Jb.STAeLES.PLAY AREAS...)
b	 y7	 2	 13UU	 S	 66.0	 1.U8	 INUUSTklAL
b	 lUV	 b	 133U	 5	 2Y. U-	 1.:17	 ChftMICAL PKOGtSSING
_,	 6	 1.09	 S	 1.33U'	 S	 2Y.0	 1.11	 GHtMICAL PKUCEJSINU
.p	 b	 1U7	 1	 1410	 5	 127.0	 U.yT
	
STUNE
	
(vUAKKItS
6	 Y7	 b	 1420	 5	 4U.0	 1.,54	 bANU 6 GKAVtL Y1 TS
o	 H	 z	 171u	 4	 y1.0	 U.tlU	 KA1LkUAUS 6 AS^UCIATEU FAC1L17IES
b	 4y	 3	 1531	 S	 6tl.0	 1.35	 CUMMEKCIAL
b	 H5	 3	 1b4U	 5	 44.0	 U.btl	 MiLITAKY AktAS	 ,y
b	 o4	 11	 1641	 5	 LL.0	 1.47	 MUUSING	 ^'
6	 S7	 S	 1644	 4	 14.0	 1.U4	 TKAININt, ARIAS	 ro
6	 64	 b	 IbbU	 5	 iL.0	 1.44	 bUVtKNMtIVT 6 AUMINISTKATIVE UFFICES
6	 30U	 3	 looU	 5	 1tl.0	 1.y4	 GUVEKNMENT b AUMINISTKATlVt UFFICES	 ^
b	 lld	 z	 1y14	 S'	 J1.0	 U.btl	 NAKKING LOTS	 ^y
Table 25-7.	 Cluster Group #7,,	 ^ rb
G;sUUf%	TESTSITE _	 FIELD	 LAND USt	 FIttU	 h1tLU	 U1STAwCt	 UtSCRIPTION OF LAND USt CUUE 	 -^I^
NUMBER	 NUMdtR	 NUMdtK	 CUUt	 (JUALI7Y	 51Lt
7	 I	 9	 111U	 5	 ti1.0	 U.67	 S1NGLE-hAM1LY htUUStHULU UNITS
7'	 124	 2	 1113	 4	 tUU.0	 U. 7U	 UktSAN.	 NIGH 'DENSITY.	 wIl'rt TkEES
7	 124	 w	 lll^i	 5	 .iU1.0	 U.54	 UKbAN.	 HIGH UtNSITY.	 wITH TkEES
7'	 S7	 TU	 1124	 4	 lz.0	 I.6P	 HlVr1 DENSITY. wITHUUT TKEt5
7	 -57	 4	 1246'	 3	 11.0	 1.24'	 ktCKEATIUNAL	 (TENNI5.ICt SKAl1NG^STAdLES^PLAY AREAS...)
7	 lly	 1 -	 lyll	 5	 tl3.0	 u.tib	 GULF CUUKStS
7	 17y	 12	 ly1Z	 5	 tl1.0	 U./U'	 CtMtTtKlt5
7"	 1	 d	 Zi13	 j	 11.0	 1.J1	 GKUvl1NG CKUY PKtStNT
7	 35S	 3	 211^i	 4	 22.0	 1.JG	 hKU^IIN(i CKUr' PKtStNT
7	 Y	 5	 ^l^U	 4	 3c.0	 l.bu	 AtiANpUNtU
7	 3Ud	 3	 214L	 4	 ly.0	 U.yJ	 1MYRrJVtU
7	 yri	 2	 521U	 +.	 ly.0	 i. (5	 NuTUi-tAL LAKtS	 b	 YU(vtJ5
1	 %	 7	 S.iUU'	 ^	 S4..0	 1.6j	 KtStKVU1KS
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Table 25-8. Cluster Group #8
GkUUi' TE'STSITi: FItLU LANU USt	 FI(_LU h1tLU GISTANCt UE5CRIPT'IUN AF' tANU USt GUUE
NU'MdtR NUMBER NUMHtR CUDt' QUALITY 51Lt
b 7 5 11-1u 6 64.0 1.b3 S1NGLE-FAMILY HUUSEHULO UNITS
_b bb 1E^ 11iU 6 27.0 1.a3 SINGLE-FAMILY HUUSEHULU UNITS
b b 4- 1120 5 b4.0 U.y4 MULTI:-FAMILY HUUStHULU UNITS
b b 3 11^U 6 3b.0 1..11 MULTI-FAMLLY HUUSEHULU UN1T5
b- 7 1' 112u 5 33.0 1.44 MULTI-FAMILY hiUUStMOLU UNITS
- d b5 S LtC4 4 16.0 l.oy ni^H DENSITY•
	
w1THUUT TkttS
d _S7 y 1124- S 2U.0 l.zl_ H1GH DENSITY•	 wITHUUT	 iREcS
b Yl 4 L1^4 4 -lb.0 1.44 NIGH DENSITY•	 MITnUUT
	 TREES
d 17y	 ^ 11 1124 6 31.0 2.1U H16H-UENSITY^	 wITHUUT	 TkttS
b y6 6 1L10 6 3:I.0 1•Ub wHULESALE TRAUt ARIAS
b 8 1 1L1U 6 4b.0 U./;i trHULtSALt TkAUt ARIAS
b -6 S ll_2q 4 zl.o O.bb RtTAIL TkAUt AktAS (b^SINtSS DIST.eSHUPPiNG CENT.,CUMM.)
b 179 10 ll_2U 5 y4.0 U.ts4 KETAIL TkAUt ARtA3	 (dUSIivtSS UIST.•SHOYF'ING CENT.rCUMM.)
b 11b b 1^2U 3 3u.-0 i.lb ktTAlL
	
TkAUt AktAS	 (HUS1^JtSS UIST.sSHUPPING CENT.,CUMM.)
8 11y y i2^U 4 34.d 1.42 kk1AIL	 1'kAUt AktAS	 (l7US1NtS5 UIST.•SHOPPIN(a CENT.^CUMM.}
!	
d 8 5 TZ^U 6 6d.0 U.b/ ktTATL
	 TkAUt AktAS
	
(HU5IWES5 UIST.•SHUPPING CENT••CUMM.}
^	 b S4 2 ,13U0 6 22.0 1.2b 1N^USTk1AL
b 99 2 1300 5 48.0 U.'iy 1NUUSTk1AL
!.	 ^	 d 157 2 131U 5 13.0 1.y1 MtCnANKCAL F'rtU(.ESSiNti
^	 ^	 b l,lrs _9 1340 6 1d.0 1.36 F'AbkICATLUN b ASStMHLYw	 b^ 65 b 16ou 6 lU.0 O.tl4 kLtCTHIC^	 GASP	 wAl'Ei^.	 StwAGE UISPUSAL+	 SULIU MASTt+ UTIL
8 ^ 6 loll w IU.0 1, 4U Nk1MAkY
b IU9 2 1b21 4 1'l.0 1."Lb HUSNITALS
b 11'b 7 1u43 4 lU.0 1.t3 STURAGt AktAS
b lU4' 11 I643 v 64.0 U.62 STUK4GE ARIAS
ii X13 b 1b^3: 6 3%.0 U.yU STATE
b lly 4 lhbU `^ 1G.0 l.bt IiUVERNMtNT 6 AUMIN1STkATTVE OFFICES
b 1On 3 lyi3 ^ 76.0 1.15 NHkK
b tr4 y 1y14 5 4b.0 1.:12 NArtK7NG LOTS
b lly S 1y14 6 92.0 1.33 PAkKING LOTS
b 157 3 211.1 4' :^i.0 1.6:1 GkOr1ING CHUI' PeeESENT
Table 25-9. C7laster Group #9
	 '
GROUP 7ESTSITE FItLU LAND UsE FItLU r1tLU UiSTANCt ut5CRIPTION OF LAND USt CUUE
NUMt3Ek NUMhER NUMiiER CUUt _	 GiUAL1TY 51Lt
9 12b 3 2173. 3 13.0 U.UU GitUiJING CRUt' PRESENT
y 126 w Zll:i j 13."U Z.6b GRUwING CKU)' PRESENT
. ^_,
z
1
,'ii
.	 __
_^; _ __	 _ ^.
4 
_r	 __^	 _	 , _
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Table 25-10. Cluster Group x#10.
• j
-ykOUP ttSTSITE FIELU LANG USt F1tLU h1tLU UISTANCt UtSCAIPTION OF LAND USE CODE
NUMa^k NUMatR NUM!aF2 CUDt" 41UAL1TY S1Zt
IU 124 3 1110 4 b!!.0 1.U6 SINGLE-FAMILY HUUStHGLU UNITS
lU 2y9 4 1110 5 lb.0 L.33 SINGLE-FgM1LY HUUSEHULU UNITS K
1U' bd 1-U 1110 5 3y.0 1.12 S1NGL£-FAMLLY HUUSEHULU UNITS t
lU ild ti 1.11 u 4 73.0 U.75 •SINGLE-FAMILY HouStHULU UNITS
10; yH 4 1112 5 b5.0 1.13 RUKAL^ LUw UENSIIY^ 	 wlTHUUI	 TKEES
lU 2y9 2 1113 5 3U.0 L.J4 UkeAN. HIGH DENSITY, w1TH TktES
lU 65 1 1113 5 3a.0 1..31 UKtiAN,	 NIGH DENSITY,	 wITH
	
TrcttS
'lU lla 4 1113.. 4 b3.0 l.la UKbAN, HIGH UtwSIiY, dITH TktES
lULyy ^ 1113 5 1%.0 1.2a UkbAN. HIGH.UENSITY, w1TM TkEES
lU a4 y 1113 5 2J.0 1.G2 UKbAN, HIGH UtN51iYr w1iH TkEtS
10 4S 2 1.11'3 b lla.0 1.32. UKbAN,	 HIGH UtIVSITY,	 wiTH
	
TktES
lU b5 Y llla 5 ly4.0 1. U4 UkeAtV, HIGH UtNS1TY, 	 wITH TktES
lU 97 5 lil.i S lUU:u 1.14 UkbAN, HIGH UtNSITY, wlTH TktES
10 II9 H 1113 S 137.0 u. T9 UKdAty,	 HIGH UttvS1TY,
	
+^iTH
	
T ►tttS
1U y7 7 1113 5 15b.0 1.Uy UkbAN,'H16H'UtNS1TY,
	
w1iH TktES
lU N4 10 1Te1 5 114.0 O.al LUw UENStTY.	 w1TH TKEtS 3
lU 64 i 112c 5 3`i.0 1.31 LUw DENSITY•
	
k'1THUuT
	 TkttS ^
lU 119 I1 1123 5 aS.0 U. TT HIGH DENSITYs
	 w1TH TkttS
lU b 2 1124 5 154.0 i.11 HIGH DENSITY, w1THUUT TkEtS
lU latr 2 1124 5 2b.0 1.U9 HIGH DENSITY, wITNUUT TKEtS
lU 57' 1 1124 5 lU.0 1.^U H1VH DENSITYs wITHDUT TkEtj
10 aS 2 1124. b 3S.,U u.aT Hll'H DENSITY,	 wITHUUI	 TkctS10 2`39 T 112.4. 3 2 ^.J 1.4U rf1GH UtNSITY•	 w1Tr,UUT Tktt5 1
1D 179 v 11?4 4 cy.0 l.aa HIGH DENSITYs wITHUUT TkEtS
1U d5 6 1124 4 11.0 1.53 HIGH DENSITY, AITHUUi TkttS
1U aS 3 llt_4 5 19.0 1.46 HIGH UENSILY, wITHUUT tKEtS
lU 41 2 121u 4 11.0 1.bL wHULESALE T,KtaUt AF2tAS
lu ba 1 1220 3 12.0 1.a4 ktTAIL TkAUt AKtAS (bUS1NtSS DIST. , SHDPPING CENT.,COMM.T
lU- 2 2 13UU 4 2u.0 1./ti 1NUUSTF2IAL ^
lU b'	 - 7 161,0 4 12.0 1.02 EUUCAT1UtvAL FACILITIES
lU 6 1 191E 4 21.0 U.o7 StGONUAKY ^	 E
lU 72 1b1S 5' SU.0 1.25 UNIVEkSITY x
lU 67' 1 1bC1 5 2U.0 U.oH HUSPITAL5
IU 29y 1 191E 5 64.0 1:.51 CtMETEkLt5 i
IU 7' 11 1v12 b SS.0 U.riS Ctr•^ETtkItS
lU lib 12 1y12 S lU1.0 1.14 Ctf^ETEkIES ^
1U -lly 6 191E 5 53.0 l.Ul Ctr^EttkItS ^
lU N4 6 [llc 4	 - 33.0 1. l4 tlAKt--ktCENTLY PLUMED
_
1 U ba S 2 L 1.! 4 3b. U 1 .79 'bKU+V I NG CkUN FKESENT
lU 1ST 1 2113 w 26.0 1.49 6KUwING GkON PkESENT
LU 45 3 21!_U 5 25.0 L.1•l AaANUUMtU
iU ^ v 2120 3 ly.0 1.13 AUHNUONEU'
lU 2 3 2c5b 4 15.D 1.17 TUkF FAkM '
lU 117 S 42UU S 12.0 1.22 EvEKGr2EtN
	 fCUNIfEKUUS 6 OTHEK)
lU 117 ? 4,3UU 4 lU.0 1.^2 M1,tE:U
•	 s
, r-
.,
_	 ^-a_	
_. .
^-	 ^	 _-„
^}.°
^'
Table 25-17. Cluster Group #11
^.
^,
fl`.
r.
^
..
-
!	 GhUUP TtSTSITE-' FIELU 1_ANU USt FItLU tItLU UISIANCt UESCRIPTIUN OF LAND USE CUUE
NLMBER :	 NUMbER NUMtiEt2 COG tiUAL1TY S1Lt
s	 ,
;.	 I1 14 1 1110 5 l43.0 U,ol SINGLE-FAMILY'NUUSEHULU UNITS
^•	 ':I1 3.53 2 lilU 4 11.0 Y.35 SINGLE-FAMILY HUUStHULU UNITS
^	 '11 1 11 lliU 3 14.0 1,51 S1NtiLt-FAMILY HUUS.EHULU UNITS
11 3QT 5 111L v 3U.0 1.12 KUKAL. LUw UtNSITY, wITHUCJ[ TREES
^'^'	 11 19U 11 111E 4 1..0 1.3fS hUkAL, LUW DENSITY+ WITHUUT TRIES
y	 11 IyU 2 111' _4 14.0 G.U7 kUkAL, LUw UtNSITYr wITHUUT TREES11 36 2 1.112 4 14.0 U.ytS RURAL. LUW utNSLTY. wITHUUT T+tEtS
^I	 11 41 1 111:2 4 15.0 l.d'[ KUftAL, WW UENSiTYs WIIHUUT	 TREES
^^	 11 1N1 4 lll.i 5 ' 13U.0 U.yy UKHAN, NIGH DENSITY, w1TH TREES
^	 11 "LUO 1 lil:i 5 S4.0 d.36 UKdAN.	 HIGH UttvS1TY, w1TH TKtES
ll :191 3 1113 5 b4.0 1.L2 UKbAN, HIbM UtrvSITY. WITH TKtE5
11 104 6 1T13 4 13.0 1.ub UKbAw,	 HLGH UEtvSITY, N1fH	 fktt
11 402 y IL13- 5 'Li.0 1.35 UkbAN,	 NIGH uENSITY. w17n	 TREES
11 113 11 1113 4 FSb.0 1.48 UkbAN,	 h1Gn utNSITY', WITH TKEtS
11 355
^	
4 llld 4 lyy.0 U, T l UrtbAN, HIGH DENSITY. WITH TttEt5
11 2U2 1 1114 5 13a.0 1.UU URBAN,	 HIGH UtNSITY, wITHUUT
	 fKEE5
1L 4U2- 5 1114 5 172.0 1.u7 ukdAN. HLGH UtNSiTY, wITHUUT	 TREES
ll 2UU Z 1114 ^ 1b5.0 u.73U UkFlAN. HIGH UtN51TY, wITHUUT' TRIES'.
^	 11 lyl 5 1114 5 z4.0 i.bF! UkbAN,	 HIGH UtrvS1TY, ^1THUUT TREES
'-`	 11 353 6 1114 v 41.0 1.44 URBAN. HIGH UtNSIiY. wITHUUT TREES
^^'	 can	 11 '	 1`!2 10 ld4b 5 13.0 1.74 RtCKEATIUNAL	 iTtNNiS.1Ct SKAiING.5TABLES.PLAY :AREAS...!
i	 11 122 5 1h'll ^' 12.0 Z. US NKIMAkY
ll 17tl 1U 1y 11 -	 5 55.0 1.U1 GULF CUUkSES
11 ly2 14 ^	 fill S 12h.0 U.tiU bULF CUUKSES1L b 6 1x11. 5 77.0 1.Ub bULk CUUr2S£S
11 344 z 111 ti bS.0 U.y-0 GULF.000KSES
1! Nh b 211 5 67.0 I.UO tlAKE--ktCENTLY PLUWEU
`_	 )1 13 3 2113 5 39.0 1,49 GKUwING CkUN PKEStNT
'"ri	 11 35'2 6 211.1 -5 3,1.0 L.yl ^KUwING"I;RUN PKEStNT
''	 I1
,^
4Ue b 2113 5 4b.0 1.15 GkuwING CKUN NHEStaT
it lU4 3 211 5 3U.0 1x51 ^kUwING (,kUf YKEStNT
11 lU4 4 211.1 5 43.0 1.32 bKUwINb CkUk PRESENT^Yi	 11 352 5 L113 5 ^b.0 l.11i brtUWING CN.UN NKEStNT
,^	 I1 le 2 2113 5 44.0 1.3b bkUwlN^ CKUN NKEStNT
11 Sob y Llld 5 65.0 1. 7:i 6kUwIN^ CKUN PREStNT
,fib,.	 `11 3vU 3'. 2113 `^ 11.0 1.3U bHUdING CFtON.NrttStlVT
-11 3UU 1L113 5 35. U' 1. U9 GkUwING :CRUD NRtSENT
it
11
34U
36b
11
4
'2113
21,13
5
5
25.0
74. 0
u.97
1.35
GkUwINb CKUN NRESENT
UkUd ING CkO^'ltttStNT
^.:'^ 	 11 9oE, 5 2113. b 25.0 1.19 bkUWING (.kUN NRE5tN7
11 45 4 2113 5 '25.0 1.3/ GKUWING CKUN NKtttNT
-11 ^lbb 11 2lld 5 24.0 1.bU GHUw1Na CKUN NkcStivT
M	 11 192 13 '2113 S 24.0 2.34 GKGwIAIG CkGN NrtEStNT
11 ,34U is 2113 5 2v.0 1,5b GHU^IINti CKUN NrctstNT
II 33T b 2lle 5 1y. U' I .41 GkUWING CKUN NHtStNT
11
'.
337 5 2113 5 24,U L.UtS GKOwLNG Ckt7t' E kE^tN7
.a
1
,.	 ,: _.	
^
,€:,	 ;y_ ,.x^>^ " ^ 4. LL _:^K .,,.,mow	 ^w^^..^^ _.	 ^. _	
.^.. 
^.	 , .^...,^.^	
	^
a ,^	 y..,,..
..:
{ DtscRiF'TIUN OF LAND USE COLE
GHUWING CHUF' F'kEStNT
GHUWING CHON NKESENT
GKUWIN6 CFtUP PKtStNT
GkUwING CkOY pkESEN?
GHUWING CHUF' YkEStNT
GHUWING CHUM f'KtSENT(ikUWING CHUt' NKESENT
GkOWING CHUM F'KtStNT
GHUWING CkUN Y^ttStNT
GKUWIN^ CHUM NKEStNT
tikUNING CHUP PHtStNT
GkUW1NG CkON PkEStNT
GKUW LNG LkUF' YKtSENT
GttUWING CHUF' F'KEStNT
GHUWING CkUN PKtStNT
GHUWING CHUP FKtStNT-
^kU+vING CHUM F-xEStNi'
GHUWING CHUt' F'KE3tNT
GkUwING CHU1' (JKtStNT
GKUvtIPlG CHUM FktStNT
GkUwING C1tUY f'kEStNT
GK:7v1LNG CKUF' YHtSENT
bKUWING CkUN NktStNT
GxUwlfvG CF10N NKtStNT
GHUWING CkUN ['ktStNT
GkUwING CkUF' NKtStNT
GHUWING CRUF' F'HtSENT
GkUwING CrtL'F^ YkESENT
GkUwING CHUI' F,ktaENT
GkUwING CkUF NktSENT
^kuwlnlG CHOP 1'KtStNT
GkUwING Ct2UF' F'HtStNT
GHG^+tINCi CHUI' F'!ctStNT
^KUwING CHUM NktSENT
GHUWING CHUt' HktStNT
GkUwING CRUF' PktStNT
GHUWING CkUF'' F'KEStNT
GkUwING CKUF' YKEStNT
GHUWING CKUF' YHEStNT
bKU;NING Gk01' YkEStNT
bHUWING CHUF' PKtStNT
GHUWING CHUM PktStNT
GHUWING CHQY PHtStNT
GHUWING CHUI' P tSt t
O
^^
^ b
r
	
K	 !v
GttUrlING CHUM 1'KtStNT
GkUwING CHUi' F'kEStNT t'
	
.....,,e-...,,_ ^ .	 ..._.......	 ,., ^ ., ,..,
	
..	 _ ...^..	 ... _..
	
_.....,^_....^...^...t,:.y...,..^,^.^,	 ..	 ^..
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Table 25-11 {Continued)
GKUUf' TtSTS1TE FItLU LANU USt tItLU f1tLU UISTANCt
NUMetH NUMB €R NUMt3EK CUUE (iUAL1TY S1Zt
11 344 3 '.'2113 5 42.0 U. Sy
11 1 5 2'i 1:3 b 4b.0 1.U1.
1'i 341 3 211.3. S 22. U 1.82
i'1' 35"L 7 2113 5 21.0 l.zl
11' ly2 b- 2113 5 21.0 1.2!
11 12 1 "1113 -5 63.0 U. 75
11 lvz 3 "2113 5 lv.'u l.av
11 267' 1 211J 5 3l.0 1.55
11 3vU 2' 21.13. 5 1N.0 1.U4
11 65 4 2113 5 yw.0 1.18
1L 96b 3 '2113 5 4a.0 U./b
11 1y2 12 211 S 1%.0 1.tl3
it 352 9 2113 5 13.0 1,15
11 35"2 11 ' 2113 ^ 1%.0 l.ob
11 ly2- 1 2113 5 by.0 1.d3
11 3bb 12 2:113 5 1:7.0 2.ua
_11 1v2 11 2113 5 4U.0 1.01
11 lyy 5 2113 5 lb.0 2.5v
t	 11' 2022 2113 S bY.0 1,4tl
11 Itld 5 "211.3 a 25.0 1.35
•^	 1L 1yU 6 211J w 3u.0 l.^l
^	 11 Sod a 2li^i 4 y4.-l/ 1'.1tf
11 2 1 2113 4 2o.-U 1. ^5
11 13c 211 3 22.0 U.dl
11 25 3 '2113 4 lv.0 l.d/
11' bn ^« 2113 ^ 1j.0 l.yl
11 265 2 2113 5 lu.0 l.yt
it 16N 3 2113 .3 lki.0 2.45
11 337 lU 2113 S 12.0 2.Lti
11 30.7. 11 2113. 5 14.0 t.Uy
I1 5a 1 2113 4 21s.0 u.dv
11 13 y "2113 k 4y.0 1.2L
11 : 4U2
	
^ 7 2113 5 l2.Uc.Yd
11 121':.. 1 211.E 3 14.0 1.41),1 i lU 211.1 3 14.0 u.v7
11 67 7 2114. 3 15.0 1.•2%
11 341 Z 2113 4 11.0 1.55
T1 25 4' 2113 4 2%.0 1.3U
it 37S y 21'1.3 5 IU.0 [.11
11 375 1 LL13 5 1U-.0 2..11
11 4U2 2 2113
5
12.0 2.3Y
lY .3b 1 2113 3 43.0 U.dy
I1 36b 15 1113. 4 2U.0 1.3y
11 341 4 2113 5 13.0 1.56
11 dS 1 2114 3 1d.0 2.u5
11 113; 3 211:3 4 ib.0 1.b2
^'
f	 _
-^-.-	
_	
,
a_	 ;_
_..3
t
..WS^
Table 25-i i (Coni;i.nUed^
GKUUiJ i`tSTSIT€ F1ELU LANU U5t FItLU' t1ELU U15rANCt DtSCKZPTION OF LAND USE CUUE
rvUMCtk NUMBER NUfaNtR CUUt (QUALITY SSLt
11 337 y 2113 5 lU.0 L. [ 5 ^kuwING CRUD NkEStNT
11 37 2 211:1 3 1U.0 l.jy bkUWING CkUF' PktSEWT	 s"'!
11, y 1 2'113 4 1'y.G 1.4U "vkUwING CRUN PKESENT
11 366 14 2Tld 4 3^T.0 l,.id GxU.IING CkOF' PKtStNT
11 lyy 2 2119 5 1.i.0 z.bl VkUwING CkUP PkE'StNT
11 3b4 3c114 3 12.0 l. sa HAkVESTEU
11 3b6 1 212U 5 31.0 [.12 AtlANUUNtU
11_ 402 4 212U S 9y.0 U,. b y AtlANJUNtU
'j
11 13
S 21^U 5 t7.0 U.yS AeANUUNEU ,F
11 13 1' 21,L,U S yb. 0 U'./y AtlANDUNtU
11 lb'7L ^1?U _ 5 dri.0 1.:43 AtiNNUUNtU	 : ^.
11 127 S 212u w la.0 l.db AdArvUUNtU
iT 944 u G11U 4 2^.0 L.CI AbANUUNtU
11 340 1 L12U S 26.G l..il AtlANl1UNEU
1'1 ;i75 5Ll^u 5 15.0 l.b/ AbAr!(^UNtU
11 1 U4 -	 2 G 11. U 5 i'l. U 1 .65. AbANL'UIVEU
11 _	 l yZ 4 C12u 5 L3.0 1.[U AbN(VnUNtU ,^
11 3U7 2 2:142 5 2U.0 c.l"l LMl't2UVtU
11 3bb 2' 2141. S	 : zU-.0 1.12 1MF'HUVtU
11' 3..15 2 214L S [1.0 o.vd 1MNrtUVtD
11 341 5 2141 5 15.0 u.dU IMNkUVtU
11 2U1 7 2i4^ b ^2.0 1.6.5. LtdPkOVEU
t!- 1dB 2 214L 5 2Z.0 l.f]e 1MNkUVtu
11 Sob d	 - L14G 5 11.0 1.H1 1htHkUVEU
11 2U1 ^i` 214[ 5 11EU '1.51 IMF'idOVEU
11 3ab 7 z14z 5 lU.0 2.L1 IhtF+kUVED
11 37r 1^ 2iµt 5 23.0 1.4L iMl'koVtU
11 3J5 d 2142 5 24. U, 1.b9 Ihtl't20VtU
11 LC+i +^ 21.4 5 ZS.0 1.59 IMNkUVtU
11' 3Ub b 214[ 4 36.0 U./1 IMr'kOVEU
i 3UH 4- , 214E 4 3J.G l.at IMr'FtUVEU
11 3Ua 5 214c 4 jv.0 1.U3 iMNkUVEU
1T i^U 1 214r 4 3U.0 1.U5 IMt'koDEU
11 1U7 9' 11^+c 4 2I.0 1.51 1MYKuVEU
1T 1^;2 S 214[ ^ 3d.0 U.77 1MwkUVEU
11 3bb 13 t14[ 4 2U.0 1.h4 If^NrIUVEU a
11 lUl S ^14c 5 IUU.0 v.71 IMNtt(iVEll
it lU4 S 1142 4 17.0 1.^i2 1tdNRUVtU
11 3b4 2 214E 4 15. U 1 . !2 1t4Pt2UVEU
11 2U1 2 114E S as.0 U.. y 2 lhlYN(1VtU
11 3S 9- 2142 4 i4.0 t.3u IMl'kUVEU
11 104 7 2142 S P7.0 I.ut^ IMl'kUVEU
11 I2/ lU r14t w 1[.0 l.ba L;^Yt2UVEU
11 LvU lU 214c ^ tlu.0 C.ly lt^r'kUVEU
It 67 6 t14^ 3 14.0 c.ud 1MF'kUVEU
11- lUZ_ 4 _214L S d1.0 U.yL 1MNHUVEU
^;;;
....,.e.	 .... ^
:	 ,.
L,^a..u.,. _y	 ...... ^,....._. .... .a...t.^r^	 -
y ..
,,..,+..,a,.e+:.,....w^c^,.a+.Ltz^.r_.
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Table 25-11 (Continued)
GkOUk TtST5ITE F1ELU LANU USt	 FItLU hIELU U1sTANCE DESCRIPTION OF LANU USE CUUE
',
NUMtlEK NUMtlEk Nl)(^itltEl COUt QUALITY S1L
I 11 36_ 5 2142 5 3y.0 l.Sb IMNHOVEU
11 LU2__ 3L14^ S kL.0 1.'Ua IMPROVED
!
11 13 4 214c b 43.0 1.44 IMP!tOVEU	 `
11 34U 7 2142 5 46.0 1.2a 1MHHOVEU
^^	 { 11 lY[ 7 214E S 4b.0 L-.51 IMNHUVEU
11 ^ibS 2 L14G S Sb.0 U./U IMWkOVEO
^ I1 4U2 3 L147 5 b1.0 U.56 IMNKUVED
9 11 3S2 3 2142 5 b4.0 U.yB IMWHOVEU
11 Iyl 7 2143 5 12.0 1,a3 UW1,MPkUVtD	 ;t'
^-
11 1bd 6 214.1. b 23.0 z.13 UN1Mf^kOVtD
z 11 34U 1U 214.,1 5 31.0 1. UN UNIMWROVEU
11 1tlN d 214.1 5 41.0 U.Sy
_
UNIMPNOVED
^ 11 33/ 4 -2P4^ -	 5, yj.0 U.tly NI1pSFRTES AND FLORICULTURaL AREAS
^^. 11 13 a G^Sb J ly.0 1.7T TUkF FARM
	 '^
^. 11- 2b6 3 41UU tl 2U.0 1.79 DECIDUOUS
.,	 + 11 12y 4 61UU 5 15.0 1.66 vtb,TATtU Mt1LANU5
	 :.
i
-	
.Table 25-12. Cluster Group X12
o,
! GkOUP TESTSITE F1ELQ LaNU uSt	 F1tLU F1tLU U1^TA^JCE UtSCr^IPT1DN OF LANU U5t CUUE
^ rvUMatR NUMbkH NUM^iER CUUt 41UALtTY Sllt
^	 ^ 12 lye 12 2113 5 b.0 2.53 GkU^IING CFtUI' PktStNT
"	 x 12 lyy 1 2113 5 wa,U 1.41 GhfUWING CkUN PKtStNT	 ,
^' 12 lUU 2 6000 S 3U.0 l.l'L WETLANDS
1?_ l0U 1 trUUU 5 /4.0 u.vU wtTLANUSQ	
4, 1? 111 1 b1^U b 4b.0 1.26. vtGETATtU W%(LANDS
12 111 Z 61UU S 4a.0 1.65 Vt^ETATtU a:.fLANUS
^,^ I2 lli 4 61UU 5 - 55.0 1.aS+ vtGETATtU rtTLANUS
^'
^ "^-
^. Table 25=13. " Cluster Group X13
^^
.^
}
^^a' GhUUP' TtSTSi7E F'IkLD LANU uSt	 F1kL^ h1tLU UI'TANCt DESCRIPTION OF LANU U5E CODE
Nt1MNtE2 NUMHEk NUMUt^2 CUUt (1UALiTY S1Lt'
i + 123 3'- 6UUU 5tU.0 -'[.22 wtTLANOS5'
^^ tn7 r' bilU 4L3^:U U.UU bkACKISH MAkSH
	„,,t• ,
	 _.
1
	
'	
t	 V
._...,._. s^..^ . ,_. 	. _...._ . .........	 ..._, ._	 w^.,;v.	
_	 _
^,^
^.
Table 25-14.	 C7uster.Group #14
GH.oUP TtSTSITt FItLU LasuU USt FItLU FltLU UISTANCt ULSCRIPTION UF" LANU USE CUUE
NUM q H NUMBER NUMtiEk CUut UUALiIY Sltt
lv 7 tJ 11LU b 1Sts.0 1.26 MULTI-FAMILY NUU^tHOI.0 UNITS
lv lt)d 4 1LUU 5 4U.0 1.11 Cu?1MEkCIAI as StkV10ES
i4 1 3 143 S .i1.0 1.14 SF'UrtTS
	 (S'TAUIUMSsAktNASskACtikACKS^OTrtE'k)
14 1U8 L 1.i0U 5 M4.0 U./U 1NUU57F;IAL
14 1UY lU 13Uu S 1d4.0 U.56 INUUSTkLAL
14 1U9 N 130U 5 2S,U U.^7 1NUUSTRIAL
14 lUS' 1 1S1.0 4 3%.0 U.db kA1LFtUAUS ^ ASSU;lATEU FACILI'iIES
lv yv 1 152u 5 3'1 .0 U.vri kA1L+?OAU5 b ASSUCIATtU FAGILiTIES
^ lv 1Ua 9 1S^'U S 3a.0 U-.bb kA1LttUAUS S ASSUCLAT£0 FACILITLES
I 14- 'lU9 7 1524 5 4y.0 u,bcs kA1Lt3UAUS 6 ASSUC3ATtU FACILITIES
" 14 LUH b 15v4 5 yy,U U^y3 F'ArcT FAC1LIi1tS
1+• lUri b 15v^r 4 lv.0 [.iy PAkT FAClLIT1t5
I4 1Uri 5 15^y 4 ;i[. 0 1.61 NAkT FAC1LllItS
14 l0y y, 191v 5 31.0 1.23 NAN,KING LOTS
4
Table 25-15. C 1 aster Group #'C5
'k GrUUP Tt^TSITt F1tLU LANU USt F1tLU h1tLU U1^TA+VCt UtSCF1IPTI0N Of LANU USE CUDE
t	 NUMdtk- NUMbtk NUMF1tR COUt UUALITY S1Lt
C ^' 1S 12v 1' 1114 - 4 Sy.0 1.U2 UkbAN• HIGH UtNS1TY• WITHOUT TREES
i	 15 3S 4 13;iU k Id.0 U.11 CHEMICAL PF2UCtSSING
I5 41 4 14Zu w 1ts.0 U.dti SAIJU 6 GkAVtL F'I1S
^ 1S 64 7 164.1 4 1/.0 1.4U HUUSINIi
15 1!1@ 7 "LYlL 4 11.0 1.d4 bAKt--RtCENTLY PLUwEU
15 ly?_ 2 2113 5 by.0 l.4b bnUW1NG	 (yhtuF'	 NKtStlJT
IS 3U7 y ?24U _ 5 1S.0 1.U4 ^lURSFRtES ANn FLOeTCULTUPAL apFaS
^ 1S 307 7 X24(' S 2y.0 L.22 ^tl1RSFRTFS' aNt) FCORTC+ILTURAL	 AQF45
15 3Sv 6 /5UU 5 bL.0 1.5.i U1bTUk7t^ +^ANU
a^
_;.	 Tab^e 25-1E.	 Cluster Group #16
^^	 GkUUF?	 TESTSIIE	 FItLU	 LANU USt	 FItLiJ	 F2tLU	 ULSIANCt	
UtSCRIPTION OF LAND USt CUUE
NUMBER	 NUMBER	 NUM1iF'R	 COL)t	 I1UALITY	 S1Zt^y, a	
5	 211	 5	 ZU.0	 U.UU	 GF2OwING CROP.YKt.SENT''	 ^	 16	 1 y 1
i
^	 _
gyp.
iL
^^+
IEYLL `s^.	
z	
e	 ' 	 w...^. ^	 s ..L	 ,. u.._ _ w. _..	 .. _.	 ... ..._.v...	 ...a^.tn ..,,L.,.. `
_	 E.,.	
R	 ^^11Lii['.
^^ .
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Table 25=17 Closter Group #1Z
GKUUP TtSTSITE ^ItLU' tANU Ubt fI'tLU F1tLU UISTAIJCE DtSCRIF^TION OF tANU USt CODE
NU""titk	 NUMtIER NUtidER CUUt UUACITY SILL
17- lyD 8 1111 5 33.0 U.By RURAL. LUw DENSITY, WITH TkEES
i 17 316 2 1:113 5 iL.0 1.UU UatiANr HIGH UtNSITY,	 WITH Tt2EES
1/ lly 7 1113 5 3/.0 U.y9 UktiAN,	 NibH DENSITY, WITH TkttS
17 4D1 b 1113 5 Ln.A U.vy UkdAN,	 H1GN UEraSIIY,	 W1TH TkEES
.^
"t 17 31b 3 1I13 b yC.0 U.57 UHbArJs	 HIGH UENS1TYr	 w1TH TRIES
'17 202 4 1'LLU 5 1tr.0 1.36 ktTAIL 1kADt AKEAS	 fdU6INE55 UIST.^SHOPPING CENT.^CDMM.)
1.7 63 1 i615 S 1.71.0 U.tlU _UNIVERSITY
€
17 nwL Lllt 5 LS.0 l.yl t1AkE--RtCENTLY PLUwtU
T7 a4U 5 Z11^ ^ 17.0 1.s5 GrtG+1ING	 CKUF' PKESti^T 'i,:
17 3SL 4 Llls 5 lU.L 1. b3 GHUwING CkUh' F'RtStNT ,
17 111 bL113 5 3b.0 1.L6 GKUWING CND ►' (3 kEStNT
17 -	 l yL K 2113 b 13.0 L.7b bkUwING CRUN f'kEStNT
^. ' 1T 352 Z Ills S LS.D 1.57 GKUtiJINb CNUN t'KtStIQT
^ 17 lIU S 2113 7 Zts.0 1.3U I^HUwINf.	 (.KUt' F'rctStNT ^
17 113 1 2116 5 11.0 1.ys UrtUwINU	 (,kUt' E'KEStNT '^
I'/ 113 "L 211.3. 3 LU.0 1.y4 bKUNING CRUF' PrttStNT	 ,
17 .1U^ 7 L113 4 L1.0 Z.3b GxUwI'NG CkUY YKtStNT
17 117 2 L113 4 'Lc.0 c . 4S UKUwING GRUY PKtSENT
17 y 6 L12U 4 26.0 1 . 74 AtsNNUUNEU
^	 17 2U;1 ^? 2142 5 12. U ' 1 . 3.i ItgNHt1VEU
-'	 17 2U'L 7 21wL S 4b.0 U.Sy It^Y.iUVtll
'' ^	 liQ ZUL 8 214e 5 31.0 l.lU IMF'^cUVEU
'
^	 17 121 3 ZI4L 5 13.0 l.sy IMI'itUVtU
a17 3tt6 1 41UU '^ JU.0 1. Ib UtCIUUOUS
17 '3nb 2 k1DU 5 3u.0 L.LU UECLUUOUS
!7 3Uri y, 41DU S 2y. 0 1.a5 UtCIUUUUS
17 352 b 41UU 5 27.0 1.64 utCIUUOUS
l7 1"ly ^ 4lUU ^ 17.0 1.L5 UECIDUUU5
5.. 17 34U b 410u 5 31.0 1.U3 UtCIUUUUS
17 122 13 41UA 5 24.0 1.U7 UtCIDUUUS
17 34D 12 4100 5 24.0 1.:14 UtCIUUQUS
„^ 17 33.7 7 410U 5 'Li.0 1.72 UECIDUUUS
17 3.37 b 41Uu 5 LU.0 1.42 ltCIDUUUS
n 17 36w, 1 41 DU 5 2U.0 1.5U UECLUUUUS ^
"' 17 17y 7 41GU 5 "LU.0 1.73. UECIDUUUS ^
"' 17 lyu 7 4100 b 2U.0 G.15 UtCIUUUUS
17 2yy y vIDU S LU .0 L.ls UtC1D000S
11 305 1 41UU^ 5 1tiU-.0 U.`i4 UtCIDUUUS
^;^ 1T 121 d 41UU S 2U.0 1. /4 UtCIDUUUS
17 36h 6 41DJ 5 -3a.D L4b UECIUUUUS
17 1LL 15 41UU 5 1L.0 L.^4 UtCIllUUUS
-!7 3Urs iU -41UU S 'IZ.0 I.IZ UECI^UUU5
17 v7 ri 4IUU '.^ b4.0 1.s5 UtCIODUUS
17 9 3 41Qu S - ^l.0 U.nL UtCIDUUUS ia
17 'iH 5 41Utr 5 3o.V 1.oL UtCIUUUUS ^	 'i
I7 lU7 L w1UU S 4L.0 l.sy utG1UUUUS ^^
i
4_	 ,.,„^.	 ^.M. _ . v. x	 _
^., ^	 .	 _ ..	
_..	 ..,
..	
-."	 _`"
r'
_	 _ __	
_. _ _	
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Table 25-17 (Continued)
.,.
a
9
y
GkoUF TESTSTTE FIECU	 LAND USt FItLU hlELU UISTANCt DESCRIPTION OF LAND .USE CODE ^
h
NUMbtk NUMSER, NUNS.€R	 CUUt
-
41UAL1TY b1 Lt
17 117 d	 41oU b 42.0 1.41 utCIDUDU5 ,^;
^. 17 67 3,	 4100 S 4y.0 1:.54. UtCIUUOUS `'
17 b4 7	 k1QA 5' v4.0 1.19 DFCTDUDUS
17 1[y 3	 v3UU 7 ld.0 2.LU M1XED
t	 ^" 17 359 5	 4,3ou 5 35.0 1.LU M1XED
^+ 17 9H 3	 4^iUU 5 d5.0 l.ab M1XEQ
w 17 ZUc 6	 440A 5 2S.0 1.51 UPLnMD SHRUBS
17 2UU 4	 44p0 S LS.0 1.56 UPI,AMp gHPU95
^, 17 2UU 5	 440f1 5 2b,U 1.31 UPLeht) SHRU^IS
17 135 1	 6LUU S 31tl.0 L.4% FUkESTEU WETLAlVUS
1l 1b5 1	 62UU 5 61.0 2.19 FUkESTEU WETLANDS
,.
Table 25-18' Closter Grou P #18 <,
,
^' Gk^UP TESTSITt FIELD	 LAND USt fLtLU F1ELU UI3TRNCt UESCt2IPTIDN uF LAND^USt CODE
E^.	 1 NUMbtk NUMNEk svUMt9ER	 COUt DUALITY 51Lt a
^..^,^	 Cal
—^ 1d 126 13	 21IJ 4 21.0 1.34 GkU^IING CkUI' f'ritSENT
t ld 12'5 15	 '2113 3 11.0 L.9S (ikUWING CkOR PHEStNT
"1C i2G 11	 2113 9 1b.0 1.5b GkUwING CkUP PkESttvT
^tl 126 i?_	 2113 3 .i2.0 l.3ts GkO^(;^NG Ck01' YKtStNT
1tl lbd L	 42UU S 33.0 U.dl tVtrreGkttN	 (CUN1FEkUUS 6 OTHEk)
^; ld lbtt b	 43UU S L1U.0 U.93 MLXED
t, ld 123.. I	 43UU S 41. U' l.csl M1XED
>^,
p' ld 123 >	 43UU 5 4L.0 1.1.9 M1XED y
'^^`'^	 K -
Table'25-19. Closter Group ^i9
^;^
fix
^:*
GkUUF' TE5751TE FIELD	 LANG USt FIELD FlELU ULSTANCE Dt5CRIPTIUN OF LAND USE CUDE
^NUN.tlEk	 NUMBER NUMSEN	 CUUt 4lUAL11'Y 51Lt
L9 199 10	 2113 5 Zs.0 2.Ub GkUNING CROP HkESENT
I9 ly9 4	 "L12U 5 lI.0 U.UU ASANDUNEU
^ v
^,
ti
..^..
.^	 -
.,.
^, ... r ,.
	 y
-.
'	 ^	 .;
,_^	 x
y
^	 ,.
^^
Table 25-23. Cluster Group #23
^,.
brUUF' T!~5T5ITE FIELD	 LAN(J USt	 FiEtU	 f ItLU
	 UISTAtvCE
°^ NUMli(:k NUMtlER NUMBER	 CODE	 QUALITY
	 SILE
^'
4	 ^ UkUUP TESTSITE F1ELU LAND USE f1tLU F1ELU UiSTANCt DtSCkIPT10N OF LAND USE CODE.
r NUMtlEH NUMBEk NUMtiEk COUt (1UALiTY $1Lt
22 111 3 511U' S 54.0 1.25 NATURAL tk1NEKS b CREEKS)
^ 2l lbb I- 5110 5 bv.0 U.%.3 NATURAL (kiVEkS b CRttKS)
a Z2 12q 1 S11U 5 1b.U' 1.UES NgTUkAL (RIVEkS b CREEKS)
b, 22 1Z9 Z Silu 5 1b.0 i.Sl NATURAL (kIVtkS b CkttKS)2[ 117 1L 5zlu 5 3U.0 1.35 NATURAL LAKtS e NUNUS
22 13S 2 5210 5 tl3.0 Z.71 NATURAL LAKt5 is PUNUS
a ;<'..
e^
^ ^
.^
DESCkIP7IUN OF LAND U5s CODE
-•.^.
_	 t	 _..	 _.
_..
--_=-,::	
_	 _	 r_	 _.
-	 T	 --	 ^
^^ ^- Table 25-20. Cluster Group #20 '
g GROUP
	 TtSTS1TE FIELD
	 LANG USt FLtLU (-lELU DISTANCE Ut'5CRIPTION OF 	 LAND USt CUUE
NUMtStR
	 NUMStR NUMt3ER
	 CUUt IaUALLTY SIZE
2U	 121 7	 410(t 5 Z5.(1 2:Zd DECIDUOUS
LU	 1L4 S	 4100 5 16.U' D.UU DECIDUOUS
ZU	 lU1 !	 6110 5 17y.0 2. b4- dkACK15H MARSH
Table 25-21. Cluster Group #21 ^F
''^.
^, GkOUP	 TtSTSITE F1EL0	 LAND.USf F1ELU F1tLU U15TANCE UtSCk1PTIUN OF LAND USt CUUE
^` NUMtlER
	
NUMBEk NUMtlE(i	 COUt GIUALITY Sltt
21 75 1 42OU 5 35.0 U:li EV£k6kEEN (GUNIFERUUS b UTMEkI
t	 Z1 75 2 a2UU 4 11_.0 1,11 EVEFiSkEtN	 (CUN1FEkUUS a UTHEk)
21 75 4 420U 5 3U.0 1.U2 EVEHGf^EEN	 (CUN1FEkUU5 a UTHEK)
ML1 -123 4 b000 5 Gb.0 'c,34 wtTIANDS
t^ Table 25-22.	 Cluster Group #^22
t_J
` L3 Ibd 4- 211E 5 7ts.0 t,01 BARE--RECENTLY PLUwEU
G3 16tl 5 2112 4 15.0 2.11 AkE--RECENTLY PLUwEU
Pt Z^ lyY 3 2113 5 lti.-0 1.4d (ikOWiN(i CkUY PktStNT
23 45 5 211s 3 js. 0 U.72 GHUWING CHUF' Pk(:StNT
P3 117 1U b10U S 16.0 1.4d VEGETATtU WETLANDS
^.	 - L3 11.7 11 6100 5 16.0 1. U5 VE^ETATtU WtTLANUS
^. -
^r
;,
.:
^.u.i3ue^,.^w.^..^....^3Sr.vairtw6ue,u^..
...
e1•-.- •..F.^viPa+r6^..rx.
^
^ .3ia.^	 _ _ wWa^„^.e
r	 _
e4	 ':'^'^'°'	 ° d
^^_^
	 ,.^.
x„
^'.^,;
.,.
25 to 50 cases took place constantly through 17 cycles after establishment
of the l3 groups. 	 Because of the uncertainty about threshold 4, only a
` w^''	 portion of the table is reproduced here and discussion is confined to
threshold 3.
Inspection of Table 21 of group ^^eans and standard deviations
for threshold 3 and Tables 22, 24, and 25 enables the following obser-
vations to be made: ^,^r
y^- 'y
Group l
The largest single category in this group is urban res`identia'l, but
`	 it is still a very mixed group (50 urban. residential of a total of 93
cases), indicating real dufficulties in discriminating .between urban
`t
residential witfiout trees, but with grass, from other groups within
which grass - or growing crops -are present.	 The'43 confusion categories
(. non-urban residential) . are as follows:
1200'	 Commercial and Services (4)
1300	 Industrial	 (1)
1400	 Extractive	 1)
'	 1500	 Transportation	 (5)
1600	 Institutional	 (8) a
.1900 Apen and Other Urban	 6) '
21 Q0	 Cropland and Pasture	 (1`5)
4300	 Mixed Forest	 (1) ;,
..
.7500	 Barren land.	 (2)
The other. urban classes to greater or lesser extent . will include ^`
grass and trees . , particularly Institu iona,l	 (large buildings usually
surrounded by open space, ,such as hospitals, schools.. - and similar fact-
ties) and Open, and Other Urban.	 Multi-date imagery shoo d enable ,'
improved separation of these sub-elements within the cluster. 	 The "
'`	 balance of within pixel mixture of paved surfaces, buildings and roof ^	 ^:^
tops, and green vegetation woufid shift throughout the. year. and should ^`
Lead to butter separation.
__	
_, ;:^^
-7 53- '	 '.
_;, 3^ .
^_
^.
..
.^
t Group 2
^:_
°`
This small group (7 cases) consists exclusively of water,. .both salt
^;	 ^^ and	 fresh....
x
fi Group 3
^
..	 ^;'^ This .very small group (3 cases) is an outlier of cropland (2) and.
k},.^#* 99i
barren land	 (1). {
^^.--
.	 ,
f- Grou	 4 '
Thin group is dominated. by crop land (22 cases) and . open (grassy)
F
urban land (6 cases). 	 Two odd cases are single and multi-family residential q
'^
.'' 	 ^' (1) cases each with substantial 	 grass lawns.
Grou	 5	
_
^
':	 ^ This group of 9 is dominantly cropland (7 cases) with one case . . each`
of industrial and open and otherurban, the latter also with grassy
areas:.
)
_a
', Grou
This group of 2Q cases. is entirely urban, all 	 but 2 cases (.one
residential and one'open and otherurban) :beingof a type likely to be
low to very loW in green :vegetation.-	 The remaining 18 cases cover a
,:i
k
wide spectrum of -. 1 and.. uses	 (reta 1	 trade areas,: :extractive, chemi cal-.
-	 r	
-
processing, wholesale, government and. administrative offices, etc.) but
^a
share the characteristic of low vegetation density. 	 In this respect, it ;^
:.
i`s interesting to note the very high 	 hernial
	 IR group mean, band 13.
	 It
is the second highest shown in Table ` 21,.after group 14, itself an
intensively urban low-vegetation. group.
"^
^ _	 , ^:
4
1
154- '
_^.^..^'
^.,	 ,^	 _ . -n-.^
	
__^^^ ., .^.^, .,
	 __	 ___
;'^l
a
1900 Open and Other llrban
	
(2)
2100 Gropland and Pasture	 4)
5200 Lakes .
	^1)
5300 Reservoirs	 (1}
It is very difficult to attribute meaning to this cluster. It is a
	
	
=`j
r.
measure of the degree ofspectral overlap between land use classes as	 "`^
,^ } seen by the sensor, in comparison to the. way the land use planner sees	 >^^^
these classes, that such a complex group could be erected as a cluster.
Grou 8
^1 :^
Group 8 is entirely urban except for one cropland oui;lier (30 	 ^_
,.
urban, 1 cropland). However, the within-urba Level II categories range
widely as shown below:
1100 Single Family Residential 	 (9)
.1200 Multi-Famil y Residential	 (7}
1300 Industrial	 (4}
1500 Transportation	 (1)
1600 Institutional	 (^)
]900 Open and Other Urban	 (3)
2100 Cropland and Pasture	 (1)
A11 are, however, groups likely to be Tow in tree. cover as shown.. by
the detailed Level III and IU classes.in Table 25-8. 	 '.
.Grou 9
T,
This group of 2 consists of a cropland and pasture outlier.i	 -
^	 Grou 10
Group l0 is composed of 46 cases, all but 8 of urban c asses.
dominantly residential. (see Table',25-10),.both with and without trees.
..
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Group 7
Group 7 i s very mixed comprising the .fold owi ng eases:
11-00 Single Family Residential
	
(4)
^,
	 12.00 Multi-i=amily residential
	 {1)
^.
.,	 _	 ,..	 ,.
..	
_ ,^_	
_ _	 _	
..w,.x ._ _^_.^_.
	 ,. ^	
.-.
,.
Croup 11
'	 ^'
^^ • .
f
This group is primarily cropland and pasture. having 124 cases. of
growing crop. present or improved pastures out of a total of :154 cases.
^^	 The only major.confusion group is urban residential, both with and
without trees (.and gra ses), numbering. 20 cases.
	 Multi-date imagery
should enable szparation of these outliers, through changes in reflectance
,,:
.;	 in comparison to the. cropland. (differential bare ground .and paved surface... `'^
reflectance, etc.). `'
o ^,,, r
_^
^
Group. _ 12
!	 ';
{
This `is a wetland _group (5 cases) without 2 outliers of growing
crop present..	 Since the SL/3 pass took .place sho^^tly ^ftervery heavy `,
s
rainfalls some of the latter fieTdti may have been unusually damp atthe
time of the overpass.
Group 13
This group of 2 is also wetlands.
Group 14
This. group of 14 cases is entirely urban, with the major components '
being railroads. and other transportation (7 cases.), industrial
	
(3 cases},
and other land use types of very low vegetation. cover.
	 The high valuer
group mean for the thermal IR band clearly is important in discriminating '`
this group.
Group 15
This is a very mixed group of 9 cases very difficult to interpret.
(See Table 25-15}. 1
,,
,.
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Group. l6
This is an outlier of one growing crop present.
Group 17
This :group of 57 cases is dominated by land' use .types with deciduous
i	 trees as shown below:
E
^,A	 t
1111.	 Rural, Low Density Single Family Residential.,
with Trees	 (1)
^`	 1113	 Urban,	 Density Single Family Residentia ,.High
,w,..,	
with Trees	 (4)
2.113	 Growing crop present	 (10)
2140	 Pasture land	 (5)
4100	 Deciduous Forest	 (26)
4300	 Mixed Deciduous and Evergreen Forest 	 (3)
4400	 Upland Shrubs	 (3)
620.0 :Forested Wetlands. 	 (2)
While principally forest land, the inclusions are explirdble in
that the urban-areas contain trees.,. and both the areas of growing crop
ar,d pasture. land may contain edge -pixels with treed land. 	 Multi-date
imagery may well enable these inclusions to be separated from the true.
forest. land.
Group TS
r	 This group is mainly mixed forest (3 cases) and growing crops 	 (4
cases), all site 126, where there are significant forest edges to many
s
f^el;ds, and one evergreen forest.
Group 19
This is another group of 2 cropland pasture lands from a single
teat site, 199, evidently a special' outlier. since it pies on ` a small
island in Chesapeake Bay.
;,
•^
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,^.
	 Group 20
An outlier of 2 deciduous forest and l brackish marsh.
Group 21
^'
	
This group is composed of evergreen forest (3 cases) with a mixed
forest (evergreen and. deciduous-wetland) (1 case).
^	 Group 22
V+'° M
This: group is composed entiirely of fresh water rivers and lakes,
Group. 23i	 '^
The f final
	
	 ^group is a mixture of bare ground (2 cases), growing crop
s	 present (L), and vegetated we lands {2). In each case there is rather
more: bare ground present in the vegetative members. of the group than is
_,,
common in other areas..
The relationships between the various groups and their closest
^'
affinity members (as shown by .the between-group difference matrix,
Table 22; and by the group means and tandard deviatidns for 23 cluster
groups., Table 21) are summarized in Table 26. It is seeninthis table
thatthe various Level I1 groups are ordered into a number of master t
;^
^^; 	 Level I categories. ThesQ categories have a relative]yhigh degree of
consistency and classifica ory,rationality,. They indicated that improve- 	 .'
^	 ments in classification may be achievable with 'multi-date imagei^ •y, From '
this analysis of the_clusterng groups, tis clear '^hatwhen all 13
spectral bands are available, considerable within level II discrimination
.,
should be feasible with multi-date imagery. Even though no explicit
	 ^'
investigation of multi-date material was carried out, the. character of-
the "UUtliers" included in each cluster should enable separation to be
,<
achieved. Despite the very difficult noise problema with the Skylab S-
-158-
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Table 26. Relationship Between Groups and Their
Closest Affinity Groups r
Cluster Number Dominant Category Number Closest Affinities
Number of Fields to Groups/Dominant Categories
WATER
2 7 Water 7 22, then 20 (Deciduous
forest and.. Brackish .Marsh)
^..
r
1
22 6 Water 6 2 then 13 (Wetlands}
^-^
;t
.CROPLAND (and OPEN URBAN RESIDENTLAL)
,
4 30 Cropland 22 11	 (Cropland and Pasture)
Open Urban Land 23 {Bare Ground &Growing
Crop), 10 (Urban Residential
7	 (Very . Mixed),	 17	 (Dec:- .;
duous Trees)
11 154 Cropland and Pasture. i24 4,.23,:17,	 1-0
Urban Residential 20
_'	 23 6	 Mi?ced Bare Ground 2
Growing Crops 2 4,	 11 ^
Vegetated Wetlands 2 •':
INTENSELY URBAN (LOW or NU TREE COVfR)_
6 2'1 Urban:	 With Low Tree 21 8,	 14,	 15,	 10
Cover
7 13 Mixed, Principally 6 8,	 10,	 17	 4
Urban
8 31 Urban:	 Principally . :... 30 10,	 6,	 14,	 7
Residential
10 46 Urban:	 Residential- 38 8,	 7;	 17,	 11
With_and Without Trees
14^ 14 Urban: Transportation 10 8,	 6,	 7,	 12
^ Industrial
; y^
^ URBAN (MIXEQ) _
':
1` 93 Urban:	 Mixed
R
Residential 50 1,0,	 8,	 4,	 11 ,.
' Other Urban 25
Cropland 15
1' -159-
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'^.
^'	 ^	 ^^	 Cluster Number Dominant Ca egory Number Closest Affinities
1
P
1
Number of Fields to Groups/Dominant Categories
r,
„^
^' DECIDUOUS FOREST LANDS
„^
17 57 Deciduous Forest 29 11,	 10,	 7,	 18
and Cropland ^	 ;
^{
'^	 a
MIXED FOREST
^_ . ^.
18 8 Mixed Forest 4 T0,	 12,	 17
EVERGREEN FOREST
'	 21 7 Evergreen Forest 3 17
WETLANDS
^:,:t
12 7 Wetlands 5 18	 8,	 10,	 7
13 2 Wetland	 (outlier) 2 NONE.
-^
O^1TLIfRS, PRIMARILY CROPLAND
k
a
3 3 Cropland 2 15
Barren
5 9 Cropland 7 6
9 2 Cropland 2 NONE
Pasture
15
^;
9 Mixed 3, 6, Difficult to
interpret
16 1 Cropland 1 NONE
ti
1
19 2 Cropland 2 NONE
20
{
3 Cropland 2 NONE
<.
a
-`1
.,
}
^` - 160-
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192 scanner, only partially removed by filtering and other pre-processing, 	 qtr; ,
this result is an encouraging indication of what could be achieved with
both higher spatial and spectral resolution and low-noise multi-channel
data.. Since it is already known from many LANQSAT I and II experiments
that multi-date information significantly improves. identification accuracies,
the clustering results seen here are therefore quite encouraging for
greater discrimination as better multispectra1 scanner systems and.
^^nul i-date information become available.
2.2.4 Implications of the Analysis Procedures on the Results
The results obtained with the clustering are. influenced by the
following factors.:
1
1) The distance measure employed,
^,	 .i
2) . The time of year at which the data was obtained,
,^
3) The-degree of . randomness or otherwise in the data collection,
4) The nature of the local between-class confusions, a product of
the local	 land use mixture and spectral overlaps.
All of these factors. in one. manner or another make. some indeterminate
contributiohs to the results and consequently,. the conclusions-should be
viewed with some caution.
The distance measure. suffers from the. process of collapsing
'y
all off-diagonal elements. out of the analysis to reduce computer
time by assuming-only diagonal covariance matrices-. 	 .Because
-^
of the considerable spectral separation of many of the cafe-
gories, these effects should be relatively small. 	 There will
of course be differences also arising from the thresholding
adopted, as weld as the general-distance measure itself compared
,^
to other measures	 While not inconsequential`	 tl;ese differences.	 ,
were not investigated and 'are part of the noise arising from
;^
di ffet~ent analytical techniques .between different investigators
-161-
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Early August -when the 5-192 coverage was obtained - is a
time of year when all trees are still in 1e^f and much .crop-
land is still covered by active growing vegetation. 	 It is
^^
also a time of year (and time of day near 11:00 am) when there
wi11 be substantial temperature differences between urban,
_	 unvegetated areas, and. areas of higher vegetation cover.
These two factors -degree of vegetation cover and temperature -
^.
a	 have played a sigrificant role in helping t^ d'ifferentate
..
,^	
between the various clusters (compare Tables 21 and 22)r
2,2.5	 Comparison. of Results-with Other Reported Work
Of the roughly one dozen papers dealing with analyses of Sky`iab ^'.
S-19L data for Land Use Mapping, .which have either been published, or ^
were presented at the Skylab Regional Planning and Development Conference,
Purdue University, September 9-10, 1975, the present study is the. only ^^
l
one which examines in some detail the within and between cluster g ►^oup a
' '	 membership and affinities.	 Silva and Biehl 	 (1975	 followed the standard
-	
LARSYS procedure of using a clusteri^ig routine to confirm the number of `^
dscriminab a land useclasses before select^^^g ^Cra^^ining sets for deer-
i ati.o	 of the nos	 im octant channels i	 ei	 a a	 sis in t e Wa ashm n	 n	 ^	 t	 p	 nth	 r	 n 1y	 h	 b
. River Basi n. 	 Comparable _procedures were used by Hoffer and Fleming
(1975)	 in defining the best lands for. ^fores,t coder mapping in mo^antainou^> ,
areas of the southwest USA, and had :earl ier
 
been. used by Behl and Silva
t
('1975)	 in Land Use Studies 	 in Lawrence Coun ,y,	 Indiana and vicinity. ^`
These papers used clustering si^n^1y a	 a prec^!rsor to channel selection, '_
primarily to increase the number of separable categories wi7ere discrim-
-	 f
^	 inatian within a lend use class-is feasible dnd proper.
^ r
ti	
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^	 The significance of the scrutiny given to the clustering in the
present paper is that it indicates where .
 the problem confusion areas lie
^^.;}	 and suggest that approaches through use of multi-date imagery would
inprove the separation of land use categories. For example, there is a
high level of consistency and classificatory rationality in the threshold
a
k	 'ri
^^^:^	 3 groups :which .were established.. Knowing the composition . of 'each group
F
^	 it is feasible to make extrapolations to other times and circumstances
	 ^•`
,,	
F
•	 ?	 _	 ^:
in the. study are when . better segregation of within
-group confusion may	 ^
€i
^^ °^`-	 be possible. For example, multi-date .
 imagery would almost certainly
	 :”
rt
^	 lead to the elimination of the "growing crop present" category from
,,{.
_	 ^^	 cluster L, threshold 3 (Table 24 - 1} which is overwhelmingly urban (75 of
.,	 ^	 _-;.i
"_	 93 cases.). It also :may enable separation between the urban residential
	 '^r•
M	 and non -residential areas, based on the multi-date day and night thermal
imagery, and on leaf -uut, flush growth, and senescence of the deciduous
y
urban tree cover. At the same time,.. the trend urban residential areas
-included in what is primarily natural deciduous communities (cluster
	 -	
a
`	
k	
group 17: Table 24-1) . should also be separated with multi -date : coverage...
.,
^^
;_	 s
r
`
3
1^^
_	
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k	 2.3 Multi spectral Classification
E^	 The fiinal analysis' task using the S-192 Multispectral Scanner
data involved performing a mu1tispectra1 classification on all of the
field pixels identified . by the photonterpreters. In order to make
;;
^^y	 maximum use of the broad spectral coverage available with the S-1..92
r.
^^	 Multspectra1 Scanner data, atwo-stage multispectral classification
,^ ^^	 algorithm was designed. The first stage of the classification algorithm
^^H	 assigned each pixel to a general level I land use category.. Based on
the results of the . Stage 1 classification, the second stage classifi-
`	 cation assigned a land use level II or level III to that pixel,' In
^r	 each stage only five. spectral bands were used to make the assignment. 	 i`
.!
The spectral bands used in the: stage 1 classification were the best
five spectral . bands selected during the discriminant analysis. between
general level I categories. Different sets of spectral bands were
used during the stage 2 c1assifica ion depending on the particular
level I land use category assignment made by the stage 1 classif^^^,ation.
In-_total, 24,634 pixels .were: .analyzed using this technique.
The .results of each stage^of the mu1tispectra1 classification
were stored in a data file along with information about the ground
^
	
	 truth assignment of each-pixel as well as the boundary structure of
each pixel surrounding each classified pixel. ^t was then possible to ^,.
produce various "confusion matrices" from the multispectral data file
to investigate the ori g inal questions posed in the executive summary. 	 ^'
^^
^	 !^'
^	 ^.5
^^
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Y
^_:
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2.3.1
	
Analysis Techniques
r	 Many types of mu1tispectral classification a,1gorithins
"^	 have been implemented dnd tested i n thepast.	 The. accuracy
levels obtainable through various multispectral classification
,^,;.^
	
algorithms depends largely on the spectral characteristics of the
`^k ^	 data classes which are. to be discriminated.	 Cost effectiveness '^`'
"	 i s frequently an important consideration when deciding which ;^
;^-- ^ '^:	 muT ti spectral cl ass i fi cat on a gori thin to use for a parti cal ar
application.	 While there are many factors to be considered, it
w	
is generally truL that the more sophisticated classification
algorithms, such as the maximum likelihood technique, provide '^^
^^
higher levels of accuracy when-the data classes: dlsp1ay spectral
r:.
overlap than do the less expensive algorithms such as the . Euclidian
distance algorithm or the Boolean classification technique. ''
Because of the large variety of data classes considered in thin
investigation and hence the. anticipation of large spec ral overlap,
It Was decided that the maximum likel i hood a1gorithin would be
implemented in this .work.
	
It was learned during the s ep-wise
discriminant analysis (see section 2.1) that the optimal spectral
bands selected to discriminate between the various level
	
TI and
lzz land use- categories Varied according to the different level 	 I
x	 ^
';
category being cQnsid^red.	 ^n order to take advantage of the
broad spectral caYerage avai labl e with the s= 192 Mu1tspectral
scanner data while a^ the same-time not Incurring the cost of
using all	 13 spectral	 bands 1n the classifcationofeach pixel,-
.	
,
a two-s aged classifier was designed.
	 The .first stage of the
.	
-^
^-^
classification assigned an unknown vec or of gray values (corres- ^,
pondi ng to a s i ngle pixel) to one of five general	 7 evel	 Z 1 and
,^
,.	 ;,^
1	
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use categories. 	 The stage 1 classification used the `rive spectral
bands identified through . the step-wise discriminant analysis as
;^ providing the .best discrimination between general . level	 I categories.
No thresholding was performed during the stage 1 classification.
The results of the stage.1 classification were stored along with
,.	 ^
the vector of gray values. :{;^.':
` After assigning each pixel to a general level 	 I category,
,^ ^° the second: stage. of the classification algorithm used the results
of the first. stage to further refine the classification as ignment, x	 ^`
A.separateset of training signatures . and spectral. bands were
defined for each general level	 I category.
	
The best five spectral
bands selected to discriminate within a specific level 	 I category
were used during the second stage. 	 Suppose for example thata
particular pixel. was assigned to the level
	
I category Urban.(land
use-code 1000) by the stage 1 classifier.
	
The second stage
a
^ classifica ion algorithm would then use a`set of all	 urban land
.use level
	
II and ILL training set signatures to assign's specific ^
<i
^I level	 IZ or IIlcode to that pixel.
	
The stage_2 classification
algorithm would use the five best spectral bands identifed for '`
discriminating within the
..
 category Urban.
This technique took advanta ge of the broad spectral
coverage of the $-192 multispectral scanner data, reducing the
amount of computation that would have been required had all 13
spectral bands been used i`n the assignment of each pixel. 	 ^t has
been estima ed that a: one-.pass maximum likel ihood classification
using	 he same set of" training signatures >and all 13 spectral ^	 ^'
x
bands would havo.^requred over 13 times as much computation as-' ^	 °n
^,-
x
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performed by the two-stage classification algorithm.
`,;	 A maximum likelihood classification algorithm was used
E^^
`"	 during each of the two stages of the classification process..
^,
Consequent1y,.each class was assumed to be normally distributed
;^	 and completely described by a mean vector and variance matrix.
The a priori probabilities of each class. were . assumed to be
,:
:``
t	 equal; that is, no one . class had a higher probabili ty of occurrence
;^	 L
than another.
	
Thresho1dng was performed. during the second stage
classification.	 A threshold of 2.0 standard deviations was
applied to each class separately.
	
After a pixel had been assigned.
i	 to a catego-ry by the .stage 2 classifier if the discriminant '_
^:	
function had a value greater than 2.0 standard deviations for
that particular class that pixel was assigned to the category
{	
"not-classified." ^;
2.3.2.	 Methodol ogy
>`
The two-stage classification algorithm required gray
values for all	 1^ spectral `bands for each pixel analyzed. even
though for any given pixel only a subsetof the 13 bands .were
used.
	
A special data file was-generated for. the multispectra1
classification analysis.	 From the test site field-boundary
video date file arily those pixels assigned to land use classes by "
^^
the phoi;o interpreters were transferred i<o the multispectral
h	 classification data file• 	 The multispectral classification data '^_
file contained one record per pixel.
	
each record contained the ^,
following ground truth information:
.
,,
''u ^:
-;,
1	
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Test Site. Number,
2.	 Field Number,
3.	 Pixel Number,
4.	 Ground Truth Land Use Code Assignment,
i	 ^	 5.	 Number of nearestneighbor boundary. points,
,.
6.	 Nearest neighbor boundary structure, ^^`^'
^,	 7.	 Gray values from each of the 13 spectral bands,
^^-^ " ^	 In addition, information about the results of the multspectral
I
classification were entered into the file at each stage of the
,
'^
analysis.	 A total of 24,634 pixels were. entered into this file. ^	 ;
The boundary. structure and number of nearest neighbor ^'^.
boundary points was defined by the four perpendicular nearest
':	 neighbors- (that is, the pixels to the left, right, above, and
below on a 3 x 3 matri x centered on` that particuTar._pxel). ``
Following that sequence, and assigning a binary value to each of
the four neighbors, (0 if thatparticular neighbor was assigned
{	 to the same fi eTd as the center pi xe1, 1 ' i f that neighbor was not
`	 assigned to the same field) a four-bit number uniquely defined.
both the number of,ne^ghbor	 to a particular pixel and the position
f
of those neighbors :with respect. to that pixel.
A11 of the fiel ds . for which fiel d -	 i gnatures, had been
calculated were stratified into two groups; 11 trai ning fields,
-and 2) test fle1ds.	 The; tral ni ng fields were used to defi ne the
class signatures used in `the multi	 p^ctral	 cla$sifiGatian analysis, 'x
and the test f^lds.wereused 1~o test the accuracy of the clas i-
ficat'ion•	 `several	 crite^^ia , wer^ used in stratifying the fields
between the training-set and the test sets. 	 First; an attempt:.
<
,^,
:.a
was made to obtain an approxima e1y equal
	
(spatial) stratification
}
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between .the training fields and the test fields. 	 Second,. the-
^^ results of the c1usterin9 analysis (see section 2.2) was used to
obtain an approximately equal stratification between all cluster
groups.	 These twocrteria were applied to the'selecton of
^^	 ^-'4^ training fields and -test fields for e both stages of the class'fi-
`^
Y
cation process.	 Finally, an attempt was made to equally divide ``^^
the fields between the training fields and test fields.. 	 In
^__,.	 . ^	 .
^` total, 10 classes were defined for use by the stage 1 classifica-
tion analysis and 42 classes were defined .for use by the stage 2
r
classification.	 Table 27 shows the distribution of training
';t
fields and .test fields obtained for the -42 classes used by .the
^
'x:.
stage 2 classifier.
	
Each pixel'in the.multispectral 	 classifi--
F
cation data file was flagged to indicate where i t was bel t^nged to
!: a traningfield or a test field. ^
.The sequence of processing was initiated by reading the
group data which defined the number of classes within that group
"
_	
and the spectral band selected fora use for that group.. For
-.
example, the	 tage 1 classifier would have one group and 1U
cia ses.	 Each class represented a specific level 	 I land use
' code.	 Gorresponding1y the stage 2 classifier would have five
groups and. five channel selections based upon. the different land
use c^tegor'ies.	 Each clan	 signature was-ah'caned by mathema^i-
cally combining	 he field signature assigned for trainin g for
hat class.	 After each class in the ,group was completely defined
those values used in the discriminant function v^hich would not a
depend upon the unknown vector (such as the 1 nYerse of the variance
,.
-'
^^
`
;.
^
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TABLE 27. Di stribution of Training and Test Fields
Used During the Stage 2 Classification
-^-	
_^
Class	 Lard tise	 Number of	 Percentage
	 Percentage
Number	 Code	 Pixels	 Training	 Test
^
'	 r,	 1 1110 5,741 48.7 51.3
`	 `^'	 2 1120 1;485 45.3 54.7 f x"
i 	 ^	 ^.^	 3 12.10 302 36..1 63.9
4 1220 474 47.7 52.3
`'	 5 1240 115 57.4 42, 6
r	 6 1300 672 40.8 59.2 ^,
.;	 7 1400 271 36.3 63.7
8 1500 798 45.7 54.3
y	
`'1	 9 1600 1. ,.385 32.0 68,. Q
10 1900 1,750 46.4 53.6
Subtotal All . Urban 12.,993 45.1	 - 54.9 ;ti
4
TT 211'2
..
237.. 48.5 51.5
'.	 :i
^
T2 2113 2,293 50.:0 50.0
.'	 ,	 13 2113 1,649 43.7 56.3 ,`
'	 14 2120 799 44.9. 55:.1.
15 2.142 1, 325 _ 42...9. 57.1
16 2142 810 30.1 69.9
17 2143 167 65..3 34.7
18 2250 171 80.1 19..9
..Subtotal A11 Agriculture 7,451 45.6 54.4 ry
a
19 4100 253 54.9 45.1
20 4100 325, 45.2 54.8
21 4100 412 42,0 58.0 t
22 4100 _ 76 52.6 47.4
.	 23 4100 52 48.:.1 51':.9
24 4200. 72 _48.6 51.4
25 4200 66 50.0 50`.0
26 4300- -	 291 29.2 70.8
27 4300_ 90 46.7 53.3
28 4400. _ 76 32:.9 67 1 i
Subtotal A11.Forest 1,713 43.4 56.fi ^-
_
,s
y
S -
-
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Class Land Use Number of Percentage Percentage
Number Code Pixels. Training. Test
29 5110 184 3.7, 5 62.5 ;..	 ,
^' 30 5110. 149 36.2 63.8 r ^:
31 5110 40 40.0 60.0
32 5120 55 100.0 0.0
„
I	 ^ 33 5210 86 34.9 65.1 .;
34 5210 75 38.7 61.3 t
^,	 ^	 ^ 35 5300 54 100.0 0.0
^^	
_	
^r	 _ 36 5410 906 35.5 64..5
Subtotal A11 Water ^	 1,549 40.6 59.4
f
I
37 6000° 72 41,7 58.3
^ 38 6000 77 26.J 74.0
39 6100 123 39 . D 61.0
40 6100 -36 44.4 55.6
^^^
41 6.100 241 _	 74.3 25:7
42 6200 379 16.1 83.9
^ Subtotal_Al1 Wetlands 928 38.1 61.9
^,
GRAND TOTAL 24.,634 44.6 55.4
a
';
`'
'^
z
,a;:
{
^
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matrix, the determinant of the variance matrix. and the threshold)
''	 were calculated. Each unknown vector was read and the appropriatei
r
classification performed. The threshold value was tested and the,
i`
F	 appropriate land use value assignment was made. The updated data
w^ `'.	 record was output to store the results of the . process and the
^^
sequence was repeated for each of the pixels.
•`
	
	 After all classifications were performed, results were
evaluated by forming "confusion matrices" based Upon various
combinations of pixel characteristics. Each of the pixel file
''	 entraes listed above could be used to exclude that particular
^'	 pixel from. being used in the calculatonof any given confusion	 '`
r,
matrix. For example ., it was important to differentiate between
low classification percentages caused by the contribution of edge
or boundary effects from. the basic inability to distinguish
between classes. For this investigation only those. pixels listed
	 y
as internal points could_be included in the calculation of the
1
confusion,matrx. That confusion matrix could be compal^ed against.
confusion matrices calculated using all pixels with one nearest
:neighbor, irWo nearest neighbors, and so forth•
',	 Thee results of the.multspectral classification and the 	 -
various cpnfusion matrices_genarated will be described in the
	 `-
next sectlan.
;^
2.3.3 Results
Theresults of the multisp^ctra1 classif1cation'ar
presented in this section in the. form of confusion matrices.
;^
First,. the i^esu^ts of the'stage 1 classification are discussed.
-172=
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The results of the stage 2 classification are then presented both
^^	 at land use level ^x and. then again aggregated up to land use
level I. The results of these analyses are s^^own for:
	
1)	 all training fields,
'^	 ' -	 2)	 all test fields, and	 ^w^,-	 -
';	 3)	 aggregate of all fields (training plus test.).
r%^.,.,	 Several questions- are. then investigated by preparing confusion	 ^ ^ ,
matrices using different pixel selection criteria. First, the
accuracy of boundary delineation was investigated. by comparing
i	 the following confusion matrices;	 .,
	1)	 considering only those pixels which were internal field
points.,
^^	 2)	 considering only those.. pixelswhich had one nearest 	 .
neighbor boundary and.
	
3)	 considering only those pixels which had two nearest
neighbor boundaries.
Second, questions concerning the effect of the along scan line
misregistration between. spectral bands wasinVestigated. Confusion
ma ricer for all pixels with boundaries above and below the
scanlne direction were compared with similar confusion matrices
for a1T pixels With boundaries in the along scan line direction. 	 ,.
R
2.3.3.1 $tape 7 Classification Results
Tables 28, 29 and 30 show.thd confusion matrices
, ;generated for the stage l classification results for the
training fields, te$t fie.1ds, and total fis1ds Ctrainin^
^	 ..	
....
plus test) respectivel y • Note that no thresho1ding was
_:
,^
'^	 performed during stage 1.
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CLASSIFICATION
RESULTS
(q ) NUMBER URBAN AGRICULTURAL FOREST WATER WETLANDS
OF 1000 2000 4000 5000 6000
P1 XELS
GRQIJND TRUTH
1000:	 URBAN 5859 68.4 20.4 9.0 0.8 1.4
2000:	 AGRICULTURAL 3400 12.6 74..5 11.t 0,3 1,5
4000:	 FOREST 744 2.7 3.2 86.8 0.9 6.4
5000:	 WATER 629 1.9 0.3 0.6 95.1 2.1
5000:	 WETLANDS 354 1.4 5.4 13.8 17.2 b2.2
TOTAL
PIXELS 10,986 4473' 3773 1603 722 415
Overall .accuracy in individual pixels:
9798 out of 13,648 or 71.8%
V
v,
CLASSIFICATION
RESULTS
(%) NUMBER URBAN AGRICULTURAL. FOREST WATER WETLANDS
OF 1000 2000 4000 5000 6000
PIXELS
GROUND TRUTH
1000:	 URBAN 7134 73.8 18.3 6.2 0.3 1.4
2000:
	 AGRICULTURAL 4051' 21..1 65..2 11.4 0.0 2.3
4000:
	 FOREST 969 5.1 6.5 82.0 1.2 5.2
5000:	 WATER 920 0.3 0.2 0.1 97.1 2.3
6000:..	 WETLANDS 574 6.3 11..7 ^	 45.8 0.0 36.2
TOTAL
PIXELS 13,648 6205 4079 1962 924 478
^	
_,_ _	
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liable 29. MULTISPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION RESULTS::: All Lever I Test Pixels at Stage I 	
j
No Thresholding Used at Stage I
i
^'w ^:
.:.	 .:	 ^ _
.a,	
-^	 ..:
^^^
^,_
-.	
Table 30. MULTISPECTRAL CLMSSIFICATiON RESULTS: A1'1° Level I Pixels {Training +Test) at Stage I
G'	 No Tihresholdng Used at Stage I
i'.
:;
.r'kd
CLASSIFICATION
RESULTS
(%) NUMBER URBAN AGRICULTURAL 'FOREST WATER WETLANDS
OF 1000: 2000 4000 000 6000^I
PIXELS
i	 GROUND TRUTH
1000:	 '.URBAN. 12,993 71.3 19.3 7.4 0.5 1.5
2000:	 AGRICULTURAL 7,451 17.3 69.4 11.3 0.1 1.9
4000:	 FOREST 1,713' 4.0 5.1 84.1 1.1 5.7
5000:
	 WATER 1,.549 1.0 0.3 0.3 96.3 2.1
6000:	 .,WETLANDS '928 4.4 9.3 33.6 6.6 46-.1
TOTAL
PIXELS 24.,634 1D,678 7,852 3,565 1,646 893
^.	 =:qr..
'^
^^
Severa1 comments should be made ab^aut these
^^^^ results.	 The.. apparent confusion between urban categories.
'A
k
.^
andagricutturaT categories is probably attributable to
;^
', the-spectral similarity between residential grass .areas,
^^^^ open:: urban areas such as parks and golf courses, and
	 - "
r-,
'^ agricu1 tural pasture area
	
Thee
 urban - agricultura
E'^^ confusion is observed for both the training set and the. 	 ^{
r3" ^.
x i
a' test set.	 Additionally,.note that the confusion is two-
	 ;^°
way in that the misclassification of agricultural .pixels
^ as urban areas was approximately equal in magnitude to '.
the mi classification of urban e
 pixels as agricultural
areas.	 The confusion observed between urban and forest
areas is attributable to the presence of treed residential
'^ areas surrounding both Washington, D.C.
	 and ^3a1timore,
Maryland..	 The 1l/ misclassification of agricultural
areas as forest1and observed for both the training set
j
,
and test szt should be noted..-
	 Mr,r^e will
	
be said about
this misclassification when the Stage 2 results are
F discussed.
	 The correct classification percentages for
	 f
all forest areas (84.10 and all water areas (96.3/)
	 j
indicate, goodseparability for these categories.
	 The
poor classification accuracy of the wetlands category is
` 1at^ge ly due to the presence of a category "forested
':
p
wetlands".	 Thus category was-poorly de$criminatedfrom
the forest category in all the < anal^ses pQrformed during
this investigation. 	 The rather 1a,rge difference in
accuracy of correctly c1assifi^d wetlands-areas between
	 r
9
-^
r^
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,,,
the training sei+ X62.2% correct? is explainable in terms
t	 _ of the distribution of thefol^ested wetlands pixels. 	 The
'^ forested wetlands catego^^y includedonly two fields
,;
^' 	 ^ tots ing 379 pixels.	 One of the fields (62 pixels 	 was
1
used for training and. the other (318 `pixels) for test
N purposes...	 Of all
	
the wet13nds pixels assigned to the
^	 i training set only 17% were. forested wetlands-while 55% of
.,	 ^^ °< the wetlands p xels assigned to the test set were forested
,_	
.
`^y wetlands.	 Tt is, therefore, not surprising that :45.8% of 	 `
{ the wetlands test set pixels were misclassifed as forest.
;;
,^
_ The accuracy levels observed for the. Stage I
k
^,	 ^ classification are disappointingly low.
	
The major areas.
of misclassification are, however, rationally explainable
^^	 ^ and, to a high degree, were predicted by the cluster
i analysis discussed in Section 2.2
	 The major Tand use
category "mixes" observed within the cluster groups '(see
Table 24 and 25:) are; seen as ma j or areas of misclassification
> in Table 30.	 Multi'date repetitive coverage may be necessary
to remove. the major .areas of misclassification seen in
Table 30.
F1na11y ,	 it`'should be Hated that' the <overa1l
accuracy of the training set (72.9%j
 was vary close	 o
the overa1^ accuracy of the test s^^ (71,8%1•	 This
indicates that the stratification betweentraining and
r test fields provided an ^ddquat^ distribution of all
	 ''
i spectral data classes between the two data sets:.	 except
.
as Hated for the wetlands category there appears to'.be no
^	 ^	 _	
,.
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I
j	 s i gnificant difference between the training set resu1is
1
;'
^4
and the tesf set results.. 	 All	 additional .tables will,
i	 therefore., be given for the aggregate of the training set.
I	 r
µ	 plus the test set pixels only.
1	 2.3.3..2	 Stage 2 Classification Results r^
f
^	 `	 The results of the second stage classifier are
,^
^,L:
	
shown in Tables 31 through 34. 	 Tables 31 and 32 shows
;,
`,
^^
he results of the,multspectral classification includes
3
`;
'..	 a17 pixels...	 Note that the only difference between the.
ii	 -	 Stage 1 resultsshown in Table 30 and Level	 I (Table 32) :•'
^ r,,
i s the effect. of the threshold applied at Stage 2. 	 Since
,
-	 thresho1ding cannot possibly 	 mprove`the accuracy of the
i	 `,
^^
'	 pixels correctly classified, the only effect was to
,,
reduce :errors of misG1assfication.
	
In some categories,..
pixels which had been properly classified were "threshold -`
.;	 gout" thus reducin ` the overall accuracy of correctly
-,.
^.	 ,
classified pixels;	 The most significant effect of the
threshol ding operation was for the land use category x	 ;.
"wetlands."	 At Stage 1, many of 'the pixels 'assigned to
the category "forested wetlands" were assi gned tQ the..
:.:
. `;
I	 category forest. 'The threshe1 d at Stage 2 1^educed the
percentage of pixel s mi c1 a^sified as forest from	 33. 61 ',
to 1$• 7l.
The 1^e su1 is of the second stage c1 assi f i cation ^^
shown in Table 31_^ndieate g^nera1:1y law spectral.
	 separability
between fhe land use l.eyel 	 z^ categories•
	
The land use
^.
^-,.x
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CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
(PERCENTAGES)
GROUND TRUTH
NO. OF
PIXELS
URBAN
o	 ^'
	
g	
$	 ^	
°o^	 o
^	 ^	 ^	 ^
ATURALL
°o	 g
r	 N
FOREST
°o 	
^	
c	 g
c	 a	 v	 ^
WATER
g	
°o	
^	 $
w	 uNi	 w	 ^
WETLANDS
o	 g	 g
^	 io	 u
w
F -
z w
URBAN.	 1100 - RESIDENTIAL
1200 -COMMERCIAL
1300.- INDUSTRIAL
1400 -EXTRACTIVE
1500 - TRANSPORTATION
1600 -INSTITUTIONAL
'9900 -OPEN
7226 40.6 10.7 2.0 6.5 2:8 1.3	 6.9 i5.4 1.2 5.0 D,2 24 1:0 2.0 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.7 0.1 0.4 '	 3.1
891 T3.7 44.4 5.8 7.2 7:3 25, 5.i 7.2 1.3 1:5 0.2 0.2 0.1 0:0 0.0 0.2 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8
672 5.9 24.1 .28.1 6.7 77.0 5.2 3.0 4.6 D.1 0.1 0.0 0.9 0.3 0.0 0.0 OJ 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 3.4
271 8.7 .10.7 31.0 24:4 0.7 3.3 2.6 4.8 2.6 2.6 0.0 L7 0.4 0.0 0:0 0.0 0:0 0.0 0.0 0.4 6.6
798.. 9:8 27.2 14.4 7.7 19.4 1.5 4.7 10.9 7.0 1.t D.0 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.9 0:0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.1 2.0
1385 22.3 15.1 1.7 6.6 5.6 3.9 775 15.2 0.8 4.3 0.0 2:8 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 0.1 0.0 0.6 20
1750 12.6 7.4 2.6 1.9 2.8 1.4 16.2 43.4.3.0 3.1 0.7 1.5 OL6 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 2:7
AGRICULTURAL 2106-CROPLAND.-
2200 -ORCHARDS, TURF fARMS, ETC:
2280 7.5 1.4 1.2 7.0 0.5 D.4 4.7 64.9 2;7 7,3 0.1 •0.5 0.7 0:7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 ^6.2
}71 3.5 7.2 0.6 5.8 0:6 7.1 7,0 53.8 8.8 6.4 0.0 0:0 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 OA -0:0 0.0 0.0 9.4
FOREST	 4100 -DECIDUOUS
'.4200 -CONIFEROUS
4300-'MIXED
`4400 -UPLAND SHRUBS
T778 2:7 0:0 0.0 0.0 D.0 1).4 0.4 6.3 0.0 57:0 0.2 8.6 .19.0 0.0 0.2 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 4.3
738 5.8 0.7 0:0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.7 23.9 18:1 0.0 9:0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.3 0:0 8.0 26.8
381 3.9 1.3 0.0 D.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 3.1 0.0 76.8 13.4 46.2 2,1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 A.8 7.3 7.9
76 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0:0 D.0 2:6 0.0 43.4 0.0 5.3.40.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 6.6
WATER	 5700.-.STREAMS &WATERWAYS
520D -LAKES &PONDS
5300. RESERVOIRS
5400:BAYS
428 0.0 0:0 0.0 0.0 0.0 _ 0:0 0.0 0:0 O.D 0.0 0:0 0.0 0.0 75:9 8.9 0:9 70.0 0.7 0.0 D.0 3.5
161 OA 0:6 0.0 0:0 0.6 0.0..0.0 1:2 0.0 0:6 0.0 0.6 0.0 49.7 31.7 0.0 4.3 0.6 0.0 1.2 8.7
54 3.7 9.3 3J OA 0.0' D.0 0.0 1.8 1:8 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 24.1 7.4 78.5 5.6 0.0 1:8 0.0 20.4
906 0.0 0.0 0.0 0:0 0.0 O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 46.7 13.5 0.7 36.7 0,0 0.0 0,0 3.1
WETLANDS	 6000 -GENERAL
6100 -VEGETATED
62D0 -FORESTED:•
149 0.7 8.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0:0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 3.4 0.0 40.3 40.3 0.0 8.1
400 0.2 1.5 2.5 02 D.0 0.0 0.2 9.7 0.0 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.0 7.0 11.7 0.7 0.0 9.5 53.7 0.0 7.2
379 1.8 0;0 0.0 0:5 0.0 0:5 0.0 10.8 0.3 34.0 -0.0 4.5 5.8 0.0 0.0 OA 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 4D.1
TOTAL PIXELS 24,634 4332 2042 755 916 G99 290 1495 7266 392 7929 712 6D7 430 850 279 64 382 744 3271 92 7237
Y
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CLASSIFICATION
RESULTS "
(I) NUf1BER URBAN AGRICULTURAL FOP.EST WATER GIETLANDS NOT
OF 1000 2000 4000 5000 6000 CLASSYIED
PIXELS
GROUND TRUTH
1 ..:900:	 URBAN 12,993 70.5 ^	 18.9 6.7 0.3 0.6 3.0
2000:	 AGRICULTURAL 7.,451 16.8 67.6 8.6 0.1 0.7 6.3
4000:	 FOREST 1,713 3,9 4.9 80.9 0.8 2.5 7.0
5000:	 MATER 1,5.49 0.7 0.3 0.2 94.0 U.5 4.4
6000:	 WETLANDS 928 4.4 8.7 18.7 6.5 40„8 20.g
TOTAL
PIXELS 24,634 10,529 7,658 3,078 1,575 557 1,237
^'
^^
F!
^`
Overall Percentage Accuracy:
	 17,417 out of ` 24,634 (70.7 percE:nt)
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Table 33. MULTISPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION RESULTS: All Field Pixels With Field Quality Ratrlgs of 4 or 5.
Results of Stage 2 Classification Shown for X11 Level II
Categories. All Classes Thresheld at 210 Standard Deviations.
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
IPERCENTAGE51
GROUND TRUTH
NO. OF
PIxELS
URBAN
S
^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^
AGRICUL
TURAL
8
e.	 ^
FOREST
8	 ^Q(	 Qg
i	 ^	 :r	 ?
WATER
8
^o	 ^	 ^	 ^
WETLANDS
8
^	 o	 ^
`
Oz Q
URBAN	 7100	 RESIDENTIAL
1200	 COMMERCIAL
1300 -INDUSTRIAL
7400-EXTRACTIVE
1500 -TRANSPORTATION
1600	 INSTITUTIONAL
t 900
	 OPEN
6905 40.8 10.7 2.1 6.6 2.7 7.2 6.9 15.0 1.0 5.1 0.2 2.5 7.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.0 01 0.1 04 3.1
775 13.3 44.1 6.2 7^ 5.8 2.8 5.8 7.5 1.2 1.7 0.0 0.7 O1 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 3.7
646 6.2 25.1 25. 7.0 77.6 5.4 2.8 4.5 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.9 L 3 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 02 3.6
:43 9.7 11.9 34.6 75.6 0.8 3.7 2.9 5.3 2.9 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 08 0.0 04 7.4
757 9.8 28.4 15.1 8.7 17. 1.6 4.5 10. 1.1 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0 4 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 2.'
1287 27.8 15.4 1.9 6.4 5.4 3.2 16.0 15.5 0.7 4.3 0.0 30 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0.1 0.0 0.7 2.2
1739 t 2.7 7.4 2.6 1.9 2.8 1.4 15.8 93 6 3.0 3.1 0.1 1.5 0.6 0.0 0.1 0. 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 2 8
AGRICULTURAL	 2100-CROPLAND
2200	 ORCHARDS, TURF FARMS. ETC.
6658 74 1.2 0.8 1.0 0.5 Oa 44 66.6 2.5 7.5 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 01 0.1 0.1 0.7 59
152 2.0 1.3 0.7 6. 0.7 0.7 6 6 52. 9.9 7.2 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0. 9.9
FOREST	 4700	 DECIDUOUS
4200	 CONIFEROUS
4300	 MIXED
4400	 UPLAND SNRUBS
7118 2.1 D.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0.4 0.4 6.3 0.0 57. 0.2 8.6 19.0 0.0 0.2 1.1 0 00 0.2 0.6 4.3
129 6.2 0.8 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.5 24.8 77.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 6.2 0.0 7.8 27.9
364 4.1 t.3 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 1.7 0.0 17.6 14. 4B.4 2.2 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0.5 0.0 1.4 7.7
76 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0.0 2. 0.0 43.4 0. 5.3 40. 0. 0.0 0. 0. 0. 0.0 7.3 66
'WATER
	 5100 - STREAMS d wATERWAVS
5200 -LAKES 8 PONDS
5300 -RESERVOIRS
5400	 BAYS
421 0.0 0. 0.0 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0. 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 77.2 9.0 1.0 10. 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6
761 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.6 0. 0.0 1.2 D. 0.6 0. 0.6 0.0 49. :11.7 0.0 4.3 0.6 0.0 7.2 8 7
54 3.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.3 3.7 1.8 7.6 t.8 0. 0.0 0.0 24.1 7.4 18.5 5.6 0.0 1.8 0.0 20.4
906 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 46.7 73. 0.7 36.1 0.0 0.0 O.0 3.t
WETLANDS
	
8000 GENERAL
6700 -VEGETATED
6200 -FORESTED
149 0.7 6.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0. 0.0 0. 0.0 0.7 3. 0.0 40.3 40. 0.0 8'
400 0.2 1.5 2.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 9.7 0.0 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.0 1.0 11.7 0.7 0.0 9.5 53. 0.0 7.2
379 1 8 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 QO 10.8 0.3 34.0 0.0 4.5 5 6 0.0 0. 00 0-0 0.0 0.0 7.6 40.1
TOTAL PIXELS 23,379 4114 1920 857 6 264 7 6847 337 1876 107 594 422 B50 279 64 382 135 295	 87 1163
PERCENTAGE ACCURACY OVERALL: 10,157 OUT OF 23,319 1 43 PERCENTI
_. t	 _
,^
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Table<34. MULTISPECTRAI. CL .ASSIFLCATZON RESULTS: A11 Field Pixels With Field Quality Ratings of 4 or 5. 	 ^' ,
Results of Stage 2 Classification Shown for all Level I
Categories. A1T Classes Thresheld at 2.0 Standard Deviations.
J
ww
E^ j
CLASSIFICATIQN
RESULTS
(%) NUPIBER 'URBAN AGRICULTURAL FOREST 41ATER 4JETLANDS NOT
OF 100 2000 4000 5000 6000 CLASSifIED
PIY.ELS
GROUND TP.UTH
1000:	 URBAN
12,352 70.4 18.8 6.8 -0.3 0.6 3.1
2000:	 AGRICULTURAL 6,810 15.7 69.0 8.8 0.1 0.4 6.0
4000:	 FOP,EST 1,687 4.0 4.5 81.7 0.8 2.1 6.9
5000:	 lJATER 1,542 0.7 0.3 0.2 94.4 0.3 4.1'
6000:
	
41ETLANDS 928 4.4 8.7 18.7 6.5 40.$ 20.8
TOTAL
'^	 PIXELS 23,319 9,881 7,184 2,999 1,575 5l7' 1,.163
Overall Percentage Accuracy: 16602 out of 23,319 (71..1 percent)
^^,
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	E	 The level ^I agricultural land use classification
	
`_	 showed an interesting result in that the misclassification
,,;
of dgricu1tura1 pixels as forest observed earlier in
,^
the Stage 1 resu1is is seen here to be a confusion
between agriculture and deciduous forest. Repetitive
^^	 n
;:^;K
	coverage should resolve this difficulty. The Level. LI	 I^
forest. .and water analysis results moderate spectral 	
.T
F
^^	
1^1 separation between Level II categories with good
separation at Level T.	
:LLL
E	 In addition _to the . confusion matrices generated	 ``=
`	 using all of the field pixels, matrices were generated
	 "'^
,.	 t
using only those pixels assigned_to fields with field
F^
quality ratings of 4, or 5. Tables 33 and 34 show the
;,	 results of considering only those fields with high field-
9
quality ratings.. By comparing Tables 31 and 32 (all pixels)
with Tables 33 and 34 (only fields with quality ratings
of 4 or 5) it is seen that at Level I all categori es . have
an approximate1y.equa1 or sligh ly higher correctly
classified percentage accuracy for the quality 4;and 5_
fields:. than for he results using all of the fields.
The di fferences, howevdr, are no as 1<ar^e as mi ght hate
been expected. The signifjc^nt result here is that 94.61	 -'^`
of all of the...pixe1 s identifjed by the phgto]nterpreters
r:
,^
Were ca egorles as-4 or 5 qualityfields.
2.3.x.3 5oundary pelineation Accuracy;
An important question frequently posed by land
use planners is whither or not multispectral classification
-:
-1' 84-
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can be Ussd to determine land use boundaries. 	 While this
is a very diffcultquestion to address some insightinto^,
^;
,3
f r the problem can be gained by using the .boundary structure
information stored in the multspectral classification
^.
data file..	 Confusion matrices were generatedcoraidering
r .-
only thosepixels which were internal fielu pixels (no
s	
^ nearest neighbor boundary points). 	 Tables 35 and 36 show
°,
^
^r
the results of this analysis for land use Levels LI
and I respec ively	 These resulswere compared with
confusion-matrices generated for all pixels with one
nearest neighbor boundary (see Tables 37 and 38).and ^` p
for all pixels with two nearest neighbor boundaries
i
(see Tables 39 and 40).
	
Thee resu1 ts of all of these '^
analyses are summarized in Table 41. 	 Table 41 shows
that for the Level...
	
categories agriculture,.-forest,
and water, there was a difference of between 8.0 and
^` 13.3 percent between the pixels with zero boundaries
and the pixels with two boundaries,
An interesting anomaly occurred in the urban
category-
	
Zt appears ds though the ola sifcat^on
accuracy went up between the zero boundary the two '"
boundary analysis• -After dose inspection it appears ',
as though the.. Category .1900 -.Open Urb^in - 1s responsib a
i
for this effect.	 Apparently, the internal field:
pojn s in the Qpen Urban category were .frequently
,,
' misclassfied as a gricul ture• 	 Thisis understandabl e
I^ since the-open Urban category includes parks, golf
^ ..:^
9
i
__
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CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
GROUND TRUTH	
(PERCENTAGES)
^ aF
PIXELS
URBAN
g	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^
TURAL
g	 ^
FOREST
g	 ^	 ^	 $
WATER
g	 ^	 ^	 $
WETLANDS
^	 g	 ^
0
^ LL
Z
URBAN	 1100.- RESIDENTIAL
1200 -COMMERCIAL -
1300-INDUSTRIAL.
:	 1400 - EXTRACTIVE
1500 - TRANSPORTATIONS
1600 - INSTITUTIONAL
7900- OPEN
3772 429 10.8 ' a 6 6.0 2.6 l.t 6.3 139 0:8 5.0 02 2,6 -09 0.0 0.1 0:4 D.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 3.4
331 8.6 52.9 5.6 6.6 7.6 3.0 39 4S 1.2 09 0.0 0.0 0,0 0:0 0.0 0.0 0:0 D,O 0.0 0.0 39
376. 4,7. 27,8 '320 4,7^ 20:6 73 '. 22. 2S OA 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0:0 D.3 0.0. OA O.D 0:3 35
730 10A 5.4 .385 23.8 '0.0 4.6 3.7 3.6 0,0 1.5 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0. 0,0 -0$ D.O 0.8 69
303 6.9 31,4 i5S 89 19S 2:6 2.6 1.7.6. 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 OA OA 0.0 -0.0 D.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 /.0
636 24:0 73.5 0.8 7J 49 3.6 22.7 .735 0.6 2,7 0.0 3.4 D.5 0.0 0.0 9.0 Oaf 20 0.0 09 19
977 9.4 4.0 12 t:3 1.7. 1.5 16.5 529 4.8 29 0 .0 . 1.4 0 .4 0.0 DA 0.0 0.0 OA 0.7 OA 2A
AGRICULTURAL 2100-CRO?LAND
2200 -ORCHARDS,. TURF FARMS, ETC:
2829 Z.7 0.9 0.5 0.; b.5 a.z as 69,7 2s 6,3 'o.D o.t D.3 D.o D.t o:1 0.0 01 oa D.t 6a
'.	 48 D:O 0.0 0,0. 4,3- 22 22 4.3 .652 87 4.3 0.0 0.0 22 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 DA ' D.0 0.0 65
FOREST	 4100 - DECIDUOUS
12DO - CONIFEROUS
4^ 0- MIXED
4400-.UPLAND SHRUBS
513. t.0 0:0 0,0 DA 0.0' 0,4 D.0' 3.9 D.0 58:8 'b.0 9.3 .279 0.0 0:4 -'D:6 0.0 OA 02 0:4 35
31 0.0 0.0 0.0 OA A.0 D .O. 0.0 0 .0 -0,0 32 475 729 OA DA 0.0 OA OA O.0 0.0 0.0 41.9
t83 3 ,2 Y.T -0.0 0.0 0.0 03 0.0 OA 0 .0 t3.7 12 .6 59.0 22 0.0 0.0 OA D,0 0.0 0.0Ob 7.1
27 0.0 0.0 'O.o. OA OA 0.0` 0,0 b:p D.0 29.6 0.0 17.7. :57.8 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0,0 OA 0.0 7.4
WATER	 5100- STREAMS ^ WATERWAYS
5200 - LAXES d^ PONDS
5300- RESERVOIR$.
^. N -.BAY$
202 DA o.D OA D,o o.o oA o.D o.D o.b o,o b.D O.o o.a 74.3 za 05 ]6.3 DA O:o OA 25
78 o.D o.o o.o D.o D.o D:o o.D o.o o:D 0.0 0,o D.D o.c 6a.r 295 D.D 5.7 o.D D.o o.0 1.3
28 D.o z7 o.b o.o D.D oA o.o b.b o.0 0:0 D.O. OA O.0 39.3 10.7 14:3 10.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 779
771 D.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O OA 0.0 O .b 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 OA 48:4 .73.2 07 35 .t 0.0 OA OA 2.5
WETLANDS	 .6000 - GENERAL
6100 -VEGETATED -
.6200 - FORESTED
63 0.0 6:3 0.0 D.0 0.0 D.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D:O 0.0 0:0 0:0 0.0 D.0 32 0.0 38.1 509 0.0 1,6
21D 05 0.5. 24 0.0 0:0 0.0 0:0 :. 5.3 0.0 0.5' 0.5 OA 0,0 19 18.6 0.9 0.0 7.7 55:7 0.0 62
236 z.t D.D o:b o:3 b.o oa o.D 126 0.o az,2 0:0 3.7 5.6 D.o o.o o.o D.o o.o c.o l.0 42:3
-. TOTAL. PIXEL$	 - 17,554 .2743 905 350 397 ,302 ..136 681 3218 166 841 43 308. 195 559 182. 32 286 44 958 30 582
i
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^ ^,	 ...Table 35. MULTISPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION RESULTS: All Internal Field. Pixels With Field Quality Ratings of
^ ^
	
4 or 5. .Results. of Stage 2 Classification Shown for
I^
	
	
Level II'Categories. All Classes Thresheld at 2.0
Standard Deviations..
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Table 36
	
MULTISPECTRAL'CLASSIFICATION RESULTS:	 All Internal Field Pixel's With Field. Quali ty Ratings . of	
x
h	 4 or 5. Results of Stage 2 Classification Shown for
''	 Level L Categories. All Classes Thresheld at 2.0
^:
Standard Deviations .
^.
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CLASSIFICATION
RESULTS
(%) NUP^IBER URBAN AGRICULTURAL FOREST WATER 4JETLANDS NOT
OF 1000 2000 4000 5000 6000 CLASSIFIED
:PIXELS
GROUND TRUTN
1000:	 URBAN 6347 70.1 19.5 6.5 0.3 0.5 3.1
2080:	 AGRICULTURAL 2875• 14:6 72..3 67 0.1 0.1 6.1
4000:	 FOREST 754 2.1 2.6 87.9 0.7 0.5 6.1
5000:	 t+IATER r^19 0.2 0.0 0.0 9T.0 0.0 2a8
6000:	 WETLANDS 559 3.6 8.4 2i .3 8.4 34.2 24.2
TOTAL
PIXELS ]1,554 4908 3384. 1387 1061 232 ^^2
^° °
ti
r^
.^ ^'
^c
00
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Table 37. MULTISPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION RESULTS: All Field Pixels Mith Field Quality Ratings of 4 or 5 and
1 dearest Neighbor Boundary Pixel. Results of Stage 2
Classification Shown for Level II Categories. All Classes
Thresheld at 2.0 Standard Deviations.
-	 CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
(PERCENTAGES.`
GROUND TRUTH
NO. of
PIXELS
URBAN
Q	 	 SQt	 5^g	
x	 7K	 3	 g	 3S	 ^
ATURALL
g	
^^.,	 ,^,
FOREST
5^g	
^	 ^	 ^
.	 .
WATER
QQ8	
^	 M	 ^
,^	 .n	 s
WETLANDS
^	
g	
^m	 m
'='
Z a
^
URBAN	 1100
	
RESIDENTIAL
1200 ^ COMMERCIAL
1301.	 INDUSTRIAL
1100
	 EXTRACTIVE
1500	 TRANSPORTATION
1600INSTITVTIONAL
1900 ^ OPEN
1778 38^ 9.7 1.8 7.5 ].0 t ^ 79 181 1.1 56 0.1 25 11 OD 01 01 00 02 01 OS 2.7
23;5 119 12.6 4 . 7 8.5 ♦3 3A 1.7 11 . 1 OB 2 . 1 0.0 OD 00 OA OD 0♦ 00 OA OD OD 7D
1M IA 229 19 .4 9.7 16B 35 8D 0 .0 0.0 0.7 0.7 1.4 OA 0 .0 OD 00 00 0.7 OA 0.0 49
71 1.1 17 .8 33B 11 .9 00 4 . 1 0.0 8.1 8,1 1.4 OA 21 1 .4 OD OD 0 .0 00 1 ,4 OD 0.0 5.4
181 13 .0 "t!.7 'I1 tog 179 0 . 5 5.1 1TA / A 11 0 .0 00 0.0 00 OA 0 .0 00 0 . 5 00 OA 1B
305 20.7 15.1 7.0 8.6 51 2.8 128 17.7 1.3 59 0.0 2A 3B 0.0 0.0 00 OD GA 00 /D ZB
136 12B 91 1.8 2.1 IA 23 17.0 38.5 1.6 7A OS 1.1 0.7 OA 0.2 00 OD 0.0 OS 1 0.7 71
AGRICULTURAL	 ?100 CROPLAND
2200 - ORCHARDS, TURF FARMS, ETC.
2115 67 t1 1D lA 0.6 07 1• ^7 2B e.l' 01 OS 0.7 Ot 00 01 01 0.2 Ot 02 58
70 L.1 0.0 11 8.6 OA 0.0 5.7 500 11A 86 0 . 7 0.0 1 .4 0.0 0.0 OD 0 .0 OD 00 OD 111
FOREST	 1100	 DECIDUOVS
1200	 CONIFEROUS
1300 -MIXED
4400	 UPLAND SHRUBS
410 2.7 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 00 1.0 5.3 OA 59.0 OA 75 159 00 0.0 2A 0.0 00 00 0.7 19
56 10 . 7 0.0 0 .0 00 0 . 0 00 0 .0 OA 0 .0 7.1 89 19 0-O 0 .0 OA OD OA 10 .7 00 U3 78.6
111 2 .8 1,4 0 .0 1 ^ 00 0.7 0.7 1 ./ 0.0 19 . 9 111 11.1 2B OA OA OD 0.0 1.1 O.J 2B 93
36 0.0 0.0 OA 0.0 0.0 OA 0.0 2B O.O 41.1 OA 2B 11.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 OA 00 OA O.0 56
WATER	 5100 STREAMS b WATE RWAVS
5200	 LAKES 6 PONDS
5300	 RESERVOIRS
5400	 BAYS
176 00 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 OA 00 OA OA 0.0 00 0 .0 0.0 00 795 9 .6 1-1 68 00 OA OA 2B
56 00 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 OA 1 8 0.0 7 8 0.0 0.0 0.0 35.7 739 OD 3B 1 8 OA iB 17B
16 8.3 12.5 6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 63 O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 J.0 63 0.0 375 00 0. 6.7 06 18J
155 00 00 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 387 12.3 O6 131 00 0.0 OA 52
WETLANDS
	
0000 -GENERAL
6100 ^ VEGETATED
6200 ^ FORESTED
6t 1.6 63 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 OA 0.0 00 0.0 0.4 OA OA 0.0 /1 0.0 106 3691 00 9♦
151 0.0 2.6 2.8 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.6 12.3 0.0 OA 0.6 06 0? OA 5.1 0.0 00 12] 55.2 OD 71
75 0.0 0.0 00 1.3 0.0 0.0 oA t.0 t.3 3B] 0.0 9.0 6J ao 0.0 00 OA o.0 O.o 10 76.0
TOTAL PIXELS 6708 1075 162 164 280 171 75 385 7071 110 610 34 177 115 223 66 25 62 61 116 39 711
PERCENTAGE ACCURACY OVERALL: 3021 OUT OF 6708 1 45 PERCENT)
__.	 __,	 ..
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`'	 Table 38 . MUCTISPECTRAL CLASSIFLCATION RESULTS:, A1T Field Pixel£ With Field Quality Ratings of 4
or 5 and 1 Nearest Neighbor Boundary Pixel. Results
or' Stage 2 Classification Shown for. Level I Categori es.
r'	 A11 Classes Thresheld at 2.0 Standard Devaitons.
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CLASSIFICATION
RESULTS
(%) NUP^IBER URBAN AGRICULTURAL FOREST WATER WETLANDS NOT
OF TD00 2000 4000 5000 6000 CLASSIFIED
PIXELS
_GROUND TRUTH
100.0:	 URBAN 3154 68.8 T9.6 7.7 0.2 0.8 2.9
2000:	 AGRICULTURAL 2215 15.7 68.3 9.5 0.2 3.5 5.8
4000:	 FOREST 643 4.8 4.5 77.9 1.2 3.6 7.9
5000:	 WATER 403 1.2 0.5 0.2 90.8 0.7 6.5
60.00:.	 WETLANDS 293 5.8 7.8 14.3 3.8 53.2 15.0
TOTAL
PIXELS 6708 2572 21.84. 996 .396 219 341
^•	 {
Percentage Accuracy Overall: 4707 out of 6708 (70.2 percent)
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ELASSIFICATION RESULTS
(PERCENTAGES)
GROUND TRUTH
NO.OF
PIXELS Q	
QQURBAN 
Q	 Q	 Q$g	
xi	 aS	 ^	 7	 $S	 2S
ATURAQLL
g	 N
FOREST	
4sg	
^	 ^	 i
WQxATE$R Qs
8	 ^O	 o	 VI
WETLANDS
^	 o	 ^
FLL
2 a
URBAN	 71(!9 -.RESIDENTIAL
1200 - COMMERCIAL
1300 -INDUSTRIAL
1400-EXTRACTIVE
1500- . TRANSPORTATION.	 -
"1800 -'INST.ITUTIONAL
1900 -OPEN	 _
7283 39 .6 11$ 1 .6 7.0 2.2 1.4 72 16 ,1 1.1 45 0 .2 2.3 08 -0s 0.1 0 .3 OA 02 OA D.4 3A
797 18$ 38.6 6.6 7.6 2S 2.0 7:1 7,6 75 2.0 D.0 OS O.D D.0 OA OS 0:0 OA OA OA 4.6
.172 8.7 308 25.0 9.3 71.0 29 29 4.1: OA O.6 -0A 7.7 O.o 0:0 OA 0.0 0.0 OA OA OA 29
51 JTB 17.6 13.7 27S 39 0.0 39 39 2.0 7,8 OA 0.0 OA OA OA 9A OA 0.0 OA DA 78
236 9:7 29:.7 1 . 1.4 78 19,1 1 .3 59 B :0 D.O: 0 :4 0.0 0 .0 0.4 0.4 1:3 OA OA 0.4 0.0 OA 4s
^	 301
	 -
76 .9 199 3:0 4.7 7.3 4.7 13.0 16.6 03 63 OA 3.3 1.7 OA OA 0.0 OA 0 .3 OA OA 2.0
344 19.2. 73.1 6.7 29 4.4 0.3 13.1 302 0.3 32 OA 1.7 09 -0.0 0.3 OA OA ^. 0.3 0,0 ^ 03 32
AGRICULTURAL 2100-CROPLANa'
2200 - ORCHARDS, TURF,FAfGMS,.ETC.
1592 a.o 7s 1;1 as 0.5 0:3 as ^.^ 22 as o2 7.D 1s DA o.o o.o o.l o.o o.D os sa
30. 3.3:: 3.3 0.0 6.7 0,0 OA 10.0 46 .7 6.7 l0A 0.0 0.0 3.3 OA 0 .0 DA OA 0 .0 0.0 OA l0A
FO REST.	 4100- DECIDUOUS
4200.CONIFEROUS'
:4300-MIXED.
4100 -UPLAND SHRUBS
189 3J 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.0 7.1 0.0 12s 0.0 ass 1.1 9.0 169 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0A 0.0 05 1A 53
^	 38 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0' O.D 75$ 368 131 OA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5:3 0.0 5.3 18:4
39 :10.3 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6 57. O.D 282 2D5 25.6 0.0 0.0 D,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 OA 5.7
13 0.o D.o . o.o o.o b.D a.o D.o 7a o.o ^2 D.D o.0 7a o.o o.o o.o a.o o.o o.0 7a 7.7
WATER
	
510D - STREAMS & WATERWAY`a
.5200 -LAKES &PONDS
_	 ' 5300.- RESERVOIRS
-	 '	 5+00 -BAYS -
al o.o o.o D:o o,D o.D D.o o:o D.o o.o o.o a.o o.o oA eos 7a.6 2A o:o A.D o.o o.0 2.4
^	 27 0.0 0:0 0.0 D.0 3,7. 0:0 0.0 3.7 OA 0.0 0.0 3.7 0.0 37:0 33.3 OA 3.7 OA 0.0 3.7 .11.1.
10 .10 .0 10.0 x10.0 - OA 0.0 0.0 4.0 DA 10:0 t0:0 0,0 0.0 OA 10 .0 10A 0.0 0.0 9A OA D.0 3oA
39 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0:0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0:0 0 .0 0.0 9A DA 48,7 20S DA 25.6OA OA 0.0 5.1
WETLAND$
	
8000 - GENERAL
6100 - VEGETATED
620D- FORESTED
22 0.0 4S 0.0 0:0 0:0 0.0 0:0 DA 0.0 OA 0.o OD - OA OA 45 0.0 OA . 455 22.7 DA 22.7
36 0.0 2b ?3 OA 0.0 oA 0 .0 25,0 0.0 5.6 OA 0:0 0 .0 OA -0A 2$OA 11 .1 36:1 OA 139
: 15 6.7 0.0 0.0 OA 0.0 0.0 '0.0 13:3 ' 0.0 .46.7 OA 6.7 6.7 OA OA 0.0 A.0 0.0 D .0 oA 20A
TOTAL. PIXEL$ 4612 845 494. 162 - 199 144 52 289 140 56 362 29 100 73 66 30 '.	 T 12 22 19 21 222
R'
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Table 39.
	
MULTISPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION RESULTSc	 All field Pixels With. Field Quality Ratings of 4 or 5 and
'
2 Nearest Neighbor Boundary Pixels.. Results of Stage 2
^ ^ Classification Shown for Level II Categories.	 All Classes
E Thresheld at 2.0 Standard Deviations. `i
b
CLASSIFICATION
RESULTS
(%)^ NUDIBER	 `.URBAN AGRICULTURAL FOREST WATER 4JETLANDS NOT
OF 1000 2000:' 4000 5000 ' 6000 CLASSIFIED
PIXELS
GROUND TRUTH
1000:	 URBAN 2584 72..:9 16.4 6.5 0.5 0.5 3.3
2000:	 AGRICULTURAL 1559 17.8 64.3 ?1.2 0.1 0.6 6.2
4000:	 FOREST- 279 6.1 9.3 74..6. 0.0 2.9 7.2
5000:	 DATER 117 3.4 1.7 1.7 84.6 0.9 7.7
6000:	 4lETLANDS 73 5.5 15.1 15.1 2.7 43.8 17..8
TOTAL
PLXELS 4612; 2185 1464 564 115 62 222
'	
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Table 41. Summary of Percentage Correctly Classified as a
Function of the Number of Nearest Neighbor
:_
Boundaries: (Level I.only)
4	
^
x
^^
r '^
.. a
,K++'..
Number of Nearest Neighbor Boundaries
r.	
,.
Zero. One Two.
^^ 1A00:	 Urban 70.1 68.8 72.9
^'	
,,,
,, 2000:	 Agricultural 72..3 68.3 64..3
^--
4000:.	 Forest 87..9 77.9 74.6
r	 a
^. 5000;	 Water 97.0 90.8 84.6`
^„	 ^ 6000:	 Wealands 34.2 53.2 43.8
^.
Overall 72.5 70..:2 69.9
F	 ^	 z
^^
^	 }
' 	 ^
,:
^^ *	 Only fields with quality ratings of 4 Or 5 were considered.
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courses, and gen^raily, grassed areas.	 The boundary ^',
pixels assigned tothe Open Urban;felds were also
-	
misclassified but they were misclassified another
urban categories. .Thus, at Level	 t, the overall	 urban
w	 classification was higher for two boundaries-than for ^• -9,^^+
internal
	
points•
-
The accuracy levels achievable through
t.	 g
^	 '',.,:
multispectral classification .determine whether or not ')
this technique may be effectively used to determine-
r.
.	 ':	 land use boundaries.	 The analysis performed here `^
3	 ^
indica es that the accuracy Tevels; observed ..for internal
e;1^.
3
i	 field pixels may be-significantly higher (as mush as
l3^).hgher in this analysis)..than the accuracy levels j
achievable for pixels near to, or crossing over, land
use boundaries.
2.3.3.4
	
Effect of Msregistration Between Spectral
Bands
The_last question investigated through analysis ^.
of the multispectral classification results addresses
^_
^^.k
the effect oi' the registration between bands on the s	 ,
^;
classification accuracy.	 The band-to band misregistration
effect should have influenced most strongly those
pixels which, had feldboundaries in the along-scanlins
9
^.	
_	 direction.	 :..Were it nod for this misregistratlon
effect one would expect the classifi cation accuraci es
^.
for all pixels with boundards in`the along-scanlne
'	 direction to be approximately equal to-:.the classification
^
_ ^,	 n.
^	 —193-
t-
^. _
,.'	 s .	 -,.
	
^., _^^,:,..,.^_^	 v.
:^-	 _ _	 ;^
.. , ...,	 ex^.	 A ....
^.Xi^
accuracies observed for all pixels with boundaries =^
^^ra above or below 'the scanline direction... 	 Table 42 shows
the percentage accuracy for all pixels .correctly
c assified which had nearest neighbor boundaries in
^^ :the along -scanline direction. 	 Table 43 shows the
results for all pixels correctly classified which had ^,
nearest neighbor boundaries above or below.. the scan1ine.
While thesetables do not . provide conclusive. evidence
that the misregistration between spectral bands degraded ^-
the classification accuracy, there is some ` indication..
:.
^'
^.
:° that. `higher accuracies were obtained. when the boundaries
;^,>
^'`:
f:
were above or below thescanline direction.
	
The only ^:
level I category Which showed significantly higher ^-
'; classification accuracies for pixels with boundaries f,
along the scanline direction was the land use category
,:{;
"water."	 I'n all other level 	 I categories the accuracies
were approxn^^ate1y equal or slightly-better for the pixels-
with boundaries above or below the scam ine direction than`
for pixels 4^i ^:h boundari es , n the open a1 ong scant i ne '^^;t;
d rection.
	 Th^^ aVerall accuracy difference between pixels
-
;:
'°
'1
With boundaries along the s^anline versus pixels with'-
_	 .:
boundaries aboye_or below tl^ie scan1ine`was slightly better
than and percent.`
;^
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Table 42 MULTISPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION RESULTS; Pixels With Nearest Neighbor
'x
''
Boundaries in the A1on	 - 7
'	 ^ _ Scanline Direction.
Number Percent Correctly
`^ of Classified
Pixels Level	 III Level II	 Level I
^;	 1000: URBAN 1578 20.0 29.8	 67,2
2000: AGRICULTURAL 1094 35.2 -61.4	 66..9 ^	 "4
•	 4000: FOREST 320 48.,8 48.8:.	 74.7
^^` ^
-
'^
i
5000:.. WATER 202 52.0. 54,:0	 93.1:
6000: WETLANDS 119 36.1 3fi:1	 48.7
•	 ^	 OVERALL 3313 30..3 43.8	 68.7
_
;: ,
^i
F ^
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Table 43 . MULTISPECTRAL CLASSIfICATION RESULTS: Pixels With Nearest Neighbor
`%
' 	 '^ Boundaries Above or Below
the S:canline.
^^. -
-	 L
5
^. '	 _
Number
of
Pixels Level	 LII• Level	 II	 Level	 I
._	
1000: URBAN 1792 18,5 28-.7	 70.2 '-	
x
.2000: AGRICULTURAL 1395 33.8 63..2	 66.7
x
4000: FOREST 335 49.3 43.3	 -78.8
5000: _WATER 2.10 56.7 6^'J0
	
.86.7`.
..
'^
fi000: WETLANDS 1'74 40.8 40.8	 56.3 '
^	 OVERALL > 3.906 29.6 45.0	 70.0
n
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2.3.4
	
Implications from the Results of the Multispectra1
.F_,.,;
Classification Analyses
`^ The multispectral classification results reported here
^ were somewhat disappointing in that the 1anduse..Level 	 L
',t. ^ w }	 classification accuracies were lower than anticipated. 	 There
;^.
r-
B	
,,,
are several .possible explanationsforthe-observedresults. F
;:^-	 ^
.^	 The'	 me of year of the overpass (August 5, 1973} was not . . ^,	 -.
`;
r
	optmalfor discriminating many. categories.	 The time of day
of the overpass. (11:00 AM EST) may also have been a factor.
^`
'` The misclassification observed, however,: . are to a large degree ;_
^
.^
understandable.	 Urban grassed and treed areas were identified
as°agriculture anal forest respectively. 	 Forested wetlands
were identified as forest. 	 There is an apparent high degree.
of "internal consistency" with the results presented. 	 The
,^
,: size of the data set analyzed (24, 6:34 pixels) leads one to ^
believe that for the most .part,: the results observed are..
"real." and not random statistical fluctuations. The results do
strongly indicate the need for repetitive year round coverage
to improve overall classification accuracy since no singe
,:
date is optimal for-all
	 land use categories,
^ The accuracy levels obtained for land use i.eYel 	 Xz must ^,
-	 be ^ edged as unaccep able for most land use p1 anni ng pu1^poses : ^	 -^^^.
i
These accuracy levels may be improved by mul^date cove^^age
k
i
^	 but there still appears to be a "natural" spectral similarity ^`:
,.
;^:
between many of the l.eYe1	 ^I categol^1es.	 Open Urban grassed
and treed areas. appear spQctra1lY similar to residential;
^^
• !	 grassed and treed areas.	 Forested wetlands appear spectrally
^^
^ ^
^;
;: ;	 ,
^1.
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m
^ -196.-
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^,
fi	 ',.	 _
similar tq forested areas. These categories may never be
E, adequately discriminated with resolution similar to that
available with the S-192. Skyldb Mu1tispectral.Scanner:
The question of boundary delineation is a difficult
^.:	 question to address analyticall y but there. is . some indication
that generally there is a significant drop in classification
	 ' `^
`	 accuracy.(as much as 13^) as one moves. from internal field points
PY.	 ^	 °
^-	 to field boundary pints: The implication of this drop is that in 	 ,i''
complex areas of small entities, or where there is spatial vara-
" ^	 bility within a natural c1 ass, that it will be difficult to erect
the physical boundaries between these entities using pattern	 '^
recognition. procedures unless one moves to higher spatial resolu- 	 "^
tions, perhaps of the order of those of LANDSAT D.	 4
a
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3.O ENVIRONMENTAL MAPPING WITH SPACE IMAGERY: A CENTRAL AUSTRALIAN EXAMPLE
In two companion papers (Rohde and Simonett, 1975; Bale et a1, 1975)
we hive discussed the problems of thematic land use mapping from space by
^^
focusing attention on-cultural Tandscape line, point, and areal categorie
as observed in SKYLAB S-190A and S-1908 color IR and color imagery of the
Washington D.C. -Baltimore, MD. test site. In this paper. we are concerned 	 r^.
primarily with different problems, namely those. of natural plant community- 	 ,'
landscape boundary delineation, and entity discrimination with the SKYLAB	 `
r,;
images.
The .example to be discussed concerns resource mapping of a natural ^_
environment near. Alice Springs, Central Australia, where both boundary
.;^
detection and categorization are complicated by the inherent complexity of
landscape elements. 	 In this environment we a;re not dealing with the same.
degree of patterned regularity-in cultural landscapes; nor ire we.found
dealing with more or less discrete entities such as crop types and roads.,.
or cultural vs. natural phenomena.	 Instead nature has providzd in this
region a continuous variation in space of_the seueral elements':	 terrain,
.soil surface, and vegetation.
	
We know from principles of geography and
ecology that such variation is not: random, and were we to st;iady it on
(or near) the ground, we could eventually decipher much of the intricacies z	 =.
•	 of the pa terns.	 When viewed from space, however, the meaning and compo-
sition of-boundaries, to-.say nothing of	 he "things" they separate, are to
^.
ome .degree ambiguous, being both system and intc^rpreter-dependent. '
N
Two themes-.will be pursued in this study t^^ illustrate some advantages
and disadvantages of using space images in tropical acid-land resource
inventories.	 The first concerns itself with the detection and meaning of
,;
'^
^	 ;.^ ^-
^
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;^
^'	 ^: 	 boundaries, the second with sources of confusion during categorization.
,,;	 ^ ^	 In the-discussion comparisons will be made between interpretations of
^;
the SKYLAB images and earlier . studies in the same area with Gemini photo-
^	 graphy by Simonett et al (1969), and by Story, Yapp and Dunn (1976) with
r
^..
cANDSAT images. Comparisons of boundaries in the field with those on the
^,
space photograph, as we11 as comparisons using low altitude obliques and
^^ `;
	
photo mosaics, have shown that even small pin pricks of space data relate	 - '
,^
to qualitative changes in the .landscape. Space boundaries may also be
easier to detect than. are identical boundaries on photomosaics. 	 :
Detecting a boundary and knowing that the landscape is somehow
,:
•!^
-^
different either side of it is not the same as knowing either the nature or
magnitude of that difference, nor is it to be presumed that the boundaries	
s
-lie all at the same hierarchical level	 in a classification.	 Since general-
izing is unavoidab a in space photography due to`current resolution lim-
tatons, boundaries may resultfrom.changes in one or several features of
the environment, none or all of which may be significant in a particular
	 `,'
^.
resource inventory.	 While the boundary has meaning, therefore, it may
;^
not be one we wish to map.
Categorization is also related to this problem of <generalization.
	 ;.
'^ Image discrimination functions such as texture, height, etc. have restricted 	 .^	 ;^
..values in space photo interpretation.
	
Tone is the most versatile of the-
	 ^	
J'
^t x:
'
r.::
-image qualities butiis limitation should . be appree^ated.	 Dis junct shades
^,
^
i y
the
	 to dissimilarof similar color on 	 space .:photo. sometimes relate
	
-com-;
^' binations of elements in the 'landscape.
	 Equally serious, dissimilar colors
sometimes contain a similar combination of elements but in different propor-
tions or under different illumination.
	 In both cases substantial errors	 ^^
'*
.,
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of interpretation arise, even among experienced interpreters.
^"
	
	 The Alice Springs area was photographed with Ektachrome MS Aerographic
70 MM film in August 1965 by the crew of Gemini V. LANDSAT I images were
obtained during the period October 1972 -February 1973. SKYLAB S-190A
and S-1906 photographs were taken on August 12, 1973 (unuseable because of
;:	 ^ ^:.
cloud cover)=and on September 29, 1973.- Reconnaissance-scale land mapping	 ^^
was completed. by Perry et al in 1962, and forms the basis for comparison
'^ ^ with all	 these later images..	 Figure.l2 is an enlargement of the Gemini
photograph on which .the main geographic features have been identified.
This area : was selected for study because it is representative of the mapping
problems to be encountered in very largeregions of the semi-arid_and arid ^`'
tropics.
	 In addition, theoriginal photograph is of acceptable to good
quality despite a substantial haze scattering in the blue and to a lesser
degree even the green sensitive layers (figure . ^g).	 The principal inves-
-tigator (Smonett) anda numberof his.. previous co-authors {Cochrane,
'i Morain) have been to the. Alice Springs area on separate occasions during
^^
`,
the periors 1968-1972 and. have spent fifteen weeks in the field"studying . 
a
the soils,,vegetation and topography.
	
;The ca-operating Australian Scien- ',
tists who provided the ground truth and low altitude imagery at the time
of the SKYLAB imaging have very. intimate field` knowledge-of the area.
Appreciation is extended here fir the co-operation by Mr. 	 Ray `Perry of
CISRO and,fiis colleagues Dr. Max Raiff, Robert Winkworth, and Robert Millington. ''	 '
Fieldwork is immensely important from the point of view of categorizing
,..
areas delineated on the 'photo.
	
In addition, one of us (Simonett) has
conducted aerial and-ground reconnaissance of the region with space=photo-
in-hand for purposes of comparing boundaries, and ob ain`ing low altitude
i
,^
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aerial oblique and ground photos for laboratory comparisons. Finally,
although the area is relatively remote, the natural environment is wel l
known thanks to the. efforts of R.A. Perry and his colleagues at CTSRO
Division of Land Research. Perry's (1961) pasture map of the area is i
particularly valuable as a source of information and comparison.
^.
3.1 NATURAL FEATURES OF THE ALICE SPRINGS AREA
,^^^
	
	
The Alice Springs study area ( . Figure 12), through the center of which
the SKYLAB .track passed, covers . almost 2.1,000 square miles of country in
semi-arid central Australia.. It stretches from the James and Krichauff
^1
ranges in the south., and includes most of Missionary Plain, a large. part
of the Macdonnell and Chewings Ranges, all of Napperby Lake and Stuart
Bluff Range and terminates at,Mt. Denison in the north... Alice Springs
'9
i tsel f i s located on the lower right margin of the Gemini photo.. The
following brief discussion of landscape types draws heavily from the
works. of Perry (1961) and Perry et. al. ( . 1962).	 "^.
Physiographically four 
.
major landscape divisions are delimited on
the Perry Pasture Map. ,These are:
1. Folded Ranges..: represented on the photo-by the James, Waterhouse,
Macdonnell, Hann .and Stuart Bluff .Ranges.
	 ;''^
2. Crystalline Uplands: Reynolds ranges, Crown Hi11, Pine Hill.
3. Crystalline Ranges: Strangways Range, Mt. Ghapple, Mt. Hay,
^	 Mt. Zeil, Mt'. Heughlin, Redbank Hill.
4. Northern Plains: Burn: Plain, Everard Scrub, Mis ionary Plain
(the last is not included by Perry as part of this category.).
All of the ranges and uplands have arge bare-:rock outcrops and skeletal 	 ^'
..
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Figure l2 '	L^^^tion M^p fUr th^ rggi^n n^rth^^^t ^f Al^^2 3pr^ng6, C^ntr^l
Au^^r^li^. Thg number^ giY^ the l^^^^i^D^ ^f air ph^tn m^^^ic^
i^ Figure^ ^4 ^Dd 25, a^d the lO^^ti0n Of Ku^oth WGll^ P^dd^^k
^llu^trat^d 1n ^he ^nl^rg^m^nt Df SKYLAB S-l9OB im^g^ry i^
F^g^r^ 32,
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or shallow, stony soils, In the plains area., soils are generally char-
^;	 acterized as red sa;^ds, red clayey sands and red earths. Saline soils
and unconsolidated sands. are usually found along drainage lines and at
Napperby Lake.
'^:	 When. vegetation types are superimposed on the physiographic and soil (,r'
•'^	 patterns, seven broad landscape types may be recognized.
	 Figure 13
	
illus-
a'	 trates the distribution of these environments as mapped by Perry et aT.
^--- '''	 (1962).	 Where possible the broad categories are defined in terms of
^;	 vegetation even though in most circumstances. the plant cover is open or
,,,	
very sparse.	 What is actually recorded on the .Gemini'.. photograph is the
^.	 spectral reflectance not on]y of vegetation but of rock and soil surface.
T' ;
as well;
;,
Thee seven landscape .types delineated on Figure	 13 are:
1.	 Mountains and Hills
'	 2.	 Alternating Hills and Lowlands.. -	 ^,
^	
;	 3.	 Salt Lake and Pans.
4.	 Grass-Forb.Pasture on Young Alluvia 3
^, ;	 _5.	 Mitchell	 Grass
6.	 Low Trees and Shrubs, Mainly Mulga ( Acacia Anuera) `
7.	 Spnifex Sand Plains and Dune Fields
Of these landscape units the Mountains and Nills and-Alternating Hills
-and Lowlands categories have intricate mixtures of the other five categories
recognized.	 The scale of these mixi;ures is far too. small to detect or
map on the Gemini . photo.	 Some discrimination of the larger entities
may be feasible on s,ay l0 X'enlargements but uncertainties arising .from '
shadowing and highlighting will 	 prevent even modestly reliable categor-
zaton.
,,
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LEGEND	 - N -
MOI;NTAINS AND HILLS
aALTERNATING HILLS AND LOk'tANDS
SALT LAIC AND PANS
®
GRASS - FORB PASTURE ON YOUN6
ALLUVIA
MITCHELL GRASS
®
LOW TREES AND SHRUPS. MAINLY
MULGA (ACACIA ANEURA)
<'<K	 SPINIFEX SAND PLAINS AND DUNE^A\::\
"k	FIELDS
MDDiFIED SLIGHTLY FROM
R,A ^ PERRY (1961)
N
C7A
^;^,.
	
,
.^
LANDSCAPES NORTHWEST OF ALICE SPRINGS, CENTkAL AUSTRALIA
Base : C.S.I.R.O. Pasture Land Map, 1961
Figure 13. Landscapes northwest of Alice Sprin s, Centra] Australia.
Modified slightly from R. A. Perry 1961), Pasture Land Map.
i	 ^	 ^ 
^ ..	 _,a.	 ._...	 _	 _	 _f,;.	 .
,,
1	
,
I
^'
.	 },
1	 Salt Pans .and Salt Lakes are largely bare of vegetation themselves
(see photo 13 in Figure 21 and photo 19 in Figure 22) but are surrounded
a
by a complex of spinifex, salt grasses, and other salt tolerant plants.
Most species in this category :are extremely sensitive to'small changes
'`	 ^	 in salt content,	 soil	 texture and drainage and for this reason distinct
,.
belts of vegetation develop around the individualpans..
	
As with the
^Y
'
Mountain and Hill category most. of these .changes occur at scales too f
^--^
j	 sma71 to map and too small to be detected on the space photograph.
^^I
1	
^	 Mitchell Grass _country is the most restricted spatially of the
°'	 grass categories recognized. 	 The type carries mainly Mitchell.,grass
(Astrebla pectinata)_as well as the other drought-evading perennial '^^
:^
grasses, blue bush (Chenopodium aur^comum) and salt bush (Atriplexi^
	 vesicarium)	 (see. photo 4 in Figure l4).
	
It i	 generally restricted to
flat or gently sloping treeless plains with heavy clacareous clay soils
'y
on Tertiary or recent alluvia.
I
'I 	 -On his original map Perry recognized two types of Short Grass-
I	
Forb pasture, one type occurring on young alluvia and the other on flat
or undulating country.	 In this report the young al3uvia type is retained
as a predominantly grass category, bUt the more extensive .variety on
flat;or undulating country is reclassified as Low Tree and Shrub.
In alluvial	 areas ephemeral short grasses. and forbs form the pre-
dominant ground cover wi h scattered low trees overhead (see photos 5
i
and 6 in Fguru 14):
	
Kerosene-grass. (Aristida browniana)	 is the species:.
most commonly encountered in the footslope zone of the ranges between
Hamil on Downs a'nd Dashwood Creek.
	 Along Gidyea, Napperby and .Day Creeks
'^
northeast of Napperby Lake 'sparse low tree= occur together with witchetty
".
^.^
^
..	 .
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^.	 i
.	 ^.
:^
Figure 14	 (Following Page)
^^
^ 1. Spinifex (Triodia basedowi) with scattered wichetty bush (Acacia
kempeana) , blue. mal 1 ee 	 Eucalyptus gamophyl 1 a) , Hakea di va ri cata , anal
Petalostylis cassinoides, near Connors Well. l00 kilometers
	 60 miles)
north of Alice Springs; 2. Typical mulga {Acacia ane^^ra) community with
a ground cover of kerosene grass (Aristida browniana^, at seventeen
'	 ^^ mile experiment site north of Alice Springs; 3. 	 or -field plains with
a variety of both perennial	 and annual chen:^pods, particularly Bassia
spp. , and composites including Brachyscome spp. , and grasses mostly
_^ Aristida spp., Panicum decompostum, and Chloris scariosa, near Harry's
i,	 ^; Creek north of Alice Springs.; 4. Short grass-forb pastures on Hamilton
Downs station.
	 Hay is i9 background.	 Forbs increase in responsegMount
to heavy gratin
	 5.	 Kerosene	 ray s	 (Aristida browniana) forb-field on	 a
young alluvium flanking the Macdonnell
	 ranges west. of Alice Springs;
6. Kerosene grass (Aristida browniana) on Napperby Creek alluvals.	 -
Low trees are of Eucalyptus suberia,
	 kNakea divericata and iron wood
(A.	 estrophio;1ata	 and Atalayea hemi^lauca.
	 ^'
^,
^.
- E
a
_	 ^	 t^
_
^§^m
?^:
_
4..
_	
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j	 `;,	 bush (A. Kempeana), gidgee (A. georginae), coolibah (E. microtheca), and
ghost gum (E. papuana).
^,
^'
The Low Tree and Shrub category is overwhelmingly dominated by mulga
(Acacia aneura) and is found on flat to undulating topography (see photo 2
^	 ?^ in Figure 14) and. on the flanks of mountain ranges. (see. :photo ll	 in Figure 15)
k	 ; .,
:
^^
^ on all rock types and on a wi de range of soi ls.	 Associated with the mulga ^^
are:	 gidgee.(Acacia georginae), southern ironwood (A. estrophiolata)
^^ ^'
myall	 (A. calicola) and witchetty bush {A. 	 kempeana).	 In all of these,
k
r
height, density and vigor are.-highly variable due mainly to the effects of
drought.	 As a consequence an endless variety of structural subtypes exists,
^ most of which have i11-defined boundaries. `^^^
^..
Spinifex Sand Plains and Dune Fields occupy most of the central T
j
_
portion of the photo. 	 Hard spinifex (Trodia basedowii) (see photo 1 in
-s
^'
r
' ^ Figure 14) is the dominant species on flat sandy, plains with smaller areas
i
3	
:x
^ of softspinifex (T,	 pun^ens} (see photo 8 in Figure	 15) and feathertop
l^ (Plectrachne schinzii).	 Trees and shrubs are widely scattered except in *`-
^	
^.
local	 low. spots where mulga and coolibah (E. microtheca} . congregate.	 In "
-	 a
dune fields hard spinifex occupies the flanks with_mulga in the swales. ;;
Dune: relief frequently approaches 6-meters {20 feet) or-more from-swale ^-
.
to crest with troughs 360 meters (4a0 yards) .'wide and dune flanks 130- fa
270 meters (150-300 yards) across depending on orientati on. 	 The. parallelism
>.
b-V
and lineari ty of these dunes give rise to alternating zones of spnifex
and mulga'vegetation which are: easily distinguishable even from orbital
.:
altitudes.,
'^ In addition to these general boundaries. a detailed vegetation map is
available, from the CSIRO field staff, of Kunoth Paddock, a roughly 70 ;'
-208-
^- .
s
,.
j' ^	
_...	 _.	 _	 ..,
:'^	 squaremile area, reproduced here at a scale of 1:70,000. The location. is
,^	 ^	 :..
Cp^3
	
in .the grass and mulga-covered plains east of Hamilton Downs, north of the 	 '
Y	
K	 '..
,^	 Chewings Range, and north-west of Alice Springs and. Simpson Gap. {Figure 12).
I'A
^	 The vegetation map, reproduced in Figure 31, contains the following cate-
j^ X^	 gori es	
e
^,
'*	 1. Riparian (Depression):. River Red Gum - Curly Windmill Grass.
2. floodplains: Cotton Bush -.Short Grasses and. Forbs 	 ^,
'"'	 3. Foothill Fans: Short Grasses and Forbs 	 '
;;
4 Savannah. Wood}and; Short Grasses and Fortis
.	 5., Calcareous Shrubby and Enneapogon Grassland	 >^
,. 
^,
6. Mulga -Short Grasses .and Fortis	 ^ ^-
7. Mulga -Perennial Grasses and Shrubs
8. Gilgai/Inter-Glgai: Neverfail Grassland
,i
x
9.- Spinifex Hummock. Grassland
3.2 ' IMF,GE CHARACTER ANQ TRANSFORMATIONS
w
The basic requirement for photo interpretation isthat the photo in
}	 ;.
!, question has differences in tone, texture, shape and size between entities. 	 -
j	 Ordinarily the photo-interpreterworks with high resolutions such that
,:>:
_.
texture, shape ., .and. size convey most of the information, and ..differences	 `=
,,
--in tone are of relatively modest importance. Air-photos _commonly show 	 '.
-quite different tones for objec s or aggregates of objects which we know
to be the same., depending on lighting conditions and other variables; 	 ^'`
conversely, similar ones may be noted for unlike objects.
Resolutions in the several space photographs and images are roughly:..
as follows for high and low contrast entities: Gemini 80-140 meters (262
r	
r_
z,	
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Figure 15 (Following page) 	 `'"_
Ground Photographs of representative vegetation types and landscapes 	 ^. ;'
near Alice Springs; 7 River red gum (Eucal tus camaldulensis} along .	^.
"	 Napperby Creek. 8 Soft spinipex ( Trio-dia pugens wit Coolibah (E,
	
-;- ^' !;	 microtheca) near Rembrandt Rock southeast of Napperby Salt Lake. 	 ;;
9 Tn,terbedded sedimentari !es (limestone., sandstones 'and conglomerates)
inthe 'Macdonnell ranges., 10 Melal enca spp., swamp scrub or the
Yuendumu road 11 kilometers (7 mi es southeast of Napperby Salt Lake.
`^	 11 Mulga- pinfex slopes of the Heavitree Range near Ellery Gorge in
'
	
	 the Macdonnell Ranges. 12 Bare areas and mulga on Missionary Plain,
	 ;^:°:.
located as sine 12 in Figure 23.
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to 460 feet),. LANDSAT 70-120 meters (230-394. feet), SKYLAB_S-190A 50-75
J
^	 "	 meters (164-246 feet) and SKYLAB S-1906 13-18 meters (43-59 feet). A
I
^	 number of features of these resolutions should be mentioned: 1) detailed
texture, shape. and size clues are completely missing from all except the
C,
-	 SKYLAB S-1906 photographs; 2) Textures., shapes and sizes at a grosser.
^^
^^'`	 level of generalization may appear .for the first time in space images;
^	 3) tone is retained as the major clue, but because of the modest reso-
,,--	
lution many entities are mixed in resolution cells thus seriously diluting
^	 discrimination power; again _the SKYLAB S190-B images are distinctly better
than the others i n this. respect (See Figure 32 , and Table 44 ) ; 4) as
i many as 8 discrete categories of landscape. in the Alice Springs area have
much the same light tone on the Gemini, LANDSAT, and S-190A space photo-
^	 graphs,-yet-.all are . worthy of separate categorization: interpreters
,:
cannot make such separation rationally .partly :because . the phenomena may
be trul y inseparable, and. partly .because of the . haze noise i n the blue end
green-sensi tive regions. Again, the higher spatial resolution of the	 ^:
^:
S-190B is he1'pful; 5) as Schwarz et. al. (1969) have shown, at the 100 m,
resolution lei>el there are: few environments which do not have a majority
s	 .. :5i,	 a
of cells coni:aining two or more categories and there:.is a notable improve- 	 ,;`'
3
merit at 30 m.; 6) when unKnown proportions ofi well-, moderately-, poorly-,
and totally-unknown entities are mixed in a cell, the "information" such 	 ^'
`;
mixtures- ,onvey is ambiguous; and 7) the grosser the resolution the more 	 '^^'
:one obtains an average of the. landscape which may be misleading.
,:
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3.2.1 Image Transformai:ions
Common image transformations which may . be
 carried out on color space
imagery to enhance the quality and interpretability of the images) include
(See Simonett and Hajic, 1976): 1) Color separations, 2) Edge enhance-
ment, 3) Shifting the color balance with colow compensation filters, 4)
Density slicing in single color layers, 5) Density slicing coupled with
pin-.registered new color combinations, 6) Making new color combinations-
with multi-date, and/or multi-layer films of different spatial and
spectral resolution, and 7) Digitizing multiple films, bringing to con-
gruent spatial registration. and performing. a variety of operations on the
images including all the former, as well as masking, and. texture and
spectra
	
analysis.	 In addition various methods of standardizing and Bevel-
oping a calibrated or standardized product have been developed or refined
and: the last 3 years with both. LANDSAT and SKY LAB imagery, particularly by
Hardy and co-workers. (Hardy,..e 	 al,	 1975).	 All these techniques have been
,,
^
.,
shown to be of value in improvingimage interpretability.
^
For the purposes of the present study,. limited use . of these . techniques
has been made.	 The principal concern has been the degree to which the
..
unmodified, highew spatial resolution images of S-190 A anal 5-190 6 yield ^`
incremental information over the previous levels obtained with the Gemini
photography and LANDSAT,images.
,;	 To give some indication of the value of a complete. unpacking of the
image dada, color separation plates of low altitude obliques (and: the
Gemini space photograph) are examined in the;following'pages
;..
w
,^
e -
,,
i
^	 -2.13-
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i 	 •	 ^	
/!^	 '
Most color film, including Ektachrome MS film, consists of three
separate recording dyes '(layers of the emulsion) each sensitive to a
different region_of the visible spectrum. The sensitivity (S) of each.
layer to a light of agivenwavelength (a) is defined as:
S(a) = E(^)^1
where
E is the energy of monochromatic radiation of wavelength_(a) re- t
,,..-	 ,
5
(
quired'to produce a given. dye density in the individual . layers when the
.film is developed..	 Figure 16 shows spectral sensitivity as a function of
wavelength for each dye-type of'Ektachrome MS film.,: 	 As seen in this 1`
illustration each dye has a peak sensitivity at a different wavelength; ^^;
thus,. even though there . is considerable overlap in their combined sen-
sitivity,	 is feasible to distinguish them in terms of general spectral
.response regions . ..	 This approximation permits us to think in terms of
three. colors (blue, green, red) each corresponding to a_particular wave-
length band.
Thelimits of the. respective wavelength bands occur. at points `a
where the sensitivity of each given dye decreases to about. l0% of its peak
-^
sensitivity.
	 Blue	 thus defined as wavelengths from 350 manometers to
`490 nm; green 490 nm to 590 nm	 and red 590 nm to 690 nm
	
Figure 1b is a
model of energy received by the film, lumped into three wavelength bands
each corresponding to one of the primary colors. 	 The actual .error intro- ^^
l
duaed by such lumping is small, because color photographs by their nature
`	 record only color, not the .
 actual spectral: reflectance of the ori ginal
scene.
a
Color separation involves:	 1) masking to correct for overlapping
skirts of the three dye density curves (Figure
	
17) and '2) preparation
^.	 _214_
_-
_
it
,.


;_.;	 ,
,,,
{.
of black anal white r^zgatives from. the color photo using blue, green and
red filters. The particular filters used on the Gemini Alice .Springs
photograph, Wratten numbers 476, 58, and 29, are illustrated in Figure 18,
photos 1, 3, and 5. Masking is essential to ensure that the content of
each separation plate is crudely spectrally limited. Each. of the separa-
.	 , A`	 tion plates i s a rough record of the amount of energy received by ther:
camera in the corresponding wavelength band (Figure 17}; thus, variations
^.	 4
	
..	 i density on any of the separation plates represent approximate relative
increase or decrease in reflectance in that wavelengthregion. anal in a
general way simulate the. way .three true multiband photographs. would appear..	 ^'
1
It is important to emphasize, howe er, that these separation plates are
not quantitative, rior are they multiband; they are approximations.
The. separation plates enable some . assessment to be made of some of	
;1
the tonal_ ambiguity present in the original color photograph.. This
'	 approach to the study ^' image . content. is a function of wavelength is 	 ^:
..	
y
	
i	
1
	^`	 useful in evaluatin s acecraft hoto ra hy, since atmos heric attenu-9 p	 P	 g P	 P	 ''
^,;^
aton is a function of wavelength. Figure 19-constructed from data in
	 ;''
ja
Elterman . (1964)-shows the theoretical trend of atmospheric attenuation 	 '
3
versus wavelength for Rayleigh,rerosol, and ozone attenuation factors
in a "clear standard atmosphere" never occurs in nature, Consequently,	 ^
:a
Figure l9 illustrates the .best possible conditions ever available for-
spacecraft photography.:-	 .:
Comparison of Figures 18, photos 2, 4, and 6, with Figures 19 and 20
re^,^eals as expected, that attenuation is most severe in the shorter wave-
	 k.
e,
.,
lengths, and this applies also in the S-190A and S-1906 photographs. The
^..
blue band has very little terrain detail and is practically useless for
	 _^'
mapping, purposes. The green'-sensitive layer contains considerably more 	 a
ry	
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Figure 18. Reproduction of the blue, green and red separation plates
of the Alice Springs Gemini 	 space photo with the filters
used for	 the separations.
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Figure 19. Theoretical trend of extinction optical thickness fora
clear standard. atmosphere (after Elterman 1964). aa
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'•`'	 terrain detail in the form of boundaries and discrimination of areas visible	 '"N -I'^^ 	',
^^,	 on the color photograph. In effect this means that the blue band merely
,
! .,^
Vii',	 adds noise to the color photograph, and the same is tr^,^e to some degreeii
of the green band. The red-sensitive layer is, a expected, most contrasty
^„, ,	 with- clear vegetation and soil boundaries. Figure '20 is particularly in-
i „-'
^'	 teres ing in this respect.. It shows the blue, green and red separation.
-plates of aerial obliques located as marked on Figure 12. The blue
h..-	 `^,;	 separation plate shows .the effect, even .with short passage through the
f
atmosphere,.:both of inherent low contrast (few blues occur in arid 	 >:^.
regions) only whites have. high reflectance in the blue region, and contrast
i .	 reduction from scattering, and consequent weak boundary discrimination. 	 ^`;
^;
The improved level of boundary delineation possible with the green and 	 ^
n	
red. plates is consistent with the amount'of detail recorded.. on the space
phatc^gr^3ph, indicating that this procedure does give a reliable guide
to whera information.. lies in the latter. 	 ''
This brief account of the color separation ,process is given,_because
color separation plates were employed in the analysis of the various
images, .and. the LANDSAT data was initially obtained as black and white.
multi-channel data, Color combinations of LANDSAT data as we11'as color 	 w
.	 ,
positive transparency enlargements from Geminicolor photography, S-190A 	 ''
color infrared' and.-S-1906 `color photography were prepared at a scale of
1`: .250,000 ..for use i n the interpretation. Samples of the various Image 	 ^.;
forms are'`given in this paper, rather :than completely ringing the changes
on the various images available.
,,	
_,.
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FiQure 2O ^
	8lue, green and r^d separation plateS 
'
Vf three aerial
color oblique photUgraphs ' The lucati0n of these ar^as
i^ shOwn on Figure 23, siteS l4, l7 and l2, respectively
located west and nnrth of Napperbv 5alt Lake, and south-
west of Alice 5prings on Mi^s1onary Plain.
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3.3 BOUNDARY DELINEATION AND VERIFICATION
	 ,
y	 3.3.1 Boundary Delineation
The delineation of boundaries a^^d categorization of areas presented.
here are based on interpretation of: 1) 1:250,000, and 1:70,000 enlarge-
^-.-	 menu of the SKYLAB photographs and separation plates, 2) 1;1,000,000 and
w^.^
1:250,000 enlargements of LANDSAT B & W &color images, and 3) 6 X
..enlargements of both the original Gemini color photograph of the .Alice
^^_;^
,^ Springs area and. its red and green separation plates.:
	 Theintial inter-
pretations consisted in each case of tracing all boundaries observable on `
the unaltered color enlargement.
	 Three types of boundaries were mapped; ;^
those representing obvious, sharp,.colordifferences separating grossly ^µ^
x
dissimilar entities, those representing less obvious . but nevertheless
iP
distinct differences in color and density; and those differences'in tone.
and density regarded as dubious to conjectural.	 The same procedure was
applied to the red and green separation plates.`
k
E;
Following boundary delineation, the three resulting maps. (original.
`;
` color photo, red separation, and green separation) were. compared. quali a-
', tively by superposition.	 They were found to display remarkable similarity '?
in their
	 otal boundary content although some differences were observed.,
1.	 An approximately equal number of first caaegory boundaries were
drawn on both .color photograph .
 and red and green separation
^,
,plates and these were strongly `coincidental as to location for
all	 image formats.
.^
,
,.^
2.	 The second caaegory of boundaries, those: defined by moderate ,'
'contrast ratios across adjacent entities, demonstrated less
;:^
,agreement.. of the color photo and red and-green separations. ;r	 ;^
Grassaand boundaries seem	 o bd easier i;o detect on the color ^_
photo and :green .
 separation, whereas the darker tone of wooded ^^
areas are better defined on the
	
red separation.
..:-
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••^••^^ ^^^^yue pnotographs mostly near Na pperby Salt Lake.The numbers are keyed for l ocation to those
23: 13 dunes west of Napperby Salt Lake. 
1 4^Mulga nand
gure
dunes west of Napperby Salt Lake. 15 Salt
between ir
regular dunes west of Na pperby Salt nLake,
troughs
16 Looking northeast from Aileron homestead. 17 Confluence
of Napperby Creek and Napperby Salt Lake. 18 Looking E.S.E.
from Mount Chapple to Redbank Hill.
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Figure 22. Aeriu| photographs mo^tly near 6^Uyea, Napperbv anu uay
Creeks. The numbers ure keyed fnr location tn thn^^ given
in Figure 23^ l9 Lnoking ^outh ^u Napperby ^alt Lake. 2O
Louking N.N.E. ^long Gidvea Creek^ 2l Wnodford River in
mid distance loohing east near Ti-Tree. 22 Looking south
along Day Creek. 23 Napperby ^tation, airfield and Napperby
!Creek in for^gruund, Dav Cr8ek in distance. 24 Headwaters 	 |
of Day ^r^^k in area of dissected lateritic r^siduals. 	 .
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3.	 Numerous di fferences i n both the number and placing of third
1	 category boundaries occurred.	 The same observation was made
w^ !	 by Story,. Yapp, and Dunn.	 (1976).	 Since these boundaries . are
'	 ^	 defined by .low. contrast ratios between adjacent entities, a
much higher degree of subjectivity is involved in their mapping.
'	 ^^	 The exact placement of any partcularboundary on a separation ^.-
t'.,
phate as bound to shift slightly from its placement on the ori- ,^
f	 ^_	 ginal color photo, especially when dealingin minor changes inE^ ^	 y .1
1.
^	 enti ty characteristics.	 A subtle qualitative change between
`	 landscape types is rendered ambiguous on a color photograph
because of complex interactions. of atmospheric attenuation ^F.
factors and the gradual change in the spectral reflective ^	 `
properties of the two entities involved. 	 These influences
combine to produce a low contrast ratio between the entities.,
When a separation pl ate. is produced some ambiguity due to
attenuation and to different reflectances in each. layer is filt-
,,
ered out..	 More importantly, because the .cutoff values for the
,^
,a
information contained in the particular spectral region are
relatively sharp, minor shifts in boundary location take ..place..
It is not surprising, therefore., that even experienced interpreters.
confronted with twopresentations of fundamentally identical 	 arrive.data
at di=fferent conclusions regarding the discrimination of subtle landscape
-changes,	 In part this also will 	 arise from different ways of lumping and
splitting.	 Some observers are: born Jumpers; other are born splitters; yet
>s
.others are fuzzy-minded academics with no consistency at all. 	 The same
problems of lumping .and splitting apply to al1'qualitative judgments by men. '`
z
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It even. applies to maps such as those prepared by Perry (1961), themselves
i.:
^^r°	 „ substantially based on aerial. photographs,: which we have used as "Ground
a
Truth" to compare withthe space photograph.
^'
^. 3.3.2	 Boundary.Verification I
^`^^^
,. One of the primary aims of this report is to demonstrate relation-
f ships between boundaries discernable on space photography and terrain
^^^	 ^	 .,. features, and through this to gain insight into the meaning of such
boundaries.	 The oblique photographs in Figurus 21	 and 22 are black and
'' whi to reproductions of color photos and illustrate a range of terrain core-
di ti ons through which we can begin to appreciate the nature of entities
1:^
encountered and their'spatial 	 distribution.
^^
'^
'' The location of each of the obliques is plotted on the Geniini Alice
,;:.
';'
^^
Springs photograph in Figure 23. 	 By comparing the obliques with the
corresponding area on the various space images it is possible to make
^;
poi nt-by-poi nt comparisons of their efficiency 	 n aiding boundary detecti ort t
and delineation of "real entities". 	 Detailed comparisons are feasible in ,,
Figures 24 anal 25 which show for four regions =the locations of which are =^
noted on Figure 12	 -reproductions of an air photo mosaic based on .pan
^'
minus blue 1:48,000 scale photo	 and the 1965 Gemini photo brought-^o a
^^
common scale of 1`:500,000.	 -Even more detailed comparisons are possible
through comparing-1:250,000 enlargements of S-190 A and 5-190 B, LANDSAT
and GEMINI .color images: as seen in Figures 33, 34 and 35. 	 The most
detailed evaluations may be achieved through comparisons of` the vegetati on
j; map of Kunoth Paddock (at a scale of T70,000), and'a ,1:70: ,000 enlargement
of the 5-190 B color photograph with low altitude vertical photographs ^
obtained by Australian co-operating scientists (Figures 31, 32 and 35,
respectivel y) .
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IFigure 23.	 locations of low altitude aerial oblique photographs.
Numbers correspond to photographs illustrated in
4RIG^T
	
Figures 21 and 22 .
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In order to make these comparisons compact, they are collected into
	
,;
	 Table 11 which'should be examined carefully in conjunction with Figures
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36. 	 In Table 4^^ is given in
turn tfie location of the obliques, the terrain types portrayed, the dis-
	
^	 tnctness of the boundaries. as seen on the color obliques and the detect-	 '
.,
ability of the boundaries on the several space images. In addition the
detailed examination of LANDSAT images given in Story, Yapp, and Dunn
	
—"`'	 (1976) should be borne. in mind.
A full comparison of each item would be wearisome, Summarizing
all these checks .and comparisons,. we conclude that:
1. As stated in the earlierstudy by Smonett et al (1969).,. even	 ^^'
'.4
minor juxtaposed point to point changes in tone on the Geniini
photo are meaningful. However, it is not possible to decipher
their meaning without detailed field work. It is .encouraging
to realize the very. modest changes in plant communities which
',
	
	
may be detected. Thus, quito subtle differences between crests 	 ^	 ^.
-and swales of dunes mantledmainly with spinifex are detected
because of their lineari ty. With .improved spatial resolution
some ambiguities concerning-the various categories are removed. 	 '°
2. '.High. contrast juxtaposed point to point changes signal that
	
	 ^
,.
differen entities are being sampled. Tf each entity is re-
garded as having its own three-dimensional . probability	 '"^
density function for each resolution cell (the three . dimensions
arise from the: color bands in the lumped model of Figure-17)
then changes above. a certain degree unambiguously indicate
the presence of these en ites.	 `
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Figure 24. Comparison of air photo mosaics with red separation plate
enlargements made from 1965 Gemini photography. Top,
bJoodford Creek area; bottom, ^Japperby and day Creeks.
Scale of reoroductinn 1:5(1f1.(1(1f1. ThP rc+ntar of Aa^h
area is indicated on Figure 12 with the numher 23 and
letter T or E for Top or bottom.
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Figure 25. Comparison of air photo mosaics with red separation plate 	 ^^ f
enlargements made from 1965 Gemini photography. Top,
Napperby Lake; bottom, Dashwood Creek southwest of
Napperby Lake. Scale of reproduction 1:500,000. The
center of each area is indicated on Figure 12 with the
number 24 and the letter T or B for Top or Bottom.
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In short, marked changes in tone are never noise even at the
resolution cell level and this applies equally with the Gemini,
LANDSAT, and SKYLA6 images. This is very well evidenced in the
comparison between dark, light and mid grey tones on both
LANDSAT Band S (Red) and the. Gemini red separation plate near
Napperby Salt Lake. Dark points are mulga o r other dense
clumped vegetation, light are always salt pans, and mid tones are
spinifex sand plains; see for example Figures 25 and 33 where
this is readily confirmed.
3. The space images enable many quite transitional or fuzzy bound-
cries to be integrated and detected readily in comparison to
using air photos of different acquisition dates, times and hence,
sun angles.. Figyres 24, 33, and 35 show this well in the
Napperby and Day l^^eek_ area comparisons-.
4. In Simonett et al (1969). it was pointed oui; that "In order
reasonably to capture the environmental va viability of this.
region a resolution with a 1.6:1 contrast ratio of 50 feet
.would be essential, though 100 feet would be acceptable. To
obtain such resolution would require a system with an average
of 30 line pair/mm resolution on a low contrast target and a
focal Tength of no less than 12' inches and preferably 24 inches
(Doyle, 1967). The-scale of significant variation in thus
environment cannot be captured with a 460 foot resolution
(for low-.contrast features.) as in the Gemini photo:."
The following additional conclusions and the analysis by Story, 	 '
I	 Yapp, and Dunn (1976) strongly support the original analysis."
^,
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TABLE 4a a
rj
COMPARISON OF'DETECTABILITY OF.LANDSCAPE BOUNDARIES ON SPACE IMAGES: "*
PHOTO OBLIQUE TERRAIN TYPES PORTRAYED DISTINCTNESS OF DETECTABILITY: LANDSAT IMAGE SKYLAB
-^
'
AND AREA ON B & W OBLIQUE PHOTOS BOUNDARIES AS SEEN ;GEMINI PHOTO) COLOR AND B &`W 5-190A COLOR 5-1906 COLOR
ON :OBLIQUE PHOTOS
Figure 21:	 13' a)'dense mulga groves ' a} very distinct a) Excellent; depends a) Barely detectable; a) Excellent a) Outstanding detail
and l4. Dunes (dark-grey) on ]ength-width of depends on length- within mulga ,j
West of Napperby grove width of grove groves; grove 7
Lake pattern. cleor
b) spinifex on dune b) ill-defined . b) Not discriminable b) Not detected b) Clearly visible b) Clearly visible
flanks	 {med. 'grey) except by deductive on Color IR as different com- ^^	 t
association image munity but some.
.deduction
required
c) muiga savannah c) moderate to ill- c) Detail lost by gen- c) Not detected;. in- c) Readily seen c) Easily mapped,
(speckled) defined eralization; inter- terpreted as spini- small groves.
preted as spinifex fex sand plain visible
sand plain (Figure
^,
w
29 )
N	
Figure'2T: 15 a) salt pan (white) a) very distinct a) Excellent for large a) very good for large a) Excellent; a) Excellent:S-190 A
Napperby .Lake entities; ambiguous entities, espe- especially good plus 5-190 B give ^
when next to spinifex cially for salt, with salt/water/ much detail and
water, bare soil bare soil dir-ferentiation -1
boundaries r
b)'spinifex dunes b) complex but b) Detail lost by gen- b) Not detectable, b) Observable, but b) Easily discrim-
(mottTed grey- distinct pattern eralization; inter- mapped as spinifex nct distinct finable
light grey) preted as spinifex sand plain j
sand plain {Figure
29)
c) short tree &shrub c) distinct to i1T- c) Not detectable c) Wot detectable, c) Observable c) Easily discrim-
(mulga)' (dark grey) defined belts confused with (barely) finable
spinifex sand plain j
Figure 2T: I6 a) spinifex sand plain a) distinct to a) Not detectable a) Not detectable HIDDEN BY CLOUDS . HIDDEN BY CLOUDS, but
Near Aileron (medium grey) gradational Roads readily roads., tracks, paddock ^	 j
Station 6) short grass-forb b) very distinct b) Not detectable b) Not detectable visible boundaries in other
(. light.. grey) (< sys;tem resoTu- locations easily
ti on) observed.{See Figure °;
c) Stuart highway.(white c) very distinct c) Very poor (most c) Not detectable 32)
l i nel groves too small) ^^
d) dense- mulga groves
{shadows) (dark grey)
^-
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TABLE: 44 (Continued}
PHOTO OBLIQUE TERRAIN 'TYPES :PORTRAYED DISTINCTNESS OF f)ETECTABILITY: LANDSAT IMAGE SKYLAB
^^
.AND AREA ON B & W OBLIQUE PHOTOS BOUNDARIES AS SEEN (GEMINI PHOTO) COLOR AND B & W 5-190A COLOR 5-1906 COLOR
ON OBLIQUE PHOTOS
r
Figure 21:.:17 'a) dense mulga a) very distinct a} Poor/ambiguous; a) Not detectable a) Goode boundary de- a)Extraordinary detail
Confluence Nap- (dark grey) entities merely as significant lineation, but visible, boundaries
perby Creek and inferred." - change lacks the detail and entities clearly
Napperby Salt of S-190 B, needed	 se4parable (see Fig
` Lake for entity discrim- 32) h
^^ ination
b) salt pan (some vthite/ b) distinct/very b) Detectable as b) Barely detectable b) Detectable, but b)lletail	 readily visi- ^`
` some with water) distinct gross features;. some boundaries ble, but some units
detail lost difficult ambiguous `
^^ c) short grass ^x forb c) very distinct/ c) Good/excellent c) Good detection c) Good to excellent c}Excellent detection '•
^^ w/scattered trees gradational
(light grey).
^` d) redgum stringer d'}.very distinct d) Moderate; .seen d) Readily detect- d) Detectable d)Easily discriminable
' as pale line able (see Fig 32)
e} spinifex sand plain e} very distinct/ e) Good/excel ent e) Detectable, but e) Goad to excellent e)Excellent when
^; ,^ gradational when. adjacent. to indistinct adjacent to short
w short grass grass
Figure 21c 18 a) hills and mountains a) very distinct a) Excellent a) Good to poor a) Excellent a) Excellent.	 Con-
K, Mt. Chapple - (dark grey-in shadow) siderable detail
Red bank Hill within mountains
x•,
on lithologic
and structural
differences.
b) mulga clumps & b) distinct to i11- b) Not detectable b) Not detectable b) Barely detect- b) Individual. clump
'	 - savannah defined individually; See Figure 32 able and groves of ^
x
interpreted as mulga seen in a
spinifex-mulga detail. (See
^i^
^ ^ transition in Fig. 32)
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TABLE 44 (Continued)
PHOTO -0BLIQUE -	 TERRAIN TYPES PORTRAYED DISTINCTNESS OF DETECTABLLITY: tAtlDSAT IMAGE SKYLAB i
AND AREA' ON B & W OBLIQUE PHOTOS BOUNDARIES AS SEEN (GEMINI. PHOTO) COLOR AND B & W 5-190A COLOR 5-1906 COLOR	 j
ON OBLIQUE PHOTOS
Fiqure 22:19 a} spinifex islands a) very distinct when a}"Fair good for larg- a) FairJpoor for a) Excellent se- Very great detail-
Napperby Lake (white/med grey) water present, est islands; detail largest islands, paration of visible -about as	 ,
less so when not apparent but not little detail various lake- much as in fore-
.coherent observed, good edge areas ground of low al ti-	 )
detection of water tude arcraftoblque,.
b) irregular spinifex b) distinct b) Boundary with lake b} . Boundary with lake b,c,d) No clear Roads lake, plant
dunes {?) distinct, others fuzzy identification community boundaries
(med-dark grey) not detectable of plant,com- clearly visible (See
c) spinifex w/scatter- c) distinct/grada- c} Not detectable c} Not detectable munities, but Figure 33) Comment	 ^,
ed 9ow tre2 tional except as-continua- boundaries applies equally to
(med, grey} tion of (b) clearer than a,	 b, c, d, e.	 -
d) mulga clump? d} distinct d) Not de- d} Just detectable on Gem%ni
redgum stringer? tectable photograph
(darkgrey) system
e) Yuendumu road e)"fairly distinct e) Not de-	 resolution e) Not detectable e) Road-barely
(med. grey line) tectable inadequate (See Fig 33) visible
''	 Figure 22:
	 20 a) spinifex sand plain a} very di tinct' a} Excellent; high a) Good; moderate a) Excellent, .but Stratiform clouds	 '
Gidyea Creek (med.-light grey) contrast with (b) conteas	 {with b) no internal Partially obscure
details. area; otherwise
a) Excellent internal
details visible
b) short grass-forb b) very distinct b) Excellent; high b) Good; moderate b) Excellent, but b) Excellent internal
w/scattered low contrast with (c) contrast (with c) no inte^^ral details visible
trees (light grey) detail:
c) mu7ga scrub (dark- c) distinct/grada- c) Good/excellent; c) Fair only, bound- c) Excel Tent, but c) Excellent internal
very dark. grey} tional boundary v^tth {a) with a not no internal details visible-
somewhat diffuse detectable details.
d) red gum stringer' d) very distinct d) Poor/not detect- d) Poor not detectable d) Oetectable, d) Excellent internal
able;	 < system but not clear details visible
resolution (See Figure 351
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TABLE. 44	 (Continued)..
PHOTO OBLIQUE TERRAIN .TYPES PORTRAYED DISTINCTNESS OF DETECTABILITY: LANDSAT iNWGE SKYLAB ^`
AND AREA ON' B & W OBLIQUE PHOTOS BOUNDARIES AS SEEN (GEMINI-PHOTO) COLOR AND B & W 5-190A DOLOR S-1906 COLOR
-0N OBLIQUE PHOTOS
Figure 22:23 a) mulga scrub {'dark a) very distinct) a) Excellent; intr- a) Fair a) Excellent Under :magnification
Napperby grey)." distinct cate detail to 1:30,000	 Can see
Station b) mulga savannah/ b) very distinct b) Excellent b) Clearly visible b) Excellent details equivalent
short grass (speck- but no detail to foreground view `'
led-med-light grey) of low altitude air-
c) red gum stringer c) distinct c) Fair; ambiguous c) Jus	 detectable c) Just visible craft oblique, in- ,!	 -	 ^
pale grey eluding Red gum. i.
stringers on both
d) hills d) distinct d) Fair/.poor; d) Detectable d) Clearly sides of Napperby
ambiguous detectable Creek, and eroded
soils in foreground
See Fig.25 ^5
X
Figure 22: 24 a)' low treeJsttrub- a) gradations a) Not detectable; a) i7ot detectable a) Differences vis- a} Clearly visible,
^ Headwaters pay spinifex (light to detail lost ible but uncer- easily mapped. r.
w Creek medium grey} generalization tainties still '
O1 b} red gum stringers b).very distinct b) Very poor; pre- b) Not detectable present b) Very readily 3
(very dark grey} sent .but incoher- b) Just detectable mapped
ent See Figure 25
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!^	 5.	 The SKYLAB S-190 A images, with a spatial 	 resolution of 75
4'
meters .for low contrast features (320 feet) is a definite '
improvement over the Gemini 	 image, but nevertheless, the absence..
of any clear geometric identity to shapes makes identification
•4.
of objects difficult.
	
The threshold of resolution for signfi- ^``n
cant enti ty discrimination is still not reached with S-190 A.
''	 ^	 6.-The SKYLAB S-190 B images with a spatial . resolution for low
contrast features of 18 meters (59 feet) lies at about the
thr°esh'old for clear entity discrimination, and of understanding
the basis for boundary differences.	 Tn addition fine supporting `^^,
detail such as roads, tracks, location of boundary fences. (shown
a
by differential
	
grazing density effects on pastures) is clearly
visible.	 All ofthese are critical as location identifiers:
-Their identification in the 'S-190 B photograph reduces the need
for additional stages in a multi-stage sample desi gn. `''
^'	 Variations Between Photo:-Interpreters in Relation to Image Spatial Resolution
From_the nature and degree of boundary differences encoun Bred in
delineating boundaries, a number of questions arose concerning, first, the
ability of experienced interpreters to accurately map unfamiliar environ-
ments and,;.second, the comparabili ty of their efforts as a function of
spatial	 resolution of the s;^^^tems an'd image contrast.
^,
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VARIOUS INTERPRETATIONS OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
ON SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY
Alice Springs, Australia
DENSITOMETER
	
TRACE	 1	 2
	
^. t ^ i .^ .	 ^ ^	 t. ^ s j,^
^^ ^'^n51	 ..t	 ^	 f ^ {"^.
. ^	 3
` ^5
AREA A
AREA COMPLEX: LOW TO MODERATE
^^^	 CONTRAST RAT10
VIIJI^ '	 S INTERPRETERS USING RED SEPARATION
PLATE
V
^ tE .	 L1
^< ^6>	 yid
^^ ^^ ^
^`.^^	 ..
3
^'^®;; ^, ^r ^l
...
^^	
?s^
U
Figure ?E. Interpretations of boundaries by five interpreters in an
area where a complex of small entities containing low to
moderate contrast ratios between entities occurs.
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The initial analysis was prepared by Simonett et al (1969), and
	
n , t;	 a parallel procedure was used by Story, Yapp, and Dunn (1976) in their
	
'	 analysis of LANDSAT images. Comparison of these examples should be
{ made with SKYLAB images in Figure 32 of Kunoth .Paddock, and those in
Figures 34 and 35. To gain insight into these problems a test area
-	
^ R"
1
containing manyofthe vegetation types and boundary conditions was
selected on the Gemini red separation plate n the 1969 study.. Tavelve 	 t i
	
iv	
^	
'	 ^
interpreters with no first-hand knowledge of this area were asked to
perform athreecategory boundary delineation similar to that carried
out by G. R. Cochrane who prepared the master boundary delineations.*
A
No constraints were placed. upon . the interpreters as to what they should
	
°'	 be looking for; simply that they should map as consistently as possible
^ 	` any boundaries they. detected.
	
{.	 Y
The results of these efforts clearly showed the extent of variation
between interpreters and helped focus attention on the general problems
of line detection. Four of the twelve interpretations, representing a
fair cross section of all, were selected for comparison with. the original
^^
work of Cochrane. Based on these interpretations Figures 26 through 29
illustrate the degree of variation encountered in four fundamentally
different boundary situations:. The name of the interpreters are. keyed
to-:theillustratiens as follows; l) G. R. Cochrane, 2) S. A. Morain,
3) W. G. Brooner, 4) F. M. Henderson . , 5) D. E. Egbert.
'
	
	 Each of the four sets of boundary conditions contains its own
problems-of 1`ine detection. In Figure 26 attention is directed toward
a portion of Napperby Dry Lake in which a complex pattern of salt pans:, 	
^a
*Cochrane's map was revised by Morain and _checked by Smonett. We felt	 ^.
that this procedure of serially reconciling differences was the. most
appropriate .'
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interpretations, it is clear that no .two observers saw things alike,
although there is fairly high congruence of boundaries in the lower
portion of the area. Toward the center of the lake, however, where
^	 low contrast ratios prevail, there is virtually no comparison between
interpretations. Here is a situation-, according to the film density
trace, in which numerous, sma 1, moderately contrasting elements are
contained in larger, area-extensive elements with lower contrast ratio.
Such a condition is confusing to interpreters because the boundaries
most readily detected lieat a scale too small. to map;. whereas those
.that perhaps should be mapped at,a reconnaissance scale are difficult.
to discriminate, Similar conclusions were reached by Story, Yapp, and
Dunn (1976) in their analysi's of LANDSAT images. Comparison of the
SKYLAB S-190 B images of the same area (Figures 33 and 35) shows that..
.the improved spatial. resolution eliminates many of these problems,
-	 though .new smaller details which may be confusing are introduced.
The greatest comparability between interpreters is found wherever
the phenomena being separated are-extensive and contrast sharply with
neighboring types.' Figuru ^7 depicts this set ofconditions in the area
- from Napperby to Day Creek and except for unavoidable differences in
detail, all interpreters saw essentially the same pattern of'.boundaries
with respect to the alluvial areas.
'In these lower contrast areas..: (between the alluvial plains) individual
perceptions and mapping procedures were not subject to the same ".guidance"
from nature as where broad areas of.high-contrast entities are . juxtaposed.
The net result is to produce boundaries which:,- if seen only in map form e -
and not displayed against the background of the space photograph - would-
be accepted.
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VARIOUS INTERPRETATIONS OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
ON SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY
Alice Springs, Australia
DENSITOMETER
TRACE
AREA B
AREA EXTENSIVE: HIGH CONTRAST RATIO
S INTERPRETERS USING RED SEPARATION
PLATE
j	 4	 5
Fi gure 27.
	
	 Interpretation of boundaries by five interpreters in an
area where extensive entities are separated by high con-
trast boundaries.
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Scientists tend to accept one anothers work in such areas: The question
then arises, is this merely an artefact of the poor spatial resolution
P^
or are other factors involved.
1'
First, to address the question of poor spatial resolution, Figure
27 should be compared with Figure 35. In the 1:250,000 enlargment of
	
j.
.' ^	 }'
the SKYLAB S-190 Bimage (Figure 35) it is clean that there is justi-
	 i
;, fication only for separating the isolated. hi1Ts near the northern (.top)
portion of the image as shown in Figure 2.7. The boundaries in the
southern portion of Figure 27 are all. diffuse, third-order boundaries. ^.:
^>
,^
None appear reasonable on the SKYLAB S-190 B image. By the same token
	 ^;
„^
	I	 the boundaries on Figure 27 appear to be straining for separation. We
conclude, therefore, that none of these third-order boundaries are real.,.
and that the interpreters were misled by the coarse resolution. into
reaching for,:and."identifying:" non-existent boundaries. In essence
then both artefacting from the poor spatial resolution and different
`	 judgments by interpreters are involved.
Ln a similar s udy with LANDSAT Story, Yapp, and Dunn (1976)
found that "on the whole our correlations (with Perry et al's (T962)
previous survey) are poor 	 on the face., of it, the besi: we could
expect would be reliable mapping over, less than half the total survey
area".
They,aTso found similar . differences in boundary delineation and
entity detection to those stated above in areas of 'slight contras
E)
{
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j`	 VARIOUS INTERPRETATIONS OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
ON SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY
Alice Springs, Australia
DENSITOMETER
TRACE
	
1
	
2
I'	 ^"V	 FY
AREA
AREA EXTENSIVE: LOW CONTRAST RATIO
S INTERPRETERS USING RED SEPARATION
PLATE
3
	
4
Figure 28.	 Interpretation of boundaries by five interpreters in
an area where extensive entities are separated by low
contrast ratios.
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VARIOUS !r^TERPRETA.TIONS OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
C)N SPACE PHC)TOGRAPHY
Alice Springs, Australia
DENSITOMETER
TRACE
	 I	 2
.^
AREA D
AREA COMPLEX: NIGH CONTRAST RATIO
S INTERPRETERS USING RED SEPARATJON
PLATE
^ ^'
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Figure 29. Interpretation of boundaries by five interpreters in an
area where a complex of small sharply contrasting enti-
ties may be found.
a5	 ^	
r	 ^..
At the opposite extreme the least comparable results were obtained in
situations characterized by extensive, low contrast areas. The region il-
lustrated in Figure 28 is predominantly a mulga scrub and spinifex landscape
with linear sand. dune country to the east of Napperby dry Lake. The film
density trace shows clearly that almost no discrimination capability exists
in this type of environment. About the only point of similarity between the
interpretations is that all recognize the presence of Mt. Harrisa the dark
anvil-shaped area in the center of the frame.
Again, reference to the SKYLAB S-1906 image in Figure 35 does not lend
support to any of the interpretations, except that of Mt. Harris.
Finally, the last example of boundaryconditi ons, Figure 29 depicts a
complex pattern of .highly. con tasting types as shown on the Gemini photagraph.
The topography in this locality is hilly to mountainous which means the in-
terpretermay inadvertently delineate shadows with other dark toned entities,
and sunlit spots with light toned types. This problem has been magnified
in this example because a black and white separation plate was used.: for
Y
analysis. -The original color photo would give a more accurate view of
variable illumination... Reference to Figure 35 shows that there is a sig- 	 '°
nificant improvement with the S-1906 resolution in this instance also:
To summarize the resists as given in Table 44, ^r^d in the preceding
comparisons between Gemini, LANDSAT.and'S-1906 images, it is clear that 	 ^`
resolutions of the order of those employed in both. Gemini and ^ANDSAT in-
troduce si gnificant boundary artefacting, and incorrect interpreter boundary	 ;;
delineations. The S-190 B images are clearly at or near the threshold of
accurate boundary: delineation and the question we may 'now -address is the
4
apparent level of accuracy obtainable.
^.
In order to assess this matter, reference should be made to Figures 31-, 	 ^	 -»^
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LANDSCAPES NORTHWEST OF ALICE SPRINGS, CENTRAL AUSTRALIA
Base: Space Photography
PRIMARY TYPES:
HILLS. MOUNTAINS: VARIOUS LiTHOL061ES,
t__J	 COMPLEX VEGETATION,
nSALT LAKE AND PANS. SPARSE HALGPHYTES.
JIiNLY GRASS WITH SOME SHRUBS. MOSTLY
ON ALLUVIALS AND FANS.
j^^ i DRY CREEKS WITH RIVER RED GUM
STRINGERS (E. CAMALDULENSIS),
'!
" DUNE FIELD. MULGA ON LOWER AREAS, 	
4
SPINIFEX ON FLANKS.
WEAK DUNE FIELD, MOSTIY SPINIFEX.
N^I!I	 SPINIFEX SAND PLAIN (TRIODIA BASEDOWIll.
L ^ MULGA SCRUB ( ACACIA ANEURA) WITH MIXES
OF SHRUB AND SPINIFEX.
MOSAICS &TRANSITIONS:
GRASS - SPINIFEX -MULGA
SPINIFEX - MULGA
n SPINIFEX - RIVER RED 6UM
GRASS -RIVER RED GUM
SALT PAN - SPINIFEX
Figure 30. Landscapes northwest of Alice Springs, Central Australia.
Boundaries and categories based upon Gemini space photo-
graphy.
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Figure 31. Jegetation Map of Kunoth Paddock. Scale 1:70,000. Vegetation
	
^
map was prepared from ground truth data supplied by cooperating
	 "
^,ustralian scientists.
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32 and 36, respectively showing the 1:70,000 Vegetation Map of Kunoth Paddock.,
prepared by C.S.I.R.O. personnel, a 1:70,000 color enlargement of the S-1906
color image showing the same area,:
 and sample low altitude air photos of
Kunoth Paddock, obtained by C.S.I.R.O. personnel at-the time of the August
lC, 1973 SKYLAB mission.
Careful comparison between the threefigures leads us to the following
f
conclusions:
Y^.	 7. The S-1906 image provides, in comparison to the Gemini and LANDSA7
imagery, a quite extraordinary jump in quality of boundary detail ',
;,
available._ ;n^
2. The level	 of detail
	 available is such that enlargement to 1:20,000
,A
^;
i or even larger would be feasible for more deta'i'led mapping.
3. The S-1906 photo suggests that the field-prepared plant community
map is overgeneralized in numerous areas.`
4. A significant number of'the entity groups and boundaries, established
by field. mapping match-in a general way, but not closely with those
observed on the space prioto.
5. An equally large number of apparently important plant community
groups and boundaries, as seen on the space photo, and:, as observed.
';
in Figure
	 36	 are evidently both real and not. mapped.
6. If'the S-1906 image: had been available at the time of _the field
work,	 it would have had a significant impact in the field mapping. "
In short the cafe ones estab fished and mag	 Aped by 'the C.S.I,R.O. ^§
scientists on,black and white aerial
	 photographs are as subject to
error as are any interpretations for the 5-1906 image.. The S-1906
image would have assisted in reducing this error.
1'he` last of these concl usions is of considerable importance in assessing
i
.,
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riy:.^^ 32. Enlargement to 1:70,000 of SKYLAB 5-190 B
color photograph of the Kunoth Paddock area.
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Figure 33. Comparison between Cand 5 LAP:DSAT I
image, and Lhe S-190 C SKYLAB color
image of the eastern end of
Napperby Dry Lake.
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image, for comparison with the aerial aGlique pt, to-
graphs of Figure 21 (15), Figure 22 (19, 30, ?.3, and ^^+}
and airphctc rr.esaics anc+, Gemini B & W enlargements
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and comparing future space images with previous conventional surveys. 	 Tn
1
this respect comments by Story, Yapp and Dunn (1976) introducing their
comparative. ana yss of LANDSAT imagery are relevant.
°In 2l resources surveys over the past 25 years the Division of
,,
Land Use Research (C.S.I.R.O., Australia) has covered 2,135,800 km2,
"' or just over a quarter of r^:^inland Australia. 	 The reports con- :;
r
^
^r^_,,
stitute the Land - Research Series of C.S.I.R.O.,	 first published.
a
in 1962, and continuing.	 Survey methods. are. described in the
r
,:,
reports and by Naantjens (1968) and .. Stewart (1968).	 in brief,
^^
the survey area. is mapped and described in terms of homogeneous
subdivisions (land. systems) by means of stereo examination of
^,
black-and-white aerial photograi^hy supplemented by . field work.:
The. photos so far used have been varied i n scale, with extremes
of 1:16,.000 and 1:..85,000 for different . .parts ofthe same survey
i
area, and quality has likewise varied from very .high to extremely
poor.
The paper deals with the evaluation of LANDSAT I imagery for this
.type. of survey, with a view to evolving aninexpensveand... ad-
equate method to replace or .supplement the aerial photography...
Problems of Evaluation Inherent in the Survey. Methods
The reports refer to the Land Research mainland surveys as "
^^
being "broad", "reconnaissance", or "general", and of "large
areas", but the terms are not defined.	 Mapping scales vary ^^
I from 1:250,000 to 1:	 1,000,000, survey areas from 8240 to 373,000
I km2.	 land units,:.whichare unmapped subdivsionsof land systems,
at least from 1.5 to 7250 km2, in other words the terms "land
x
^.
^•;
^.
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.Figure 36: (On the :following page) 1:35,000 Color enlargement of S-1906
image compared with black and white 70 mm contact positives
of color infrared vertical aerial photographs, also at a scale
of 1:.35,000... The .photographs are portion of a strip covering the
	 '`,
area adjacent to and including the western portion of the
road:. between Alice Springs and Hamilton iDowns (see Figure 11}.
The photos are arranged to run West to East, up and down: the
page and should be-compared with Figures 31 and 32 by turning
the page sideways:.. Note the. degree. of detail visible in the
S-1906 image. Particularly important in this respect is the
identification of roads., small tracks, fence Lines,: stock ponds,
small clumps of trees, "eroded soil patches and so on. The
ability to observe such small features, almost certainly means
^	 that the 5-1906 image wi-11 be able to be used without nter-
mediate photographic scales for establishing sample sites. for
ground observations andmeasurements. This will lead to sub-
.;
tantially improved precision in sampling. The special rele-
i	 vance of thin observation is that the spatial and spectral resolu-
	 ` `^
ti on and the sensitivity expected with LANDSAT-D (30-meters,
	 v
6 channels, NE^p of .5t, see Harnage and Landgrebe, 1975:) wiT_1
be such that the'same :general quality of data will be available
in computer compatible format. This will be a tour-de-force
with respect to environmental inveni:©ry and monitoring.
The 70 mm Black and Wh e images were reproduced by the Australian
co-opera ing investigators, from color IR transparency rolls.
	 '.
`	 A, B, anal C are common points for identification shown on both
	 ',;
the Black and White and Color images.
	 ^
a
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Figure 36.
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system" and "land unit" give no indication of the size of the
area in question . or the detail of the mapping. Their flexi-
bility is further shown by the fact that one land system
mapped by Christian and Stewart (19.53) at 8 miles to the inch
(1:506,880) was remapped by Speck et al. (1965) as 20 land
systems at 4 miles to the-inch (1:253,440); and. land units in
Carborough land system, which extends across the common
^^--
boundary of the Dawson-Fitzroy and Isaac-Comet . areas, number
l0 and 4 in the respective reports .(Speck et al., 1968; Story
'
	
	 et al., 1967). Obviously team decisions and scal e of mapping
largely dictate the complexity of the land systems in any
survey area and of the land units in any land system, and since
the process is highly subjective, identical mapping would be
.very unlikely if two teams surveyed the same area independently.
The survey-reports do not stress this point, and some indeed..
^ ,tacitly present. the 1 and systems. as di sti net -and defi ni to by
stating that they were recognized during the interpretation,
when in fact they were erected. `^
This subjectivity and lack of standardization are the biggest `
obstacles to a just assessment of the types of imagery .used in
i
Land Research survey series, and of the associated mapping." :'
The preceding comments from . Story, Yapp anal Dunn (1976) indicate the
problem of comparison between Space images and Land Sy tem boundaries, and
the highly subjec ive component in the latter.
	 "Ground truth" as we have-
noted earlier i	 flawed.	 Smonett et al.	 (1969)	 (and repeated . here in 3.3.1)
noted that "problems of lumping and splitting apply to all
	 qualitative
judgements by men.	 It even applies to' maps such as those prepared by; Perry
7
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`'	 (1961), themselves substantially based on aerial photographs, which have
?4
' 	 been used as "Ground Truth” to compare with the space. photography." 	 '
1
We believe, to be candid, that Perry's map is unacceptable as a basi s
.for assessing the value of SKYLAB S-1906 image. Without being quite so
blunt,Story, Yapp, and Dunn (1976) say that "this subjectivity and lack of
,r	
..	 ^
`	 standa_rdization are the biggest obstacles to a just assessment of the types 	 ''^"'
of imagery used in the Land Research survey series, and ,the associated
r
`'^'	 mapping." They could also have added" and, indeed., of assessing any space	 ^'
.	 X
imagery." For these reasons, our comparisons have only been of dscriminable
boundaries not of the Land System uni ts.
It is important, however, also to note that the samE subjective element 	 x
';^
'.	 appears when we compare at the plant community 1eve1 as shown in Figure 31
the vege atop rnap of Kunoth Paddock..
^^	 ^^Tt is clear that Ground .Truth is itself suspect, and that perhaps	 ^
one of the greatest advantages of spacecraft imagery of the resolution of
SKYLAB 5-1906, in aiding surveying very large areas will be to re-vamp the
procedures, methods of accuracy assessment and so on by providing multiple-
'^
	
	 scale views of an area. This is not .what the conventional wisdom of using
	
z
space imagery would. indi"cote.
3.4 PRINCIPAL-RESULTS OF THE STUDY
In the light of the questions .posed for investigation in the introduc-
^!
	
	
tion, what then are the principal results From these analyses. Each question
-.may be taken up in terms in the following summary.
Question No: 6: What gains in-grazing land category identification are
there in comparison with either the S-190A,, or earlier Gemini phatog^aphy
	 _ j
through use of the S-1906 system.
There are significant improvements i n dentfieca ion of grazing- ..
f
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land categories arising from the improved spatial resolution of
the S-1906 system, particularly with respect to detecting dif-
ferences between p1 ant communities on thQ basis of internal
spatial variablity within a class. .This is most noticeable
with mulga communities. These abilities were in fact predicted
by Simonett et al. in 1969 and are important_in making space
photography more useable as part of a sampling frame.. The more
categories detected in the first stage of a multi-stage sample,
the greater the improvement in the precision of an estimate and
within .anal between plan community discrimination and al 1 Qcati on
of samples.
The quali y of category detection was such as to suggest substantial
errors occurred in the initial ground .truth mapping used to compare
>-
^.
1
i
..
with the space images.
Question No. 7: What improvements are there and how significant are
theywith respect to landscape .boundary delineation as a result of the
improved. spatial resolution of the S-1906..
Paralleling the improvement in category identification there is
a sharp reduction in the uncertainties of boundary placement, and
a considerable increase in the number of possible additional
categories and boundaries at Tower hierarchical levels of class-`
ifcati'on of pasture types, and of smaller units, previously not
detectable.
Detectinn of boundaries of cultural features such as property
boundaries, shown by differential grazing, and small track^_is 	 -'
greatly facilitiated with the 5-1:806. Thus, exact 7os.;ation_of
_25:8-
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.	 sample sites is much improved, reducing the need for high flight
^,
or second stage (aircraft) data. indeed, a 2-stage design using
^,	 only spacecraft and _ground :observation may well be feasible.,	 a
Further investigation :will be needed firmly to establish this
^^.`
possibility.
,*	 '
uestion No. 8: Now do these improvements compare. with predictions made 	 u''
'	 in 1969 on the value of resolutions of 50 to 100 feet for pasture and
.	 n
fr
^	 range category separation and delineation i n Central Australia?
.	 The. improvements in pasture and. range category separation and.
boundary delineation compare closel =y with predictions,mad^ by
.,
Simonett ^t al. (1969), based on calculations of the number of 	 ^^,
E	 entities present i;^ a resolution cell (see also Simonett and
Coiner, 1971).
Resolution, not additional bands, is the .cri ti cal factor i n such
improvement. S-190A imagery, .with infrared response, but wi ^±h
resolutions akin t^ the oarlier Gem7ni photoc^r^aphy is nc^t acCequa^^e
for additional separations...This conclusion i5 ^lecrled1y different
for that. of Colwell et al. 1974 wh y found that "far identification(	 )
of natural vegetation types in the Colorado Plateau . Teat area, the
E^EP S-190A color IR image was ^udgeci better than .all otherimage
types tesi;^d" (including ^-19DB). .However, they also recognized
,.
that this cot7clusion was arrived at because of the large na^tura'1
	 ^,'
vegetation units involved ^^ather than the fine scale found in the 	 r,°^
^	 Central Australian example.  We may also add that tha low . iR re-	 ^ 1
flect,vity of the Australi'ansE^ni-desert plant communities at the
time of imaging is also a factor. i'n chart, there ire envi ronments
r^ ,
where spatial rQSOI ution i cri ti caT :and envi ronmeni3s were mul t`i
^	
r.1:.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The most significant results from 'this investigation have been
discussed in the body of this report. The major conclusions stated
in the .Executive-Summary are discussed in further detail in this
section.
r	
^	
,r
The major conclusionsare discussedfirst with respect to tfie	 `.^^
Multispectral Scanner and the implication for future spacecraft
^'	 systems and second with respect to the value of a high resolution
photographic system.. The conclusions for the.`multispectral scanner
apply `to both unmanned and manned systems (LANDSAT D, SHUTTLE),.while 	 `:
'i	 the photographic systems apply mainly to the manned SPACE SHUTTLE. 	 '^-:
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4.1	 S-192 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER
The principal conclusions regarding the multispectral scanner
deal. with
r
selection of spectral .bands most usefu	 for land use
planning applications.
1. The 1.09-1.19 um band proved. to be very valuable. for
` discriminating a variety of land use categories., including °=
r a.
within-category discrimination of agriculture, fores ,
a
and urban classes. 	 This particular spectral band (band
,^,
„ number 9) was. selected as providing the best discrmina ion
7
of any single spectral band when analyzing l) urban classes,
2) agricultural classes, and 3).forest. classes of date.
^_
Additionally, spectral band 9 was selected second in the ^^	 ^'r,
analysis considering all Level	 I land use categories and
.was ranked first in the."overall" .performance rating. 	 The
only analysis in which this spectral band was poorl y rated
was the wetlands analysis: 	 Spectral band was rated tenth in'
the wetlands analysis.	 It should. be noted however that
pectral band number 10 (1.20 - 1.30 um) was rated first i'n ,
. the :wetlands analysis.	 Data correlations between these two
bands may be responsiblefor.the low rating of spectral band .^
^^	
a
number 9 in this analysis. 	 This spec ral range., which is
;
-..
not available on tANDSAT I or'IL, shou d die seriously
-^
Canalyses however it was raced third in the analysis designed
to identify those . bands useful for discriminating between
general Level I categories.
	 The usefulness of .the thermal	 ^
;'
I^
^ infrared band for land use .management purposes appears ^`
^-^ to be in discriminating urban areas. from vegetated areas..
^,
:.	 y	 3.
r
The 1,55-1..75 um band (spectral band number 11) proved
tl
very useful in combination with the 1.09-1.19 um band
^.^^•-'°^^ (spectral band, number 9).	 Thin pair of spectral .bands
was selected_ amount, the top five bands in four of the: six
analyses performed during this investigation. 	 -The .data
',	 4
content of these two.	 pec ral-bands appears to be sufficiently ^.
J.
independent to warrant consideration'of using this p`air of
f
a -;
infrared bands on future satellite systems. ^-t
Additionally, it was concluded that:.
4.- Misregistration between spectral bands, even by 'as 	 the
^ as 1/2 pixel, may degrade classification accuracy.
5. Accuracy of identification of boundary or border pixels
was as-much: as 13% lower than the accuracy for identifying
internal field pixels... 	 The implication of this drop.. is that
in complex areas of small entities, or where: there is spatial
` .;
variability wi thi'n a natural class, that i t will 	 be difficult
,;	 e
`
;:t'v'.
to erec	 the. physical boundaries between these entities using g
k .	 :i
pattern recognition procedures unless one moves to higher ^';
spatial resolutions, perhaps of the order of those of LANDSAT D. ^'
6. Multidate imagery may be necessary to accurately discrimi-
Hate land use categories both at teveT I and Level
	
II- '^
Throughout all phases of the digital analysis of the S-192
^,
Multispectral Scanner data ambiguities were observed between
hh
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the spectral characteristics of different land use
,,
categories. Many of these ambiguities were rationally.
expl ainabTe .and w 11 most 1 kely be resolved only through
analysis of mul ti date repetitive coverage,.
7.	 In order of overall ranking, the most useful six spectral
bands were found to be:	 ,
^.
j	 1)	 Spectral band number 9 (1.09-1.19 um),
2) Spectral band number 3 (0.52-0.56 um), 	 ^,
r
3) Spectral band number 6 (0..68-0.76 um),
4) Spec ral band number 1 (0.41-0.46 um),
5) Spectral. band number 11 (1.55-1..75. um),
6) Spectral band number 13 (10.2-12.5 um).	
^,.^
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4.2 S-1906 Photographic System
The principal conclusion with respect to the . S- 1906 camera system
is-as would be expected that the higher resolution of the S-190 B system
:^
,..^-
in comparison. to previous space photography {Gemini, Apollo), to the
%	
::
i
^;
S-190 A.system (SKYLAB), and to LANDSAT imagery, significantly increases ^`
x.
'^	 "` the range of additional discrimination achievable. 	 While evidence is
^.
available that the infrared layer of the S-190 A system and the IR bands ^.
of LANDSAT enables some identification not feasible (e.g. forest category
;r	 .
^' separation, separation of small water bodies from forest, etc.) with color
x film in the S-190 B data, the high` resolution is -more generally useful than x
t
r
additional or alternative bands.
^;.	 .
`° There is no reason why future photographsc systems could not include
^a
color infrared film in association with high resolution.
	
The advantages
of high' resolution of the order of the S-190 B system are as follows:
1.	 More categories can be identified with lower ambiguity.
	
This
k.'^:-.
'!
conclusion applies not only to the natural
	 plant communities
,;
:;	 'a
,` in Central Australia, but also to the 1^and use mapping carried
,^
out.
 in the Baltimore-Washington area by Rohde and Simonett
;';
^ti
(1975), and by Bale etal.
	 (1975).	 similar conclusions have a
been reached by numerous in+^es,tigators,,especially those, working. n
in areas of finely-fragmented land-use types. on the fringes of E	 ;,y:
metropo1 tan -areas
@@ 	 a
n.
2.	 Boundary_delinieaton, small-area field delineation anal: natural
^a
'
f
and land'use category delineation i
	 more precise andclearly
^_
^
^,,
matches that obtainable with high altitude aircraft data.
r
In the Baltimore-Washington area:
r
•	 Good-quality information in map form can be expected from !g
S-190 B imagery at .both Level. I and Level
	 II as defined by
.^
j
-2f5- `'
^:^	 r^..	 --. s^---^--_
h	
.	
y . M¢
pp^q
- f , ^'
1	 1
a
U.S.	 Geological	 Survey Circular 671.
^	 Variability in the results for test of Level 	 III and Level
+'	 IV, suggest that the spectral. coverage of both color and
color infrared film are needed for accurate identification
and . mapping . in Pores	 and agricultural. classes.
^;,
-	
The experience of the interpreter markedly influences the
,.
,`"-
quality of interpretation of both S-190A and S-i90B imagery
—° ''	 to a higher degree than is true of high altitude aircraft {
..
	
g
imagery,i
'	 The information content of S1906 is much. more suitable for
1
^	 the land . use and regional planner than is LANDSAT data, in ^^:
1
^	 areas. of high urban-rural	 density.	 In other areas-with .larger
,
^	 natural plant community groups and with less intensive settle-
merit, LANDSAT data and S190A may well be adequate.
'°	 S-1.906 cannot acceptably substitute far allaircraftmage uses
by land. use and. regional planners, because among their respon-
'	 sibilities is the co=ordination of smallerjurisdictions with..
much more detailed data needs.
•	 SKYLAB S- 19bA` and S-1906 imagery can be used to update existing
aircraft-based-land use-maps . at the: county level	 at a substantial
cost'savings	 (see Rohde and Simonett, 1975.).
`	 SKYLAB 5-190A anal S-1906 imagery can be used_to revise, `^
-update, anal.. improve the delineation of forest type boundaries:
at the. county level 	 in Ma^^yland (see Rohde. and Si monett, 1975).
In	 AliceSpringsthe	 -area:`
i
-The SKYLAB S-190^i images, with a spatial	 resolution of 75 ^	 . l
meters (246 feet) for law-contrast features, is a definite
:;
^'	 improvement over Gemini photography and LANDSAT data., but
Y
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nevertheless, the absence of any clear geometric identity
to shapes makes identification of objects difficult. The
threshold of resolution for significant entity discrimination-
is si:ill not reached with S-190A,
•	 The SKYLAB S-1906 images with a spatial resolution of 18
';
	
meters (59 feet) for a low contrast features lies at about 	 f`,,L
the threshold for clear entity discrimination, and of under-
y^.:
	
	
standing-the basis for bounda^^y differences. 	 `^ ^.
Careful item-by-item comparison with low al titude vertical
and obli^,ue photography shows that the detail observed in
^'	 the S-1906 images is at least comparable to that in high
altitude aircraft photography, and. in some respects is about
the same as that observed i n low altitude obliques..
' ^	 3.	 Small cultural details, and natural landscape details can be ob-
served inthe 5-1906 photographs, thus reducing the need for an
-,
intermediate aerial photographic stage in some multistage sample
designs. A major problem with Gemini and LANDSAT images,. as
part of a multi-stage sample desgn,is the-difficulty of identifying
exact locations so that ground samples may be directly related to
the image. As a result aircraft imagery is required to bridge
between the space photograph. and ground sample....:The S-T90B imagery
is of sufficient resolution .that many ground locations may be
accurately identified on the images. Thus: 	 `.
•	 Fine details of a cul tura1 type' may be identified i n most
instances -individual isolated houses, farm lands, tracks,:
-	
fence lines, small: c umps of tree ,erosion :patches. This
p
^	
...
is commonplace, not exceptional in both the Central Australian
	 '-
and Marylandenvironments and is clearly a fundamental
F	 ^^^.=;
.	 ,,
__:
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property of imagery of about 60 feet spatial resolution
(for low L^ntrast targets). This fine supporting detail is
`'	 ^^	 critical in providing the location identifiers needed to
i
eliminate some intermedia a stages in a multi-stage sample
design.
q»
^`	 Fine natural landscape details may also be observed. 	 Examples -1 ,
that readily come to mind are. the patchy, very small depressions
^--^'"	 ^	 and melalewcascrub just 	 east of Napperby Dry Lake in Central
i.	 ;
..Australia,	 The most notable example is the ability to detect
,,	 individual mulga groves, thus not only giving certain identifca-
tion of the plant community, but also aiding in precise location.
•	 Areas of detailed and fine variations in 'lithology are readily.
observable., as in the northern portion of Kunoth Paddock.	 This
<^
improves the likelihood of correct.1ocation of ground samples.
4.	 Because high resolution in the first-spacecraft-stage of a multi-
stage sample design enablesbetter boundary delineation and category
^^
G	 separation, greater precision is obtained in estimates of natural.
^,
production of volume_(timber, grazing land, agricultural
	
production,
etc.) than with LANDSAT data,
	
While no actual estimates were made
in the present.
 study it is clear from .comparisons with other work,: -':
:,
notably that _by Nicholls et.
	 al.	 (1:973) that the jump to S-1906
4.
resolution is very important in bath improving , the precision of ^*
estimates, and in reducing. the cost and necessity for intermediate ^;,.
lever aircraft flights. ^"a
^	 5.	 The high-resolution of the: S-i906..greatly increases the analyst's ^`
confidence in reconnaissance to semi-detailed land,-plantcommunity
=,
h	 -
or natural system mapping'.
	 This increased confidence arises from
;.
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the following factors:
•	 The level of detail availab^;e is such that enlargement to
R 
'1
.i
1:20,000 or even larger is feasible for some .very detailed '
'	
mapping.
•	 Comparison with aerial photography shows that many features
are clearly enough observed that the S-190B images may be	 fw..
r^	
used for updating existing land use or plant community mapping.
•	 Where there are differences between existing "ground. truth" {
L'	 ^
data and. boundaries derived from tfie 5-1906 images the latter
are clearly enough seen that the °ground truth" in some in-
•	 stances mayrequire modification.
6.	 For. many applied areas, the improved resolution brings the S-1906
into `the. realm where existing data requirements of band-oriented 	 3
..
agencies, may either be met., or the degree of modification to
^!
_,
',	 accept 5-1906 data is generally acceptable. Support for this view
comes not only from the ..
 present investigation but also from other	 ``;_
^'	 studies. Thus, in the ear]er analyses by the authors it was,
observedthat the trend .towards planning for larger areas with' a
re Tonalg	 perspective (now evident in the planning community) was.
facilitating the acceptance and use of spacecraft and satellite-
derived imagery (Bale et. al.,-1975). Similarly, McKm,.Merry,: 	 z
Cooper, Anderson and Gatto (1975 . ) found in preparing-land. use
maps with SKYLAB 5-1906 imagery for input data in hydrologic models,.`
that the results "compared favorably with hose obtained from high
-altitude aircraft photography." It seems clear from-these and other
examples that there will develop increasing acceptance of space
.data of the resolution of the S-1906 system. Tt is only where
;,:
269-
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^'
over9apping jurisdictions (state, regional, and local) require
that the finest level of detail be employed, that the S-1906
M	 data: cannot be used.
_'	 From these conclusions it is c1 ear that there i s an important role
^,
to be played on SPACE SHUTTLE for wide-area coverage, high resolution
°a
	
	 camera systems in land use and other resource analyses. It is strongly
	 ^^°
recommended that a camera system of the spatial resolution of the S-1906
,^,
	system..- or slightly better.- be carriedat all times on SPACE SHUTTLE,
	 ,
•	
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